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AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE

FIRST editio:n^*.

Amplissima et pulcherrima scientia figurarum. At quam est inepte sortita

nomen Geometrise !—NicoD. Frischlinus, Dialog. I.

Perspectivse methodus, qua nee inter inventas nee inter inventu possibiles ulla

compendiosior esse videtur . . . —B. Pascal, Lit. ad Acad. Paris., 1654.

Da veniam scriptis, quorum non gloria nobis

Causa, sed utilitas ofiBciumque fuit.—OviD, e.r Pont., iii. 9. 55.

This book is not intended for those whose high mission it

is to advance the progress of science ; they would find in it

nothing new, neither as regards principles, nor as regards

methods. The propositions are all old ; in fact, not a few of

them owe their origin to mathematicians of the most remote

antiquity. They may be traced back to Euclid (285 B.C.), to

Apollonius of Perga (247 B.C.), to Pappus of Alexandria (4th

century after Christ); to Desargues of Lyons (1593-1662);

to Pascal (1623-1662) ; to De la Hire (1640-1718); to

Newton (1642-1 727) ; to Maclaurin (1698-1746); to J. H.

Lambert (i 728-1 777), &c. The theories and methods which

make of these propositions a homogeneous and harmonious

whole it is usual to call modern, because they have been dis-

covered or perfected by mathematicians of an age nearer to

ours, such as Carnot, Brianchon, Poxcelet, Mobius, Steiner,

Chasles, Staudt, etc. ; whose works were published in the

earlier half of the present century.

Various names have been given to this subject of which we
are about to develop the fundamental principles. I prefer

* With the consent of the Author, only such part of the preface to the original

Italian edition (1872) is here reproduced as may be of interest to the English reader.
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not to adopt that of Higher Geometry [Geometrie snp^rieure,

hohere Geometrie), because that to which the title ' higher ' at

one time seemed appropriate, may to-day have become very

elementary; nor that of Modern Geometry [nenere Geometrie),

which in like manner expresses a merely relative idea ; and is

moreover open to the objection that although the methods

may be regarded as modern, yet the matter is to a great extent

old. Nor does the title Geometry ofiiosition (
Geo?netrie cler Lage)

as used by Staudt'^ seem to me a suitable one, since it

excludes the consideration of the metrical properties of figures,

I have chosen the name of Projective Geometry f, as expressing

the true nature of the methods, which are based essentially on

central projection or perspective. And one reason which has

determined this choice is that the great Poncelet, the chief

creator of the modern methods, gave to his immortal book

the title of Traite des proprietes projectives des figures (1822).

In developing the subject I have not followed exclusively

any one author, but have borrowed from all what seemed

useful for my purpose, that namely of writing a book which

should be thoroughly elementary, and accessible even to those

whose knowledge does not extend beyond the mere elements of

ordinary geometry. I might, after the manner of Staudt,

have taken for granted no previous notions at all ; but in that

ease my work would have become too extensive, and would

no longer have been suitable for students who have read the

usual elements of mathematics. Yet the whole of what such

students have probably read is not necessary in order to

understand my book ; it is sufficient that they should know
the chief propositions relating to the circle and to similar

triangles.

It is, I think, desirable that theoretical instruction in

* Equivalent to the Deftcriptive Geometry of Catley {Sixth memoir on qualities,

Phil. Trans, of the Eoyal Society of London, 1859; P- 9°)- The name Geometrie

de position as used by Carnot corresponds to an idea quite different from that

which I wished to express in the title of my book. I leave out of consideration

other names, such as Geometrie segmentaire and Orc/anische Geometrie, as referring

to ideas which are too limited, in my opinion.

t See Klein, Ueber die sogenannte nicht-EukUdische Geometrie (Gottinger

Nachrichten, Aug. 30, 1871).
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geometry should have the help afforded it by the practical

constructing and drawing of figures. I have accordingly laid

more stress on desc7'ipfk'e properties than on metrical ones ; and

have followed rather the methods of the Geometrie der Lage of

Staudt than those of the Geometrie superieiire of Chasles*.

It has not however been my wish entirely to exclude metrical

properties, for to do this would have been detrimental to

other practical objects of teaching f. I have therefore intro-

duced into the book the important notion of the anJiarmonic

ratio, which has enabled me, with the help of the few above-

mentioned propositions of the ordinary geometry, to establish

easily the most useful metrical properties, which are either

consequences of the projective properties, or are closely related

to them.

I have made use of central projection in order to establish

the idea Qiinjinitely distant elements ; and, following the example

of Steiner and of Staudt, I have placed the law of duality

quite at the beginning of the book, as being a logical fact

which arises immediately and naturally from the possibihty

of constructing space by taking either the point or the plane as

element. The enunciations and proofs which correspond to

one another by virtue of this law have often been placed in

parallel col imns ; occasionally however this arrangement has

been departed from, in order to give to students the oppor-

tunity of practising themselves in deducing from a theorem

its correlative. Professor Eeye remarks, with justice, in the

preface to his book, that Geometry affords nothing so stirring

to a beginner, nothing so likely to stimulate him to original

work, as the principle of duality; and for this reason it is

very important to make him acquainted with it as soon

as possible, and to accustom him to employ it with con-

fidence.

The masterly treatises of Poncelet, Steiner, Chasles, and

* Cf. Eeye, Geometrie der Lage (Hannover, t866; 2nd edition, 1877), p. xi. of

the preface.

t Cf. Zech, Die hdhere Geometrie in Hirer Aiuccndung auf Kegelschnitte und

Fldchen zweiter Ordnung (Stuttgart, 1857), preface.
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Staudt * are those to which I must acknowledge myself most

indebted ; not only because all who devote themselves to

Geometry commence with the study of these works, but also

because I have taken from them, besides the substance of

the methods, the proofs of many theorems and the solutions of

many problems. But along with these I have had occasion

also to consult the works of Apollonius, Pappus, Desargues,

De la Hire, Newton, Maclaurin, Lambert, Carnot,

Brianchon, Mobius, Bellavitis, &c. ; and the later ones of

Zech, Gaskin, Witzschel, Townsend, Eeye, Poudra,

Fiedler, &c.

In order not to increase the difficulties, ah-eady very con-

siderable, of my undertaking, I have relieved myself from the

responsibility of quoting in all cases the sources from which

I have drawn, or the original discoverers of the various pro-

positions or theories. I trust then that I may be excused if

sometimes the source quoted is not the original onef, or if

occasionally the reference is found to be wanting entirely.

In giving references, my desire has been chiefly to call the

attention of the student to the names of the great geometers

and the titles of their works, which have become classical.

The association with certain great theorems of the illustrious

names of Euclid, Apollonius, Pappus, Desargues, Pascal,

Newton, Carnot, &c. will not be without advantage in assist-

ing the mind to retain the results themselves, and in exciting

that scientific, curiosity which so often contributes to enlarge

our knowledge.

Another object which I have had in view in giving refer-

ences is to correct the first impressions of those to whom the

name Projective Geometry has a suspicious air of novelty. Such

* PoNCELET, Traits des pro2^riet4s jirojectives des figures QPsiris, 1822). Steinee,

Systemafische Enfwickelung der Ahhdngigheit geometrischer Gesfnlten von einander,

<fcc. (Berlin, 1832). Chasles, Traite de Gi^ometrie supirieure (Paris, 1852); Traite

des sections coniques (Paris, 1865). Staudt, Geomefrie der Lage (Niirnberg, 1847).
"j* In quoting an author I have almost always cited such of his treatises as are

of considerable extent and generally known, although his discoveries may have

been originally announced elsewhere. For example, the researches of Chasles in

the theory of conies date from a period in most cases anterior to the year 1830;

those of Staudt began in 1831 ; &c.
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persons I desire to convince that the subjects are to a gi-eat

extent of venerable antiquity, matured in the minds of the

greatest thinkers, and now reduced to that form of extreme

simplicity which Gergonne considered as the mark ofperfection

in a scientific theory^. In my analysis I shall follow the

order in which the various subjects are arranged in the book.

The conception of elements lying at an infinite distance is due

to the celebrated mathematician Desargues ; who more than

two centuries ago explicitly considered parallel straight lines

as meeting in an infinitely distant point t, and parallel planes

as passing through the same straight line at an infinite

distance J,

The same idea was thrown into full light and made

generally known by Poncelet, who, starting from the postu-

lates of the Euclidian Geometry, arrived at the conclusion

that the points in space which lie at an infinite distance must

be regarded as all lying in the same plane §.

Desargues
|1

and Newton IF considered the asymptotes

of the hyperbola as tangents whose points of contact lie at an

infinite distance.

The name homology is due to Poncelet. Homology, with

reference to plane figures, is found in some of the earlier

treatises on perspective, for example in Lambert '^'^ or per-

haps even in Desargues ft) who enunciated and proved the

theorem concerning triangles and quadrilaterals in perspective

or homology. This theorem, for the particular case of two

triangles (Art. 1 7), is however really of much older date, as it

is substantially identical with a celebrated porism of Euclid

* ' On ne peut se flatter d'avoir le dernier mot d'une theorie, tant qu'on ne

peut pas I'expliquer en peu de paroles k un passant dans la rue' (cf. Chasles,

Aperqu historique, p. 115).

i* (Etivres de Desakgues, reunies ct analy»ees par M. Poudra (Paris, 1864),

tome i. BrouiUon-projct d'une atteinte aux evenemenfs des rencontres d'un c6ne

avec un plan (1639), pp. 104, 105, 205.

X Loc. cif., pp. 105, 106.

§ Traite des proimetes projedives des figures (Paris, 1822), Arts. 96, 5S0.

II
Loc. cit., p. 210.

If PhilosopMae naturalis principia maihematica (16S6), lib. i. prop. 27, scholium.

** Freie Perspective, 2nd edition (Zurich, I774)'

tt Loc, cit., pp. 413-416.
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(Art, 1 1 4), which has been handed down to us by Pappus *.

Homological figures in space were first studied by PON-

CELET f.

The law of duality, as an independent principle, was enun-

ciated by Gergonne J ; as a consequence of the theory of

reciprocal polars (under the name inincipe de reciprocite polaire)

it is due to Poncelet §.

The geometric forms (range of points, flat pencil) are found,

the names excepted, in Desargues and the later geometers.

Steiner
II
has defined them in a more explicit manner than

any previous writer.

The complete quadrilateral was considered by Carnot % ;

the idea was extended by Steiner '^'^ to polygons of any

number of sides and to figures in space.

• Harmonic section was known to geometers of the most

remote antiquity ; the fundamental properties of it are to be

found for example in Apollonius ft- De la Hire %% gave the

construction of the fourth element of a harmonic system by
means of the harmonic property of the quadrilateral, i. e. by

help of the ruler only.

From 1832 the construction of projective forms was taught

by Steiner §§.

The complete theory of the anharmonic ratios is due to

MoBius
nil,

but before him Euclid, Pappus!^, Desargues *^"*,

and Brianchon ftt had demonstrated the fundamental pro-

position of Art, 6 3 . DesARGUES J J J was the author of the theory

* Chasles, Les trots livres de porismes d'Euclide, d;c. (Paris, i860), p. 102.

t Loc. cit., pp. 369 sqq.

X Annales de Mathematiques, vol. xvi. (Montpellier, 1826), p. 209.

§ Ibid., vol. viii. (Montpellier, 1818), p. 201.

II
Sysiernatische EntwicTcelung, pp. xiii, xiv. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 237.

IT De la correlation des figures de Geometric (Paris, 1801), p. 122.

** Loc. cit., pp. 72, 235 ; §§ 19, 55.

ft Conicorum lib. i. 34, 36, 37, 38,

+i Sectiones conicae (Parisiis, 1685), i. 20,

§§ Loc. cit., p. 91.

nil Ber harycentrische Calcul (Leipzig, 1827), chap. v.

H^ MatTiematicae Colleetiones, vii. 129.

*** Loc. cit., p. 425.

+tt Mimoire stir les liffnes du second ordre (Paris, 181 7), p. 7.

U+ Loc. cit., pp. 119, 147, 171, 176.
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of involution, of which a few particular cases were ali-eady

known to the Greek geometers ^.

The generation of conies by means of two projective forms

was set forth, forty years ago, by Steiner and by Chasles
;

it is based on two fundamental theorems (Arts. 149, 150)

from which the whole theory of these important curves can

be deduced. The same method of generation includes the

organic description of Newton f and various theorems of

Maclaurin.

But the projectivity of the pencils formed by joining two

fixed points on a conic to a variable point on the same had

already been proved, in other words, by Apollonius J.

When only sixteen years old (in 1640) Pascal discovered

his celebrated theorem of the 7nydic hexagram §, and in 1 806

Brianchon deduced the correlative theorem (Art. 153) by

means of the theory of pole and polar.

The properties of the quadrilateral formed by four tangents

to a conic and of the quadrangle formed by their points of

contact are to be found in the Latin appendix {Be linea-

rum geometricarum p^oimetatibus generalihus tractatus) to the

Algehra of Maclaurin, a posthumous work (London, 1748),

He deduced from these properties methods for the con-

struction of a conic by points or by tangents in several cases

where five elements (points or tangents) are given. This

problem, in its full generality, was solved at a later date by

Brianchon.

The idea of considering two projective ranges of points on

the same conic was explicitely set forth by Bellavitis
||.

To Carnot^ we owe a celebrated theorem (Art. 385) con-

cerning the segments which a conic determines on the sides of

* Pappus, Mathematicae Collectiones, lib. vii. props. 37-56, 127, 128, 130-133.

t Loc. cit., lib. i. lemma xxi.

+ Conicornm lib. iii. 54, 55, 56. I owe this remark to Prof. Zkdthen (1885).

§ Letter of Leibnitz to M. Perier in the (Euvres de B. Pascal (Bossut's

edition, vol. v. p. 459).

II
Saggio di geometria derivaia (Nuovi Saggi dell' Accademia di Padova, vol.

iv, 1838), p. 270, note.

U O^om^trie de position (Paris, 1803), Art. 379.
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a triangle. Of this theorem also certain particular cases were

known long before *.

In the Freie Perspecfive of Lambert we meet with elegant

constructions for the solution of several problems of the first

and second degrees by means of the ruler, assuming however

that certain elements are given ; but the possibility of solving

all problems of the second degree by means of the ruler and a

fixed circle was made clear by Poncelet ; afterwards Steiner,

in a most valuable little book, showed the manner of practically

carrying this out (Arts. 238 sqq.).

The theory of pole and polar was already contained, under

various names, in the works already quoted of Desaegues f

and De la Hiee | ; it was perfected by Monge §, Beian-

CHON
II,
and PoncelEx. The last-mentioned geometer derived

from it the theory of polar reciprocation, which is essentially

the same thing as the law of duality, called by him the ' prin-

cipe de reciprocite polaire.'

The principal properties of conjugate diameters were ex-

pounded by Apollonius in books ii and vii of his work on

the Conies.

And lastly, the fundamental theorems concerning /ocf are to

be found in book iii of Apollonius, in book vii of Pappus,

and in book viii of De la Hiee.

Those who desire to acquire a more extended and detailed

knowledge of the progress of Geometry from its beginnings

until the year 1 830 (which is sufiicient for what is contained

in this book) have only to read that classical work, the Apergu

Jiistoriqtie of Chasles.

* Apollonius, Cojiicorum lib. iii. 16-23. Desargues, loc. cif., p. 202. De
LA Hire, loc. cif., book v. props. lo, 12. Newton, Enumeratio linearum tertii

ordinis {Opticks, London, 1704), p. 142.

+ Loc. cit., pp. 164, 186, 190, sqq.

J Loc. cit., I. 21-28 ; ii. 23-30.

§ G6om6trie descriptive (Paris, 1795), Art. 40.

II
Journal de VEcole Polytechnique, cahier xiii. (Paris, 1806).
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In April last year, when I was in Edinburgh on the occasion

of the celebration of the tercentenary festival of the University

there, Professor Sylvestek did me the honour of saying that in

his opinion a translation of my book on the Elements of Projec-

tive Geometry might be useful to students at the English Uni-

versities as an introduction to the modern geometrical methods.

The same favourable judgement was shown to me by other

mathematicians, especially in Oxford, which place I visited in

the following month of May at the invitation of Professor Syl-

vester. There Professor Price proposed to me that I should

assist in an English translation of my book, to be carried out

by Mr. C. Leudesdorf, Fellow of Pembroke College, and to be

published by the Clarendon Press. I accepted the proposal

with pleasure, and for this reason. In my opinion the English

excel in the art of writing text-books for mathematical teach-

ing ; as regards the clear exposition of theories and the

abundance of excellent examples, carefully selected, very few

books exist in other countries which can compete with those

of Salmon and many other distinguished English authors that

could be named. I felt it therefore to be a great honour that

my book should be considered by such competent judges

worthy to be introduced into their colleges.

Unless I am mistaken, the preference given to my Elements

over the many treatises on modern geometry published on the

Continent is to be attributed to the circumstance that in it I

have striven, to the best of my ability, to imitate the English
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models. My intention was not to produce a book of high

theories which should be of interest to the advanced mathe-

matician, but to construct an elementary text-book of modest

dimensions, intelligible to a student whose knowledge need not

extend further than the first books of Euclid. I aimed there-

fore at simplicity and clearness of exposition ; and I was

careful to supply an abundance of examples of a kind suitable

to encourage the beginner, to make him seize the spirit of the

methods, and to render him capable of employing them.

My book has, I think, done some service in Italy by helping

to spread a knowledge of projective geometry; and I am
encouraged to believe that it has not been unproductive of

results even elsewhere, since I have had the honour of seeing

it translated into French and into German.

If the present edition be compared with the preceding ones,

it will be seen that the book has been considerably enlarged

and amended. All the improvements which are to be found

in the French and the German editions have been incor-

porated ; a new Chapter, on Foci, has been added ; and every

Chapter has received modifications, additions, and elucidations,

due in part to myself, and in part to the translator.

In conclusion, I beg leave to express my thanks to the

eminent mathematician, the Savilian Professor of Geometry,

who advised this translation ; to the Delegates of the

Clarendon Press, who undertook its publication ; and to

Mr. Leudesdorf, who has executed it with scrupulous

fidelity.

L. CREMONA.
Rome, May 1885.
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ELEMENTS OF PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY.

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITIONS.

1. By a fgure is meant any assemblage of points, straight

lines, and planes ; the straight lines and planes are all to be

considered as extending to infinity, without regard to the

limited portions of space which are enclosed by them. By
the word triangle, for example, is to be understood a system

consisting of three points and three straight lines connecting

these' points two and two ; a tetrahedron is a system consisting

of four planes and the four points in which these planes inter-

sect three and three, &c.

In order to secure uniformity of notation, we shall always denote

points by the capital letters A ,B ,C , ... , straight lines by the small

letter's a ,b ,c , ...
,
planes by the Greek letters a , B ,y , ... . Moreover,

AB will denote that part of the straight line joining A and B wliich

is comprised between the points A and B ; Aa will denote the plane

which passes through the point A and the straight line a ; aa the

point common to the straight line a and the plane a ; a/3 the straight

line formed by the intersection of the planes a, ^3 ; ABC the plane of

the three points A , B , C ; a/3y the point common to the three planes

a
, j3 , y ; a.BC the point common to the plane a and the straight line

BO ; A.^y the plane passing through the point A and the straight

line )3y ; a.Bc the straight line common to the plane a, and the plane

Be ; A.Be the straight line joining the point A to the point /3e, &c.

The notation a.BC = A^ we shall use to express that the point common
to the plane a and the straight line BC coincides with the point A^

;

u = ABO will express that the straight line u contains the points

A,B,0 ,&c.

i2. To project from a fixed point S (the centre of projection) a

figure ABCB..., ahcd...) composed of points and straight

lines, is to construct the straight lines or projecting rays

/' E
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SA , SB , SC , SB , ... and the planes
(
project inff planes)

Sa , Sb ,Sc , Sd , ... . We thus obtain a new figure composed of

straight lines and planes which all pass through the centre S.

3. To cut hi/ a fixed plane a- {transversal plane) a figure

(a/3y8,... abed...) made up of planes and straight lines, is to

construct the straight lines or traces a-a , a^ , cry , ... and the

points or traces o-a ,ab ,(tc,... . By this means we obtain a new
figure composed of straight lines and points lying in the

plane cr.

•4. To project from a fixed straight line s (the axis) a figure

ABCB . . . composed of points, is to construct the planes sA , sB
,

sC ,.., . The figure thus obtained is composed of planes which

all pass through the axis s.

•5. To cut tjy a fixed straight line s (a transversal) a figure a(3yb .

.

.

composed of planes, is to construct the points sa, s^ ,sy, ... . In

this way a new figure is obtained, composed of points all lying

on the fixed transversal s.

•6. If a figure is composed of straight lines a,b,c ,... which all

pass through a fixed point or centre S, it can be projected from

a straight line or axis s passing through S\ the result is a figure

composed of planes sa,sb, sc, ... .

'7. If a figure is composed of straight lines a , ^ , c , . . . all lying

in a fixed plane, it may be cut by a straight line (transversal)

6' lying in the same plane ; the figure which results is formed

by the points sa,sb, sc ,...'^.

* The operations of projecting and cutting (projection and section) are the two

fundamental ones of the Projective Geometry.



CHAPTEK 11.

CENTRAL PROJECTION ; FIGURES IN PERSPECTIVE.

Fig. I.

•8, Consider a plane figure made up of points A, B,C,... and
straight lines AB,AC,...,BC,.... Project these from a centre

8 not lying in the plane (cr) of the figure, and cut the rays

SA,SB,SC,... and the planes SAB ,SAC,...,SBC , ... by a trans-

versal plane a (Fig. i). The traces on the plane a of the

projecting rays and planes will

form a second figure, a picture

of the first. When we carry

out the two operations by which

this second figure is derived

from the first, we are said to

project from a centre (or vertex) S

a given figure a upon a plane of

projection (/. The new figure a

is called the perspective image or

the central projection of the

original one. Of course, if the second figure be projected

back from the centre S upon the plane o-, the first figure will

be formed again; i.e. thfe first figure is the projection of the

second from the centre S upon the picture-plane or. The two

figures (T and (/ are said to be in perspective position, or simply

in perspective.

• 9. li A\ B\ C',... are the traces of the rays SA , SB , SC,... on

the plane cr', we may say that to the points A,B ,C ,... yji the

first figure correspond the points A\ B\ C", ... of the second,

with the condition that two corresponding points always lie

on a straight line passing through S. If the point A describe

a straight line a in the plane cr, the ray SA will describe a

plane Sa ; and therefore A' will describe a straight line a', the

intersection of the planes Sa and </. The straight lines a and a\

B 2
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in which the planes a and a are cut by any the same project-

ing plane, may thus be called corresponding lines. It follows

from this that to the straight lines AB,AC , . ..,£C, ... correspond

the straight lines A'£\ A'C\ ..., B'C\ ... and that to all

straight lines which pass through a given point A of the plane a-

correspond straight lines which pass through the corresponding

point A ' of the plane a'.

• 10. If the point A describe a curve in the plane o-, the

corresponding point A' will describe another curve 'in the

plane a , which may be said to correspond to the first curve.

Tangents to the two curves at corresponding points are clearly

corresponding straight lines ; and again, the two curves are cut

by corresponding straight lines in corresponding points. Two
coiTcsponding curves are therefore of the same degree '^.

•11. The two figures may equally well be generated by the

simultaneous motion of a pair of corresponding straight lines

a , a' . If a revolve about a fixed point A, then a' will always

pass through the corresponding point A'

.

Similarly, if a envelop a curve, then a will envelop the

corresponding curve. The lines a and a', in corresponding

positions, touch the two curves at

corresponding points ; and again, to

the tangents to the first curve from

a point A correspond the tangents to

the second from the corresponding

pointA \ Two corresponding curves

are therefore of the same class f.

•12. Consider two straight lines

a and a' which correspond to one

another in the figures o- , </ (Fig. 2).

Every ray drawn through S in

their plane meets them in two

points, say A and A', which cor-

respond to one another. If the ray

change its position and revolve round S, the points A and A

'

change their positions simultaneously ; when the ray is about to

* The degree of a curve is the greatest number of points in which it can be cut

by any arbitrary plane. In the case of a plane curve, it is the greatest number

of points in which it can be cut by any straight line in the plane.

f The class of a plane curve is the greatest number of tangents which can be

drawn to it from any arbitrary point in the plane.
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become parallel to a, the point A' approaches I' (the point

where a' is cut by the straight line drawn through S parallel to

a) and the point A moves away indefinitely. In order that the

property that to one point of a' corresponds one point of a

may hold universally, we say that the line a has a point at

injinitf/ 7, with which the point A coincides when A ' coincides

with 1\ viz. when the ray, turning about <S, becomes parallel

to a. The straight line a has only one point at infinity, it

being assumed that we can draw through S only one ray

parallel to a*.

The point /', the image of the point at infinity T, is called

the vamsJnng iwlnt oi a'

.

Similarly, the straight line a' has a point /' at infinity,

which corresponds to the point / where a is cut by the ray

drawn through S parallel to a'.

Two parallel straight lines have the same point at infinity.

All straight lines which are parallel to a given straight line

must be considered as having a common point of intersection

at infinity.

Two straight lines lying in the same plane always intersect

in a point (finite or infinitely distant).

13. If now the straight line a takes all possible positions in

the plane o-, the corresponding straight line a' will always be

determined by the intersection of the planes o-' and 8a. As a

moves, the ray SI traces out a plane -n parallel to o- and the

point I' describes the straight line tto-', which we may denote

by i' . This straight line i'is then such that to any point lying

on it corresponds a point at infinity in the plane a-, which point

belongs also to the plane tt.

We assume that the locus of these points at infinity in the

plane o- is a straight line i because it may be considered as

the intersection of the planes tt and cr. But this locus must

correspond to the straight line i'in the plane a"; thus the law

that to every straight line in the plane a' corresponds a straight

line in the plane o- holds without exception.

The plane o- has only one straight line at infinity, because

through the point S only one plane parallel to cr can be drawn.

The straight line ?', the image of the straight line at infinity,

is called the vanislnng line of o-'. It is parallel to aa.

* This is one of the fundamental hypotheses of the Euclidian Geometry.
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In the same way, the plane o-' has a straight line at infinity

which corresponds to the intersection of the plane a- with the

plane t: drawn through 8 parallel to a'.

Two parallel planes have the same straight line at infinity

in common. All planes parallel to a given plane must be

considered as passing through a fixed straight line at infinity.

If a straight line is parallel to a plane, the straight line at

infinity in the plane passes through the point at infinity on

the line. If two straight lines are parallel, they meet in the

same point the straight line at infinity in their plane.

Two planes always cut one another in a straight line (finite

or infinitely distant).

A straight line and a plane (not containing the line) always

intersect in a point (finite or infinitely distant).

Three planes which do not contain the same straight line

have always a common point (finite or infinitely distant).

•14. Theorem. If two plane figures ABC ..., A'B'C ...,{Y\g.i)

lijlng in different jplanes a and cr\ are in joerspective, i.e. if the rays

AA\ BB\ CC',.. . meet in a point 0, then the corresponding straight

lines AB and A'B\ AC and A'C\..., BC and B'C',... ivill cut

one another in pjoints lying on the same straight line^ viz. the inter-

section of the planes of the two figures.

It is to be shown that if M is a point lying on the

straight line o-o-', and if a straight line a, lying in the plane tr,

passes through J/, then the corresponding straight line a' will

also pass through M. But this is evidently the case, since the

two straight lines a and a' are the intersections of the same

projecting plane with the two planes o- and o-', and conse-

quently the three straight lines <j(t'
.,
a, and a^ meet in a point,

viz. that common to the three planes. The straight line

(ra is the locus of the points which correspond to themselves

in the two figures.

The vanishing line /'in the plane a is parallel to the straight

line (Tff', since i' and the corresponding straight line /, which

lies entirely at an infinite distance in the plane cr, must inter-

sect one another on un . Similarlj^, the vanishing line j of

the plane o- is parallel to (t<j' .

If each of the figures is a triangle, the theorem reads as

follows :

—

If two triangles ABC and A'B'C, lying respectively in the
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planes a- and o-', are such that the straight lines AA\ BB\ CC
meet in a point S, then the three pairs of corresponding

sides, BC and B'C, CA and C'A\ AB and A'B\ intersect in

points lying on the straight line era.

•15. Conversely, if to the points A, B, C ,.
.

, and to the straight

lines AB,AC,...,BC,.., of a plane figure a correspond severally

the points A\ B\ C, . . and the straight lines A'B\ A'C, .
.

, B'C, .

.

of another plane figure a-' ^, in such a waij that the corresponding

lines AB and A'B', AC and A'C',..., BC and B'C\... meet in

points lying on the line of intersection (o'o"'), of the planes a- and o-',

then the tioo figures are in perspective.

For if S be the point which is common to the three

planes AB . A'B\ AC . A'C, BC . B'C, the three edges

AA', BB', CC of the trihedral angle formed by the same

planes will meet in .6'. Similarly, the three planes AB .A'B',

AD . A'B', BB . B'B' meet in a point which is common to the

edges AA', BB', BB' , and this point is again S, since the two

straight lines AA' , BB' suffice to determine it. Therefore all

the straight lines AA', BB', CC, BB' ... pass through the

same point S; that is, the two given figures are in perspective,

and S is their centre of projection.

If each of the figures is a triangle, we have the theorem

:

If two triangles ABC and A'B'C, lying respectively in the

planes o- and a, are such that the sides BC and B'C, CA
and CA', AB and A'B' intersect one another two and two

in points lying on the straight line era', then the straight lines

AA', BB', CC meet in a point -6'.

16. Theorebi. Iftwo triangles A-^B^C^ andA^B^^, lying in the

-same plane, are such that the straight lines A-^^A^, B-^B^, C-jC^ meet

in the same point 0,then the three pioints of intersection of the sides

B-fi^ and B^C^, C^A^ and C^A.-^, A^B^ and A^B^ lie on a straight

line. (Fig. 3.)

Through the point which is common to the straight

lines ^1^2' A-^2' ^1^2' draw any straight line outside the plane

(T, and in this straight line take two points S^ and S^. Project

the triangle A-JB-fi^ from S^ and the triangle A.^B/J^ from S^.

The points A-^, A.^, 0, S.^, S^ lie in the same plane ;
therefore

S^At^ and S.^A^ meet one another (in A suppose); similarly

S^B^ and S^B^ (in B suppose) and S^C^ andS^C^iinC suppose).

* The planes a and a' are to be regarded as distinct from each other.
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Thus the triangle ABC is in perspective both with A-^B^C^ and

with AJB.-f.-y. The straight lines BC, B^C^, B^C^ intersect in

pairs and therefoi'e meet in

Similarly CA, C^A^, and A.^c,

one and the same point A,^.

meet in a point B^^ and AB,

ByA^^ and A^B^ in a point

Cq. The three points A^^,

Bq, Cq lie on the straight

line which is common to

the planes a and ABC.
The theorem is therefore

proved.

17. Conversely, If two

triangles A^B^C^ andA^B^^

,

lying in the same plane, are

such, that the sides B^C^ and

B.^C^, C^A^ and C^A^, ^i-^i

and A:^B^ cut one another in

pairs in three collinear points Af^, Bq, C^, then the straight lines

A^A^, B^B^, C-^C^, which join corresponding angular points, loill

pass through one and the same point 0. (Fig. 3.)

Through the straight line A^BqCq draw another plane,

and project, from an arbitrary centre S^, the triangle A^B-fi^

upon this plane. IfABC be the proj ection, the straight lines BC,

B^C\ will cut one another in the point Aq, through which B^C^

will also pass; similarly AC will pass through B^ and AB
through Cq. The straight hnes AA^, BB.^, CC^ intersect in

pairs, without however all three lying in the same plane

;

they will therefore all meet in one point S.^. The straight

lines S-^S^ and A^^A^ lie in the same plane, since Sy^A^ and S^A^

intersect in A ; therefore S^S^ meets the three straight lines

A^A^,B^B.^, C-fi^, i.e. A^A^, B-Ji^,C^C^ all meet in one point 0,

viz. that which is common to the plane <j and the straight

line ^'j'S'gt.

* BC is the intersection of the planes SJi^C^ and S^B^C^, which do not coin-

cide; so that the straight lines BC, B^C^, and BiC^ do not all three lie in one
plane. The three planes BC .B^C^, BC .B^C^, and Bfi^ . B^C^ (or a) intersect

in the same point A^.

fPoNCELET, Propriitcs i^rojectives des figures (Paris, 1S22), Art. 168. The
theorems of Arts. 11 and 12 are due to Desaegdes {CEuvres, ed. Poudra, vol. i.

P- 413)-



CHAPTER III.

HOMOLOGY.

18. Consider a place a- and another plane a', in which latter

lies any given figure made up of points and straight lines.

Take two points S^ and S^ l^^ing outside the given planes,

and project from each of them as centre the given figure a-' on

to the plane a-. In this way two new figures {a-^ and a^ say)

will be formed, which lie in the plane a-, and which are the

projections of one and the same figure ct' upon one and the

same plane a, but from different centres of projection. Let

two points Aj^ and A^^ or two straight lines ^^ and a^, in the

figures (Tj and o-g be said to correspofid to each other when
they are the images of one and the same point A' or of

one and the same straight line «' of the figure a-'. We have

thus two figures o-j and o-^ lying in the same plane a, and

so related that to the points ^j, £^, C^, ... and the lines

A^B^^ A-^C^, ...,B^C^, ..., of the one correspond the points

J'g , -Sg , ^2 , . .
.

, and the lines A^B^ ,A^C^, . .
.

, ^2^2 ' • • • > of the other.

Since any two corresponding straight lines of a and o-^ intersect

in a point lying on the straight line (t<t\ and again any two

corresponding straight lines of a-' and <t^ intersect in a point

lying on the same straight line aa, it follows that three

corresponding straight lines of o-,' o-^, and a^ meet in one

and the same point, which is determined as the intersection

of the straight line of a with the straight line cru'. That is

to say, two corresponding straight lines of the figures o-^ and

o-g always intersect on a fixed straight line, the trace of a^ on a.

If moreover A^ and A^ are a pair of corresponding points of a-^

and o-g, the rays S-^A^, S^A.^ have a point A' in common, and

therefore lie in the same plane : consequently A^A^ and S-^S^

intersect in a point 0. Thus we arrive at the property that

every straight line, such as A^A^, which connects a pair of
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corresponding points of the figures o-j and n-^, passes through

a fixed point 0, which is the intersection of S-^S^ and o-.

From this we conclude that two figures o-j and o-g which

are the projections of one and the same figure on one and

the same plane, but from different centres of projection,

possess all the properties of figures in perspective (Art. 8)

although they lie in the same plane. To the points and the

straight lines of the first correspond, each to each, the points

and the straight lines of the second figure ; two corresponding

points always lie on a ray passing through a fixed point
;

and two corresponding straight lines always intersect on

a fixed straight line s. Such figures are said to be homological,

or in Iioniologj/; is termed the centre of homolog?/, and s the

axis of Jiomology *. They may also be said to be m plane

perspective ; being called the centre of perspective, and s the

axis of perspective.

-19. Theorem. In the pjJane a are given tivo figures o-j and <t^

whicJi are sucJi that to the poiyits ^j , J5j , Cj, ... and to the straight

lines A^B-^, A-fi-^, ..., B-fi^, ... of the one correspond, each to

each, the points A.^, I>.^, C^, ... and the straight lines A^B^, A.^C^,

..., B^C^, ...of the other. If the points of intersection of corre-

sponding straight lines lie on a fixed straight line, then the straight

lines ivhich join corresponding pmnts icill all pass throvgh a fixed

point 0.

Let A^ and A^ , B^ and B^ , C-^ and C^ be three pairs

of corresponding points ; they form two triangles A-^B-^C\ and

Ac^B^C^ whose corresponding sides B-^C^ and B^C^ , C^A-^ and

C^A^, A^B^ and ^2-^2 intersect in three collinear points. By
the theorem of Art. 17 the rays A^A^,B^B^, C^C^ will there-

fore meet in the same point ; but two rays A^A^ and B^B^

suffice to determine this point; in whatever way then the

third pair of points C^, C^ may be chosen, the ray C^C^ will

always pass through 0.

The figures o-^, o-g are therefore in homologj', being the

centre, and s the axis, of homology.

Corollary.—It follows that if two figures lying either in the same

or in different planes are in persj)ective, and if the plane of one

of the figures be made to turn round the axis of perspective,

then corresponding straight lines A^A^ , B^B.^ , &c., will always be

* PoNCELET, Propriit^s projectives, Arts. 297 and the following.
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coucurreut ; i.e. the two figures will remain always in perspective. Tlie

centre of perspective will of course change its position ; it will be seen

further on (Art. 22) that it describes a certain circle.

• 20. Theorem. If to the straight lines a, b, c, ... and to the

points atj , ac, ..., he, ..., of a figure correspond severally the

straight lines a\ b\ c', ... and the points a'b\ a'c', ..., b'c, ...

of another coplanar figure., so that the pairs of corresponding points

ah and at/, ac and a'c\ be and b'c, ... are collinear tvith a

fixed point ; then the corresponding straight lines a and a',

b and h\ c and c', will intersect in points lohich lie on a straight

line.

Let a and a\ b and b\ c and c be three pairs of corre-

sponding straight lines ; since b}^ hypothesis the straight Hnes

which join the corresponding vertices of the triangles atjc^a'b'c

all meet in a point 0, it follows (Art. 1 6) that the correspond-

ing sides a and a\ b and b\ c and c' intersect in three points

lying on a straight line. But two points aa' , tjb', suffice to

determine this straight line ; it remains therefore the same if

instead of c and c any other two corresponding rays are

considered. Two corresponding straight lines therefore always

intersect on a fixed straight line, which we may call s ; thus

the given figures are in homology, being the centre, and s

the axis, of homology.

•51. Consider two homological figures o-^ and cr^ lying in

the plane o- ; let be their centre, s their axis of homology.

Through the point and outside the plane o- draw any

straight line, and on this take a point S^, from which as

centre project the figure a^ upon a new plane o-' drawn in any

way through s. In this manner we construct in the plane a' a

figure A'B'C ... which is in perspective with the given one

(T^ = A-^B-^C^ ... . If we consider two points A' and A.2 of the

figures a" and a,^, which are derived from one and the same

point A^ of o-j , as corresponding to each other, then to every

point or straight line of cr'' corresponds a single point or straight

line of 0-2 , and vice versa ; and every pair of corresponding-

straight lines, such as A'B' and A.^B^, intersect on a fixed

straight line aa or s. Consequently (Art. 1 5) the figures a

and a-2 are in perspective, and the rays A'A.2, B'B^, ... all

pass through a fixed point S^. Moreover every ray A'A,^

meets the straight line 0S.^^ , since the points A\ A^ lie on the
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sides S^A^ , OA^ of the triangle OA^S^ . The rays A'A^, B'B., ,...

do not all lie in the same plane, because the points A^.B.-,, ...

lie arbitrarily in the plane o- ; the point S^ therefore lies on
the straight line 0S-^^.

From this we conclude that two homological figures may
be regarded, in an infinite number of ways, as the projections,

from two distinct points, of one and the same figure; this

figure lying in a plane passing through the axis of homology,
and the two points being collinear with the centre of homology.

22. Consider two figures in perspective, lying in the planes
0-, a respectively (or two figures in plane perspective in the

same plane o-) ; let (Fig. 4) be the centre and s the axis of

perspective, and let j and
i' hQ the vanishins" lines of

the two figures. If / and

r are points lying on these

vanishing lines, the points

J' and / which correspond

to each of them respec-

tively in the other figure

will be at infinity on the

rays OJ , OV respectively.

Further, the two corresponding straight lines //, I'J' must meet

in some point on s ; there are consequently an infinite number
of parallelograms having one vertex at 0, the opposite one on

s, and the other two vertices on/ and i'' respectively.

Now, supposing the two figures to keep their positions in

their planes unaltered, let the plane <y be made to turn round

(T(T or s. Every pair of corresponding straight lines must

always meet on s ; consequently the two figures will always

remain in perspective (Arts. 15, 19), and the point will

describe some curve in space.

In order to determine this curve, consider any one of the

above-mentioned parallelograms OJSl'. It remains always

a parallelogram, and the length of JS is invariable ; therefore

also or is of constant length. The locus of the centre of

perspective is therefore a circle whose centre lies on the

vanishing line i' and whose plane is perpendicular to this line

and therefore to the axis of perspective^.

* MoBius, Barycentrische Calctil (Leipzig, 1827), § 230 (note, p. 326).
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23. *(1) Given the centre and the axis s of homology, and two

corresponding 2>oints A and A ' {collinear ivith 0) ; to construct the

figure homological with a givenfigure.

Take a second point B of the given figure (Fig. 5). To obtain the

corresponding point B^, we notice that the ray BB^ must pass through

and that the straight lines AB,A'B' which correspond to one

another must intersect on s ; thus B' will be the point where OB
meets the straight line joining A' io the intersection of AB with s*.

In the same way we can construct any number of pairs of correspond-

ing points ; in order to draw the

straight line r' which corresponds

to a given straight line r, we have

only to find the point B' which

corresponds to a point B lying on

the line r, and to join the points

B' and rs.

In order to find the point /'

(the vanishing point) which corre-

sponds to the infinitely distant

point / on a given straight line (a ray 01, for example, drawn from

0), we repeat the construction just given for the point B'; i.e.^ we join

another point A of the first figure to the point at infinity / ou 01
(that is, we draw AI parallel to 01), and then join A^ to the point

where AI meets s, and produce the joining line to cut 01 in /'.

Then /'' is the required point.

All points analogous to 7' {i. e. those which correspond to the points

at infinity in the given figure) fall on a

straight line i', parallel to s ; i' is the

vanishing line of the second figure. If, in

the preceding construction, we interchange

the points A and A^i, we shall obtain a

point J (a vanishing point) lying on the

vanishing line j of the first figure.

(2) Suppose that instead of two corre-

sponding points A,A^ there are given (Fig.6)

two corresponding straight lines a , a'.

These will of course intersect on s ; and

every ray passing through will cut them in two corresponding

* Tliis construction shows that if B lies upon s, then B ' will coincide with B ;

i. e. that every point of * is its own correspondent.

t Otherwise : Draw through A' any straight line J'A', then through A and

the intersection of J'A' with s draw a straight line JA, and through O draw OJ'

parallel to A'J'. Then the intersection of OJ' and JA is the vanishing point J,

and a straight line j drawn through J parallel to s is the vanishing line of the

first figure.

Fig. 6.
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jjoints A, A'. In order to obtain the straight line b^ which corre-

sponds to any straight line b in the first figure, we have only to join

the point bs to the point of intersection of a' with the ray passing

through and ab*.

(3) The data of the problem may also be the centre 0, the axis s, and

the vanishing line j of the first figure (Fig. 7).

In this case, if a straight line a of the first

figure cuts j in J and s in P, the point

J' corresponding to J will be collinear with

J and and at an infinite distance from 0.

And as the straight line a' corresponding to

a must pass both through J' and through P,

it is the parallel drawn through P to OJ.

To find the point A' corresponding to a

given point A, we must draw the straight

line a' which corresponds to a straight line a drawn arbitrarily

through A ; the intersection of a' with OA is the required point A\

(4) Assuming a knowledge of the constructions jvist given, let

again be the centre, s the axis, of homology, andj the vanishing

line of the first figure.

In the first figure let a circle C be given (Figs. 8, 9, 10) ; to this

circle will correspond in the second figure a curve C which we can

construct by determining, according to the method above, the points

and straight lines which correspond to the points and tangents of C
Two corresponding points will always be collinear with 0, and two

corresponding chords {i.e. straight lines MN , M'N', where M and M',

A^and N', are two pairs of corresponding points) will always intersect on

s ; as a particular case two corresponding tangents m and m' {i. e. tan-

gents at corresponding points J/ and M') -will meet in a point lying on s.

It follows clearly from this that the curve C j)0ssesses, in common
with the circle, the two following properties

:

(i) Every straight line in its plane either cuts it in two points, or

is a tangent to it, or has no point in common with it.

(2) Through any point in the plane can be drawn either two

tangents to the curve, or only one (if the point is on the curve),

or none.

Since two homological figures can be considered as arising from the

superj)osition of two figures in i^^fsp^ctive lying in different i>lanes

(Art. 22), the curve C is sim2ily the j^lco^c section ofan oblique cone

on a circular base ; ^. e. the cone ivhich is formed by the straight lines

which run from any point in sjMce to all 2}oints of a circle.

* It follows from this that if a passes through 0, then a' will coincide with a

;

i. e. every straight line passing through corresponds to itself.
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For this reason the curve C is called a conic section or simply a

conic ; thus the curve which is homological with a circle is a conic.

The points on the straight line j correspond to the points at

infinity in the second figure. Now the circle C may cut j in two

Fig. 8.

points /j, J.J (Fig. 8), or it may touch J in a single point J (Fig. 9),

or it may have no point in common with j (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9.

In the first case (Fig. 8) the curve C will have two points J/, J'/, at

an infinite distance, situated in the direction of the straight lines OJ^,

OJ^. To the two straight lines which touch the circle in J^ and J.^

will con-espond two straight lines (parallel respectively to OJ^ and
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Ot/o) which must be considered as tangents to the curve C at its

points at infinity t/"/, //. These two tangents, whose points of

contact lie at infinity, are called asymptotes of the curve C ; the

curve itself is called a hyperhola.

In the second case (Fig. 9) the curve C" has a single point J' at

infinity ; this must be regarded as the point of contact of the straight

line at infinity j^, which is the tangent to C corresponding to the

Fig. 10.

tangent^' at the point J of the circle. This curve C is called a i)0''>'ci'-

hola.

Fig. II.

In the third case (Fig. 10) the curve has no point at infinity; it is

called an ellipse.
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In the same way it may be shown that if in the first figure a conic

C is given, the corresponding curve C in the second figure will be a

conic also.

(5). The centre of homology is a point which corresponds to itself, and

every ray which passes through it corresponds to itself. If then a

curve C pass through 0, the corresponding curve C will also pass

through 0, and the two curves will have a common tangent at tliis

point. Fig. 1 1 shows the case where one of the curves is taken to be a

circle, and the axis of homology s and the point A corresponding

to the point A' of the circle are supposed to be given.

Similarly, every point on the axis of homology corresponds to

itself. If then a curve belonging to the first figure touch s at a

certain point, the corresponding curve in the second figure will touch

s at the same point. In Fig. 1 2 is shown a circle which is to be

transformed homologically by means of its tangents ; moreover it is

Fig. 12.

supposed that the axis of homology touches the circle, that the centre

of homology is any given point, and that the straight line a of the

second figure is given which corresponds to the tangent a' of the

circle.

(6). Two particular cases may be noticed :

(i) The axis of homology s may lie altogether at infinity ;
then two

corresponding straight lines are always parallel, or, what amounts to

the same thing, two corresponding angles are always equal. In this
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case the two figures are said to be similar and similarly placed, or

homothetic *, and tlie point is called the centre of similitude.

Let M^ , M/ and M^ , i// be two pairs of corresponding points

of two homothetic figures, so that M^M^, M^M^ meet in 0, while

If^M^, M/M/ are parallel. By similar triangles

OM^ : Oi// = OM^ : Oi// = 3f^M, : J//if/,

so that the ratio OM: OM' is constant for all pairs of corresjMnding

2)oints M and M'. Tliis constant ratio is called the ratio of similitude

of the two figures.

The tangents at two corresponding points M, M' must meet on the

axis of homology s, i.e. they are parallel to one another. If then the

tangent at M pass through 0, it must coincide with the tangent at

Jf. It follows that if the two figures are such that common tangents

can be drawn to them, every common tangent j^C'Sses through a centre

of similitude.

Take two points C, C^ collinear with and such that

OC OM .... .... ,

?)7t>
~ T^aP ~ ratio 01 similitude.

Then if CM, CM' be joined, they will evidently be parallel, and

CM : CJ/'= ratio of similitude. Therefore ifM lie on a circle, centre

C and radius p, M' will lie on another circle whose centre is C and

whose radius p' is such that p .•p''=: ratio of similitude. In two homo-

thetic figures then to a circle always corresjionds a circle. Further, if

CC'be again divided at O', so that

O'C : 0'C= OC : DC = p : p = ratio of similitude,

it is clear that 0' will be a second centre of similitude for the two

circles. It can be proved in a similar manner that any two central

conies (see Chap. XXI) which are homothetic, and for which a point

is the centre of similitude, have a second centre of similitude 0'
;

and that 0, 0' are collinear \vith the centres C, C of the two conies,

and divide the segment CC internally and externally in the ratio of

similitude. If the conies have real common tangents, and (/ will

be the points of intersection of these taken in pairs—the two external

tangents together, and the two internal tangents together.

(2) The point 0, on the other hand, may lie at an infinite distance

;

then the straight lines which join pairs of corresponding points are

parallel to a fixed direction. In this case the figures have been termed

homological by affinity t, the straight line s being termed the axis of

* Homothetic figures may be regarded as sections of a pyramid or a cone made

by parallel planes ; s, the line of intersection of the two planes, lies at an infinite

distance. This is the case in Art. 8 if cr and a' are parallel planes.

\ EoLER, Introductio ... ii. cap. 18 ; MoBlus, Bari/c. Calciil, § I44 et seqq.
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affinity *. To a point at infinity corresponds in this case a point at

infinity, and the straight line at infinity corresponds to itself. It

follows from this that to an ellipse corresi^ouds an ellipse, to a hyper-

bola a hyperbola, to a parabola a parabola, to a parallelogram a

parallelogram.

* If two figures are so related, they may be regarded as plane sections of a

prism or of a cylinder. This is the case in Art. 8 if the centre <b' of projection is

infinitely distant. The projection is then called parallel projection. In the

particular case where the parallels SA, SB ,SC, . . . are perpendicular to the plane

of projection it is called orthogonal projection.

C 2



CHAPTEE IV.

HOMOLOaiCAL FIGURES IN SPACE.

<• 24. Suppose now a figure to be given which is made up of points,

planes, and straight lines lying in any manner in space; the relief

-

pers])ective* of this is made in the following manner. A point in

space is taken as centre of 2}^'>'^2^6ctive or homology ; a plane of

Tiomology n is taken, every point of which is to be its own image

;

and in addition to these is taken a point A' which is to be the image

of a point A of the given figure, so that AA' passes through 0. Let

now B be any other point; in order to obtain its image B^, the plane

OAB ia drawn, and we then proceed in this plane as if we had to

construct two homological figures, taking as the centre and the

intersection of the j)lanes OAB and tt as the axis of homology, and A , A'

as two corresponding points. The point B' will be the intersection of

OB with the straight line passing through A^ and the j)oint where the

straight line AB cuts the plane w (Art. 23, fig. 4). Let C be a third

point ; its image C" will be the point of intersection of OC with

A^I) or with B^B (in tt), where D and JE are the points in which

the plane tt is met by AC, BO respectively.

This method will yield, for every point of the given figure, the

corresponding point of the image, and two corresponding points will

always lie on a straight line passing through 0. Every plane a-

passing through cuts the two solid figures (the given one and its

image) in two homological figures, for which is the centre, and the

straight line cnr the axis, of homolog}^ It follows from this that to

every straight line of the given figure corresponds a straight line in

the image, and that two corresponding straight lines lie always in a

plane passing through and meet each other in a point lying on the

plane tt.

Further : to every plane a, belonging to the given figure, and not

passing through 0, will correspond a plane a^ in the image. For to the

straight lines a, b, c,.. .of the plane a correspond severally the straight

* This problem may present itself in the construction of bas-reliefs and of

theatre decorations (PoNCELET, Prop. proj. 584 ; Poddra, Perspective-reUef,

Paris, i860).
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lines a' , h', c\...; and to the points a6, ac,-.., be,... the points «''&'', aV,
,..,6V,... . In other words, the straight lines a',V, </,... are such that

they intersect in pairs, but do not all meet in the same point ; they

lie therefore in the same plane a'*. Two coi'responding planes a, of

intersect on the plane tv ; for all the points and all the straight

lines of this last plane correspond to themselves, and therefore the

straight line a'rr coincides with the straight line air.

The two planes a, a' evidently contain two figures in perspective

(like the planes o-, a' of Arts. 12 and 14).

•25. In every plane o- passing through lies a vanishing line i',

which is the image of the point at infinity in the same plane. The

vanishing lines of the planes o-j, a-^ have a common point, which is the

image of the point at infinity on the line o-j o-.^. The vanishing lines

of all the planes o- are therefore such as to cut each other in pairs

;

and as they do not pass all through the same point (since the planes

through do not pass all through the same straight line), they must

lie in one and the same plane <^''.

This plane ^'j which may be called the vanishing 2)iane, is parallel

to the plane tt, since all the vanishing lines of the planes a are

parallel to the same plane tt. The vanishing plane cj)^ is thus the

locus of the straight lines which correspond to the straight lines at

infinity in all the planes of space, and is consequently also the locus

of the points which correspond to the points at infinity in all the

straight lines of space : for the line at infinity in any plane a is the

same thing as the line at infinity in the plane through parallel to

a ; so also the point at infinity on any straight line a coincides with

the point at infinity on the straight line drawn through parallel

to a.

'26. The infinitely distant points of all space are then such that

their images are the points of one and the same plane (j>^ (the vanishing

plane). It is therefore natural to consider all the infinitely distant

points in space as Ij'ing in one and the same plane ^ (the plane at

infinity) of which the plane
(f)'

is the image t.

The idea of the plane at infinity being granted, the point at infinity

on any straight line a is simply the point acf), and the straight line at

infinity in any plane a is the straight line a(p. Two sti'aight lines are

parallel if they intersect in a point of the plane
;
two planes are

parallel if their line of intersection lies in the plane (j), &c.

* Since c' cuts both a and b' without passing through the point a'b', therefore

c' has two points in common with the plane a'b', and consequently lies entirely in

the plane a'b'. And similarly for the other straight lines.

f PoNCELET, Prop. proj. 580.



CHAPTER V.

GEOMETRIC FORMS.

27. A range or row of points is a figure A,B,C,... composed

of points lying on a straight line (which is called the hase of

the range) ; such is, for example, the figure resulting from the

operations of Art. 5 or Art. 7.

An axial pencil is a figure a, ^, y, ... composed of planes all

passing through the same straight line (the axis of the pencil)

;

such is the figure resulting from the operations of Art. 4 or

Art. 6.

A. fat pencil is a figure a, b, c,... composed of straight lines

lying all in the same plane and radiating from a given point

(the ce?dre or vertex of the pencil) ; such would be the figure

obtained by applying the operation of Art. 2 to a range, or

that of Art. 3 to an axial pencil.

A sheaf [slieaf of planes, sheaf of lines) is a figure made up of

planes or straight lines, all of which pass through a given

point (the centre of the sheaf) ; like that which results from

the operation of Art. 2.

A plane fgure {plane of points, plane of lines) is a figure which

consists of points or straight lines all of which lie in the same
plane ; such is the figure resulting from the operation of

Art. 3.

28. The first three figures can be derived one from the other

by a projection or a section^.

From a range A , B , C, ... is derived an axial pencil

s{A, B, C ,...)hy projecting the range from an axis * (Art. 4)

;

and a flat pencil 0{A, B, 6' , . . .) by projecting it from a centre

« The series of planes sA, sB, sC , . .
.

; of rays OA , OB , OC , ... ; of points sa,

s0, 57, ... ; and of straight lines (Xa, a0, ay, ... will be denoted hj s {A , B , C , ...),

0{A,B , C , ... ,),s(a, 0, 7,...,), ando-(a, 0,y, ...) respectively. To denote the
series of points A , B , C ,... the symbols J[ , B,C, ... and ABC ... will be used
indifterently.
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(Art. 2). From an axial pencil a
, /3 , y , . . . is derived a range

s {a, ^ ,y ,...) by cutting the pencil by a transversal line s

(Art. 5) ; and a flat pencil a [a
,
(i

, y ,...) by cutting it by a

transversal plane a (Art. 3). From a flat pencil « , i , c , . . . is

derived a range a (a , d , c ,...) by cutting it by a transversal

plane a- (Art. 3) ; and an axial pencil (a, b , c , ...) hy project-

ing it from a centre (Art. 2).

29. In a similar manner the last two figures of Art. 2 7 can

be derived one from the other by help of one of the operations

of Art. 2 or Art. 3 ; in fact, if we project from a centre a

plane of points or lines we obtain a sheaf of lines or planes

;

and reciprocally, if we cut a sheaf of lines or planes by a

transversal plane we obtain a plane of points or lines. Two
plai e figures in perspective (Art. 1 2) are two sections of the

same sheaf.

30. The elements or constituents of the range are the points

;

those of the axial pencil, the planes ; those of the flat pencil,

the straight lines or rays.

In the plane figure either the points or the straight lines

may be regarded as the elements. If the points are considered

as the elements, the straight lines of the figure are so many
ranges ; if, on the other hand, the straight lines or rays are

considered as the elements, the points of the figure are the

centres of so many flat pencils.

The plane of points {i.e. the plane figure in which the ele-

ments are points) contains therefore an infinite number of

ranges ^, and the plane of lines («'. e. the plane figure in which

the elements are lines f) contains an infinite number of flat

pencils.

In the sheaf either the planes, or the straight lines or rays,

may be regarded as the elements. If we take the planes as

elements, the rays of the sheaf are the axes of so many
axial pencils ; if, on the other hand, the rays are considered

as the elements, the planes of the sheaf are so many flat

pencils.

The sheaf contains therefore an infinite number of axial

* One of these ranges has all its points at an infinite distance ; each of the

others has only one point at infinity.

t The straight line at infinity belongs to an infinite number of flat pencils, each

of which has its centre at infinity, and consequently all its rays parallel.
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pencils or an infinite number of flat pencils, according as its

planes or its straight lines are regarded as its elements.

31. Space may also be considered as a geometrical figure,

whose elements are either points or planes.

Taking the points as elements, the straight lines of space

are so many ranges, and the planes of space so many planes of

points. If, on the other hand, the planes are considered as

elements, the straight lines of space are the axes of so many
axial pencils, and points of space are the centres of so many
sheaves of planes.

Space contains therefore an infinite number of planes of

points ^ or an infinite number of sheaves of planes f, according

as we take the point or the plane as the element in order to

construct it.

32. The first three figures, viz. the range, the axial pencil,

and the flat pencil, which possess tha property that each can

be derived from the other by help of one of the operations of

Arts. 2, 3, ... ,
are included together under one name, and are

termed the one-dimensional geometric prime-forms.

The fourth and fifth figures, viz. the sheaf of planes or lines

and the plane of points or lines, which may in like manner be

derived one from the other by means of one of the operations

of Arts. 2, 3, ... , and which moreover possess the property of

including in themselves an infinite number of one-dimensional

prime-forms, are likewise classed together under one title, as

the two-dimensional geometric prime-forms.

Lastly, space, which includes in itself an infinite number of

two-dimensional prime-forms, is considered as constituting the

three-dimensional geometric primeform.

There are accordingly six geometric prime-forms ; three of

one dimension, two of two dimensions, and one of three di-

mensions J.

Note.—With reference to tlie use of the word dimension in the

preceding Article, it is clear, from what has been said in Art. 28,

that we are justified in considering the range, the flat pencil, and

the axial pencil, as of the same dimensions, since to every point in

* One of them lies entirely at infinity.

+ Among these, there are an infinite number which have their centre at an in-

finite distance, and whose rays are consequently parallel.

J V, Staudt, Geometrie der Lage (Niirnberg, 1847), Arts. 26, 28.
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the first corresponds one ray in the second and one plane in the

third. The number of elements in each of these forms is infinite,

but it is the same in all three.

Similarly we conclude from Art. 29 that we are justified in con-

sidering the jjlane figure as of the same dimensions with the sheaf.

But the plane of points (lines) contains (Art. 30) an infinite number
of ranges (flat pencils); and each of these ranges (flat pencils) itself

contains an infinite number of points (rays). Thus the plane figure

contains a number of points (lines) which is an infinity of the second

order compared with the infinity of points in a range, or of rays in a

flat pencil ; and must therefore be considered as of two dimensions if

the range and flat pencil are taken to be of one dimension.

So too the sheaf of planes (or lines) contains (Art. 30) an infinite

number of axial pencils (or of flat pencils), and each of these itself

contains an infinite number of planes (or of rays). Therefore also

the sheaf of planes or lines must be of double the dimensions of the

axial pencil or the flat jiencil.

Again, space, considered as made up of points, contains an infinite

number of planes of points, and considered as made up of planes, it

contains an infinite number of sheaves of planes. Space thus contains

an infinite number of forms of two dimensions, wliich latter, again,

contain each an infinite number of forms of one dimension. Space

must accordingly be regarded as of three dimensions.

We may also say that

:

Forms of one dimension are those which contain a simple infinity

(oo) of elements

;

Forms of two dimensions are those wliich contain a double infinity

(oo 2) of elements
;

Forms of three dimensions are those which contain a triple infinity

(oo '') of elements.



CHAPTEK VL

THE PRINCIPLE OF DUALITY^.

33. Geo:metry (speaking generally) studies the generation

and the properties of figures lying (i) in space of three dimen-

sions, (2) in a plane, (3) in a sheaf. In each case, any figure

considered is simply an assemblage of elements ; or, what

amounts to the same thing, it is the aggTegate of the elements

with which a moving or variable element coincides in its

successive positions. The moving element which generates the

figures may be, in the first case, the point or the plane ; in the

second case the point or the straight line ; in the third case

the plane or the straight line. There are therefore always

two correlative or reciprocal methods by which figures may be

generated and their properties deduced, and it is in this

that geometric Duality consists. By this duality is meant the

co-existence of figures (and consequently of their properties

also) in pairs ; two such co-existing {correlative or reciprocal)

figures having the same genesis and only differing from one

another in the nature of the generating element.

In the Geometry of space the range and the axial pencil, the

plane of points and the sheaf of planes, the plane of lines and

the sheaf of lines, are correlative forms. The flat pencil is a

form which is correlative to itself.

In the Geometry of the plane the range and the flat pencil

are correlative forms.

In the Geometry of the sheaf the axial pencil and the flat

pencil are correlative forms.

The Geometry of the plane and the Geometry of the sheaf,

considered in three-dimensional space, are correlative to each

other.

34. The following are examples of correlative propositions

* V. Staudt, Geom. der Lnge, Art. 66.
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in the Geometry of space. Two correlative propositions are

deduced one from the other by interchanging the elements

jwinl and j)lane.

1. Two points A , B determine

a straight line (viz. the straight

line AB which passes through the

given points) which contains an

infinite number of other points.

2. A straight line a and a point

B (not lying on the line) deter-

mine a plane, viz. the plane aB
which connects the line with the

point.

3. Three points A ,B ,C which

are not collinear determine a

plane, viz. the plane ABC which

passes through the three points.

4. Two straight lines which

cut one another lie in the same

plane.

5. Given four points A ,B,C,
D ; if the straight lines AB , CD
meet, the four points will lie in

a plane, and consequently the

straight Lines BC and AD, CA
and BD will also meet two and

two.

6. Given anynumber of straight

lines
; if each meets all the others,

while the lines do not all pass

through a j)oint, then they must

lie all in the same plane (and

constitute a plane of lines)*.

1. Two planes n, /3 determine a

straight line (viz. the straight line

a/3, the intersection of the given

planes), through which pass an in-

finite number of other planes.

2. A straight line a and a plane

/3 (not passing through the line)

determine a point, viz. the point

a/3 where the line cuts the plane.

3. Three planes a, fi, y which do

not pass through the same line

determine a point, viz. the point

a/3y where the three planes meet

each other.

4. Two straight lines which lie

in the same plane intersect in a

point.

5. Given four planes a,^,y,b\

if the straight lines a^
,
yb meet,

the four planes will meet in

a point, and consequently the

straight lines ^y and ab
,
ya and

/3S, will also meet two and two.

6. Given anynumber of straight

lines ; if each meets all the others,

while the lines do not all lie in

the same plane, then they must

pass all through the same point

(and constitute a sheaf of lines) f-

7. The following problem admits of two correlative solutions

:

' Given a plane a and a point A in it, to draw through A a straight

line lying in the plane a which shall cut a given straight line r which

does not lie in a and does not pass through A.'

* See note to Art. 20.

+ For let 0, b, c, ... be Ihe straight lines ; as ah, ae, he are three planes distinct

from each other, the common point must be the intersection of the straight lines

o, h, c, ... .
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Join A to the point ra. Construct the line of inter-

section of the jjltii^c a with the

plane rA.

8. Problem. Through a given 8. Problem. In a given plane

point A to draw a straight line a, to di'aw a straight line to cut

to cut each of two given straight each of two given straight lines b

lines b and c (which do not lie in and c (which do not meet and do

the same plane and do not pass not lie in the plane a).

through A).

Solution. Construct the line Solution. Join the point a 6 to

of intersection of the planes Ab, the point ac.

Ac.

35. In the Geometry of Sj)ace, the figure correlative to a triangle

(system of three points) is a trihedral angle (system of three planes)

;

the vertex, the faces, and the edges of the latter are correlative to the

plane, the vertices, and the sides respectively of the triangle ; thus

the theorem correlative to that of Arts. 1 5 and 1 7 will be the fol-

lowing :

If two trihedral angles a^'y , a'^"y" are such that the edges ^'y'

and ^"y'\ y'a! and y'a", ajS^ and a"^" lie in three lilanes a^,
, ^^ , y^

which pass through the same straight line, then the straight lines

a'a\ ^'^"i yV will lie in the same flane.

The proof is the same as that of Arts. 15 and 17, if the elements

point and plane are interchanged. If, for example, the two trihedral

angles have different vertices ^'', ^S'' (Art. 15), then the points where

the pairs of edges intersect are the vertices of a triangle whose sides

are aa'\ ^'^'\ y'-/'
\ these latter straight lines lie therefore in the

same plane (that of the triangle).

So also the proof for the case where the two trihedral angles have

the same vertex S will be correlative to that for the analogous case of

two triangles A'B'G' and A'^B'^C" which lie in the same plane (Art.

17). The theorem may also be established by projecting from a point

S the figure corresponding to the theorem of Art. 1 6.

The proof of the theorem correlative to that of Arts. 14 and 16 is

left as an exercise for the student. It may be enunciated as follows :

If two trihedral angles a'^'y , a"^"y" are such that the straight lines

aa\ ^'^"
, yy lie in the same lilane, then the 2)(('irs of edges ^'y' and

^"•/', yV and y'V, a'^' and a"^" determine three i^lanes ivhich jiass

all through the same straight line.

36. In the Geometry of the plane, two correlative proposi-

tions are deduced one from the other by interchanging the

words poiiit and line, as in the following examples

:
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1. Two points A,B determine

a straight line, viz. the line AJB.

2. Four points A,B,G,D (Fig.

13), no three of which are col-

linear, form a figure called a com-

plete qziadrcmgle*. The four

Fig- 13-

points are called the vertices, and

the six straight lines joining them

in pairs are called the sides of

the quadrangle.

Two sides which do not meet

in a vertex are termed opposite
;

there are accordingly three pairs

of opposite sides, BO and AD,

CA and BD, AB and CD. The

1. Two straight lines a,h de-

termine a point, viz. the point

ab.

2, Four straight lines a,b, c,d

(Fig. 14), no three of which are

concurrent, form a figure called a

comjilete quadrilateral* . The four

Fig. 14.

straight lines are called the sides

of the quadrilateral, and the six

points in which the sides cut one

another two and two are called

the vertices.

Two vertices which do not lie

on the same side are termed op-

2)osite ; there are accordingly

three pairs of opposite vertices, be

and ad, ca and bd, ab and cd.

Fig. 16.

points j&, i^, (t in which the oppo- The straight lines e,/,g which

site sides intersect in pairs are join pairs of opposite vertices are

* The complete quadrangle has also been called a Utraatigm, and the complete

quadrilateral a tetragram. Townsend, Modern Geometry, ch. vii.
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termed the diagonal 2^oints ; and

the triangle EFG is termed the

diagonal triangle of the complete

quadrangle. The complete quad-

rangle includes three simple

quadrangles, viz. ACBD, ABCD,
and .45/>C (Fig. 15).

3. And so, in general :

A complete ^o^ygon (complete

n-gon, or n-])oint *) is a system

of n points or vertices, with the

n (n—i)

called the diagonals ; and the

triangle efg is termed the diagonal

triangle of the complete quadri-

lateral. The complete quadri-

lateral includes three simple

quadrilaterals, viz. acbd, adcb, and

acbd (Fig. 16).

A complete multilateral (or

n-side t) is a system of n straight

lines or sides, with the —-^
^^

straicrht lines or sides

which join them two and two

4. The theorems of Arts

other.

5. Theorem. If two complete

quadrangles ABOD, A'B'C'D'

are such that five pairs of sides

AB and A'B\ BC and B'C\ CA
and C'A \AD and A'D', BD and

B'D' cut one another in five

points lying on a straight line s,

then the remaining pair CD and

CD' will also intersect one ano-

ther on s (Fig. 1 7).

points or vertices in which they

intersect one another two and

two.

16 and 17 are correlative each to the

Theorem. If two complete

quadrilaterals ahcd, a'h'c'd' are

such that five pairs of vertices

ah and a'V, be and b'c', ca and

c'a', ad and a'd', bd and b'd'

lie upon five straight lines which

meet in a point S, then the re-

maining pair cd and c'd' will also

lie on a straight line through S
(Fig. 1 8).

Fig. 17.

Since the triangles ABC, Since the triangles (tri-

A'B'C are by hypothesis in laterals) abc, a'b'c' are by

* Or polystif/m ; ToWNSE>fD, loc. cit. + Or polyyrum.
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perspective (Arts. 17, 18),

the straight Hues AA', BB',

CC will meet in one point

S. So too the triangles ABD,
A'B^D' &xem perspective ;

there-

fore DD ' also will pass through

S, the point common to AA'

and BB'. It follows that the

triangles 5(7i), B'C'D'vive also in

perspective : therefore CD and

C'D' meet in a point on the

straight line s, which is deter-

mined by the point of intersec-

tion of BC and B'C and by that

hypothesis in perspective (Art.

18), the points aa' , bh', cc'

will lie on one straight line s.

So too the triangles abd^ a'h'df are

in perspective; therefore the point

dd' lies on the straight line s

which passes through the points

aa\ hb\ It follows that the

triangles (trilaterals) bed, V(/d'

are also in perspective ; therefore

cd and c'd' lie on a straight line

through the point aS', which is

determined by the straight lines

(6c) (6'cO and (^d) (b'd') *.

of BB and B'D"'.

2,1. In the Geometry of space the following are correlative :

A complete n-gon (in a plane).

A complete multilateral of n

sides, or n-side (in a plane).

A complete n-jiat (in a sheaf)

;

i.e. a figure made up of n planes

(or /aces) which all pass through

the same point (or vertex), toge-

ther with the —^^ edijes in
2

'^

which these planes intersect two

and two.

A complete n-edge (in a sheaf)
;

i.e. a figure made up of n straight

lines radiating from a common
point (or vertex), together with

, nin—i)
, / ,. \

the planes (or faces)

which pass through these straight

lines taken in pairs.

Thus the following theorems are correlative, in the Geometry of

space, to the two theorems above (Art. 36, No. 5), which latter

are themselves correlative to each other in the Geometry of the

plane.

If two complete four-flats in a

sheaf (be their vertices coincident

or not) a^yb, a'^'y'b' are such

that five pairs of corresponding

If tv/o complete four-edges in a

sheaf (be their vertices coincident

or not) abed, a'b'c'd' are such that

five pairs of corresponding faces cut

* These two theorems hold good equally when the two quadrangles or quadri-

laterals lie in different planes ; in fact, the proofs are the same as the above, word

for word.
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edges lie in five planes wliich one anothei' in five straight lines

pass all through the same straight which lie all in one plane a-, then

line s, then the sixth pair of corre- the line of intersection of the

spending edges will lie also in a sixth pair of corresponding faces

plane passing through s. will lie also in the plane <r.

The proofs of these theorems are left as an exercise to the student.

They only differ from those of the theorems No. 5, Art. 36 in the

substitution for each other of the elements point and plane ; and just

as theorems 5, Art. 36 follow from those of Arts. 15 and 16, so the

theorems enunciated above follow from those of Art. 35. When
the two four-flats have the same vertex 0, the theorem on the left-

hand side may also be established by projecting from the point

(Art. 2) the figure corresponding to the right-hand theorem of

N"o. 5, Art. 36. And in this case we may by the same method

deduce the theorem on the right-hand side above from that on the left-

hand of No. 5, Art. 36.

38. In the Geometry of the sheaf, two correlative theorems are

derived one from the other by interchanging the elements plane and

straight line. Just as the Geometry of the sheaf is correlative to

that of the plane, with regard to three-dimensional space, so one

of the Geometries is derived from the other by the interchange of

the elements point and plane. The Geometry of the sheaf may also

be derived from that of the plane by the operation of projection from

a centre (Art. 2).

From the Geometry of the sheaf may be derived that of spherical

figures, by cutting the sheaf by a sphere passing through the centre

of the sheaf.



CHAPTER VII.

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRIC FORMS.

• 39. By means of projection from a centre we obtain from

a range a flat pencil, from a flat pencil an axial pencil, from a

plane of points or lines a sheaf of lines or planes. Con-

versely, by the operation of section by a transversal plane

we obtain from a flat pencil a range, from an axial pencil a

flat pencil, from a sheaf a plane figure. The two operations,

projection from a point and section by a transversal plane,

may accordingly be regarded as complementary to each other
;

and we may say that if one geometric form has been derived

from another by means of one of these operations, we can con-

versely, by means of the complementary operation, derive the

second form from the first. And similarly for the operations

:

projection from an axis and section by a transversal line.

Suppose now that by means of a series of operations, each of

which is either a projection or a section, a form f^ has been

derived from a given form/j , then another form/g from/g ^ and

so on, until by n—\ such operations the form /„ has been

arrived at. Conversely, we may return from/„ to/^ by means

of another series oin—X operations which are complementary

respectively to the last, last but one, last but two, &c. of the

operations by which we have passed from/^ to/„. The series

of operations which leads from f^ to /„ , and the series which

leads from /„ to /^ , may be called complementary, and the

operations of the one series are complementary respectively to

those of the other, taken in the reverse order.

In the above the geometric forms are supposed to lie in

space (Art. 31). If we confine ourselves to plane Geometry, the

complementary operations reduce to projectionfrom a centre Qi,nd

D
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section hy a transversal Ime. In the Geometry of the sheaf,

section by a plane and projection from an axis are comple-

mentary operations.

•40. Two geometric prime forms of the same dimensions

are said to be project'ively related^ or simply projective, when one

can be derived from the other by any finite number of projec-

tions and sections (Arts 2, 3,... 7).

For example, let a range u be given
;

project it from a

centre 0, thus obtaining a flat pencil
;
project this flat pencil

from another centre 0\ by which means an axial pencil with

00' as axis is produced ; cut this axial pencil by a straight

line ?^2 5
'^^^ obtaining a range of points lying on ?/o ;

project

this range from an axis, and cut the resulting axial pencil by a

plane, by which means a flat pencil is produced, and so on ; then

any two of the one-dimensional geometric forms which have

been obtained in this manner are projective according to

definition.

When we say that a form A,B ,C^B ,... is projective with

another form A',B\C\ D\ .,. we mean that, by help of the

same series of operations, each of which is either a projection

or a section, A' is derived from A, B' from B, C from C, &c.

The elements A and A', B and B\ C and C\... are termed

corresponding elements*.

For example, a plane figure is said to be projective with

another plane figure, when from the points A,B,C,... and from

the straight lines AB, AC ..., BC,... of the one are derived

the points A\B',C',... and the straight lines A' B\ A' C\ ...

B'C\... of the other, by means of a finite number of projections

and sections.

In two projective plane figures, to a range in the one cor-

responds in the other a range which is projective with the

first range ; and to a flat pencil in the one figure corresponds

in the other a flat pencil which is projective with the first

pencil.

- 41. From what has been said above it is easy to see

that two geometric forms which are each projective with

* Two projective forms are termed homoyrapliic when the elements of which

they are constituted are of the same kind ; i. e. when the elements of hoth are

points, or lines, or planes. It will be seen later on (Art. 67) that this definition of

homography is equivalent to that given by Chasles {Geometrie superieure, Art. 99).
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a third are projective with one another. For if we first go
through the operations whicli lead from the first form to the

third, and then go through those which lead from the third to

the second, we shall have passed from the first form to the

second.

• 42. Geometricforms hi perspective.

The following forms are said to be in persjiective :

Fig. 2o.

Two ranges (Fig. 19), if they are sections of the same flat

pencil (Art. 12).

Two flat pencils (Fig. 20), if they project, from different

centres, one and the same range ; or if they are sections of

the same axial pencil.

[Note.—If we pi'oject a range u = ABC . . . from two different centres

and 0' not Ijiug in the same plane with it, we obtain two flat

pencils in perspective. These pencils, again, may be regarded as

sections of the same axial pencil made by the transversal planes Ou,

Ou' ; the axial pencil namely which is composed of the planes 00'A,
OO'B, OO'C, ..., and which has for axis the straight line 00'. This

is the general case of two fiat pencils in perspective ; they have not the

same centre and they lie in different planes ; at the same time, they

project the same range and are sections of the same axial pencil.

There are two exceptional cases : (i). If we project the row u from

two centres and 0' lying in the same plane with u, then the

two resulting flat pencils lie in the same plane and are consequently.

no longer sections of an axial pencil
; (2). If an axial pencil is cut by

two transversal planes which pass through a common point on the

axis, we obtain two flat pencils which have the same centre 0, and

which consequently no longer project the same range.]

Ttco axial pencils, if they project, from two different centres,

the same flat pencil.

A range and a fat pencil, a range and an axial peticil, or afat
pencil and a7i axial pencil, if the first is a section of the

second.

D %
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Two plane figures, if they are plane sections of the same

sheaf.

Two sheaves, if they project, from two different centres, the

same plane figure.

A plane figure and a sheaf, if the former is a section of the

latter.

From the definition of Art. 40 it follows at once that two
(one-dimensional) forms which are in perspective are also pro-

jectively related ; but two projective forms are not in general

in perspective position.

43. Two figures in homology are merelj'^ two projective

plane figures superposed one upon the other, in a particular

position ; for by Art. 2 1 two homological figures may always

be regarded (and this in an infinite number of ways) as pro-

jections of one and the same third figure.

If two projective plane figures are superposed one upon the

other in such a manner that the straight line connecting any

pair of corresponding points may pass through a fixed point

;

or, again, in such a manner that any pair of corresponding

straight lines may intersect on a fixed straight line ; then the

two figures are in homology (Arts. 19, 20).

In two homological figures, two corresponding ranges are in

perspective (and therefore of course are projectively related)

;

and the same is the case with regard to two corresponding

pencils.

44. Theorem. Ttoo one-dimensional geometricforms, each con-

sisting of three elements, are always projective.

To prove this, we notice in the fii'st place that it is

enough to consider the case of two ranges ABC, A'B'C; for,

if one of the given forms is a pencil, flat or axial, we may
substitute for it one of its sections by a transversal.

(1) If the two straight lines ABC, A'B'C lie in different

planes, join A A', BB', CC, and cut these straight lines

by a transversal s*. Then the two given forms are seen

to be simply two sections of the axial pencil sAA' , sBB'

,

sCC.

(2) If the tw^o straight lines lie in the same plane (Fig. 2i),

join AA', and take on this straight line any two points S, S'
;

* To do this, we have only to draw through any point of AA ' a straight line

which meets BB' and CC (Prob. 8, Art. 34).
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draw SB , S'B' to cut in B", and SC , S'C to cut in C", and join

B"C", cutting SS' in A". Then J'5'(7' may be derived from

Fig. 21. Fisr. 2 2.

^^C by two projections, viz. we first project ABC from S

into A"B"C'\ and then A''B"C" from ^' into ^'^'C".

(3) In the case where the two points A and A' coincide (Fig.

22), the two given forms are directly in perspective ; the centre

of perspective is the point where BB^ and CC intersect.

(4) If thetwo sets ofpoints ABC.A'B'C lie on the same straight

line (Fig. 23), it is only necessary

to project one of them A'B'C on

to another straight line A-^B^C-^

(from any centre 0); then let

any two centres S and S^ be

taken (as in Fig. 2
1
) on AA^

,

and let the straight line A"B"C"
be constructed in the manner

already shown in case (2). Then

A'B'C may be derived from

ABC by three projections, viz.

we fii'st project ABC from S

into A"B"C'\ then A"B"C"ixQXiv

Si into A^B^C^, and lastly A^B^C^ from into A'B'C
(5) If ^ coincides with A\ and B with B\ we may makg

use of a centre S and two transversals s-^^, s^ drawn through A
in the plane SABCC. If the triad ABC be projected from S
upon s^ (giving A-^B^C^, and the triad A'B'C be projected

from S upon s.^ (giving A.^B.JJ.^ ; then the triads A^B-^C^ and

A.jB.^C^ will be in perspective, because A-^ coincides with A^ (in

the point AjL').

In every case, then, it has been shown that the triads

Fig. 23.
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Fig, 24.

ABC ,A'B'C' can be derived from each other by a finite

number of projections and sections; therefore by Art. 40

they are projective.

As a particular case, ^^Cmust be projective with BAC, for

example. In order actually to project one of these triads into

the other, take (Fig. 34) any two points L and N coUinear

with C. Join AL ,BN, meeting

in K, and BL , AN, meeting in

31. Then BAC can be derived

from ABC by first projecting

ABC from K into LNC, and then

BNC from Jf into BAC.

In order to project ^^Cinto
BCA, we might first project

ABC in BAC, and then BAC
into BCA.

45. Theorem. Any one-dimensional geometric form, consisting

of four elements, isprojective with any of the forms derivedfrom it

hy interchanging the elements in pairs. For instance, ABCD is

projective with BABC.
Let A,B ,C ,B be four given points (Fig. 25), and let

EFGB be a projection of these points

from a centre 31 on a straight line

BF passing through D. If AF, CM
meet in N, then 3INGC will be a

projection of EFGB from centre A,

and BABC a projection of 31NGC
from centre F; therefore (Arts.

40, 41) the form BABC is pro-

jective with ABCB. In a similar manner it can be shown
that CBAB and BCBA are projective with ABCB*.
From this it follows for example that if a flat pencil abed is

projective with a range ABCB, then it is projective also with

BABC, with CBAB, and with BCBA; i.e. if two geometricforms,

each consisting of four eletnents, are projectively related, then the

eleme7its of the 07ie can he made to correspond respectively to the

elements of the other infour different ways.

Fig- 25.

* Staudt, Geometrie dcr Lage, Art. 59.
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HARMONIC FORMS.

46. Theoeem *.

Given three points A, B, C on

a straight line s ; if a comj)lete

quadrangle [KLMN) be con-

structed"(in any plane through s)

in such a manner that two oppo-

site sides {KL , MN) meet in A

,

two other opposite sides (A'iV, 31L)

meet in B, and the fifth side {LJV)

passes through C, then the sixth

side (KM) will cut the straight

line s in a point D which is de-

termined by the three given

points ; i.e. it does not change its

position, in whatever manner the

arbitrary elements of the quad-

rangle are made to vary (Fig.

26).

Given in a plane three straight

lines a, b, c which meet in a point

S; if a complete quadrilateral

{klmn) be constructed in such a

manner that two opposite vertices

[kl, mn) lie on a, two other oppo-

site vertices (Jen, ml) lie on b, and

the fifth vertex {iil) lies on c,

then the sixth vertex IJcm) will

lie on a sti'aight line d which

passes through S, and which is

determinate ; i. e. it does not

change its position, in whatever

manner the arbitrary elements of

the quadrilateral are made to

vary (Fig. 27).

Fig. 27.

For if a second complete For if a second complete

quadrangle {K'L'M'N')hQ con- quadrilateral {k'l'm'n') be con-

* Staudt, loc. cit., Art. 93.
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structed (either in the same plane,

or in any other plane through s),

which satisfies the prescribed con-

ditions, then the two quadrangles

will have five pairs of correspond-

ing sides wdiich meet on the given

straight line ; therefore the sixth

pair will also meet on the same

line (Art. 36, No. 5, left).

From this it follows that if the

first quadrangle be kept fixed

while the second is made to vary

in every possible way, the point

D will remain fixed ; which

proves the theorem.

The four points A BCD are

called harmonic, or we may say

that the group or the geometric

form constituted by these four

points is a harmonic one, or that

ABGD form a harmonic range.

Or again: Four points ABCD of

a straight line, taken in this order,

are called harmonic, if it is pos-

sible to construct a complete quad-

rangle such that two opposite sides

pass through A, two other opposite

sides through B, the fifth side

through G, and the sixth through D.

It follows from the preceding theo-

rem that when such a quadrangle

exists, i. e. when the form ABCD
is harmonic, it is possible to con-

struct an infinite number of other

quadrangles satisfying the same

conditions. It further follows that,

given three points ABC of a

range (and also the order in which

they are to be taken), the fourth

point D, which makes with them

a harmonic form, is determinate

and unique, and is found by the

construction of one of the quad-

rangles (see below, Art. 58).

structed which satisfies the pre-

scribed conditions, then the two
quadrilaterals will have five pairs

of corresponding vertices collinear

respectively with the given point

;

therefore the sixth pair will also

lie in a straight line passing

through the same point (Art. 36,

No. 5, right).

From this it follows that if the

first quadrilateral be kept fixed

while the second is made to vary

in every possible way, th sti'aight

line d will remain fixed ; which

proves the theorem.

The four straight lines or raj'S

abed are called harmonic, or we
may say that the group or the

geometric form constituted by

these four lines is a harmonic

one, or that abed form a harmonic

pencil. Or again : Four rays

abed of a pencil, taken in this

order, are called harmonic, if it is

2)0ssible to construct a complete

quadrilateral such that two 02)2)0-

site vertices lie on a, two other

opposite vertices on b, the fifth

vertex on c, and the sixth on d. It

follows from the preceding theo-

rem that when such a quadri-

lateral exists, i. e. when the form

abed is harmonic, it is possible to

construct an infinite number of

other quadrilaterals satisfying the

same conditions. It further

follows that given tlu'ee rays abc

of a pencil (and also the order in

which they are to be taken), the

fourth ray d, which makes with

them a harmonic form, is deter-

minate and unique, and is found

by the construction of one of the

quadrilaterals (see below. Art, 58).
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47. Iffrom any point S the harmonic range ABCB he projected

upon any other straight line, its projection A'B'C'B' %oill also be a

harmonic range (Fig. 28).

Imagine two planes drawn one through each of the straight

lines AB , A'B', and suppose that in the first of these planes

is constructed a complete quadrangle

of which two opposite sides meet in

A, two other opposite sides meet in B,

and a fifth side passes through C;

then the sixth side will pass through

I) (Art. 46), since by hypothesis ABCB
is a harmonic range. Now project

this quadrangle from the point .S" on to the second plane ; then

a new quadrangle is obtained of which two opposite sides

meet in A\ two other opposite sides meet in B\ and whose
fifth and sixth sides pass respectively through C and B^

;

therefore A'B'C'B' is a harmonic range.

48. An examination of Fig. 27 will show that the harmonic

pencil ahcd is cut by any transversal whatever in a har-

monic range. For let S be the centre of the pencil and m be

any transversal ; in a take any point R
;
join R to B hy the

straight line k and to B by the straight line /; and join A to

kb or P by the straight line 71. As ahcd is a harmonic pencil

and five vertices of the complete quadrilateral klmn lie on a, h,

and d, the sixth vertex In or Q must lie on the fourth ray c.

Then from the complete quadrangle PQRS it is clear that

ABCB is a harmonic range.

Conversely, if the harmonic range ABCB (Fig. 27) be given,

and any centre whatever of projection S be taken, then the

four projecting rays S {A, B ,C ,B) will form a harmonic

pencil.

For draw through A any straight line to cut SB in P and
SC in Q, and join BQ, cutting AS in R. The quadrangle PQRS
is such that two opposite sides meet in A, two other opposite

sides in B, and the fifth side passes through C ; consequently

the sixth side must pass through B (Art. 46, left), since by
hypothesis the range ABCB is harmonic. But then we have

a complete quadrilateral klmn which has two opposite vertices

A and R lying on SA, two other opposite vertices B and P on
SB, a fifth vertex Q on SC, and the sixth B on SB; therefore
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(Art. 46, light) the four straight lines which project the range

ABCB from S are harmonic. We may therefore enunciate the

following proposition :

A harmonic ])encil is cut hy any transversal whatever in a

harmonic range ; and, conversely, the rays tohich project a harmonic

rangefrom any centre whateverform a harmonic pencil.

Corollary. In two homological figures, to a range of four harmonic

points corresponds a range of four harmonic points ; and to a pencil

of four harmonic rays corresponds a pencil of four harmonic raj'^s.

49. The theorem on the right in Art. 46 is correlative to

that on the left in the same Article. In this latter theorem

all the quadrangles are supposed to lie in the same plane ; but

from the preceding considerations it is clear that the theorem

is still true and may be proved in the same manner, if the

quadrangles are drawn in different planes.

Considering accordingly this latter theorem (Art. 46, left)

as a proposition in the Geometry of space, the theorem corre-

lative to it will be the following :

If three planes a
, /3 , y all pass through one straight line s, and if

a complete four-flat (see Art. 37) Kk\kv he constructed, of which two

opposite edges k\
, fxv lie in the pla^ie a, ttoo other opposite edges kv ,

A^

lie in the plane /3, and the edgeXv lies in the plane y ; then the sixth

edge kjm will always lie in a fixed plane b (passing through s), which

does not change, in whatever manner the arhitrary elements of the

four-flat he made to vary.

For if we construct (taking either the same vertex or any

other lying on s) another complete four-flat which satisfies the

prescribed conditions, the two four-flats will have five pairs of

corresponding edges lying in planes which all pass through

the same straight line s \ therefore (Art. 37, left) the sixth pair

also will lie in a plane which passes through s. The four

planes, a,/3,y,8 are termed harmonic p^^o-^ics; or we may
say that the group or the geometric form constituted by

them is harmonic ; or again that they form a harmonic (axial)

pencil.

50. If a complete four-flat kX^xv be cut by any plane not

passing through the vertex of the pencil, a complete quadri-

lateral is obtained ; and the same transversal plane cuts the

planes a
, /3 , y , 8 in four rays of a flat pencil of which the first
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two rays contain each a pair of vertices of the quadrilateral

while the other two pass each through one of the remaining

vertices. Consequently (Art. 46, right) an axial pencil of four

harmonic planes is cut by any transversal plane in a flat pencil

of four harmonic rays.

Similarly, if the harmonic axial pencil of four planes

a, (3, y, his cut by any transversal line in four points A,B,C ,1),

these form a harmonic range. For if through the transversal

line a plane be drawn, it will cut the planes a, /5, y, 8 in four

straight lines a ,b ,c , d. This group of straight lines is har-

monic, by what has just been proved; but ABCD is a section

of the flat pencil a,h ^c,d; consequently (Ai't. 48) the four

points A , B , C , I) are harmonic. Conversely, if four points

forming a harmonic range be projected from an axis, or if four

rays forming a harmonic pencil be projected from a point, the

resulting axial pencil is harmonic.

51. If then we include under the title of harmonicform the

group of four harmonic points (the harmonic range), the group

of four harmonic rays (the harmonic flat pencil), and the

group of four harmonic planes (the harmonic axial pencil), we
may enunciate the theorem :

Bvery projectio7i or section of a harmonicform is itself a harmonic

form : or,

livery form ivhich is projective tvith a harmonic form is itself

harmonic.

Conversely, two harmonic forms are ahvays projective tvitk one

another.

To prove this proposition, it is enough to consider two

groups each of four harmonic points ; for if one of the forms

were a pencil we should obtain four harmonic points oh cut-

ting it by a transversal. Let then ABCD, A'B'C'B' be two

harmonic ranges, and project ABC'vciiQ A'B'C in the manner
explained in Ai-t. 44 ; the same operations (projections and

sections) which serve to derive A'B'C from ABC will give for

B a point B^ ; from which it follows that the range A'B'C'B^

will be harmonic, since the rano-e ABCB is harmonic. But

A'B'C'B' are also four harmonic points, by hypothesis ; there-

fore By must coincide with B', since the three points A'B'C
determine uniquely the fourth point which forms with them a

harmonic range (Art. 46, left).
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We may add here a consequence of the definitions given in

Arts. 49 and 50 :

The form which is correlative to a harmonic form is itself

harmonic.

52. li a ,h y c , d are rays of a pencil (Fig. 28), then a and b

are said to be separated by c and d, when a straight line pass-

ing through the centre of the pencil, and rotating so as to

come into coincidence with each of the rays in turn, cannot

pass from a to ^ without coinciding with one and only one of

the two other rays c and d *. The same definition applies to

the case of four planes of a pencil, and to that of four points of

a range (Fig. 26) ; only it must be granted that we may pass

from a point ^ to a point B in two different ways, either by

describing the finite segment AB or the infinite segment which

begins at A, passes through the point at infinity, and ends at B.

This definition premised, the follow-
° ° ing property may be enunciated as at

'*

° °
"

once evident : Four elements of a one-

Fig. 29. dimensional geometric form [i. e. four

points of a range, four rays of a

pencil, &c.) can always be so divided into two pairs that

one pair is separated by the other, and this can be done in

one way onl3^ In Fig. 26, for example, the two pairs which

separate one another are AB , CD ; and if A'B'C'B' is a form

projective with ABCB, the pair A'B' will be separated by the

pair C'B' \ for the operations of projection and section do not

change the relative position of the elements.

53. Let now ABCB (Fig. 30) be four harmonic points, i. e. four

points obtained by the construction of Art. 46, left. This

allows us to draw in an infinite number of ways a complete

quadrangle of which A and B are two diagonal points

(Art. 36, No. 2, left), while the other two opposite sides pass

through C and B. It is only necessary to state this con-

struction in order to see that the two points A and B are

precisely similar in their relation to the system, and that the

same is true with regard to C and B. It follows from this

that if ABCB is a harmonic range, then BACB, ABBC, BABC,
which are obtained by permuting the letters A and B or C
and B, or both at the same time, are harmonic ranges also.

* a and h, c and d, may also be termed alternate pairs of rays.
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Consequently (Art. 51) the harmonic ra,nge ABCD for example

is projective with BACD, i. e. we can pass from one range to the

other by a finite number of projections and sections. In fact

if the range ABCB be projected from K on CQ, we obtain the

range LNCQ, which when projected from M on AB gives

BACB.

54. IfA , B , C , B arefour harmonic points, then A and B are

necessarily separated hi/ C and B.

For if (Fig. 30) the group ABCBhe projected on the straight

line K3I, first from the centre B and then from the centre iV,

the projections are KMQB
and MKQB respectively.

These two groups of

points, consisting as they

do of the same elements,

must show the same kind

ofarrangement; therefore

the points K and 31 are

separated by Q and B^

and therefore A and B are separated by C and B.

55. Let the straight lines AQ , BQ be drawn (Fig. 31), the

former meeting 3IB in U and NB in S, while the latter meets

KB in T and 3IN in V. The complete quadrangle BTQ U has

two opposite sides meeting in A, two other opposite sides

meeting in B, and a fifth side [BQ or BN) passes through C

;

therefore the sixth side IJT will pass through B (Art. 46). In

like manner the sixth side VS of the complete quadrangle

NVQS must pass through B, and the sixth sides of the com-

plete quadrangles KSQT , IIUQF through. C. We have thus a

quadrangle STUF two of whose opposite sides meet in C, two
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other opposite sides in B, while the fifth and sixth sides pass

respectively through A and B. This shows that the relation

to which the points C and B are subject (Art. 53) is the same

as the relation to which the points A and B are subject ; or,

in other words, that the pair A , B may be interchanged

with the pair C , B. Accordingly, if ABCB is a harmonic

range, then not only the ranges BACB , ABBC , BABC, but

also CBAB,BCAB, CBBA,BCBA are harmonic^.

The points A and B are termed conjugate points, as also are

C and B. Or either pair are said to be harmomc conjugates

with respect to the other. The points A and B are said to be

harmonicaUy separated by the points C and B, or the points C
and -D to be harmonically separated by A and B. We may
also say that the segment AB is divided harmonically by the

segment CB, or that the segment CB is divided harmonically

by AB. If two points A and B (Fig. 30) are separated har-

monically by the points C and B in which the straight line

AB is cut by two straight lines QC and QB, we may also say

that the segment AB is divided harmonically by the straight

lines QC
,
QB, or by the point C and the straight line QB, &c.

;

and that the straight lines QC
,
QB are separated harmonically

by the points A, B ; &c.

Analogous properties and expressions exist in the case of

four harmonic rays or four harmonic planes.

\Note.—In future, whenever mention is made of the harmonic

system ABCD, it is always to be understood that A and B, C and D, are

conjugate pairs ; it being at the same time remembered that (Art. 54)

A and B, C and D, are necessarily alternate pairs of points.]

56. The following theorem is another consequence of the

proposition of Art. 46, left:

Bi a complete quadrilateral, each

diagonal is divided harmonically hy

the other two f.

Let A and A',B and B', C
and C be the pairs of opposite

vertices of a complete quadri-
'^' ^^'

lateral (Fig. 32), and let the

diagonal AA^he cut by the other diagonals BB' and CC in F
* Eeye, Geometrie der Lage (Hanover, 1866), vol. i. p. 34.

t Carnot, Giomitrie de position (Paris, 1803), Art. 225.
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and E respectively. Consider now the complete quadrangle

BB'CC \ one pair of its opposite sides meet in A, another

such pair in A\ a fifth side passes through ii", the sixth

through F. The points A , A' are therefore harmonically

separated by F and F. Similarly a consideration of the two

complete quadrangles CC'AA' and AA'BB' will show that

B , B' are harmonically separated by i^and B; and C , C" by
B and F.

57. In the complete quadrangle BB'CC the diagonal points

are A , A\ and B; also since the range BB'FB is harmonic, so

too is the pencil of four rays which project it from J (Art. 48)

;

therefore :

hi a complete quadrangle^ any ttco sides which meet in a diagonal

j)oint are divided harmonically hy the two other diagonal points.

This theorem is merely however the correlative (in accord-

ance with the principle of Duality in plane Geometry) of that

proved in the preceding Article.

58. The theorems of Art. 46 can be at once applied to the

solution, by means of the ruler only, of the following pro-

blems :

Given three joints of. a har-

monic range, to find the foiu'th.

Solution. Let A , B , C (Fig.

33) be the given points (lying

on a given straight line) and let

Given three rays of a har-

monic pencil, to construct the

fourth.

Solution. Let a , b , c (Fig,

34) be the given rays (lying in

one plane and passing through a

A and B be conjugate to each

other. Draw any two straight

lines through A, and a third

through C to cut these in L and

given centre *S^, and let a and b

be conjugate to each other.

Through any point Q lying on c

draw any two straight lines to
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N respectively. Join BL cutting cut a in ^ and E, and 6 in P
AN in M, and BN cutting AL in and B, respectively. Join AB and

K ; then if K3I be joined it will BP ; these will cut in a point D,

cut the given straight line in the the line joining which to S is the

required point D, conjugate to I'equired ray cl, conjugate to c.

C*.

59. In the problem of Art. 58, left, let C lie midway between A
and B. We can, in the solution, so arrange the arbitrary elements

that the points K and M shall move off

to infinity ; to effect this we must con-

struct (Fig. 35) a parallelogram ALBN
on AB as diagonal ; then since the other

diagonal LN passes through C, the point

Z> will lie at infinity.

If, conversely, the points A , B , D are

given, of which the third point D lies

at infinity, we may again construct a

parallelogram ALBN on AB as diagonal ; then the fourth point C,

the conjugate of D, must be the point where LN meets the given

straight line : that is, it must be the middle point of AB. Therefore :

If in a harmonic range ABCD
the foint C lies midway hetiveen the

two conjugates A and B, then the fourth

point D lies at an infinite distance ;

and conversely, if one of the 2>oints D
lies at infinity, its conjugate C is the

2)oint midvMy between the tvjo others,

A and B.

60. In the problem of Art. 58,

right, let c be the bisector of the

angle between a and b (Fig. 36). If

Q be taken at infinity on c, the segments AB , FR become equal to

one another and lie between the parallels

AP 5 BR ; consequently the ray d will be

perpendicular to c, i.e. given a harmonic

2Mncil of four rays, abed; if one of

them c bisect the angle between t/ie tivo

conjihgates a and b, the fourth ray d
ivill be at right angles to c.

Conversely: if in a har-monicpencil abed

(Fig. 37) two conjugate rays c , cl are at right angles, then they are the

bisectors, internal and external, of the angle between the otJier two rays

a , b.

* De la Hire, Secttones Conicae (Parisiis, 1685), lib. i, pi'op. 20.

Fig. 36.

d \s/ rf

./ c \!^

4 c V
Fig. 37-
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For if the pencil be cut by a trausvei'sal AB drawn parallel to d,

the section ABCD will be a harmonic range (Art. 48) ; and as D
lies at infinity, C must lie midway between A and B (Art. 59) ; conse-

quently, if ^ be the centre of the pencil, ASB is an isosceles triangle

and SC the bisector of its vertical angle.



CHAPTER IX.

ANHARMONIC RATIOS.

61. Geometrical propositions divide themselves into two

classes. Those of the one class are either immediately con-

cerned with the magnitude of figures, as Euc. I. 47, or they

involve more or less directly the idea of quantity or measure-

ment, as e.g. Euc. I. 12. Such propositions are called metrical.

The other class of propositions relate merely to the position

of the figures with which they deal, and the idea of quantity

does not enter into them at all. Such propositions are called

(lescrijjtive. Most of the propositions in Euclid's Elements are

metrical, and it is not easy to find among them an example of

a purely descriptive theorem. Prop. 2, Book XI, may serve

as an instance of one. Projective Geometry on the other

hand, dealing with projective properties {i. e. such as are not

altered by projection), is chiefly concerned with descriptive

properties of figures. In fact, since the magnitude of a geo-

metric figure is altered by projection, metrical properties are

as a rule not projective. But there is one important class of

metrical properties (anharmonic properties) which are pro-

jective, and the discussion of which therefore finds a place in

the Projective Geometry. To these we proceed ; but it is

necessary first to establish certain fundamental notions.

62. Consider a straight line ; a point may move along it in

two different directions, one of which is opposite to the other.

Let it be agreed to call one of these the positive direction, and

the other the negative direction. Let A and B be two points

on the straight line ; and let it be further agreed to represent

by the expression AB the length of the segment comprised

between A and B, taken as a positive or as a negative number

of units according as the direction is positive or negative in

which a point must move in order to describe the segment

;

this point starting from A (the first letter of the expression

AB) and ending at B.
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In consequence of this convention, which is termed the rule

of signs, the two expressions AB , BA are quantities which are

equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, so thatBA = — AB, or

AB+ BA = (1)

Now let A, B, C he three points lying on a straight line. If

C lies between A and B (Fig. 38 a).

(a)

(^)^ B C

c B A

(0)^
A B

-
Fig. 38.

we have AB = AC+ CB
;

whence -CB-AC+AB= 0,

or BC+CA + AB = 0.

Again, if B lies between A and C (Fig. 38 b),

AC=AB+BC;
whence BC-AC+AB = 0,

or BC+CA + AB=0.
Lastly, if A lies between B and C (Fig. 38 c),

CB=CA + AB;
whence —CB + CA +AB = 0,

or BC+CA + AB=0.
Accordingly :

If A,B, C are three collinear points, tJien whatever their relative

positions may le, the identity

BC^CAJrAB = (2)

alioays holds good.

From this identity may be deduced an expression for the

distance between two points A and B in terms of the distances

E a
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of these points from an origin chosen arbitrarily on the

straight line which joins them.

For since OA + AB^BO = 0,

.-. AB= OB-OA; (3)

or again, AB=AO+OB^.
The results (l) and (2) may be extended ; they are in fact

particular cases of the following general proposition

:

If A^, A^,... A^ie n coUinear points, then

A^A^+ A^A^+ ... +yi„_^J„ + ^„^i = 0,

the truth of which follows at once from (3), since the expres-

sion on the left hand is equal to

(0^2- OA^) + (0A,- OA.^ + ... +(OA,-OA„),

which vanishes.

Another useful result is that il A, B, C, D he four collinear

pomts,
BC.AI) + CA.BI) + AB.CI) = 0.

This again follows from (3), since the left-hand side

= (])C-I)B) AD +... + ...

= 0.

Many other relations of a similar kind between segments

might be proved, but they are not necessary for our purpose.

We will give only one more, viz.

If A , B , C , lie any fotir collinear points, then

OA' . BC+ OB'' .CA+OC^.AB=-BC.CA. AB.

For by (3) the left-hand side is equal to

(
OA^- OC) BC +{0B^- OC^) CA

= CA(OA+OC)BC+CB{OB+OC)CA
= BC.CA{OA-OB)
= -BC . CA . AB.

It may be noticed that this last theorem is true even if do

not lie on the straight line ABC, but be any point whatever.

For if a perpendicular 00' be let fall on ABC,
OA^.BC+OBKCA+OC^.AB
= (00'^ + 0'A^)BC +... + ...

= O'A^ . BC+ O'B'' . CA + O'C^ . AB
+ 00'^BC + CA + AB)

= -BC.CA.AB,
by what has just been proved.

63. Consider now Fig. 39, which represents the projection

* MoBiDS, Barycentrische Ccdcul, § i.
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from a centre S of the points of a straight line a on to another

straight line a'; let us examine the relation which exists

between the lengths of two corresponding segments AB , A'B'.

la
I

-/J
/

/

D'\ C'\iV'\"'

\\\ Tb

f
ia

Fig- 39- Fig. 40.

From the similar triangles SAJ , A 'SI'

JA:JS::rS:rA';^

so from the similar triangles S£J , B'SI\

JB-.JS'.-.rS-.I'B';

.'. JA .rA' = JB. I'B' = JS . rs;

i.e. the rectangle JA.I'A'hsiS a constant value for all pairs

of corresponding points A and A '.

If the constant JS.l'S be denoted by h, we have

TA FB' =
h

JA' ''^ =JB'
therefore by subtraction,

/'«'_ r V - ^{^^-^^)
JA.JB

But I'B'-I'A' = A'B\ and JA-JB = BA=-AB;
-k

A'B' = • AB.
JA.JB

If we consider four points A , B , C , D (Fig. 40) of the

straight line a and their four projections. A', B\ C, B\ we
obtain, in a similar manner,

* We suppose that in all equations involving segments the rule of signs is

observed. See MoBius, Baryc. Calcul, § i ; Townsend, Modern Geometry,

chapter v.
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'^'^'
= JTlc' '^'^'

whence by division

A'C\A'B' _ AC^AB
Wg'''Wi)'~ bc'' BB'

This last equation, which has been proved for the case of

projection from a centre -5", holds also for the case where

ABCB and A'B'C'B' are the intersections of two transversal

lines s and / (not lying in the same plane) with four planes

a,^, y ,t) which all pass through one straight line u ; in other

words, when A'B'C'B' is a projection of ABCB made from an

axis u (Art. 4). For let the four planes a
, ^8 , y , § be cut in

A'\ B'\ C'\ B" respectively by a straight line s" which meets

s and /. The straight lines AA'\ BB", CC'\ BB" are [the

intersections of the planes a
, /3 , y , 8 respectively by the plane

ss'\ and therefore meet in a point S ; that namely in which

the plane ss" is cut by the axis u. So also A'A'\ B'B'\ C'C'\

B'B" are four straight lines lying in the plane //' and

meeting in a point S' of the axis ii (that namely in which the

plane s's" is cut by the axis u) Therefore A"B"C"B" is a

projection of ABCB from centre S and a projection A^B'C'B'

from centre S' ; so that

A"C" A"B" AC AB A'C A/B'

B"C" ' B"B" " BC ' BB ~ B'C ' B'B'

The number -^:^
is called the anharmonic ratio of the four collinear points

A ^ B , C , B. The result obtained above may therefore be

expressed as follows

:

The anharmonic ratio offour collinear points is unaltered ly any

j)rojection whatever *.

* Pappus, Mathematicae Collecliones, book vii. prop. 129 (ed. Hultsch, Berlin,

1877, vol. ii. p. 871).
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Or again :

If two ranges^ each offour 2^oints, are projective, they have the

same anharmonic ratio, or, as we may say, are equianharmonic *.

64. Dividing one by the other the expressions for A'C and

BX\ we have
A'C _ AC.AJ
B'C'~ BC' BJ'

In this equation the right-hand member is the anharmonic

ratio of the four points A , B ,C ,J ; consequently the left-hand

member must be the anharmonic ratio oi A', B\ C\ J'; thus

the anharmonic ratio offonrjmnts A\ B', C\ J\ of which the last

lies at infinity, is merely the simple ratio A'C : B'C
This may also be seen by observing that if A' and B'

remain fixed while B' moves off to infinity on the line A'B\
then

limiting value ol ttt^^, = 1
;

,. .,. , . A'C A'B' A'C
.-. hmitmg value of -^7^, : ^^, = -g^/ •

Similarly, on the same supposition,

,. .,. , „ A'B' A'C B'C
limiting value of ^^^ : ^^, = jy^,

;

i.e. the anharmonic ratio of thefour points A', B' , B', C, of which

the third lies at infinity, is eqnal to the simple ratio B'C : A'C.
65. From this results the solution of the following

PnOBLEM.

—

Given three collinear points A , B,C; to find a fourth

B so that the anharmonic ratio of the range ABCB may be a

mimher A giveti in sign and magnitude (Fig; 41).

Solution.—Draw any transversal through C, and take on

it two points A', B' such that the

ratio CA' : CB' is equal to A : i, the

given value of the anharmonic

ratio; the two points A' and B'

lying on the same or on opposite
b*-

sides of C according as A is positive Fig. 41.

or negative. Join AA ',BB ', meeting

in S; the straight line through S parallel io A'B' will cut AB
in the point B required f. For if i)' be the point at infinity on

* TowNSEND, Modern Geometry, Art. 278.

t Chasles, Geometrie siiperieiire (Paris, 1S52), p. 10.
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A'£\ and we consider ABCI) as a projection of A'B'C'B'

[C coincides with C) from the centre S, then the anharmonic

ratio of ABCB is equal to that of A'B'C'B', that is, to the

simple ratio A'C : B'C or A.

The above is simply the graphical solution of the equation

AC AB _
Bc''m)~ ^'

AB AC
or BB^Bc'-^ = ^'

or in other words of the problem :

Given two points A and B, to find a ^^oint B coUinear with them

such that the ratio of the segments AB, BB to one another may he

equal to a number given in sign and magnitude.

As only one such point B can be found, the proposed

problem admits of only one solution ; this is also clear

from the construction given, since only one line can be drawn
through S parallel to A'B'. Consequently there cannot be

two different points B and B^ such that ABCB and ABCB^
have the same anharmonic ratio. Or :

If the gro2ijjs ABCB, ABCB^ are equianharmonic, the point B^

must coincide toith B.

66. Theorem. (Converse to that of Art. 63.) If ttvo ranges

ABCB, A'B'C'B', each offotir points, are equianharmonic, they are

'projective with one another.

For (by Art. 44) we can always pass from the triad

ABC to the triad A'B'C by a finite number of projections or

sections ; let B" be the point which these operations give as

corresponding to B. Then the anharmonic ratio of A'B'C'B"
will be equal to that of ABCB, and consequently to that of

A'B'C'B'; whence it follows that i>'' coincides with i)', and that

the ranges ABCB , A'B'C'B' are projective with one another.

67. It follows then from Arts. 63 and 66 that the necessary

and sufiicient condition that two ranges ABCB , A'B'C'B',

consisting each of four points, should be projective, is the

equality (in sign and magnitude) of their anharmonic ratios.

The anharmonic ratio of four points ABCB is denoted by
the symbol {ABCB)*; accordingly the project!vity of two
forms ABCB and A'B'C'B' is expressed by the equation

{ABCB) = {A'B'C'B').

* MoBius, Barycenlrische Calcul, § 183.
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From what has been proved it is seen that if two pencils

each consisting of four rays or four planes are cut by any two

transversals in ABCI) and ^'^'C'i)' respectively, the equation

[ABCB) = {A'B'C'B')\^ the necessary and sufficient condition

that the two pencils should be projective with one another.

The anharmonic ratio of a pencil of four rays a ,b , c ,d or

foiir 2^^0-nes a
,
/B

, y , b may now be defined as the constant

anharmonic ratio of the four points in which the four elements

of the pencil are cut by any transversal, and may be denoted

by (abed) or (a(3yb).

This done, we can enunciate the general theorem

:

If tioo one-dimensional geometric forms, consisting each offour

elements, are projective, they are equianharmonic ; and if they are

eqtiianharmonic, they are projective.

68. Since two harmonic forms are always projectively

related (Art. 51), the preceding theorem leads to the con-

clusion that the anharmonic ratio of four harmonic elements

is a constant numher. For if ABCB is a harmonic system,

BACB is also a harmonic system (Art. 53), and the two

systems ACBB and BCAB are projectively related"^; thus

{acbb) = (bcab),

ab ab _babb
^

^'^'
cb''cb~ca''cb''
AC AB

^^^^'"
BC'-BB=-'^

i. e. (ABCB) = - 1
;

therefore the anharmonic ratio of four harmonic elements is eqiial

to -\\.

69. The equation (ABCD) = - 1, or

AC AD ^ /,x

BG^BD = '' (^>

which expresses that the range ABCD is harmonic, may be pnt into

two other remarkable forms.

Since AD = CD-CA (Art. G2) and BD = CD-CB, the equation

(1) gives

CA (CD-CB) + CB (CD- CA) = 0,

^ = *(^ + c^)'
^'>

* In Fig. 30 ACBD may be projected (from K on NC) into LCNQ ; and then

LCNQ may be projected (from 31 on AD) into BCA D.

f MdBius, loc. cit. p. 269.
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i. e. CD is the harmonic mean between CA and CB ; a formula which

determines the point D when A , B , G are given.

Again, if is the middle point of the segment CD, so that we have

0D = C0 = -OC, then

AC= OC- OA ; AD = OD- OA = - {OC + OA)

;

BC=OC-OB; BD = -{OC+OB).
Substituting these values in (1) or in

AC BC _
AD"^ BD~ '

we have
OC-OA OB-OC
0C+0A~ OB+OC

•

. OC_qB
•"• OA~OC'

or OC^=OA.OB, (3)

i. e. half the segment CD is a mean proportional between the distances

of A and B from the middle point of CD.
The equation (3) shows that the segments OA and OB must have

the same sign, and that therefore can never lie between A and B.

If now a circle be drawn to pass

through A and B (Fig. 42), will lie

outside the circle, and OC will be the

length of the tangent from to it *

(Euc. III. 37). The circle on CD as

diameter will therefore cut the first

circle (and all circles through A and B)

orthogonally. Conversely, if two circles cut each other orthogonally,

they will cut any diameter of one of them in two pairs of harmonic

points t.

70. The same formula (3) gives

the solution of the following pro-

blem:

Given two collinear segmentsAB
and A'B' ; to determine another

segment CD which shall divide each

ofthem harmonically (Figs. 43, 44).

Take any point G not Ipng on

the common base AB^, and draw the circles GAB , GA'B' meeting

* If through a point any chord be drawn to cut a circle in P and Q, the

rectangle OP . OQ is called the power of the point with regard to the circle.

Steiner, Crelle's Journal, vol. i. (Berlin, 1826); Collected Works, vol. i. p. 22.

We may then say that 00' is the poww of the point O with regard to the circle

in Fig. 42.

t PONCELET, Propr. proj. Art. 79.

Fig. 43-
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Fig. 44.

again in H. Join GH *, and produce it to cut the axis in 0. Then
from the first circle

OA .OB=OG.OH (Euc. III. 36),

and from the second

OA\OB'=OG.OH;
:. OA.OB=OA'.OB'.

is therefore the middle point of the segment required ; the

points C and D will be the

intersections with the axis

of a circle described from

the centre with radius

equal to the length of the

tangent from to either of

the circles GAB, G'A'B'.

The problem admits of a

real solution when the point

falls outside both the

segments AB, A'B', and consequently outside both the circles GAB,
GA^B' (Figs. 43, 44). There is no real solution when the segments

AB, A'B' overlap (Fig. 45) ; in this case lies within both segments.

71. Let ABCD be a harmonic

range, and let A and B (a pair of

conjugates) approach indefinitely near

to one another and ultimately coin-

cide. If C lie at an infinite distance,

then D must coincide with A and B,

since it must lie midway between these

two points (Art. 59). If G lie at a

finite distance, and assume any position not coinciding with that of A
or B, then equation (2) of Art. 69 gives CD =: CA = CB, i.e. D coincides

with A and B.

Again, let A and C (two non-conjugate points) coincide, and B
(the conjugate of A) lie at an infinite distance. In this case A must

lie midway between C and D, so that D will coincide with A and C.

If B lie at a finite distance , and assume any position not coinciding

with that oi A or C, then equation (1) of Art. 69 gives AD = 0, i.e.

the point D coincides with A and C. So that

:

If, offour 2)oints forming a harmonic range, any two coincide, one

of the other ttco i)oints will also coincide with them, and the fourth

is indeterminate.

72. The theorem of Art. 45 leads to the following result : given

four elements A , B , C , D oi Si one-dimensional geometric form, the

* GH is the radical axis of the two circles, and all points on it are of equal

power with regard to the circles.

Fig- 45-
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anharmonic ratios (ABCB)
,
{BADC)

,
{CDAB)

,
{DCBA) are all equal

to one another.

I. Four elements of such a form can be permuted in twenty-four

different ways, so as to form the twenty-four different groups

ABCD , BADC , CDAB , DCBA
,

ABDC , BACD , DCAB , CDBA ,

ACBD , CADB , BDAC , DBCA
,

ACDB , CABD , DBAC , BDCA
,

ADBC , DACB , BCAD , CBDA
,

ADCB , DABC , CBAD , BCDA
,

here airanged in six lines of four each. Tlie four groups in each

line are projective with one another (Art. 45), and have therefore

the same anharmonic ratio. In order to determine the anhannonic

ratios of all the twenty-four groups, it is only necessaiy to consider

oie group in each line ; for example, the six groups in the first

column. These six groups are so related to each other that when
any one of them is known the other five can be at once determined.

II. Consider the two groups ABGD and ABDC, which are derived

one from the other by interchanging the last two elements. Their

anharmonic ratios

{ABCD) or ^::^

and {ABDC) or ^:^

AC AD
BG BD
AD AC
BD ' BG

are one the reciprocal of the other ; thus

(ABGD) (ABDC) =1 (1)

Similarly, (ACBD) (ACDB) = 1, (2)

and (ADBC) {ADCB) = I (3)

III. Now if A, B, C, D are four collinear points, it has been seen

(Art. 62) that the identical relation

BC.AD + CA.BD +AB.GD =
always holds. Di\dding by BG .AD, we have

ACBD AB.GD
+

or
AB^

BD "*" GB

GB.AD
AD

= 1,

CD = 1,

BG.AD
AC AD
BG

that is (Arts. 63, 67),

{ABCD) + {ACBD) = \ (4)

Similarly, {ABDC) + {ADBC) = \, (5)

and {AGDB) + {ADCB)=1 (6)
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IV. If X denote the anharmonic ratio of the group ABCD, i.e. if

{ABCD) = A,

the formula (1) gives {ABDC) = ->

and (4) gives {ACBD) = 1 - A

;

then by (2) {ACDB) =^

,

and by (6) (^^^'^) = 1 - l^A = A^

'

and finally, by (3) or (5)

{ADBC) =^ .

*

V. The six anharmonic ratios may also be expressed in terms of

the angle of intersection 6 of the circles described on the segments

AB, CD as diameters ; it being supposed that A and B are separated

by C and D. It will be found that

{ABCD) = - tan^ | , {ABDC) = - cot^ ^

,

{ACBD)= sec^, {ACDB) = cos'^|,

{ADCB) = sin^
I

,

{ADBC) = cosec^ ^ • t

VI. If in the group ABCD two points A and B coincide, then

AC = BC, AD = BD, and therefore

{ABCD) = {AACD) = 1.

But if X = 1 , the other anharmonic ratios become

(^C^Z>)= 1-1 =0,and(^(7Z>^)= 00
;

thus when of four elements two coincide, the anharmonic ratios have

the values 1, 0, oo.

If {ABCD) = — 1, i. e. if the range ABCD is harmonic, the formulae

of (IV) give
(^ACBD) = 2 and {ACDB) = l

;

so that when the anharmonic ratio of four points has the value 2 or

^, these points, taken in another order, form a harmonic range.

VII. Conversely, the anharmonic ratio of a range ABCD, none of

whose points lies at infinity, cannot have any of the values 0, 1, oo,

without some two of its points coinciding.

AC AD
For if in (IV) A = 0, ^-^ : ^jr = , and either AC or BD must

vanish ; i. e. either A coincides with C, or B with D.

* MoBius, loc. cit. p. 249.

+ Casey, On Cyclides and Sphero-quadics (Phil. Trans. 1871), p. 704.
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If X = 1, {ACBD) = 1 — X = 0, SO that either A coincides with B,

or C with D.

And if X = 00, (ABDC) = - = 0, so that either A coincides with

D, or B mth C.

VIII. By considering the expressions given for the six anharmonic

ratios in (IV) it is clear that whatever be the relative positions of the

points A, B , C , D , two of the i^atios (and their two reciprocals) are

always positive and a third (and its reciprocal) negative ; and thus we

see that the anharmonic ratios of four points no two of which coincide

may have all values positive or negative except+ 1, 0, or co.

73. From the theorems of Arts. 63 and 66, which express

the necessary and sufficient condition that two ranges, each

consisting of four elements, should be projectively related, we

conclude that

If two geometricfonus of one dimension are projective^ then any

two corresponding groups offour elements are equianharmonic ^.

As a particular case, to any four harmonic elements of

the one form correspond four

harmonic elements of the other

(Art. 51).

74. Let J, ^^ and -B, 5' be any

J „ two pairs of corresponding points

Pig^g of two projective ranges (Fig.

46) ; let / be the point at infinity

belonging to the first range, and V the point corresponding

to it in the second range ; so let J' be the point at infinity

belonging to the second range, and / its correspondent in

the first range. By Art. 73

{ABU) = {A'BTJ') ;

.-. \bAJI) = {A'B'I'J') (Art. 72);

from which, since / and J' lie at infinity,

BJ : AJ = A'l' : B'l' (Art. 64),

and JA.rA' = JB.rB';

i.e. the product JA. I'A' has a constant value for all pairs of

corresponding pjoints f.

[This proposition has already been proved in Art. 63 for

the particular case of two ranges in perspective.]

* Steiner, Systematische EntiiicMimg . . (Berlin, '183 2), p. 33, § 10; Collected

Works, ed. Weierstrass (Berlin, 1881), vol. i. p. 262.

t Steineu, loc. cit. p. 40, § 12. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 267.
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75. In two homological figures, four collinear points or

four concurrent straight lines of the one figure form a group

which is equianharmonic with that consisting of the points or

lines corresponding to them in the other figure (Art. 73). Let

be the centre of homology, M and M' any pair of corre-

sponding points in the two figures, N and N^ another pair of

corresponding points lying on the ray 03I31\ and X the

point in which this ray meets the axis of homology. Since

the points 031NX , 031'N'X correspond severally to one

another,

{0X3IN) = {0X3I'N%
031 ON 031' ON'

or
31X' NX ~ M'X' N'X'
031 031' ON ON'

" 31X' 31'X~ NX' N'X
and consequently the anharmonic ratio [0X3131') is con-

stant for all pairs of corresponding points 31 and 31' taken on

a ray OX passing through the centre of homology.

Next let L and L' be another pair of corresponding points,

and Y the point in which the ray OLL' cuts the axis of

homology. Since the straight lines L3I , L'3I' must meet in

some point Z of the axis AT, it follows that OYLL' is a pro-

jection of 0X3131' from ^as centre, and therefore

{OYLL') = {0X3131');

consequently the anharmonic ratio {0X3131') is constant for

all pairs of corresponding points in the plane.

Consider now a pair of corresponding straight lines a and

a', the axis of homology s, and the ray o joining the centre of

homology to the point aa'. The pencil osaa' is cut by

every straight line through in a range of four points

analogous to 0X3131'; consequently the anharmonic ratio

{osaa') is constant for all pairs of corresponding straight

lines a and a', and is equal to the anharmonic ratio

{0X3131').

This anharmonic ratio is called the coefficient or parameter

of the homology. It is clear that two figures in homology

can be constructed when, in addition to the centre and axis,

we are given the parameter of the homology.

76. When the parameter of the homology is equal to — 1,

all ranges and pencils similar to 0X3131', osaa' ^ are harmonic.
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In this case the homology is called harmonic^ or involutorial,

and two corresponding points (or lines) correspond to one

another doubly ; that is to say, every point (or line) has the

same correspondent whether it be regarded as belonging to

the first or the second figure. (See below. Arts. 122, 123.)

Harmonic homology presents two cases which desei've sj)ecial

notice: (i) when the centre of homology is at an infinite distance, in

the direction perpendicular to the axis of homology; (2) when the

axis of homology is at an infinite distance. In the first case we have

what is called symmetry loith res2)ect to an axis ; the axis of homology

(in this case called also the axis of symmetry) hisects orthogonally

the straight line joining any pair of corresponding points, and bisects

also the angle included by any pair of corresponding straight lines.

The second case is called symmetry with res2)ect to a centre. Tlie

centre of homology (in this case called also the centre of symmetry)

bisects the distance between any pair of corresponding points, and

two corresponding straight lines are always parallel. In each of

these two cases the two figures are equal and similar (congruent) t

;

oppositely equal in the first case, and directly equal in the second.

77. Considering again the general case of two homological

figures, let a , i , m , n be four rays of a pencil in the fii'st

figure, and a', l\ 111 , n the straight lines corresponding to

them in the second. Then

[mnab) = [nin'a'//).

Now let an arbitrary transversal be drawn to cut mnah in

3INAB, and draw the corresponding (or another) transversal

to cut m'n'a'h' in M'N'A'B' ; then

[MNAB] = {M'N'A'B'),

MA 31'A' _ NA N'A'
^^ MB ' M'B' ~ NB •WW

'

Consequently, the ratio -^tj^ :
, ^, depends only on the

straight lines ah (and a'h'), and not at all on the straight line

m {ov /;/).

The ratio MA : NA is equal to that of the distances of the

points M , iVfrom the straight line a, which distances we may
denote by (J/, a), {N , a) ; thus

* Bellavitis, Saggio di Geometria derivata {Nuovi Saggi of the Academy of

Padua, vol. iv. 1838), § 50.

"t*
Two figures are said to be congruent when the one may be superposed upon

the other so as exactly to coincide with it.
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(iM.(i£^i!l)_,„„,tant
(J/,i)-(Ji',

4')-™""'""''

that is to say * :

In hoo homological figures (or, more generally, in two protectively

relatedfigures) the ratio of the distatices of a variable point Mfrom

two fixed straight lines a ,h in the first figure bears a constant ratio

to the analogotis ratio of the distances of the correspotiding point

M' from the corresponding straight lines a' , b' in the other

f.gure.

Suppose b to pass through the centre of homology ; then

M and M' are collinear with and b' coincides with b, so that

(J/, b) : [M', b') = 031: 031'
;

and therefore

031 {31, a)
, ,

owiMW)^""''"^^''^'

If N and N' are another pair of corresponding points, we
have then

OM
^ (31, a) _ ON

,

(N,a)

03r ' (3r, a')~ OW ' (N\ a'}

'

Now suppose the straight line a' to move away indefinitely

;

then a becomes the vanishing line in the first figure ; the ratio

j^/—7Y
"^ill i^ t^® limit become equal to unity, and thus

031 ,,^ . ON ,,, ,—,:(3I,a)=-^:(N,a)

= constant

;

in other words f :

In tioo homologicalfigures, the ratio of the distatices of any point

iti the first figure firom the centre of homology andfrom the vanishing

line respectively, hears a constant ratio to the distance of the corre^

sponding pjoint in the second figurefrom the centre of homology.

* Chasles, Gdometrie siop^rieiire, Art. 512.

t Chasles, Sections coniques, Art. 267.
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CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECTIVE FORMS.

78. Let ABC and A'B'C be two triads of corresponding

elements of two projective forms of one dimension (Fig. 47),

and imagine any series of operations (of projection and section)

by which we may have

passed from ABC to

A'B'C. Then whatever

this series be*, it will

also lead from any other

element B of the first

form to the element B'
which corresponds to it

in the second. For if B
could give, as the result

of these operations, an

element B" different from B\ then the anharmonic ratios

(ABCB) and {A'B'C'B") would be equal; but by hypothesis

{ABCB) = {A'B'C'B') ; therefore {A'B'C'B') = (A'B'C'B"),

which is impossible unless B" coincide with B' (Art. 65).

79. Theorem (converse to that of Art. 73)

:

Given twoforms of one dimension ; ifto the elements A ,B,C,B,...

of the one correspond resj^ectively the elements A\ B', C\ B' , ...

of the other in such a mmmer that anyfour elements of the -firstform
are equianharmonic with thefour corresponding elements of the second,

then the tico forms are projective.

For every series of operations (of projection or section),

which leads from the triad ABC to the triad A'B'C, leads at

the same time from the element B to another element B" such

that {ABCB) = {A'B'C'B"). But {ABCB) = {A'B'C'B') by
hypothesis ; therefore {A'B'C'B') = {A'B'C'B"), and B" must

* In Fig. 47 the series of operations is : a projection from S, a section by u",

a projection from S', and a section by u'.
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coincide with B' (Art. 65). And since the same conclusion is

true for any other pair whatever of corresponding elements, it

follows that the two forms are projective (Art. 40).

80. From Art. 78 the following may be deduced as a par-

ticular case :

If among the elements of tioo projective forms of one dimension

there are tivo corresponding triads ABC and A'B'C ^vhich are in

persptective, then the ttooform^ themselves are hi perspective.

(l). If, for example, the forms are two ranges ABCB ... and

A'B'C'B'...', then if the three straight lines AA\ BB\ CC
meet in a point S, the other analogous lines BB\... will all

pass through S (Figs. 19, 40).

Suppose, as a particular case, that the points A , A' coincide

(Fig. 22), so that the two ranges have a pair of corresponding

points A and A' united in the point of intersection of their

bases*. The triads ABC, A'B'C are in perspective, their centre

of perspective being the point where BB' and CC meet

;

accordingly

:

If two projective ranges have a self-corresponding point, they are in

pierspective.

Conversely it is evident that two ranges which are in per-

spective have always a self-corresponding point.

(2). Again, if the two forms are two flat pencils abed ... and

a'h'c'df... lying in the same plane; then if the three points

aa' , hh\ cc' lie on one straight line s, the analogous points dd' ...

will all lie on the same straight line (Fig. 20). If the line s

lie altogether at infinity, we have the following property

:

If, in two projective flat pencils,

three pairs of corresponding rays

are parallel to one a^iother, then

every pair of corresponding rays are

parallel to one another.

The hj^othesis is satisfied

in the particular case where the p.^ g

rays a and a' coincide (Fig. 48),

so that the two pencils have a self-corresponding ray in the

* In the case of two projective forms we shall in future employ the tenn

self-corresponding to denote an element which is such that it coincides with its

correspondent ; thus A or A' above maybe called a self-corresponding point of the

two ranges.

'- F 2
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the same plane) S = abc .

.

straight line which joins their centres ; then s is the straight

line joining W and cc. Accordingly

:

JF/ieu two projective flat j^encils {lying in the same plane) have a

self-corresponding ray, they are in perspective.

Conversely, two coplanar flat pencils which are in perspec-

tive have always a self-corresponding ray,

(3). If one of the systems is a range ABCI) ... and the other

a flat pencil abed... (Fig, 28), the hypothesis amounts to

assuming that the rays a ,b, c pass respectively through the

points A,B,C; then we conclude that also f/, ... will pass

through J9, . . . &c.

81. Two ranges may be superpjosed one upon the other, so as

to lie upon the same straight line or base, in which case they

may be said to be colUnear. For example, if two pencils (in

and = a'h'c'

.

. , (Fig, 49) are cut

by the same transversal, they will

determine upon it two ranges

ABC ... , A'BX" ... which wiU be

projectively related if the two

pencils are so. The question arises

whether there exist in this case

any self-corresponding points, i.e.

whether two corresponding points of the two ranges coincide

in any point of the transversal.

If, for instance, the transversal s be drawn so as to pass

through the points aa' and LI/, then A will coincide with A\
and B with B' ; in this case

consequently there are ttvo

self-corresponding points.

Again, if a range u be

projected (Fig. 50) from two

centres S and (lying in

the same plane with n),

two flat pencils abc . . . and

a'^V. . . will be formed, which

have a pair of corresponding rays a , a' united in the line SO.

And if a transversal s be drawn through the point in which

this line cuts v., we shall obtain two projective ranges ABC ...,

A'B'C ... lying on a common base s, and such that they have

one self-corresponding point AA'

.

°/ /A/
/^.:/ \c ..

A^' B//
s A' B' c c s

Fig. 49.

Fig- 50.
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And lastly, we shall see hereafter (Art. 109) that it is possible

for two coUinear projective ranges to be such as to have no

self-corresponding point.

So also two fiat pencils (in the same plane) may have a

common centre, in which case they may be termed concentric
;

such pencils are formed when two different ranges are pro-

jected from the same centre (Fig. 51). And two axial pencils

may have a common axis ; such pencils

are formed when we project two dif-

ferent ranges from the same axis, or

the same flat pencil from different

centres. Again, if two sheaves are cut

by the same plane, two plane figures

are obtained; if, on the other hand, Fig. 51.

two plane figures are projected from

the same centre, two concentric sheaves are formed. In all

these cases the forms in question may be said to be superposed

one upon the other ; and the investigation of their self-

corresponding elements, when the two forms are projectively

related, is of great importance.

82. Theorem. Ttoo superposed pn-ojective [one-dimensional)

forms either have at most two self-corresponding elements, or else

every element coincides toith its correspondent.

For if there could be three self-corresponding elements

A, B , C suppose ; then if I) and B' are any other pair of cor-

responding points,we should have (Art. 73) {ABCB)= {ABCB'),

and consequently (Art. 65) B would coincide with B\ Unless

then the two forms are identical, they cannot have more than

two self-corresponding elements.

83. Theorem (converse to that of Art. 53). If a one-dimen-

sionalform consisting offour elements A,B ,C , B is projective with

a second form deduced from it hy interchanging two of the elements

{e.g. BACB), then the form will be a harmonic one, and the two

interchanged elements will be conjugate to each other.

First Proof If (ABCB) = (BACB), then (Art. 72. IV) \ = ^ ;

.•. A.- = I, and since we cannot take X = + i (Art. 72. VIII)

we must have A. = — i, i.e. the form is a harmonic one.

Second Proof Suppose, for example, that A,B ,C ,B are four

collinear points (Fig. 52). Let K , M, Q, i? be a projection of
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these points on any straight line through B, made from an

arbitrary centre L. Since ABCI) is projective with KMQD
and also (by hyp.) with BACB, the forms KMQB and BACB

are projective with one another.

And they have a self-corre-

sponding point B ; consequently

they are in perspective (Art.

80), and KB, 31A
,
QC will meet

in one point N. But this being

the case, we have a complete

quadrangle KLMN, of which one pair of opposite sides meet in

A, another such pair in B, while the fifth and sixth sides pass

respectively through C and B. Accordingly (Art. 46) ABCB
is a harmonic range.

84. Let there be given two projectively related geometric

forms of one dimension. Any series of operations which suf-

fices to derive three elements of the one from the three corre-

sponding elements of the other will enable us to pass from

the one form to the other (Art. 78); and any two given triads

of elements are alwaj^s projective, i.e. can be derived one from

the other by means of a certain number of projections and

sections. Hence we conclude that :

Given three imirs of corresponding elements of two projectiveforms

of one dimension, any mimher of other pairs of corresponding elements

can he constructed.

We proceed to illustrate this by two examples, taking

(i) two ranges and (2) two flat pencils; the forms being

in each case supposed to lie in one plane.

Given (Fig. 53) three 'pairs of Given (Fig. 54) three pairs

corresponding jjoints A and A'

,

of corresponding rays a and a',

B and B\ C and G' , of the pro- h atid b', c and c\ of the projec-

jective ranges u and v! ; to con- tive pencils U and V \ to con-

struct these ranges. struct these 2)encils.

We proceed as in Art. 44. On Through the point of inter-

the straight fine wliich joins any section of any two of the corre-

two of the corresponding points, sponding rays, say a and a',

say A and A^, take two arbitrary draw two arbitrary transversals

points S and *S"'. Join SB , S'B' s and s'. Join the points sb and

cutting one another in B^', and /6' by the straight line V, and

SG , S'G' cutting one another in the points sc and sV by the

C"
\
joiu B"C'\ and let it cut straight line c'^; and let a'' be the
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AA' in A". The operations which straight line joining the points

enable us to pass from ABC to h^'c" and aa'. The operations

VI :i^^i"
s

Fig- 53-

Fig- 54-

A'B'C are : i. a projection from

S\ 2. a section by u" (the line on

which lie the points^'^ B", C") ;

3. a projection ft-om &'
; 4. a

section by u . The same opera-

tions lead fr'om any other given

point Z) on w to the correspond-

ing point D' on iif, so that the

rays SB and S'B' must intersect

in a point B" of the ifixed straight

line u"

.

In this manner a range

u"=:A"B"C"B"...
is obtained which is in perspec-

tive both with u and with u'

.

which enable us to pass fr'om ahc

to a'h'c' are: i. a section by s
;

2. a projection fr-om the point

V" where a" , h" , c" meet; 3. a

section by s'
; 4. a projection

from U'. The same operations

lead from any other given ray d

of the pencil U to the correspond-

ing ray d' of the pencil U'; so that

the points sd and /cZ' must lie on

a straight line d'^ which passes

thi'ough the fixed point W.
In this manner a pencil

U"=a''h"c"d'\..

is obtained which is in perspec-

tive both with U and with U\

In the preceding construction (left), B is any arbitrary point on u.

If B be taken to be the point at infinity on u, then (Fig. 53) SB
will be parallel to u; in order therefore to find the point on w'

which corresponds to the point at infinity on u, draw SI" parallel to
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u to cut u^^ in /''''
; then join S^I^^, whicla will cut w' in the required

point /'. Similarly, if the ray through S' parallel to u cuts u^^ in

J^\ and SJ^^ be joined, this will cut u in J, the point on u which

corresponds to the point at infinity on u^.

If D he taken at F, the point

where u and li" meet, then B^^

also coincides with P, and the

point P^ on u' corresponding to

the point P on ii is found as the

intersection of S'P with u'.

Similarly, if ^'' be the point of

intersection of u' and w'', the

point on u corresponding to ^'

on w' is Q, where SQ' cuts u.

85. The only condition to

which the centres 8 and ^S" are

subject is that they are to lie

upon the straight line which joins

a pair of corresponding points
;

in other respects their position is

arbitrary. We may then for in-

stance take >S' at ^'' and S' at A
(Fig. 55). Then the ray S'P co-

incides with u, and P'' is accord-

ingly the point of intersection of

u and u'. So too the ray 8Q'
coincides with u, and Q also lies

at the point uvf.

If then we take the points A'

and A as the centi-es S and S'

respectively, the straight line u"
will cut the bases u and u' re-

spectively in P and Q', the points

which correspond to the point

uv! regarded in the first instance

as the point P' of the line u' and

in the second instance as the

point Q of the line u.

Now in the construction of

the preceding Art., the straight

line u" was found as the locus of

the points of intersection of pairs

In the preceding construction

(right), d is any arbitrary ray

passing through XJ . If it be taken

to be p, the line joining U to U"

,

then the corresponding ray i^' of

the pencil IJ' is the line joining

the point TJ' to the point s'p.

Similarly, if c^ be the ray

U'U" of the pencil TJ\ the ray q
corresponding to it in the pencil

U is that which joins the points

TJ and sq'

.

The only condition to which

the transversals s and / are sub-

ject is that they are to pass

through the point of intersection

of a pair of corresponding rays

;

in other respects their position is

arbitrary. We may then for in-

stance take a for s and a for /
(Fig. 56). Then the point /p
coincides with V , and 'p' is ac-

cordingly the straight line UV.
So too the point sq coincides

with ZZ', and q also must be the

straight line TJU'

.

If then we take the rays a'

and a as the transversals s and

/ respectively, the point TJ" will

be the intersection of the rays i)

and (f which correspond to the

straight line TJTJ \ regarded in

the first instance as the ray p' of

the pencil TJ', and in the second

instance as the ray q of the

pencil TJ

.

Now in the construction of the

preceding Art., the point TJ" was

found as the centre of perspective

of the ranges in perspective
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of corresponding rays of the s {abed ...) and s' (ci'b'cd' . . .).

pencils in perspective

S{ABCD..) and S\A'B'C'D'..).

The straight line u'^ obtained by

the construction of the present Art.

is in like manner the locus of the

points of intersection of pairs of

corresponding rays of the pencils

A\ABCD..) and A{A'B'C'D\.),

i.e. the locus of the points in

which the jDairs of lines A'B and

AB', A'C and AC\ A'D and

AD\ ... intersect.

The point U^^ obtained by the

construction of the present Art.

is in like manner the centre of

perspective of the ranges

a\abcd

.

. .) and a (a'h'c'cV

.

. .),

i.e. the point in which the lines

joining the pairs of coiTesponding

points a'h and ah', a'c and ac\

a'd and adf , ... meet.

Fig. 55-

If in place of ^1' and A any

other pair of points B' and B, or

C and C, ... be taken as centres

of the auxiliary pencils S and S\
the straight line u" must still

cut the two bases m and u in the

points PandQ''; i.e. the straight

line u'' remains the same.

If then ABC ... MN ... and

A'B'C ... M'N' ... are two pro-

jective ranges (in the same plane),

every pair of straight lines such

as MN^ and J/'xY intersect in

points lying on a fixed straight

line. This straight line passes

through those points which cor-

Fig. 56.

If in place of a' and a any

other pair of rays ¥ and b, or c

and c, ... be taken as transversals,

the point U^^ must still be the

intersection of j9 and q'
; i. e. the

j)oint U^^ remains the same.

If then abc ... mn ... and

a'b'c ... mn' ... are two projec-

tive pencils (in the same plane)

every straight line which joins a

pair of points such as inn' and

mfn passes through a fixed point.

This point is the intersection of

those rays which correspond in
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respond in eacli range to the

point of intersection of their bases

when regarded as a point of the

other range.

86. If the two ranges lo and it/

are in perspective (Fig. 57) the

points P and Q^ will coincide

with the point in which the

bases u and ?/ meet ; and since

the straight line which is the

locus of the points {AB\ A'B),

{AC, A'G), {AD', A'D), ... and

the straight line which is the

locus of the jwints {£A', B'A),

{EC, B'C), {BD\ B'D), ... have

two points in common, viz. and

{AB', A^B), these straight lines

must coincide altogether. This

being so, AA'BB' is a com-

plete quadrangle, whose diagonal

points are 0,AS'(the point whei'e

AA',BB', ... meet), and M (the

point of intersection of AB' and

A'B^; consequently (Art. 57) the

straight lines u and u' are har-

monic conjugates with regard to

the straight lines u" and OS. If

therefore two transversals u and

u' cut a flat pencil (a, &, c, . .
.
) in the

^oixii'^{A ,A%{B,B'\{C,C') ...,

then the points of intersection of

the pairs of straight lines AB' and

A'B , AC and A'G , BC and

B'C, ... lie on one and the same

straight line %i" , which passes

through the point uu' ; and the

straight line joining uu' to the

centre of the pencil is the har-

monic conjugate of v!' with re-

spect to w and u'.

From this follows the solution

of the problem

:

To draw the straight line con-

necting a given point M with the

each pencil to the straight line

joining the centres of the pencils

when regarded as a ray of the

other pencil.

If the two pencils U and U'

are in perspective (Fig. 59) the

rays 2^ ^^^ ^ will coincide with

the straight line UU'; and since

through the point of intersection

of the rays {ah' , a'b), {ac/ , a'c),

{ad' , a'd), ... and through the

point of intersection of the I'ays

{ha' , b'a), {be' , h'c), {hd' , b'd), ...

pass two different straight lines,

viz. UU' and {ah', a'h), these

points must coincide. This being

so, aa'hb' is a complete quadri-

lateral, whose diagonals are UU',

s (the straight line on which

aa' , bb', ... intersect), and m (the

straight line which joins ah' and

a'h) ; consequently (Art. 56) the

points U and U' are harmonic

conjugates with regard to U" and

the point in which s meets UU'.

If therefore a range be projected

from two points U and U' by the

rays {a , a'), {b , b'), {c ,c') ..., then

the straight lines which join the

pairs of points {ah' , a'b), {ac , a'c),

{be' , b'c), ... meet in one and the

same point U", which Kes on the

line UU' ; and the point where

the straight line UU'cuts the base

of the range is the hannonic con-

jugate of U" with respect to U
and U'.

From this follows the solution

of the problem

:

To construct the point where a

given straight line m would be in-
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inaccessible 2>oint of intersection of

two given straight lines u and u'

.

iersected by a straight line ( U U')

which cannot be draivn, but which

is determined by its passing

through tioo given points U and

U'.

Through 3f (Figs. 57 and 58)

draw two straight lines to cut u

in A and B, and u' in B' and A'

On m (Fig. 59) take two points,

and join them to U by the

straight lines a and b, and to U'

V c /A /,

c
Fig. 58.

A' W

respectively; join AA',BB' meet-

ing in aS'. Through S draw any

straight line to cut u in C and

u in C\ and join BC , B'C,

intersecting in N. The straight

line joining 31 and N will be the

line w''' required.

Fig. 59-

by the straight lines 6' and a'
;

let s be the straight line joining

the points of intersection of a , a'

and b , b' . On s take any other

point and join it to JJ, U' by the

straight lines c , c' respectively.

The straight line n which joins

the points be' and b'c will cut vi

in the j)oint U'' required.

If the straight lines u and u are parallel to one another (Fig. 58)

the preceding construction gives the solution of the problem : given

two parallel straight lines, to draw through a given j^oint a straight

line parallel to them, making use of the ruler only.

87. If in the theorem of the If in the theorem of the pre-

preceding article the flat pencil ceding article the range consist
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theconsist of only three rays, v^^^

theorem may be enunciated as

follows, with reference to the

three pairs of points AA^, BB^,

IfIt a hexagon (six - point)

AB'C A'BC (Fig. 60) has its ver-

tices ofodd order ( 1st, 3rd, and 5th)

of only three points, the theorem

may be enunciated as follows

with reference to the three pairs

of rays aa', hh', cc' :

If a hexagon (six-side) ah'ca'hc'

(Fig. 61) be such that its sides of

odd order (ist, 3rd, and 5th)

Fig) 60,

on one straight line u, and its ver-

tices of even order (2nd, 4th, and

6th) on another straight line u\

then the three pairs of opposite

sides {AB' and AB' , B'G and

BC, CA' and CA) meet in three

points lying on one and the same

straight line w''*.

Fig. 61.

meet in one point TJ, and its sides

of even order (2nd, 4th, and

6th) meet in another point TJ',

then the three straight lines

which join the pairs of opposite

vertices {aV and a'h, h'c and he'

,

ca' and c'a) pass through one and

the same point U".

U' B

Fig. 62. Fig- 63.

88. Returning to the con- Returning to the construction

struction of Art. 84 (left), let the of Art. 84 (right), let the straight

* Pappus, loc. cit. Book vii. prop. 1 39.
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centre S be taken at the point

where AA' meets BB' , and the

centre /S" at the point where A A'

meets GC (Fig. 62). Then since

SB , 8'B' meet in B', and SO,

S'C in (7, therefore 5'C is the

straight line ^t'\ Consequently

any other paii' of corresponding

points D and D' are constructed

by observing that the straight

lines SD, S'D' must meet on B'C.

From a consideration of the

figure SS'GDD'B, which is a

hexagon, we deiive the theorem :

In a hexagon, of ivhich two

sides are segments of the bases of

two projective ranges, and the four

others are the straight lines cmi-

7iecting four pairs of correspond-

ing points, the straight lines which

join the three pairs of opposite

vertices are concurrent.

89. If in the problem of Art,

84 (left) the three straight lines

AA\ BB', CC passed through the

same point S (if, for example, A
and A' coincided), then the two

ranges would be in perspective
;

we should therefore only have to

draw rays through S in order to

obtain any number of pairs of cor-

responding points (Fig. 19).

line joining the points aa', cc' be

taken as the ti-ansversal s, and

that joining the points aa' , hh'

as the transversal s' (Fig. 63).

Then since the line joining the

points sh , s'h' is 6, and the line

joining the points sc , s'c' is c'

,

therefore he' is the point TJ"

.

Consequently any other pair of

corresponding rays d and d' are

constructed by observing that the

points sd , s'd' must be coUinear

with 6c',

From a consideration of the

figure ss'cdd'h, which is a hexa-

gon (six - side) we derive the

theorem

:

In a hexagon, of ivhich tiuo ver-

tices are the centres of two pro-

jective pencils, and the four others

are the points of intersection of

four pairs of corresponding rays,

the three points in which the 2)airs

of opjiosite sides meet one another

are collinear.

If the three points aa\ hh', cc'

in Art, 84 (right) lay on the

same straight line s (if, for ex-

ample, a and a' coincided), then

the two pencils would be in per-

spective ; we should therefore

only have to connect the two

centres of the pencils with every

point of s in order to obtain any

number of pairs of corresponding

rays (Fig. 20).

90. If the two ranges u and u' (Art. 84, left) are superposed one

upon the other, i.e. if the six given points AA'BB'CC lie on the

same straight line (Fig. 64), we first project u from an arbitrary

centre S' on an arbitrary straight line u^, and then proceed to make

the construction for the case of the ranges u={ABC ...) and

Wi= (^lA^i •••)) *-^- to construct with regard to the pairs of points

{AA^, {BB^, {CC^) in the way shown in Art. 84. A pair of corre-

sponding points D and Dj of the ranges u and Uj^ having been found,
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the ray S'D^ determines upon tt' the point D' wliich corresponds

to D.

The construction is simpler in the case where two corresponding

points A and A' coincide (Fig. 65).

When this is so, if u^ be drawn

through yl, the range Wj will be in per-

spective with u ; thus, after having

projected u' upon u-^ from an arbi-

trary centre S\ if ^ be the point

where BB' and CC/ meet, it is

only necessary further to project u
from S upon Wj, and then u^ from

S' upon u'.

The two collinear ranges u and

u' have in general two self-corre-

sponding points; one ?iiAA', and

a second at the point of inter-

^ig- 64- section of their common base line

with the straight line SS'.

If then SS' passes through the point uu^ , the two ranges u and u'

have only one self-corresponding point. If it were desired to con-

struct upon a given straight line two collinear ranges having

A and A' for a pair of corresponding points, and a single self-corre-

sponding point at M (Fig. 66), we should proceed as follows. Take

Fig- 65

any point S', and draw any straight line u^ through M; project A' from

S' on Wj; join the point A^ so found to A, and let ^^jmeet S'M'va. S.

Then to find the point on u' which corresponds to any point B on u,

project B from S into B^, and then Bj^ from S^ into B' ; this last is

the point required.

If the two pencils U ,U' (Art. 84, right) are concentric, i.e. if the

six rays aa'hh'cc' pass all through one point, we first cut a'h'c' by

a transversal and then project the points of intersection from an

arbitrary centre V^. If ap-^c^ are the projecting rays, we have then
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only to consider the non-concentric pencils U and U^=(afi^c^. Or

we may cut abc by a transversal in the points ABC, and a'Vc' by

another transversal in A 'B'C', and then proceed with the two ranges

ABC ..., A'B'C .. in the manner explained above.

The figures coiTesponding to these constructions are not given

;

the student is left to draw them for himself. He will see that in

these cases also the constructions admit of considerable simplification

if, among the given raj'S, there be one which is self-corresponding ; if,

for example, a and a' coalesce and form a single ray, &c.

91. Consider two projective (homographic) plane figures tt and

tt' ; as has already been seen (Art. 40), any two corresponding straight

lines are the bases of two projective ranges, and any two correspond-

ing points are the centres of two projective pencils.

If the two figures have three self-corresponding points lying in a

straight line, this straight line s will correspond to itself; for it will

contain two projective ranges wliich have three self-corresponding

points, and every point of the straight line s will therefore (Art. 82)

be a self-corresponding point. Consequently every pair of corresponding

straight lines of tt and tv' will meet in some point on s, and therefore

the two figures are in perspective (or in homology in the case where

they are coplanar).

92. If two projective plane figures wliich are coplanar have three

self-corresponding rays all meeting in a point 0, this point will be

the centre of two corresponding (and therefore j)rojective) pencils

which have three self-corresponding rays ; therefore (Art. 82) every

ray through will be a self-corresponding one. Hence it follows

that every pair of corresponding points will be collinear with
;

therefore the two figures are in homology.

93. If two jyojective i:)la7ie figures which are coplanar have four

self-corresjyoncUng points A , B , C , D, no three of which are collinear,

then will every 2>oint coincide with its correspondent.

For the straight Hnes AB , AC , AD , BC , BD , CD are all self-

corresponding; therefore the points of intersection of AB and CD,
AC and BD, BC and AD, i. e. the diagonal points of the quadrangle

ABCD, are all self-corresponding. Since the three points A , B, and
{AB) {CD) are self-corresponding, every point on the straight line

AB coincides with its correspondent ; and the same may be proved true

for the other five sides of the quadrangle. If now a straight line be

drawn arbitrarily in the plane, there will be six points on it which

are self-corresponding, those namely in which it is cut by the six

sides of the quadrangle ; and therefore every point on the straight

line is a self-corresponding one ; which proves the proposition.

In a similar manner it may be shown that if tivo coplanar pro-

jective figures have four self-corres2)onding straight lines a, h, c, d,
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forming a comjilete quadrilateral {i.e. silcJi that no three ofthem are con-

current), then every straight line will coincide with its correspondent.

94. Theorem. Two plane quadrangles ABCD , A^B^C^D' are

always j}7'ojective.

(1). Suppose the two quadrangles to lie in different planes tt , tt'.

Join AA^, and on it take an arbitrary point S (different from A^), and

through A draw an arbitrary plane n^^ (distinct from tt) ; then from

S as centre project A', B\ C, D' upon tt'' and let A'\ B", C" , B"
be their respective projections {A" therefore coinciding with A).

In the plane it join AB , CD, and let them meet in ^ ; so too in

the plane tt"' join A''B'' , CD'', and let these meet in E". The

straight lines ABE , A"B"E" lie in one plane since they meet each

other in the point A = A" ; therefore BB" and EE" will meet one

another in some point *S\.

Now let a new plane t/" (distinct from tt) be drawn through the

straight line ABE, and let the points A", B", C", D", E" be pro-

jected from S^ as centre upon n'". Let A'", B'", C", D'", E"'
be their respective projections, where A'", B'", E'" are collinear and

coincide with A , B , E respectively, and C", D'", E'" are collinear

also, since their correspondents C", D", E" are collinear. The straight

lines CDE , C"'D"'E"' lie in one plane since they meet each other

in the point E = E'" ; therefore CC" and DD'" will meet one

another in some point S.^. If now the points A'", B'", C", D"' be

projected from S^ as centre upon the plane tt, their projections will

evidently \)& A , B , G , D.

The quadrangle ABCD may therefore be derived from the quad-

rangle A'B'C'D' by first projecting the latter from S as centre upon

the plane it", then projecting the new quadrangle so formed in the

plane n" from S^ upon it'", and lastly projecting the quadrangle so

formed in the plane it"' from >S'2 upon tt ; that is to say, by means

of three projections and three sections *.

(2). The case of two quadrangles lying in the same plane reduces

to the preceding one, if we begin by projecting one of the quadi'angles

upon another plane.

(3). If the two quadrangles (lying in different planes) have a pair

of their vertices coincident, say D and D', then two projections will

suffice to enable us to pass from the one to the other ; or, what

amounts to the same thing, a tliird quadrangle can be constructed

which is in perspective with each of the given ones ABCD,
A'B'C'D'.

For let there be di'awn through D two straight lines s and /, one

in each of the planes ; let s cut the sides of the triangle ABC in

* Grassmann, Die stereometrischen Gleichungen dritten Grades und die dadurch

erzeugten Oberfldchm ; Crelle's Journal, vol. 49. § 4 (Berlin, 1855).
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L, M , irrespectively, and let s' cut tlie sides of the triangle A'B'C in

L\M',N^ respectively. Then in the plane ss' the straight lines LL',

MM' , NN' will form a triangle which is in perspective at once with

(4). If the quadrangles (still supposed to lie in difFei'ent planes)

have two pairs of their vertices C = C\ D = D' coincident, then if

the straight lines AA\ BB' meet one another the quadrangles will be

directly in perspective, the point of intersection of AA' and BB'

being the centre of projection ; so that we can pass at once from the

one quadrangle to the other by one projection from 0. If AA\ BB'

are not in the same plane, so that they do not meet one another, then

through CD let an arbitrary plane it'' be drawn, and in it let the

straight line be drawn which meets AB and A'B\ If in this straight

line two arbitrary points A", B" be taken, then A"B"C"D" will be

a quadrangle which is in perspective at once with ABCD and with

A'B'C'D'.

95. From the theorem just proved it follows that two projective

plane figures tt and n' can be constructed when we are given two

corresponding quadrangles ABCD, A'B'C'D' ; for the operations

(projections and sections) which serve to derive A'B'C'D' from

ABCD will lead from any point or straight line v/hatever of it to the

corresponding point or straight line of it' ; and vice versa.

Or, again, it may be supposed that two corresponding quadrilaterals

are given. For if in these two corresponding pairs of opposite ver-

tices be taken, we have thus two corresponding quadrangles ; and the

operations (projections and sections) which enable us to derive

one of these quadrangles from the other will also derive the one

quadrilateral from the other.

96. Two plane figures may also be made projective in another

manner ; leaving out of consideration the relative position of the

planes in which they lie, we may operate on each of the figures

separately *. Suppose that we are given, as corresponding to one

another, two complete quadrilaterals ahcd, a'b'c'd'. "We begin by

constructing, on each pair of corresponding sides, such as a and a',

the projective ranges which are determined by the three pairs of

corresponding points ah and a'h', ac and a'c', ad and a'd'. This

done, to every point of any of the four straight lines a,b,c,d will

correspond a determinate point of the coi'responding line in the

other figure.

(1). Now let in the first figure a transversal m be drawn to cut

a,h,c,d in A , B , C , D respectively ; then the points 4 '', B', C, D'

which correspond to these in the second figure will in like manner lie

on a straight line m'.

* Staudt, Geom. der Lage, Art. 130.

G
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For, considering the triangle ahc, cut by tlie transversals d and 7n,

the product of the three auharmonic ratios

a {bcdm) , h (cadin) , c {ahdm)

is equal to + i (Art. 140); but these anharmonic ratios are equal

respectively to the following :

a(h'c\V).A' , h'{c'a'd').B' , c'{ah'd').G',

so that the product of these last three is also equal to + i. And

therefore, since the points a'd', h'd', c'd' are collinear, the points

A', B', C are also collinear (Art. 140).

By considering in the same manner the triangle ahd, cut by the

transversals c and m, it can be shown- that A' , B', D' are collinear
;

it follows then that the four points A', B', C, D' all lie on the

same straight line m', the correspondent of m.

This proof holds good also when m passes through one of the

vertices of the quadrilateral ahcd; if for example m pass through

cd, the anharmonic ratios c(a6(^m), d{ahcrn) will each be equal to + i
;

the reasoning, however, remains unaltered.

Thus every pair of corresponding vertices of the quadrilaterals

abed , a'h'c'd' (for example cd and c'd') become the centres of two

projective pencils, in which to c , c^, (cc?)(a6) correspond c', d', {c'd')(a'b')

respectively, and to any ray cutting a ,b in two points P
, Q cor-

responds a ray cutting a', b' in the tw^o con-esponding points P', Q'

.

(2). The two ranges ABCB , A'B'C'B' in which the sides of the

quadrilaterals abed, a'b'c'd' are respectively cut by two corresponding

straight lines m, m' are projective.

For, considering the triangle bcm, cut by the transversals a and d,

the product of the anharmonic ratios of the three ranges

be , B , ba , bd

C , cb , ca , cd

B , C , A , D
is equal to + i. And considering in like manner in the other plane

the triangle b'c'm', cut by the transversals a' and d', the product of

the anharmonic ratios of the three ranges

b'c', B' , b'a, b'd'

C ,c'b',c'a',c'd'

B' , C, A' , D'

is also equal to + i. But the range in which b is cut by the pencil

cmad is equianharmonic with the range in wliich b' is cut by the

pencil c'm'a'd' ; i.e. the ranges

be , B , ba , bd

b'c', B' , b'a', b'd'

are equianharmonic ; and for a similar reason the ranges
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C , cb , ca , cd

C , c , c a , c a

are equianharmouic. Therefore the ranges

B , C , A , D
B\ C\ A', B'

will be equianharmonic and therefore projective ; whence it follows

that the projective ranges in and m' are determined by means of

the pairs of corresponding points lying on a and «', h and V,

c and c'.

(3). If the straight line m turn round a fixed point M, then m'

also will revolve round a fixed point.

For by hypothesis the points A and B, in which m cuts a and h,

describe two ranges in perspective whose self-corresponding point is

ah. Similarly the points A\ B' describe two ranges, which, being

respectively projective with the ranges on a , b, are projective with

one another ; and which are further seen to be in perspective,

since they have a self-corresponding point a^b\ Consequently the

straight line ??/ will always pass through a fixed point i/', the

correspondent of M ; and will therefore trace out a pencil. The

pencils generated by m and m' are projective, since the ranges

are projective in which they are cut by a pair of corresponding

sides of the quadrilaterals, e.g. by a and a\ To the rays of the

pencil M which pass respectively through the vertices ab , ac , ad,

be , bd , cd of the quadrilateral abed correspond the rays of the pencil

M^ which pass respectively through the vertices c/S'', aV, a^d', b'c'

,

hW, c'd' of the quadrilateral a%'e'd'

.

This reasoning holds good also when the point M, round which

•m turns, lies upon one of the sides of the quadrilateral, on c for

example ; because we still obtain two ranges in perspective upon two

of the other sides. Since c is now a ray of the pencil J/, c will be

the corresponding ray of the pencil M'\ that is to say, M' will lie on

c'. If M be taken at one of the vertices, as ed, then M' will coincide

with e'd', &c.

(4). Now suppose the pencil J/ to be cut by a transversal w, and the

pencil M' to be cut by the corresponding straight line n\ While the

point mn describes the range n, the corresponding point mW will

describe the range n' \ and these two ranges will be projective since

they are sections of two projective pencils. When the point mn falls

on one of the sides of the quadrilateral ahcd, the point m'n' will fall

on the corresponding side of the quadrilateral a'b'e'd' ; therefore the

two projective ranges ai'e the same as those which it has already

been shown may be obtained by starting from the pairs of correspond-

ing points on a and c/, b and b' , c and c'.

G 2
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In this manner the two planes become rehited to one another in

such a way that there corresponds uniquely to every point in the one a

point in the other, to every straight line a straight line, to every

range a projective range, to every pencil a projective pencil. The

two figures thus obtained are the same as those which can be obtained,

as explained above (Art. 95) by means of successive projections and

sections, so arranged as to lead from the quadrilateral abed to the

quadrilateral a'h'c'df . For the two figures tv' derived from tt by

means of these two processes have four self-corresponding straight

lines a', V, c', d' forming a quadrilateral, and therefore (Ai't. 93)

every element (point or straiglit line) of the one must coincide

with the corresponding element in the other; i.e. the two figures

must be identical.

97. Theokem. Any two 2)rojective plane Jigures {the straiglit lines

at infinity in which are oiot corresponding lines) can be superjposed

one upon the other so as to become horaological.

Let i, y be the vanishing lines of the two figures

—

i.e. the

straight lines in each which correspond respectively to the straight

line at infinity in the other. In the first place let one of the figures

be superposed upon the other in such a manner that i and J' may be

parallel to one another. Since to any point M or\. i corresponds a

point at infinity in the second figure, to the pencil of straight lines

in the first figure which meet in M corresponds in the second figure

a pencil of parallel rays. Through M draw the straight line m
parallel to these rays ; then m, will be parallel to its correspondent m'.

Similarly let a second point N be taken on i and through Js let the

straight line n be drawn which is parallel to its correspondent n'
;

let tn and n meet in S, and mf and n' va. 8' . If through aS' a straight

line I be drawn parallel to i, its correspondent V Avill pass through 8'

and will also be parallel to i, since the point at infinity on i corre-

sponds to itself. The corresponding pencils aS' and S' are therefore such

that three rays Z , m , m of the one are severally parallel to the three

corresponding rays V, ??/, n' of the other; and consequently (see

below, Art. 104) the two pencils are equal. Now let one of the planes

be made to sHde upon the other, without rotation, until aS" comes

into coincidence with S\ then the two pencils will become concentric
;

and since they are equal, every ray of the one will coincide with the

ray corresponding to it in the other. This being the case, every

pair of corresponding points will be collinear with S, and the two

figures will be homological, S being the centre of homology.

98. Suppose that in a plane tt is given a quadrangle ABCD, and

in a second plane tt' a quadrilateral a'Vc'd' . By means of construc-

tions analogous to those explained in Arts. 94-96, the points and

straight lines of the one plane can be put into unique correspondence
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with those of the other, so that to any range in the first phme cor-

responds in the second plane a pencil projective with the said range,

and to any pencil in the first plane corresponds in the second plane a

range projective with the said pencil. Two plane figures related to

one another in this manner are called correlative or reciprocal.



CHAPTER XI.

PARTICULAR CASES AND EXERCISES.

99. Two ranges are said to be similar, when to the points

A, B,C, D,...oi the one correspond the points A\B\C\D\...
of the other, in such a way that the ratio of any two corre-

sponding segments A£ and A'£\ AC and ^'C, ... is a con-

stan f.

If this constant is nnit^, the ranges are said to be eqnal.

Two similar ranges are projective, every anharmonic ratio

such as {ABCD) being equal to the corresponding ratio

[A'B'C'Dy For suppose the

bases of the two ranges to lie

in the same plane (Fig. 67)

and let their point of inter-

section be denoted by P' when
considered as a point be-

longing to u' and by Q when
considered as a point belong-

ing to n. Let A, A' be any

pair of corresponding points ; P that point of ti which corre-

sponds to P\ and Q' that point of u' which corresponds to Q.

Draw AA" parallel to ?/, and A'A" parallel to ti.

The triangles PQQ', PAA" have the angles at Q and A
equal and the sides about these equal angles proportionals,

since by hypothesis

P'q' ~ P'A' ~ AA"
'

Therefore the triangles are similar, and the angles QPQ' and

APA'^ are equal; and consequently the points P
,
Q', J '' are

collinear. If then the range ABC... be projected upon PQ\
by straight lines drawn parallel to n', we shall obtain the

range A"B" C'\,.
; and from this last, by projecting it upon

Fig. 67.
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u' by straight lines drawn parallel to u, the range A' B'C ...

may be derived.

If PQ = P''Q', i.e. if the straight line PQ' makes equal

angles with the bases of the given ranges, the ranges are

equal.

To the point at infinity of u corresponds the point at infinity

of ii'

.

100. Conversely, if the points at infiniti/ I and I' of tico

projective ranges u and u' correspond to each other., the ranrjes

will he similar. For if (Fig. 67) m be projected from /', and u'

from /(as in Art. 85, left), two pencils of parallel rays will be

formed, corresponding pairs of which intersect upon a fixed

straight line u" . The segments A"B" of ti" will be propor-

tional to the see-ments AB of u and also to the segments A' B'

of u' ; consequently the segments AB of u will be proportional

to the segments A'B' of u .

Otherxvlse: if AA\ BB' , CC are three pairs of corre-

sponding points, and / ,
1' the points at infinity, we have (by

Art 73^

{ABCl)z:zA'B'C'l');

or (by Art. 64), since /and /' are infinitely distant,

AC A'C
BC ~ B'C'

an equation which shows that corresponding segments are

proportional to one another.

Exami:iles. If a flat pencil whose centre lies at a finite distance

be cvit by two parallel straight lines, two similar ranges of points will

be obtained.

Awj two sections of a flat pencil composed of parallel rays are

similar ranges.

In these two examples the ranges are not only projective, but also

in perspective : in the first case the self-corresponding point lies at

infinity ; in the second case it lies (in general) at a finite distance.

101. Two flat pencils, whose centres lie at infinity, are pro-

jective and are called similar, when a section of the one is

similar to a section of the other. When this is the case any

other two sections of the pencils will also be similar to one

another.

102. From the equality of the anharmonic ratios we con-

clude that two equal ranges are projective (Art. 79), and that
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conversely two projective ranges are equal (Art. 73), when the

corresponding segments which are bounded by the points of

two corresponding triads AJBC and A^B'C^ are equal ; i.e. when

A'B'= AB, A'C'= AC, (and consequently B'C'=BC).

Examples. If a flat i:)encil consisting of parallel rays be cut by

two transversals which are equally inclined to the direction of the

rays, two directly equal ranges of points will be obtained *.

If a flat pencil of non-parallel rays be cut by two transversals

which are parallel to one another, and equidistant from the centre of

the j)encil, two oppositely equal ranges will be obtained *.

103. Two similar ranges lying on the same base, and which have one

self- corresponding point N at infinity, have also a second such point

M, which is in general at a finite distance. If AA\ BB' are two

pairs of corresponding points,

MA : MA' = AB : A'B'= a constant.

To find M therefore it is only necessary to divide the segment AA^
into two parts MA , MA' which bear to one another a given ratio.

This ratio MA : MA' is equal (Art. 64) to the anharmonic ratio

{AA'MN). If its value is — i, the points AA'MN are harmonic

(Art. 68), i.e. M is the middle point of AA', and similarly also that of

.every other corresponding segment BB',... ; in other words, the two

ranges, which in this case are oppositely equal, are composed of pairs

of points which lie on opposite sides of a fixed point M, and at equal

distances from it.

But if the constant ratio is equal to + i, i.e. if MA and MA' are

equal in sign and magnitude, the jjoint M will lie at infinity. For

since {AA'MN)=i, .-. {I^MA'A)=i (Art. 45); consequently the

points M and N coincide.

It follows also from the construction of Art. 90 (Fig. 66) that tivo

ranges on the same base, which have

a single self-corresjwnding 2>oint lying

at infinity, are directly equal.

For if in Fig. 66 the point M
move off to infinity, the straight lines

SS' and A^B^ become parallel to the

given straight line u or u' on which

Yict, 68. ^^^ ranges lie (Fig. 68), and as

the triangles SA^B^ and S'A-^B^ lie

upon the same base and between the same parallels, the segments

* Imagine a moving point P to trace out a range ABC... and its correspondent

P' to trace out simultaneously tlie equal range A'B'C\... Then if P and P'
move in the same direction, the two ranges are said to be directly equal ; if P
and P' move in opposite directions, the ranges are said to be oppositely equal.
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which they intercept upon any parallel to the base are equal ; thus

AB=iA'B', or two corresponding segments are equal; consequently

AA '=:BB', i.e. the segment hounded by a pair of corres2)onding 2)oints

is of constant length. We may therefoi'e suppose the two ranges to

have been generated by a segment given in sign and magnitude,

which moves along a given straight line ; the one extremity A of

the segment describes the one range, and the other extremity A'

describes the other range.

Conversely it is evident that if a segment AA\ given in sign and

magnitude, slide along a given straight line, its extremities A and A^

will describe two directly equal (and consequently projective) ranges,

which have a single self-corresponding point, lying at an infinite

distance.

104. Two flat pencils are said to be equal when to the

elements of the one correspond the elements of the other in

such a way that the angle included between any two rays

of the first pencil is equal in sign and magnitude to the angle

included between the two corresponding rays of the second.

It is evident that two such pencils can always be cut by

two transversals in such a way that the resulting ranges are

equal ; but two equal ranges are always projective ; therefore

also Iwo equalflat pencils are ahoays projective.

Conversely, two projective flat pencils ahcd... and a'h'c'd' ... will

he equal if three rays ahc of the one make with each other angles

which are equal respectively to those which the three corresponding

rays make with each other.

This theorem may be proved by cutting the two pencils

by two transversals in such a way that the sections ABC
and A'B'C of the groups of rays ahc and a'h'c' may be equal.

The projective ranges so formed will be equal (Art. 102); con-

sequently also the other corresponding angles ad and a'd'
.,

... of

the given pencils must be equal to one another.

105. Since two equal forms (ranges or flat pencils) are

always projective with one another, it follows that if a range

or a flat pencil be placed in a different position in space,

without altering the relative position of its elements, the form

in its new position will be projective with regard to the same

form in its original position.

108. Consider two equal pencils abed... and a'l/cd' ... in the

same plane or in parallel planes ; and suppose a ray of the

one pencil to revolve about the centre and to describe the
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pencil : then the correspondmg ray of the other pencil will

describe that other pencil, by revolving about its centre.

This revolution may take place in the same direction as

that of the first ray, or it may be in the opposite direction

;

in the first case the pencils are said to be directly equal, and in

the second case to be oj^jwsiteli/ equal to one another.

In the first case the angles aa\ b¥, cc\... are evidently all

equal, in sign as well as in magnitude ; consequently a pair

of corresponding rays are either always parallel or never

parallel.

In the second case two corresponding angles are equal in

magnitude, but of opposite signs. If then one of the pencils

be shifted parallel to itself until its centre coincides with that

of the other pencil, the two pencils, now concentric^ will still

be projective (Art. 105) and will evidently have a pair of

corresponding rays united in each of the bisectors (internal

and external) of the angle included between two correspond-

ing rays a and a\ It follows that these rays are also the

bisectors of the angle included between any other pair of

corresponding rays. If the first pencil be now replaced in its

original position, so that the two pencils are no longer con-

centric, we see that there are in each j)€7icil two rays, each of

which is parallel to its correspondent in the other pencil ; and these

two rays are at right angles to each other, since they are parallel

to the bisectors of the angle between any pair of correspond-

ing rays.

107. If two fat pencils abed... and a'h'c'd' ... are projective, and

if the angles aa' , hh' , cc included hy three pairs of corresponding rays

are equal in magnitude and of the same sign, then the angle dd'

included hy any other pair of corresponding rays will have the same

sign arid magnitude.

For if we shift the first pencil parallel to itself until it

becomes concentric with the second, and then turn it about the

common centre through the angle aa', the rays a,h,c will coin-

cide with the rays a', h' , c' respectively. The two pencils, which

are still projective (Art. 105), have then three self-correspond-

ing rays; consequently (Art. 82) every other ray will coincide

with its correspondent. If now the first pencil be moved back

into its original position, the angle dd' will be equal to aa'

.

108. As the angles aa' , hh', cc, ... of two directly equal
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pencils are equal to one another, such pencils, when concentric

and lying in the same plane, may be generated by the rotation

of a constant angle aa' round its vertex 0, supposed fixed ; the

one arm a traces out the one pencil, while the other arm a'

traces out the other pencil.

Conversely, if an angle of constant magnitude turn round

its vertex, its arms will trace out two (directly) equal and

therefore projective pencils. Evidently these pencils have no

self-corresponding rays.

A transversal cutting these two pencils determines on

itself two coUinear ranges having no self-corresponding points.

What lias been said in Arts. 104-108 with respect to two pencils

in a plane might be repeated without any alteration for the case of

two axial pencils in space.

109. (1). Let ABC ..., A'B'C... be two projective ranges lying

upon the same base, and let them, by means of the pencils abc ...,

a'h'cf ..., be projected from different points TJ ,11'. Let i,y be those

rays passing through JJ , V respectively, which are parallel to the

given base, and let %
, j be the rays corresponding to them. The

points /'', J in wdiich these last two rays cut the given base will then

be those points which correspond to the point at infinity (/ or J') of

the base, according as that point is regarded as belonging to the

range ABC ... or to the range A'B'C...

The fact that the two corresponding groups of points are pro-

tectively related gives an equation between the anharmonic ratios,

from which we deduce (as in Art. 74)

JA . rA'= JB . rB'= a. constant ; . . . . (1)

i.e. the product JA . I'A' is constant for every pair of points A, A'.

Let be the middle point of the segment JI', and 0' the point

corresponding to regarded as a point belonging to the first range.

Since the equation (1) holds for every pair of corresponding points,

and therefore also for and 0\ we have

jA.rA'=jo.ro\ (2)

or {OA-oj) {or-or)+oj {00'-or) = o
;

or since 01 = ~0J,
0A.0A'-0r{0A-0A'+00') = o (3)

Let us now enquire whether there are in tliis case any self-

corresponding points. If such a point exist, let it be denoted by F

;

then replacing both A and A' in (3) by E, we have

OB'-=Or.OO' (4)

We conclude that when 01'. 00' is positive, i.e. when does not
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lie between 7' and 0' , there are two self-corresponding points E and
F, lying at equal distances on ojaposite sides of 0, and dividing the

segment VO' harmonically (Art. 69).

When lies between V and 0', there are no such points.

When 0' coincides with 0, there is only one such point, viz. the

point itself.

(2). Imagine each of the given ranges to be generated by a point

moving always in one direction*. If the one range is described in

the order ABC^ the other range will be described in the order A'B'C

\

this order may be the same as the first, or may be opposite to it.

If the order of ABC is opposite to that of A'B'C, the same will be

the case with regard to the order of IJA and that of I'J'A ', and again

with regard to the finite segment JA and the infinite segment J'A'\

i.e. the finite segments JA and I'A' have the same sign. In con-

sequence therefore of equation (2), JO and I'O' have the same sign

;

so that does not fall between I' and 0' (Fig. 69a); there are there-

fore two self-corresponding points. And these will lie outside the

finite segment //', since OE is a mean proj)ortional between 01' and

00'.

If the order of ABC is the same as that oi A'B'C, we arrive in a

similar manner at the con-

clusion that JA and I'
A

',

and again JO and I'O', have
0' r w o]3posite signs. In this case

Fig. 69. theUjSelf-correspondingpoints

exist if does not lie be-

tween r and 0'; that is, if C lies between and I' (Fig. 69 b). And

these will lie within the segment JI', since OE is a mean proportional

between 07' and OC.
(3). Suppose that there are two self-corresponding points E and

F (Fig. 70) ; draw through E any straight line, on which take two

points S, S'; and project one of

the ranges from ^S' and the

other from S'. The two pencils

which result are in perspective,

since they have a self-corre-

sponding ray SES'; accordingly

the corresj)onding rays SA and

S'A\ SB and S'B', ...SF and

S'F' will intersect in points

lying on a straight line u'

which passes through F.

Let E" be the point where this straight line u" meets SS'. Then

* Steiner, loc. cit, p. 61. § 16, II. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 280.

M J n

W "

r 0' u'

u J "U
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EFAA' and EFBB' are the projections of EE"H^' from the centres

A" and B" respectively ; therefore ^i^J^' and EFBB' are projective

with one another ; thus the anharmonic ratio of the system consisting

of any two corresponding points together with the two self-corre-

sponding points is constant.

In other words : tioo projective farms ivTiich are sufer2)0sed one uj.on

the other, and which have two self-corres2)onding elements, are comjjosed

of pairs of elements which give with two fixed ones a constant anhar-

monic ratio *.

(4). Next suppose that there are no self-corresponding points ; so

that lies between 0' and /'' (Fig. 71). Draw from a straight line

OU ai right angles to the given base and make U the geometric

mean between I'O and 00^; thus I'TJO' will be a right angle.

Again, draw through t^the straight line /?^V parallel to the given

base; then the angle lUI' will be equal to JUJ', and the angle

OUO' will be equal to 01'U and

therefore to IUI\ Thus in the 1 I, L

two projective pencils which pro- ^^V
|
\ ~^<x

lect the two given ranges from U, y, / \ ^'^^^

the angles IUI\ JUJ', QUO' -^ '^ ^ *-^^^

—

u

inclvided by three pairs of cor-
Fio-. 71.

responding rays are all equal

;

°'

consequently (Art. 107) the angles

A UA\ BUB\ ... are also all equal to them and to one another, and

are all measured in the same direction t-

Thus : two collinear ranges which have no self-corresponding points

can always be regarded as generated by the intersection of their base

line with the arms of an angle of constant magnitude lohich revolves,

always in the same direction, about its vertex.

110. We have seen (Art. 84) the general solution of the problem

:

Given three pairs of corresponding elements of two projective one-

dimensional forms, to construct any desired number of pairs ; or, in

other words, to construct the element of the one form which corre-

sponds to a given element of the other. The solution of the following

particular cases is left as an exercise to the student

:

I. Suppose the two forms to be two ranges u and u' which lie on

different bases ; and let the given pairs of elements be

(a) F and F\ Q and Q'X, A and A'

;

* The above construction gives the solution of the problem: Given two pairs

A , A and B , B' of corresponding points, and one of the self-corresponding points

E, to find the other self-corresponding point.

j; Chasles, loc. cit. p. 119.

1 P,P', Q, Q", I,r, J, J' have the same meaning as in Art. 84 ; J ,
B , ... are

any given points.
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(b) P and P', A and A'

,

5 and B';

(c) I and /', J and J'

,

P and P';

(d) / and /', J and J', il and A'
;

(e) I and /', P and P\ ^ and Q';

(f) / and /', P and P', A and ^';

(g) / and /', A and ^'j J5 and B'.

2. Solve problems (d) and (g), supposing the ranges to be collinear.

3. Solve the problems correlative to (a) and (b) when the two given

forms are two non-concentric pencils.

4. Suppose one of the jDencils to have its centre at infinity.

5. Suj)pose both the pencils to have their centres at infinity.

111. He may also prove for himself the following proposition :

If the three vertices A , A', A" of a variable triangle slide respectively

on three fixed straight lines u, u\ u" which meet in a point, ivhile two

of its sides A' A'', A''A turn respectively round two fixed joints and
0', then will also the third side AA' always pass through a fixed point

0", collinear with and 0'

.

It is only necessary to show that the points A,A\ yl'''' in moving

describe three ranges which are two and two in perspective. Or the

theorem of Art. 16 may be applied to two positions of the variable

triangle.

This proposition proved, the following corollary may be at once

deduced

:

If the four vertices A,A',A'\A"' of a variable quadrangle slide re-

sp)ectively upon four fixed straight lines

luhich all pass through the same jwint 0,

while three of its sides A A', A' A'', A"A'"
turn respectively round three fixed points

C\ B'" , B', then ivill the fourth side

A'"A and the diagonals A A'', A'A'"

pass respectively through three other fixed

points C"\ G", B", which are deter-

mined by the three former ones. The six

fixed 2>oints are the vertices of a complete

quadrilateral, i.e. they lie three by three

on four straight lines (Fig. 72),

In a similar manner may be deduced the analogous corollary

relating to a polygon of n vertices.

112. Theoeem, If a triangle ^0^0^ circumscribes another triangle

r/j U^ U^, there exist an infinite number of triangles each of which is

circumscribed about the former and inscribed in the latter (Fig. 73).

The two pencils

0,{U„U„U,...) and 0,{U,,U,,U,. ..)
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obtained by projecting the range ^72^73 ... from 0^ and from O3, are

evidently in perspective. Similarly the pencils

0, (f7„ U,, U, ... ) and 0, {U„ U„ U, ... )

obtained by projecting the range U^ U^ ... from 0^ and from O3 , are

in perspective. Therefore the pencils

0,{U„U„U,...)2.n^0,{L\, U„U,...)

are projective (Art. 41); but the rays 0^L\ and O^U.^ coincide;

therefore (Art. 62) the pencils are in perspective, and their corre-

sponding rays intersect in pairs on U^U^.

There are then three pencils 0^ , 0^, 0^,

which are two and two in perspective

;

corresponding rays of the first and

second, second and third, tliii'd and first,

intersecting in pairs on the straight lines

UJJ^, U^U^, V^U^ respectively. This

shoAvs that eveiy triad of corresponding

rays will form a triangle which is cir-

cumsci'ibed about the triangle O^O^O^,

and inscribed in the triangle U^U^ Z/g*.

113. Theoeem. a variable straight

line turning about a fixed i^oint U cuts two fixed straight lines u and

u in A and A ' respectively ; if S , S' are two fixed points collinear

%vitli uu', and SA , S'A' be joined, the locus of their point of intersection

M will be a straight line t.

To prove this, we observe that the points A and A' trace oiit

two ranges in perspective with one another, and that consequently the

pencils generated by the moving rays SA , S^A ' are in perspective

(Arts. 41, 80).

The demonstration of the correlative theorem is proposed as an

exercise to the student.

114. Theorem. U , S , S^ are three collinear j^oints ; a transversal

turning about U cuts two fixed straight lines u and u' in A and A'

respectively ; if SA , S'A' he joined, their point of intersection M will

describe a straight line passing through tJie point uu^%.

The proof is analogous to that of the preceding theorem.

The proposition just stated may also be enunciated as follows :

If the three sides of a variable triangle AA^M turn respectively about

three fixed collinear 2}oints U, S , S% while two of its vertices A , A'

* Steiner, loc. cit. p. 85. § 23, II. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 297.

+ Pappds, loc. cit., book VII. props. 123, 139, 141, 143. Chasles, loc. cit.

pp. 241, 242.

X Chasles, loc. cit. p. 242.
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Fig. 74-

slide respectively uj^on two fixed straight lines u , u' , then will the

third, vertex M also describe a straight line *.

In a like manner may be demonstrated the more general theorem :

If a polygon of n sides dis2)laces itself in such a manner that each of

its sides passes through one of n fixed collinear 2>oints, while n—i
of its vertices slide each on one of n—x fixed straight lines, then will

also the remaining vertex, and the point of intersection of any two

non-consecutive sides, describe straight lines t.

The correlative proposition is indicated in Art. 85.

115. Peoblem. Given a parallelogram ABCD and a point P in its

2)lane, to draw through P a 2}(irallel to a given straight line EF also

lying in the plane, making use of the ruler only.

First Solution.—Let E and F (Fig. 74) be the points where the

given straight line is cut by AB and

AD respectively. On AC take any

point K
;

join EK, meeting CD in

G, and FK, meeting BC in H.

The triangles AEF , CGH are

homological (Art. 18), since AG , EG,
FH meet in the same point K ; and

the axis of homology is the straight

line at infinity, since the sides

AE , AF of the first triangle are parallel respectively to the cor-

responding sides CG, CH of the second. Therefore also the remaining

sides EF and GH are parallel to one another t.

The problem is thus reduced to one already solved (Art. 86), viz.

given two parallel straight lines EF and GH, to draw through a

given point P a parallel to them.

Second Solution §.—Produce (Fig. 75) the sides AB, BC, CD, DA
Q P and a diagonal AC of the

given j)arallelogram to meet

the given straight line EF in

E, F, G, H, I respectively, and

join EP, GP. Through / draw

any straight line cutting EP in

A' and GP in C, and join ffA^,

FC ; if these meet in Q, then

p;^ ^. will PQ be the required straight

line.

For MB' denote the jDoint where EP cuts jFQ, and D' the point

* This is one of Euclid's porisms. See Pappus, loc. cit., preface to book VII.

f This is one of the porisms of Pappus; loc. cit., preface to book VII.

X PoNCELET, ProprUtes projectirts, Art. 198.

§ Lambert, Frcie Perspective (Zurich, 1774), vol. ii. p. 169.
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where GP cuts IIQ, the parallelograms ABCD and A'B'C'D' are

homological, EF being the axis of hcmology. The point F corre-

sponds to the point of intersection of AB and CD, and the point Q
to that of BC and AD ; therefore FQ corresponds to the line at in-

finity in the first figure ; accordingly it is the vanishing line of the

second figure, and consequently FQ is parallel to ^i^ (Art. 18).

116. Pkoblem. Given a circle and its centre ; to dratv a feriyen-

dicular to a given straight line, making use of the ruler only.

Draw two diameters AC , BD of the circle (Fig. 76) ; the figure

ABCD is then a rectangle. Accordingly, if any point K be taken on

the circumference, then by means of the last
' "^

^ E t_

proposition (Art. 1 1 5) a parallel KL can be
^

drawn to the given straight line EF. If k .-"" /P-^. l

the point L where this parallel again meets

the circumference be joined to the other

extremity M of the diameter through K,

then evidently LM will be perpendicular

to KL, and therefore also to the given

straight line.

117. Peoblem. Given a segment AG and

its point of bisection B, to divide BG into n equal jKirts, making use

of the ruler only.

Construct a quadrilateral ULDN (Fig. 77) of which one pair of

opposite sides DL , NU meet in A, the other pair LU , DN in C, and

of which one diagonal DU passes through B ; the other diagonal LN
will be parallel to AC (Art. 59), and will be bisected in J/ by DU.

yn.

Fig. 76.

Now construct a second quadrilateial VMEO which satisfies the

same conditions as the first, and which moreover has 31 for an

extremity and iV for middle point of that diagonal which is parallel

to AC. To do this it is only necessary to join AM and BN, meeting

in /;, and to join CE ; this last v/ill cut LN produced in a point

II
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such that NO=MN=LM. Now consti-uct a third quadrilateral

analogous to the first two, and which has N for an extremity and

for middle point of that diagonal which is parallel to AC. If P is

the other extremity of this diagonal, then OP=NO=MN=LM.

Proceed in a similar manner, until the number of the equal segments

LM , MN , NO ,0P, ... is equal to n.

li FQ is the segment last obtained, join LB, meeting QC in Z;

the straight lines which join Z to the points M , N , , P, ... will

divide £C into n equal parts *.

118. The following problems, to be solved by aid of the ruler only,

are left as exercises to the student

:

Given two parallel straight lines AB and u ; to bisect the seg-

ment AB (Art. 59).

Given a segment AB and its point of bisection C ; to draw thi'ough

a given point a parallel to AB (Art. 59).

Given a circle and its centre ; to bisect a given angle (Art. 60).

Given two adjacent equal angles ^OC, COB; to draw a straight

line through at right angles to OC (Art. 60).

119. Theokem. If two triangles ABC , A'B'C lying in different

2)lanes a , a, are in perspective, and if the plane of one of them be made

to turn round aa', then the 2>oint in which the rays AA', BB', CC
meet uoill change its 2>osition, and will describe a circle lying in a

2)lane per2)endicular to the line aa^f.

Let D, E,F (Fig. 78) be the points of the straight line (ra'

in which the pairs of corresponding sides BC and B'C\ CA and C'A',AB

and A 'B' meet respectively (Art. 1 8). First consider the planes of the

triangles to have any given definite posi-

tion, and let be the centi'e of projection

for that position. Through draw

OG , Off, OK parallel respectively to the

sides of the triangle A^B^C^ ; as these

parallels lie in the same plane (parallel

to o-') they will meet the plane o- in three

points G , H , K oi the line it<t.

Now suppose the jslane a together

with the triangle A'B'C to turn round

the line (ra. The range BCDG is in perspective with the range

B'C'BG' (where G' denotes the point at infinity on B'C) ;
there-

fore the anharmonic ratio {BCDG) is equal to the anhanuonic ratio

{B'C'DG'), i.e. to the simple ratio B'D : CD (Art. 64), which is

* These and other problems, to be solved by aid of the ruler only, will be found

in the work of Lambert quoted above.

t Chasles, loc. cit., Arts. 368, 369. A proposition equivalent to this has already

been proved by a different method in Art. 22.
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constant. Since then B, C, D are fixed points, G must also be a

fixed and invariable point (Ai't. 65). From the similar triangles

OBG,B BD
OG : B'D -.-.BG: BD,

, OG-^'^-^^
• ^^-~BD~'

i. e. OG is constant. The point therefore moves on a sphere whose

centre is G and whose radius is the constant value just found for OG.

In a similar manner it may be shown that moves upon each of

two other spheres having their centres at H and K respectively.

Since then the point must lie simultaneously on several spheres,

its locus must be a circle, whose plane is jDerpendicular to the line

of centres of the spheres, and whose centre lies upon this same line.

This line GHK is the line of intersection of the planes it and o-

and is consequently parallel to (ra' (since tt and (T''are parallel planes)

;

it is the vanishing line of the figure cr, regarded as the perspective

image of the figure a' (Art. 1 3).

120. Theoeem. Tivo concentric projective ^pencils lying in the same

jilane, vjhich have no self-corres2yonding rays, may he regarded as the

perspective image of two directly equal jyencils *.

Let be the common centre of the two pencils. Cut them by a

transversal 5, thus forming two collinear projective ranges ABC...
and A 'B'C .. . which have no self-corresponding points. Draw through

s any plane u' ; we can determine in this plane (Art. 1 09) a point U
such that the segments AA', BB', CC, ... subtend at it a constant

angle ; thus if the two ranges be projected from U as centre, two

directly equal pencils will be obtained. Now let the eye be placed at

any point of the straight line U, and let the given pencils be pro-

jected from tliis point as centre on to the plane a. In this way two

new pencils will be formed ; and these are precisely the two directly

equal pencils mentioned in the enunciation.

* Chasles, he. cit., Art. i8o.

H Z



CHAPTEE XII.

INVOLUTION.

121. Consider two projective flat pencils (Fig. 79) having a

common centre ; let them be cut in corresponding points by

the transversals it and v', thus giving two projective ranges

ABC ... and A'B'C ... ; and let ?/' be

the straight line on which the pairs

of lines AB' and A'B,... (Art. 85, left)

intersect. Through draw any ray

(not a self-corresponding ray) ; it will

cut u and u' in two non-corresponding

p- H,^ points A and B' and will meet to' in

a point of the line A'B. To the ray OA
of the first pencil corresponds accordingly the ray OA' of the

second, and to the ray OB' of the second pencil corresponds

the ray OB of the first. In other words, to the ray OA or OB'

correspond two different rays OA' , OB according as the fii'st

ray is regarded as belonging to the first pencil or to the

second. For the line A'B must cut AB' on it"^ and cannot

pass through so long as this point does not lie on it". We
see then that

In Ufo siqierposed p-ojective forms ^ [of one clmen-sion) there

correspond, in general, to any given element tivo different elements,

according as tlie given element is regarded as one belonging to the

-first or to the second form.

We say in general, because in what precedes it has been

assumed that does not lie upon n"

.

* We say two forms, because the reasoning which we have made use of in the

ease of two concentric flat pencils may equally well be applied in the case of two

collinear ranges, and of two axial pencils having a common axis. The same result

may be arrived at by cutting the two flat pencils by a transversal, and by pro-

jecting them from a point lying outside their plane.
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122. But ill the case where lies upon /'/' (Fig. 8o), if a

ray be drawn through to cut // and n' in A and B' resjsec-

tively, then will also A 'B pass through ; in other words, to

the ray OA or OB^ corresponds

the same ray OA^ or OB.

This property may be expressed

by saying that t/ie tivo rays

correspond donUy to one another
;

or we may say that the tiro rays

are conjugate to one another.

Now suppose, reciprocally,

that two concentric projective Fig. So.

flat pencils have a pair of rays

which correspond doubly to one another. Cut the pencils

by two transversals u and ii\ and let A and B^ denote the

points where these transversals intersect one of the given

rays ; then A' and B will denote the points where they

intersect the other given ray. The straight line 'u'\ the

locus of the points of intersection of the pairs of lines such

as MN\ 31 'N, formed by joining crosswise any two pairs of

corresponding points of the ranges m , u (Art. 85), will pass

through 0, since the lines AB\ A'B meet in that point. If

now there be drawn through any other ray, cutting the

transversals say in C and B\ then will CD also pass through

0, i.e. the rays OCB' and OBC also correspond doubly to

each other. We conclude that

When tioo superjoosed projective forms of one dimension are such

that any one element has the same correspondent^ to whichever

form it he regarded as belonging, then every element possesses this

property.

123. This particular case of two superposed projective forms

of one dimension is called Livolutiou*. We speak of an

involution of points, of rays, or of planes, according as the

elements are points of a range, rays of a flat pencil, or planes

of an axial pencil.

In an involution, .then, the elements are conjugate to one

another in p)airs ; i.e. each element has its conjugate. To
whichever of the two forms a given element be considered to

* Desargues, Brov.illoa projet d'uiie atteinte aiuc tvenements cles rencontres (Tiui

cone avec un plan (Faiis, i6;9) : edition Poueea (Paris, 1864), vol. i. p. 119.
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belong, the element which corresponds to it is the same, viz.

its conjugate. It follows from this that it is not necessary to

regard the two forms as distinct, but that an involution may he

considered as a set of elements which are conjiKjate to one another in

pairs.

When AA\BB\ CC',... are said to form an involution, it is

to be understood that A and A\Ba,ndB\ Cand C\... are pairs

of conjugate elements ; moreover, any element and its con-

jugate may be interchanged, so that AA' BB' CC ' ... and

A'A B'B C'C . . . are projective forms.

124. Since an involution is only a particular case of two

superposed projective forms, every section and every projection of

an involution gives another involution^.

Two conjugate elements of the given involution give rise to

two conjugate elements of the new involution. It follows

(Art. 18) that the figure homological with an involution is

also an involution.

125. 'When two coUinear projective ranges form an involu-

tion, there corresponds to each point (and consequently also to

the point at infinity / or /') a single point [1' or 3) ; i, e. the

two vanishing point's coincide in a single point. Let this point,

the conjugate of the point at infinity, be denoted by 0. The

equation (1) of Art. 109 then becomes

OA . OA' = constant.

In other words, an involution of points consists of pairs of

points A, A' which possess the property that the rectangle

contained by their distances from a fixed point 0, lying on

the base, is constant f. This point is called the ce7itre of the

involution.

The self-corresponding elements of two forms in involution

are called the double elements of the involution. In the case of

the involution of points AA', BB\... we have

OA.OA'=OB.OB'=... = constant. ___.,

If this constant is positive, i.e. if does not lie between two
conjugate points, there are two double points ^andi'^, such

that

0B^= OF^ = OA .OA' = OB .OB' = ...

;

* Desargues, loc. cit. p. 147,

t Ibid, pp. 112, 119.
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therefore lies midway between ^ and F, and the segment

-E'i^ divides harmonically each of the segments AA\BB\ ...

(Art. 69. [3]). Accordingly :

If an involution has two douhle elements^ these separate Jiar-

monicalli/ any pair of conjugate elements; or: An invohition is made

np ofpairs of elements which are harmonically conjugate tvith regard

to two fixed elemetits.

If, on the other hand, the constant is negative, i. e. if falls

between two conjugate points, there are no double points. In

this case there are two conjugate points situated at equal

distances from and on opposite sides of it, such that

0E= - 0E\ and

OE^ = OE'"- = -0E. OE' =-OA.OA\
If the constant is zero, there is only one double point

;

but in this case there is no involution properly so called.

For since the rectangle OA. OA^ vanishes, one out of every

pair of conjugate points must coincide with 0.

126. The proposition that if an involution has two double

elements, these separate harmonically any pair of conjugate

elements, may also be proved thus :

Let ^and F be the double elements, yiand^' any pair of

conjugate elements ; since the systems EFAA\ EFA'A are pro-

jective, therefore (Art. 83) each of them is harmonic.

The following is a third proof.

Consider EAA' ... and EA'A... as two projective ranges, and

project them respectively from two points /S'and-iS'' collinear

with E (Fig, 8i). The projecting pencils S{EAA'...) and
S\EA'A...) are in perspective (since

they have a self-corresponding ray

in SS'E) ; therefore the straight line

which joins the point of intersection

of SA and S'A' to that of SA' and

S'A will contain the points of inter-

\ section of all pairs of corresponding Fig. 8i.

) rays, and will consequently meet

the common base of the two ranges at the second double

point F. But from the figure we see that we have now a

complete quadrilateral, one diagonal of which, AA\ is cut by

/ the other two in E and F ; consequently (Art. 56) EFAA' is a

harmonic range.
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The proposition itself is a particular case of that proved in

Art. 109 (3). From this we conclude that the pairs of elements

(points of a range, rays or planes of a pencil) which, with two

lixed elements, give a constant anharmonic ratio, form two

superposed projective forms, which become an involution in the

case where the anharmonic ratio has the value — i (Art. 68).

127. An involution is detenninecl hy two pairs of conjugate

elements.

For let A , yi'and i?, -2' be the given pairs. If any element C
be taken, its conjugate is determinate, and can be found as in

Art. 84, by constructing so that the form A'AB'C shall be

projective with AA'BC. We then say that tJie six elements

AA\BB\CC' are in involution; i. e. they are three pairs of an
involution"

.

Suppose that the involution with which we have to deal is

an involution of points. Take any point G (Fig. 82) outside

the base, and describe circles round C^f^'and GBB' \ if 7? is

the second point in which these circles meet, join Gil, and let

it cut the base in 0. Since GRAA' lie on a circle,

OG.OII=OA.OA';
and since GllBB' lie on a circle,

OG. 011= OB. OB';

:. OA.OA'=OB.OB'.

is therefore the centre of the involution determined by the

Fig. S2.

pairs of points A , ^i'and B , B'. If any other circle be drawn

through G and //, and cut the base in C and C \ we have

OG.OII^OC.OC;
.: OC . 06' = OA . OA' = OB . OB',

and C , C' are therefore a pair of conjugate points of the invo-

lution. In other words, the circle Vvhich passes through two
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Fig. 83.

conjugate points C ^C qx D ^T)' and through one of the points

G , II alwaj's passes through the other. Accordingly

:

The pairs of conjugate points of the involution are the points of

intersection of the base 2oith a series of circles passi?if/ thro?/ffh the

points G and II.

128. From what precedes it is evident that if the involution

has double points, these will be the points of contact of the

base with the two circles which can be drawn to pass through

G and // and to touch the base. It has already been seen

(Art. 125) that these points are harmonically conjugate with

regard to A and A\ and also

with regard to B and B'. Con-

sequently (Art. 70) the involution

has douhle pmnts when one of the

pjairs AA\ BB' lies entirely toithin

or entirely without the other, i. e.

ivhen the segments AA' and BB'
do not overlap) (Fig. 83); and the

involution has no doiihle points

lohen one pair is alternate to the other, i.e. when the segments AA'
and BB' overlap (Fig. 83)^.

In the first case, the involution (as already seen) consists of

an infinite number of pairs of points which are harmonically

conjugate with regard to a pair of fixed points.

In the second case, on the other hand, the involution is

traced out on the base by

the arms of a right angle x'

which revolves about its

vertex. For since (Fig.

84) the segments AA' and

BB' overlap, the circles

described on AA' and BB'
respectively as diameters

will intersect in two points

G and R which lie symmetrically with regard to the base

;

Gil being perpendicular to the base, which bisects it at 0,

the centre of the involution. It follows that

Fig. s^.

* An involution of the kindv.hich has double points is often called a hyperlivlic

involution ; one of the kind which has no double points being called an elliptic

involution.
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OG'- = Oir-=AO. OA' = BO . 0B\

and that all other circles passing through G and // and

cutting the base in the other pairs CC\ J)B\... of the involution

will have their centres also on the base, and will have CC\

BB\ ... as diameters. If then we project any of the segments

AA\ BB\ CC,... from G (or //) as centre, we shall obtain in

each case a right angle AGA\ BGB\ CGO\ ... (or AHA',

BHB\ CHC\...).

We conclude that when an involution of points AA\ BB',...

has no double points, i. e. when the rectangle OA . OA' is equal

to a negative constant —k'^, each of the segments AA\BB\ ...

subtends a right angle at every point on the circumference of

a circle of radius k, whose centre is at and whose plane is

perpendicular to the base of the involution.

This last proposition is a particular case of that of Art. 109 (4).

If then an angle of constant magnitude revolve in its plane about its

vertex, its arms will determine on a fixed transversal two projective

ranges, which are in involution in the case where the angle is a right

angle.

129. Consider an involution of parallel rays ; these meet in a point

at infinity, and the straight line at infinity is a ray of the involution.

The ray conjugate to it contains the centre of the involution of points

which would be obtained by cutting the pencil by any ti-ansversal ; it

may therefore be called the central ray of the given involution. If,

reciprocally, we project an involution of points by means of parallel

rays, these rays will form a new involution, whose central ray passes

through the centre of the given involution.

When one involution is derived from another involution by means

of projections or sections (Art. 124), the double elements of the first

always give rise to the double elements of the second,

130. Since in an involution any group of elements is projective with

the group of conjugate elements, it follows that if any four points of

the involution be taken, their anharmonic ratio will be equal to that

of their four conjugates. In the involution AA' , BB' , CG\. . . the

groups of points ABA'G' and A 'B'AC, for example, will be projective
;

therefore

AA' AC^_A^ rC
BA' ' BC' ~ B'A ' B'G

'

whence
AB'. BG\ CA' + A'B.B'C. G'A = o.

Conversely, if tliis relation hold among the segments detei'miued by

sixcollinear points AA'BB'GC', these will be three conjugate pairs of
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an involution. For the given relation shows that the anharmonic

ratios {ABA^C) and {A'B'AC) are equal to one another; the groups

ABA'C and A'B^AC are therefore projective. But A and A' corre-

spond doubly to each other ; therefore (Art. 122) AA' , BB' , CC' are

three conjugate pairs of an involution.

131. Theobem. The three jyairs Correlative Theorem. The

of oj)posite sides of a complete straight lines luhich connect any

quadrangle are cut hy any trans-

versal in three pairs of conjugate

points of an involution *.

Let QRST (Fig. 85) be a

complete quadrangle, of which the

pairs of opposite sides RT and

QS, ST and QR, QT and RS are

cut by any transversal in A and

A',B and B', G and C respec-

point with the three j)airs of oppo-

site vertices of a complete quadri-

lateral are three 2^airs of conjugate

rays of an involution.

Let qrst (Fig. 8 6) be a com-

plete quadiilateral, of which the

pairs of opposite vertices rt and qs,

st and qr, qt and rs are projected

from any centre by the rays a and

a', b and 6', c and c' respectively.

Fig. 85.

tively. If P is the point of

intersection of QS and RT, then

ATFR is a projection of ACA'B'
from Q as centre, and ATPR is

also a projection of ABA'C from

S as centre ; therefore the group

^C^'^'isprojective vfiiYiABA'C',

and therefore (Art. 45) with

A'C'AB. And since A and A'

correspond doubly to one another

in the projective groups ACA'B'

* Desargues,

Fig. 86.

Let p be the straight line which

joins the points qs and rt. The

pencils atpr and aca'h' are in per-

spective (their corresponding rays

intersect in pairs on q) ; similarly

atpr and aha'c' are in perspec-

tive (their corresponding rays

intersect in pairs on s). The

pencil atfr is therefore of course

projective with each of the

pencils aca'h' and aha'c', and

he cit. p. 171.
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and .rC'.l/A it follows (Art. 122)

that^^', BB\ CO' are three con-

jugate paiis of an involution.

The theorem just proved may

also be stated in the following

form

:

If a cornjyiete quadrangle move

in such a way that five of its sides

pass each through one offive fixed

collinear ^;oi?i^s, then its sixth

side will also pass through a fixed

point collinear vjith the other fixe,

and forming an involution ivith

them.

therefoi'e aca'h' is projective with

aba'c or (Art. 45) with a'c'ah.

And since a and a' correspond

doubly to one another in the

pencils aca'h' and a'c'ah, it follows

(Art. 122) that aa' , hh', cc' are

three pairs of conjugate rays of

an involution.

The theorem just proved may
also be stated in the following

form :

Tf a comidete quadrilateral

move in such a way that five of its

vertices slide each on one of five

fixed concurrent straight lines, then

its sixth vertex ivill also move on a

fixed straight line, concurrent ivith

the other five, and forming an in-

volution ivith them.

132. By combining the preceding theorem (left) with that of Art.

130, we see that

If a transversal he cut hy the three 2)ciii's of opposite sides of a eom-

jjlete quadrangle in A and A', B and B', C and C respectively, these

determine upon it segments which are connected hy the relation

AB'. BC". CA' + A'B . B'C . C"A = o*.

133. In the theorem of Art. 131 (right) let Z7 and U^, F and V,

W and W denote respectively the opposite vertices rt and qs, st and

qr, qt and rs of the quadrilateral qrst, and let AA^, BB', CC denote

respectively the points of intersection of the rays aa', hV, cc' Avith an

arbitrary transversal. With the help of Art. 124 the following

proposition may be enunciated :

If the three pairs UU', VV, WW of 02)2)Osite vertices of a complete

quadrilateral he jrrojected from any centre ujyon any straight line, the

six points AA', BB', CC so ohtained tv illform an involution.

Suppose now, as a particular case of this, that the centre of pro-

jection G is taken at one of the two points of intersection of the circles

described on UU\ VV resj)ectively as diameters. Then AGA' and

BGB' are right angles, and therefore also (Art. 128) CGC is a right

angle ; therefore the circle on IDF'' as diameter will also pass through

G. Hence the three circles which have for diameters the three

diagonals of a complete quadrilateral pass all through the same two

* Pappus, \oc. cit., book VII. prop. 130.
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points; that is, they have the same radical axis. The centres of

these circles lie in a straight line ; hence

Tlie middle 2^oints of the three diagonals of a comidcte quadrilateral

are collinear *.

134. The proposition of Art.

131 (left) leads immediately to the

Constructionfor the sixth i^oint

C of an involution of which Jive

2)oints A,A\B,B',C are given.

For draw through C (Fig. 85)

an arbitrary straight line, on

which take anj' two points Q and

T, and join AT, BT, A'Q, B'Q;

if AT,B'Q meet in R, and BT,

A'Q in S, the straight line BS
Avill cut the base of the involu-

tion in the required point C

The proposition of Art. 131

(right) leads immediately to the

Construction for the sixth rag

c of an involution of v^liicli five

rays a , a\ b,h\c are given.

For take on c (Fig. 86) an arbi-

trary point, through which draw

any two straight lines q and t,

and join the point ta to qj/ , and.

the point th to qa' ; if the joining

lines be called r , s respectively,

then the straight line connecting

the centre of the pencil with tlie

point rs is the required raj" c'.

If, in the preceding problem (left), the point C lies at infinity, its

conjugate is the centre of the involution. In order then to find

tlie centre of an involution of hich two

jyairs AA', BB' of conjugate points are

given, we construct (Fig. 87) a comj)lete

quadrangle QSTR of which one pair of

opposite sides pass respectively through A
and A , another such pair through B and B',

and. which has a fifth side parallel to the

base ; the sixth side will then pass through

the centre 0.

The sixth point C which, together with

five given points AA'BB'C, forms an involution, is completely deter-

mined by the construction ; there is only one point C which possesses

the property on which the construction depends (Art. 127). This

may be otherwise seen by regarding C as given by the equation

{AA'BC)^= {A'AB'C')heiweQia anharmonic ratios; for it is known

(Art. 65) that there is only one point C which satisfies this equation.

135. The theorem converse to that of Art. 131 is the fol-

lowing :

If a transversal cut the sides of a triangle ESQ (Fig. 85) in

tliree jioints A\ B', C wJiicJt, when taken together mth three other

points A , B , C lying on the same transversal, form three conjugate

B\0

Fig. 87.

* Chasles, \oc. cit., Arts. 344, 345. Gauss, Collected "Works, vol. iv. p. 391.
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pairs of an involution, then the three straight lines RA , SB , QC vieet

in the same point.

To prove it, let RA , 8B meet in T, and let TQ^ meet the

transversal in C^. Applying the theorem of Art. 131 (left) to

the quadrangle QRST, we have

{AA'JBC,) = {A'AB'Cy

But by hypothesis

{AA'BC) = {A'AB'C')',

.'. {AA'BC^) = {AA'BC);

consequently (Art. 54) C^ coincides with C, i.e. QC passes

throusrh T.

The correlative theorem is

:

If a point S bejoined to the vertices of a triangle rsq (Fig. 86) hy

three rays a', V, c' which, when taJcen together with three other rays

a ,b ,c passing also through S, form three conjtigate pairs of an

involution, then the points ra ,
qh , sc lie on the same straight line t.

136. Take again the figure of the complete quadrangle

QBST whose three pairs of opposite sides are cut by a trans-

versal in A and A\ B and B\C and C. Let (Fig. 88) SQ and

BT meet in R\ QR and ST in S', RS and QT in Q\

Fig. 88.

Consider the triangle RSQ ; on each of its sides we have a

group of four points, viz.

SQR'A', QRS'B', RSQ'C.

The projections of these from T on the transversal are

BCAA', CABB' , ABCC
The product of the anharmonic ratios of these last thiee

groups is

f
BA

.
BA\ .CB^

.
C^N .AC_

,
AC\

^CA' CA')\AB' AB')^BC' BC'J'
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CA'.AB'.BC
^^ ~ BA', CB'. AC '

which (Art. 130) is equal to — i. Therefore :

If any transversal meet the sides of a triangle, a7ul if moreoverfrom

anypoint as centre each vertex Jjeprojected upon the side opj^osite to it,

thegroups offourpoints thus obtained on each ofthesides ofthe triangle

toill he such that the ptroduct of their anharmonic ratios is equal to — i.

Conversely, if three pairs of points B'A', S'B\ Cl'C he taken,

one on each of the sides of a triangle BSQ, such that the product of

the anharmonic ratios{SqR'A '), (
QBS'B'), {BSQ/C) is equal to — i;

then, if the straight lines BB\ SS\ QQ' are coricmrent, the points

A\ B', C will he collinear ; and conversely, if the points A\ B\ C
are collinear, the straight lines RR\ SS', QQ^ will he concurrent.

137. Suppose now the transversal to lie altogether at

infinity; then the anharmonic ratios [SQR'A'), QRS'B'), and

{RSQ'C) become (Art. 64) respectively equal to SR' : QR',

QS^ : RS\ &nd RQ^: SQ' ; so that the preceding proposition re-

duces to the following "^

:

If the straight lines coymecting the three vertices of a triangle

RSQ with any given point T meet the respectively opposite sides

in R\ S\ Q\ the segments which they determine on the sides will he

connected hy the relation

SR'.qS'.RCl' _ _
qR\RS\sq'~ ^'

and conversely

:

If on the sides SQ
,
QR , RS respectively of a triangle RSQ

points R\ S^, Q^ he taken such that the above relation holds, then

will the straight lines RR' , SS'
,
QQ' meet in one point T.

138. Repeating this last theorem for two points T' and T'\

we obtain the following :

If the two sets of three straight lines tvhich connect the vertices of

a triangle RSQ loith any tioo given points T' and T" meet the

respectively opposite sides in R', S'
,
Q' and R", S", Q", then will the

product of the anharmonic ratios {^SQR'R"), [QRS'S"), and

{RSQ' Q'') he equal to + i.

[For each of the expressions

SR'.QS'.RQ' SR". QS". RQ"
QR'.RS'.SQ' ' QR".RS".SQ"

* Ceva's theorem. See his book, De lineis reetis se invicem secantibus statica

constructio (Mediolani, 1678), i. 2. Cf. MoBius, Baryc. Calc. § 198.
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is equal to — i ; and the required result follows on dividing

one of them by the other.]

139. Considering again the triangle QJiS (Fig. 88), and

taking the transversal to be entirely arbitrary, let ST
,
QT he

taken so as to be parallel to QR , US respectively. Then the

figure QBST becomes a parallelogram; the points -5"' and Q'

pass to infinity, and R' (being the point of intersection of the

diagonals QS , RT) becomes the middle point of SQ. Conse-

quently (Art. G4) the anharmonic ratios (SQR/A'), [QRS'B'),

{RSQ 'C') become equal respectively to -{QA': SA '), {RB': QB'),

and(^C': RC). Thus"^:

If a transversal cut the sides of a triangle RSQ in A\ B' , C
respectively, it determines npon them segments which are connected

hy the relation

QA'.RB'.SC' _
SA\qB\RC'~ ^'

and conversely:

If on the sides SQ
,
QR , RS respectively of a triangle points

A\ B\ C he taken such that the above relation holds, then ivill

these three points he coUinear.

140. Repeating the last theorem of the preceding Article for

two transversals, we obtain the following :

If the sides of a triangle RSQ are cut hy two transversals i?i

A', B\ C and in A'\ B'\ C" respectively, the product of the

anharmonic ratios {SQA'A"), {QRB'B"), and (RSC'C") mil he

equal to + i.

[For each of the expressions

QA\RB\SC' QA".RB".SC"
SA'.QB'.RC ' ~SA''TQB'\RC^

is equal to i ; dividing one by the other, the required result

follows.]

Reciprocally, if on the sides of a triangle RSQ three pairs of

points A'A", B'B'\ C'C" he taken such that the product of the

anharmonic ratios {SQA'A''), {QRB'B''), {RSC'C") may Ije equal to

+ I ; then, if thepoints A', B' , C' are coUinear, thepoints A", B'\ C"

ivill also ho coUinear, and if the lines RA' , SB', QC are concurrent,

the lines RA", SB"
,
QC" will also he concurrent.

141. It has been shown (Art. 12 ) that if two jorojective I'anges

* Theorem of Menelaus; Sphacrlca, iii. i. C'f. MdBius, loc. cit.
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(ABC.) and [A^B'C ...), lying in the same plane, are projected from

the point of intersection of a ^sav of lines such as AB' and A'B, AC
and ^''C,...or BC and B'C..., the projecting rays form an involution.

The theorems correlative to this are as follows :

Given two projective, but not concentric, flat pencils {abc.) and

{al/c' ...) lying in the same plane ; if they be cut by the straight line

which joins a pair of points such as ah' and a'h, ac' and a'c,... or he'

and h'c..., the points so obtained form an involution.

Given two projective axial pencils (a^y...) and {a^'y'...) whose

axes meet one another ; if they be cut by the plane which is deter-

mined by passing through a pair of lines such as a/S' and a'/3, ay and

ay,... or jSy' and ^'y..., the rays so obtained form an involution.

Given two projective flat pencils (ahc.) and {a'h'c' ...) which are

concentric, but lie in different planes; if they be projected from the

point of intersection of a pair of planes such as ah' and a'h, ac and

a'c,... or he' and h'c..., the projecting planes form an involution.

142. Particular Cases. All points of a straight line which lie in

pairs at equal distances on opposite sides of a fixed point on the line,

form an involution, since every pair is divided harmonically by the

fixed point and the point at infinity.

Conversely, if the point at infinity is one of the double j)oints of an

involution of points, then the other double point bisects the distance

between any point and its conjugate. If in such an involution the

segments AA', BB' formed by any two pairs of conjugate points have

a common middle point, then will this point bisect also the segment

CC formed by any other pair of conjugates.

All rectilineal angles which have a common vertex, lie in the same

plane, and have the same fixed straight line as a bisector, form an in-

volution, since the arms of every angle are harmonicallj^ conjugate

with regard to the common bisector and the ray perpendicular to it

through the common vertex.

Conversely, if the double rays of a pencil in involution include a

right angle, then any ray and its conjugate make equal angles with

either of the double rays. If in such an involution the angles included

by two pairs of conjugate rays aa' and hh' have common bisectors,

these will be the bisectors also of the angle included by any other pair

of conjugate rays cc'.

All dihedral angles which have a common edge and which have the

same fixed plane as a bisector, form an involution ; for the faces of

every angle are harmonically conjugate with regard to the fixed plane

and the plane drawn perpendicular to it through the common edge.

Conversely, if the double planes of an axial pencil in involution are

at right angles to one another, then any plane and its conjugate make

equal angles with either of the double planes.



CHAPTEK XIII.

PROJECTIVE FORMS IN RELATION TO THE CIRCLE.

Fig. 89.

143. Consider (Fig. 89) two directly equal pencils alcd...

and a'h'c'cV... in a plane, having their centres at and 0'

respectively. The angle contained by a pair of corresponding

rays aa\ lb', cc, ... is constant (Art. 106) ; the locus of the inter-

section of pairs of corresponding rays

is therefore (Euc. III. 21) a circle

passing through and 0'. The

tangent to this circle at makes

with 00' an angle equal to any of

the angles OAO', 0B0\ 0C0\ &e.

;

but this is just the angle which O'O

considered as a ray of the second

pencil should make with the ray

corresponding to it in the first pencil

;

therefore to O'O or q' considered as

a ray of the second pencil corresponds in the first pencil the

tangent q to the circle at 0.

Imagine the circumference of the circle to be described by a

moving point A ; the rays AO , AO' or a, a' will trace out the

two pencils. As A approaches 0, the ray AO' will approach

00' or q' and the ray AO will approach q; and in the limit

when A is indefinitely near to 0, the ray A will coincide with

q or the tangent at 0. This agrees with the definition of the

tangent at 0, as the straight line which joins two indefinitely

near points of the circumference.

Similarly, to the ray 00' or 7; considered as belonging to the

first pencil corresponds the ray y of the second pencil, the

tangent to the circle at 0'.

144. Conversely, if any number of points A, £, C, D, ... ona,

circle be joined to two points and 0' lying on the same
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circle, the pencils [A, £, C, D, ...) and 0' (A, B, C, D,...)iio

formed will be directly equal, since the angle AOB is equal to

A0'£, AOC to AO'C,... BOC to BO'C, ka. But two equal

pencils are always projective with one another (Art. 104). If

then the points A, B, C, ... remain fixed, while the centre of

the pencil moves and assumes different positions on the cir-

cumference of the circle, the pencils so formed are all equal to

one another, and consequently all projective with one another.

The tangent at is by definition the straight line which joins

to the point indefinitely near to it on the circle. It follows

that in the projective pencils [A,B, C, . . .) a,nd 0' (A , B , C ,...),

the ray of the first which corresponds to the ray O'O oi the

second is the tangent at 0.

145. It has been seen (Art. 73) that in two projective forms

four harmonic elements of the one correspond to four harmonic

elements of the other. If then the four rays (A, B, C, JJ)

form a harmonic pencil, the same is the case with regard to

the four rays 0' (A, B, C, B), whatever be the position of the

point 0' on the circle. By taking 0' indefinitely near to A,

we see that the pencil composed of the tangent at A and

the chords AB, AC, AD will also be harmonic; so again the

pencil composed of the chord BA, the tangent at B, and the

chords BC , BB will be harmonic, &c.

When this is the case, thefour jwinfs A, B, C , B of the circle

are said to he harmonic *.

146, The tangents to a circle

determine upon any pair offixed

tangents tioo ranges which dre

projective tvith one another.

Let M (Fig. 90) be the

centre of the circle, VQ and

P'Q' a pair of fixed tangents,

and AA' a variable tangent.

The part AA' of the variable

tangent intercepted between

the fixed tangents subtends

a constant angle at 31; for if Q,

contact of the tangents respectively,

Fig. 90.

P', T are the points of

* Steiner, Inc. cit., p. 157. § 43. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 345.

I 2
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angle A3IA' = AMT+ TMA'

Accordingly, as the tangent AA^ moves, the rays 3IA, MA'
will generate two projective pencils (Art. 108), and the points

A, A' will trace out two projective ranges.

Since the angle AMA' is equal to the half of QMP\ it is

equal to either of the angles Q3IQ', PMP' (denoting by P and
Q' the same point, according as it is regarded as belonging to

the first or to the second tangent). Consequently Q and Q',

P and P' are pairs of corresponding points of the two pro-

jective ranges ; i. e. the points of contact of the two fixed

tangents correspond respectively to the point of intersection of

the tangents.

Imagine the circle to be generated, as an envelope, by the

motion of the variable tangent ; the points A, A' will trace out

the two projective ranges. As the variable tangent approaches

the position PQ, the point A' approaches Q', and A ap-

proaches the point which corresponds to Q, \ viz. Q ; and in the

limit when the variable tangent is indefinitely near to PQ, the

point A will be indefinitely near to Q or the point of contact

of the tangent PQ. The point of contact of a tangent must

therefore be regarded as the point of intersection of the

tangent with an indefinitely near tangent.

147. The preceding proposition shows that four tangents

a , 1^ , (? , r/ to a circle are cut by a fifth in four points A, B, C , I)

whose anharmonic ratio is constant whatever be the position

of the fifth tangent.

This tangent may be taken indefinitely near to one of the

four fixed tangents, to a for example ; in this case A will be

the point of contact of a, and B,C , D the points of intersection

ab, ac, ad respectively.

As a particular case, if a,h,c,d meet the tangent PQ in four

harmonic points, they will meet every tangent in four har-

monic points. The group constituted by the point of contact

of a and the points of intersection ah, ac , ad will also be har-

monic. In this case, the four tanxjents a, h, c, d are said to be

harmonic f.

* PoNCELET, Propr. pioj., Art. 462.

f Steiner, loc. cit., p. 157. § 43. Collected Vrorks, vol. i. p. 34-;.
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148. The range determined ujwn any given tangent to a circle hij

any number of fixed tangents is projective with the 2^^'>^cil formed hy

joining their points of contact to any arhitrary point on the circle.

Let A, By C,...X (Fig. 91) be points on the circle, and

a, b, c, ...X the tangents at these points respectively. If the

points A', B\ C, ... in j c/ b'

which the tangent x is cut

by the tangents a,b,c, ...

be joined to the centre of

the circle, the joining lines

will be perpendicular re-

spectively to the chords

XA,XB, XC,... and will

therefore (Art. 108) form

a pencil equal to the pencil X(A, B,C,

is therefore projective with the pencil X (A, B, C ,...).

Corollary. Iffour points on a circle are harmonic, then the

tangents also at these points are harmonic ; and conversely.

For if, in what precedes,.X [ABCIf) is a harmonic pencil,

A'BX'I)' will be a harmonic range ; and conversely.

•).

Fig. 91.

The rano-e A'B'C.



CHAPTER XIV.

PROJECTIVE FORMS IN RELATION TO THE CONIC SECTIONS.

149. Let the figures be constructed which are homological

with those of Arts. 144, 146, 148. To the points and tangents

of the circle will correspond the points and tangents of a conic

section (Art. 23). A tangent to a conic is therefore a straight

line which meets the curve in two points which are inde-

finitely near to one another ; a point on the curve is the

point of intersection of two tangents which are indefinitely

near to one another. To two equal and therefore projective

pencils will correspond two projective pencils, and to two

projective ranges will correspond two projective ranges ; for

two pencils or ranges which correspond to one another in two

homological figures are in perspective. We deduce therefore

the following propositions

:

(l). If any number of points A, £,C, D, ... on a conic are joined

to two Jixed jooints and 0' lying on the same conic (Fig. 92), the

pencils [A, £, C , D, ...) and

0' (A,£,C,D,...} soformed

are projective with one another.

To the ray 00' of the first

pencil corresponds the tangent at

0\ and to the ray O'O of the

Fio-. 92, second pencil corresponds the

tangent at 0.

( 2 ). Any mmiher of tangents a,b,c,d, ...to a conic determine on a

pair offixed tangents and 0' (Fig. 93) tico projective ranges. To

the point 00' or Q of the first range corresponds the point of contact

Q' of 0', and to the same point o'o or P' of the second range corre-

sjjonds the pioint of contact P of 0*.

* Steiner, loc. cit., p. 139. § 38. Collected Works, vol. i. pp. 332, 333.
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(3). The range wf/ich a variahle tangent to a cotiic determhies ujton

a fixed tangent is projective toith the pencil formed hy joining the

•93-

point of contact of the variable tangent to any fixed point of the

conic. (Fig. 94.)

150. We proceed now to the theorems converse to those of

Art. 149. The proofs here ,b

given are due to M. Ed. Dewulf.

I. Iftivo {iion-concentric^p)encih

lying in the same plane are p)ro-

jective with one another {hut not

in perspective), the locus of the

points of intersection of pairs of

corresponding rays is a cotiic

passing through the centres of the

tivo pencils ; and the tangents to

the locus at these points are the rays jchich correspond in the two

pencils respectively to the straight line tvhich joins the tivo centres.

Let and A (Fig. 95) be the respective centres of the two

pencils, and let OM^ and AM^ , OIL, and A3I^ , OM^ and AM^ , ...

be pairs of corresponding rays. The locus of the points 31^ ,

M^,M^,... will pass through 0, since this point is the inter-

section of the ray A of the pencil A with the corresponding

ray of the pencil 0. Similarly A will be a point on the

locus.

Fig. 94-
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Let be that ray of the pencil which coiTesponds to the

ray AO of the pencil A. Describe a circle touching o at 0,

I'ig- 95-

and let this circle cut OA in A', and OM^, OM^, OM.^, ... in the

points M^\M^, ^I^,--- respectively.

The pencils (i// if/ M^ ... ) and J' {M( M^ M/ ...) are

directly equal to one another; and since by hypothesis the

pencil {31^' J// M^' ... ) or {31^ 31.^ M^--) is projective

with the pencil A [31^ 31^ 31^...), therefore the pencils

A' {31^' 31.^ 31^ ... ) and J {31^ 31^^ 31^ ... ) are projective.

But they are in perspective, since the ray A'O in the one

corresponds to the ray AO in the other (Art. 80); therefore

pairs of corresponding rays will intersect in points S^, S^,

S^, ... lying on a straight line s. In order, then, to find that

point of the locus which lies on any given ray m of the pencil

A, it is only necessary to produce m to meet s in S, to join SA'

cutting the circle in 3I\ and to join 031' ; this last line will

cut m in the required point 31. But this construction is pre-

cisely the same as that employed in Art. 23 (Fig. ii) in order

to draw the curve homological with a circle, having given the

axis s and centre of homolog}^, and a pair of corresponding

points A and A\ The locus of the points 31 is therefore a

conic section.

II. If two {iion-colUnea}-) ranges lying in the same plane are j^ro-

jective with one another {but not i7i perspective), the envelop)e of the

straight lines joining pairs of corresponding iioints is a conic, i.e. the

straight lilies all touch a conic. This conic touches the bases of the
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tivo ranges at the ^wints which correspond in these respectively to the

jioint of intersection of their bases.

Let s and / (Fig. 96) be the bases of the two ranges, and

let A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ .. be pairs of corresponding

'\,s's"

Fig. 96.

points. The curve enveloped by the straight lines AA\ BB\
CC\ ... will touch s, since this is the straight line joining the

point ss' or S' of the second range with the corresponding

point S of the first. Similarly, s' will be a tangent to the

envelope.

Describe a circle touching s at S, and draw to it tangents

a'\ h", c", ...s" from the points A,B,C, ... S' respectively. The

tangents a'\ I", c\ . . . will determine on /' a range which is

projective with s and therefore also with /. But the point S^

corresponds to itself in the two ranges / and /' ; these are

therefore in perspective (Art. 80), and the straight lines A" A',

B"B', C" C\... will meet in one point 0. In order then to

draw a tangent to the envelope from any given pointM lying

on the line s, it is only necessary to draw from M a tangent m
to the circle, meeting s" in M'\ and to join OM" \ this last line

will cut / in that point M' of the range / which corresponds

to the point M of the range s, and MM' will be the required
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tangent to the envelope. But this construction is precisely

the same as that made use of in Art. 23 (Fig. 12) in order to

draw the curve homological with a circle, taking a given tan-

gent to the circle as axis of homology, any given point as

centre of homology, and /, /' as a pair of corresponding

straight lines. The envelope of the lines 3131^ is therefore a

conic section.

The theorems (I) and (II) of the present Ai-ticle are correlative

(Art. 33), since the figure formed by the points of intersection

of corresponding rays of two projective pencils is correlative

to that formed by the straight lines joining corresponding

points of two projective ranges. Thus m two jigihres which are

correlative to one another [according to the laio of duality in a

plane), to points lying on a conic in one correspond tangents to a

conic in the other.

151. Having regard to Arts. 73 and 79, the propositions of

Arts. 149, 150 may be enunciated as follows :

The anharmonic ratio of the four straight lines which connect

four fxed points on a conic tvith a variable j)oint 07i the same is

constant.

The anharmonic ratio of thefour p)oints in ivhichfour fxed tan-

gents to a conic are cut hy a variahle tangent to the same is

constant ^.

The anharmonic ratio offour jwints A , B , C , D lying on a conic is

the anharmonic ratio of the pencil [A , B , C , D) formed by joining

them to any point on the conic. The anharmonic ratio of four

tangents a, b, c, d to a conic is that of the four points {a, b, c, d),

where is an arbitrary tangent to the conic.

If this anharmonic ratio is equal to — i, the group of four points

or tangents is termed harmonic.

The anharmonic ratio offour tangents to a conic is equal to that

of their points of contact \.

Consequently the tangents at four harmonic points are harmonic,

and mce versa.

The locus of a point such that the rays joinitig it to four given

points ABCB form a pencil having a given anharmonic ratio is a

conic pasung through the given points.

* Steiner, loc. cif., p. 156. § 43. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 344.

t Chasles, Gtometrie Superieare, Art. 663.
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The tangent to the locus at one of these points, at A for

example, is the straight line which forms with AB, AC, AD a

pencil whose anharmonic ratio is equal to the given one.

T//e curve envelojied hy a straight line tohich is cut ly four given

straight lines in four points whose anharmonic ratio is given is a

cotiic to7iching the given straight lines.

The point of contact of one of these straight lines, a for

example, forms with the points ah, ac, ad a range whose anhar-

monic ratio is equal to the given one *.

152. Through five given 2)oints

0, 0',A,B,Cina plcme (Fig. 92),

no three of which lie in a straight

line, a conic can he described.

For we have only to construct the

two projective pencils which have

their centres at two of the given

points, and 0' for example, and

in which three pairs of corre-

sponding raj^s OA and O'A, OB
and O'B, 6c and O'C intersect

n the three other points. Any

other pair OD and O'l) of corre-

sponding rays will give a new

point D of the curve.

To construct the tangent at any

one of the given points, at for

example, we have only to deter-

mine that ray of the pencil

which cori'esponds to the ray O'O

of the pencil \

Through five given points only

one conic can he drawn ; for if

there could be two such, they

would have an infinite number of

other points in common (the

intersections of all the pairs of

corresponding rays of the projec-

tive pencils) ; which is impossible.

Given five straight lines

0, 0', a, h, c inaj^lane (Fig. 93),

no three of which meet in a j^oint,

a conic can he described to touch

them. For we have only to con-

struct the two projective ranges

which are determined ujoon two of

the given lines, o and o' for ex-

ample, by the three others a, h,c,

and of which three pairs of cor-

responding points oa and o'a, oh

and oh, oc and o'c are given.

The straight line d which joins

any other pair of corresponding

points of the two ranges will be a

new tangent to the curve.

To construct the point of con-

tact of any one of the given

straight lines, that of for ex-

ample, we have only to determine

that point of the range which

corresponds to the point 0^0 of the

range 0'.

Only one conic can be drawn to

touch five given straight lines

;

for if there could be two such,

they would have an infinite num-

ber of common tangents (all the

straight lines which join pairs of

corresponding points of the pro-

jective ranges) ; which is im-

possible.

Steiner, loc. cit., pp. 156, 157, § 43. Collected Works, vol. i. pp. 344. 345.
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From this we see also that

:

Tlirougli four given points can There can be drawn an infinite

be drawn an infinite number of number of conies to touch four

conies ; and two such conies have given straight lines ; and two such

no common points beyond these conies have no common tangents

four. beyond these four.

153. The theorems of Art. 88 may now be enunciated in the

followinff manner

:

If a hexagon is circumscribed to

a conic (Figs. 97 and 61)^ the

If a hexagon is inscribed in a

conic (Figs. 98 and 60), the three

Fig. 97.

straight lines lohich join the three

2)airs of ojrposite vertices are con-

current.

This is known as Beiaxchon's

theorem *.

2)airs of opjyosite sides intersect

one another in three collinear

points.

This is known as Pascal's

theorem t.

154. Pascal's theorem has reference to six points of a conic,

Brianchon's theorem to six tangents ; these six points or tan-

gents may be chosen arbitrarily from among all the points on

the curve and all the tangents to it. Now a conic is deter-

mined by five points or five tangents ; in other words, five

points or five tangents may be chosen at will from among all

the points or lines of the plane, but as soon as these five

* This theorem was published for the first time by Brianchon in 1806, and

afterwards repeated in his Memoire sur les lignes du second ordre (Paris, 181 7:

P-34)-

"t*
This theorem was given in Pascal's E<sai sur les Coniques, a small work of

six pages 8vo., published in 1640, when its author was only sixteen years old.

It was republished in the CEuvres de Pascal (The Hague, 1779), and again more

recently by H. Wetssenborn, in the preface to his book Die Projection in der

Ebene (Berlin, 1862).
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elements have been fixed, the conic is determined. Pascal's

theorem then expresses the condition which six points on a

plane must satisfy if they lie on a conic ; and Brianchon's

theorem expresses similarly the condition which six straight

lines lying in a plane must satisfy if they are all tangents to

a conic. And the condition in each case is both necessary

and sufficient.

That it is necessary is seen from the theorems themselves.

For six points on a conic, taken in any order, may be re-

garded as the vertices of an inscribed hexagon * ; but since

Pascal" s theorem is true for every inscribed hexagon, the three

pairs of opposite sides must meet in three collinear points in

whatever order the six points be taken.

The condition is also sufficient. For suppose (Fig. 98) that

the hexagon AB'CA'BC\ formed by taking the six points in a

certain order, possesses the property that the paii's of opposite

sides BC and B'C, CJ'and C'A , AB' and A'B intersect in three

collinear points P, Q,B. Through the five points AB'CA'B
one conic (and one only) can be drawn ; if X be the point

where this conic cuts AC' again, then AB'CA'BX is an in-

scribed hexagon, and its pairs of opposite sides B'C and BX,

XA (or C'A) and CA\ ^'Pand AB' will meet in three collinear

points. But the second and third of these points are Q and

R ; therefore -SXmust meet B'C at the point of intersection of

B'C and QR, i. e. at P. Both BC and BX thus pass through

P, and they must therefore coincide. Since then the point X
lies not only on AC but also on BC, it must coincide with

the point C itself.

The condition is therefore sufficient; and it has already

been shown to be necessary.

By taking the six points in all the different orders possible,

sixty t simple hexagons can be made. From the reasoning

above, it follows that if any one of these hexagons possesses

the property that its three paii's of opposite sides intersect in

three collinear points, the six points will lie on a conic, and

consequently all the other hexagons will possess the same

* It is perhaps hardly necessary to remind the reader that the hexagons to

which Pascal's and Brianchon's theorems refer are not hexagons in Euclid's sense

— i. €. they are not necessarily convex (non-reentrant) figures.

+ In genei'al, a complete H-gou includes in itself | («— i) (?) — 2) . . . i simple

7/-gons.
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property ^. By analogous considerations having reference to

Brianchon's theorem, properties correlative to those just estab-

lished may be shown to be true of a system of six straight

lines t.

155. Consider the two triangles which are formed, one by
the first, third, and fifth sides, the other by the second, fourth,

and sixth sides, of the inscribed hexagon AB'C A'BC (Fig. 98).

LetBC and B'C, C^'and C'A , AB' and A'B be taken as con-e-

sponding sides of the triangles. By Pascal's theorem these

sides intersect in pairs in three collinear points ; and there-

fore (Art. 1 7) the two triangles are homological. Pascal's

theorem may therefore be enunciated as follows

:

If two triaiKjhs are in homology, fJiejioints ofintersection of the sides

of the one with the nonr-corresjjonding sides of the other lie on a conic.

Similarly, in a circumscribed hexagon ab'ca'ljc (Fig. 97) let

the vertices of even order and those of odd order respectively

be regarded as the angular points of two triangles, and let

Ic' and h'c, ca' and ca, aV and a'h be taken to be corresponding

vertices. By Brianchon's theorem these vertices lie two and

two on three straight lines which meet in a point ; therefore

(Art. 16) the two triangles are homological. Brianchon's

theorem may therefore be enunciated as follows:

If two triangles are in homology, the straight lines joining the

ang^dar points of the one to the non-corresponding angular ^wints

of the other all touch a conic.

The two theoi'ems maybe ineludedunder the one enunciation:

If two triangles are in homology, the points of intersection of the

s'ldes of the one toith the non-corresptonding sides of the other lie on

a conic, and the straight lines joining the angular points of the one

to the non-corresjwnding angular pioints of the other all touch another

conic \.

156. Returning to Fig. 98, let the points A, B', C , A', B be

regarded as fixed, and C as variable ; Pascal's theorem may
then be presented in the following form

:

If a triangle C'PQ move in such a way that its sides PQ, QC\
C'P turn round three fixed j)oints R, A, B respectively, while ttco

* Steiner, \oc. cit., p. 311. § 60. No. 54. Collected Works, vol. i. p. 450.

+ A system of six points on a conic thus determines sixty different lines such as

PQR in Fig. 98, or Pascal lines as they have been called. So too a system of six

tangents to a conic determines sixty different Brianchon points.

X MoBius, loc. cit., Art. 278.
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of its vertices P
, Q slide along ttoo fixed straight lilies CB\ CA'

respectively, then the remaining vertex C will describe a conic which

jjasses throvgh the follotving five jwints, viz. the tivo given points A
and B, the point of intersection C of the given straight lines, the

point of iiitersection B' of the straight lines AR and CB' , and the

point of intersection A' of the straight lines BR and CA'*.

So also Brianchon's theorem may be expressed in the

following form :

If a triangle c'pq (Fig. 99) move in such a way that its vertices

pq, qc' , c'p slide along three fixed straight lines r ,a,h respectively,

while two of its sides p , q turn round twofixed

points ch', ca' respectively, then the remaining

side c' ivill envelope a conic which touches the

following five straight lines, viz. the two given

straight lines a and h, the straight line c which

joins the fixed points, the straight line 1/ which

joins the points ar and clj , and the straight

line a' which joins the pjoints hr and ca'.

157. (1). If in the theorems of Ai't. 152

(right) one of the tangents is supposed ^w. 99.

to lie at infinity, the conic becomes a

parabola (Art. 2 3). Thus a parahola is determined hyfour tangents,

or (Art. 152, right) only oneparabola can be drawn to touchfour given

straight lines; and no twoparalleltangents can be draton to ajmralola.

(2). If the same supposition is made in theorem (2) of Art.

149, it is seen that the points at infinity on the two tangents

and 0' are corresponding points of the projective ranges

determined on these tangents ; for the straight line which

joins them is a tangent to the curve. It follows (Art. 100)

that

The tangents to a parabola meet two fixed tangents to the same in

pointsforming two similar ranges ; or

Tivo fixed tangents to a parabola are cut proportionally by the

other tangents f

.

(3). Let A and A', B and B' , C and C',... be the points in

* This theorem was given by Maclauein, in i 7 2 i ; cf. Phil. Trans, of the Royal

Society of London for 1735, and Chasles, Aperi^u historique sur Vorigine et le

diveloiypement des mithodes en Geometric (Brussels, 1837; second edition, Paris,

1875). If B lies at infinity, the theorem becomes identical with lemma 20.

book i. of Newton's Prindpia.

t Apolloxii Pergaei Conicorum lib. iii. 41.
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which the various tangents to the parabola meet the two

fixed tangents (Fig. loo), and let P and Q' be the respective

points of contact of the latter. The point of intersection of

Fig. loo.

the two fixed tangents will be denoted by Q ov P^ according

as it is regarded as a point of the first or of the second tan-

gent. We have then

AB _ AC^_ _ BC^ _ _ AP^ _ ^Q _ _ Z^
A'B' ~ A'C B'C A'Q' P'Q'

(4). Conversely, ffiven two straight lines in a plane^ on which lie

two similar ranges {which are not in perspective)^ the straight lines

connecting pairs of corresp>ondingpoints will envelope aparabola which

touches the given straight lines at the points 7vhich correspond in

the tivo ranges respectively to their point of intersection.

For the points at infinity on the given straight lines being

corresponding points (Art. 99), the straight line which joins

them will be a tangent to the envelope ; thus the envelope is

a conic (Art. 150 (11)) which has the line at infinity for a

tangent, i.e. it is a parabola.

158. In theorem I of Art. 150 (Fig. 95) suppose that the

point A lies at infinity, or, in other words, that the pencil A
consists of parallel rays. To the straight line OA, considered as

a ray a' of the pencil (viz. that ray which is parallel to the

rays of the other pencil), corresponds that ray a of the pencil

A which is the tangent at the point A. This ray a may be at

a finite, or it may be at an infinite distance.

In the first case (Fig. 10 1) the straight line at infinity is

a ray^ of the pencil A, and to it corresponds in the pencil

a rayy different from a' and consequently not passing through
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A ; the conic will therefore be a hyperbola (Art, 23) having
A[= aa') and^y for its points at infinity; the straight line a

is one asymptote and /" is parallel to the other.

Ma M)>

Fiff. loi. Fig. I02.

In the second case (Fig. 102) the line at infinity is the

tangent at A to the conic, which is therefore a parabola.

159. If in this same theorem of Art. 150 the points A and
are supposed both to lie at infinity (Fig. 103), the two pro-

jective pencils will each consist of parallel rays ; and since

the conic which these pencils

generate must pass through A and

it is a hyperbola (Art. 23). The

as}Tiiptotes of the hyperbola are

the tangents to the curve at its

infinitely distant points'^; they

will therefore be the rays a and 0'

of the first and second pencil which

correspond to the straight line at

infinity considered as a ray of the

second and first pencil respectively.

By the general theorem of Art. 149, the asymptotes of a

hyperbola are cut by the other tangents in points forming

two projective ranges, in which the points of contact (which

are in this case at infinity) correspond respectively to the point

of intersection Q of the asymptotes. The equation of Arts. 74

and 109 (1), viz.

/J/. 70¥'= constant

becomes therefore in this case

QJf. QJ/'= constant,

Fig. 103.

* Desargues, loc. cit., p. 210. Newton, Pnncipia, lib. i. prop. 27, Scholium.
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M and M' being the points of intersection of any tangent with

the asymptotes. We conclude therefore that

The segments loliicJi are determined hy any tangent to a hyperhola

on the tivo asymptotes {measured from the point of intersection of

the asymptotes^ are such that the rectangle contained ly them is

constant.

This may be stated in a different form as follows :

The triangle formed by any tangent to a hyperhola and the

asymptotes has a constant area ^.

160. Again, let the theorem of Art. 149 be applied to the

case of two fixed parallel tangents which are cut by a variable

tangent in M and M'. In the projective ranges thus generated

the points which correspond respectively to the infinitely

distant point of intersection of the two fixed tangents are

their points of contact ; if these be denoted by J and /'', we
have by Art. 74 the equation

Jif. i 'if'= constant.

Therefore, the segments which a variable tangent to a conic cuts off

from twofixed parallel tangents (measuredfrom the points of contact

of these latter) are such that the rectangle contained by them is

constant f.

* Apollonius, loc. cit., iii. 43.

+ Ibid. iii. 42.



CHAPTER XV.

CONSTEUCTIONS AND EXERCISES.

161. By help of Pascal's and Brianclion's theorems may be
solved the following problems :

Given five tangents a,h', c , ctf, Givenfive points A , B\ C , A',

b, to a conic, to draw from any B on a conic, to find the j^oint of
given j^oint H, lying on one of intersection of the curve with any
these tangents a, another tangent given straight li'ne r drawn through

to the curve (Fig. 104). one of these points A (Fig. 105).

Fig. 104.

If c' be the required tangent,

ab'ca'hc' is a hexagon to which

Brianchon's theorem applies. Let

r be the diagonal connecting one

pair ah' and a'h of opposite ver-

tices, and let q be the diagonal

connecting another such pair ca'

and c'a (where ca is the given

pointer) ; then the diagonal wliich

connects the remaining pair he'

and h'c must pass through the

point qr. If then i) be the straight

Fig. 105.

If C be the required point,

AB'CA'BC is a hexagon to

which Pascal's theorem applies.

Let B be the point of intersection

of one pair AB' and A'B of oppo-

site sides, and let Q be the point

of intersection of another such

pair CA' and r ; then QR must

pass through the point of inter-

section of the remaining pair

BC and B'C. If then PB be

joined, it will cut the given

K 2
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line joining the points qr and fe'c,

the straight line which joins 2>b

to the given point H is the re-

quired tangent.

By assuming different positions

for the point H, all lying on one

of the given tangents, and repeat-

ing in each case the above con-

struction, any desired number of

tangents to the conic may be

drawn.

Brianchon's theorem therefore

serves to construct, by means of its

tangents, the conic which is deter-

mined by five given tangents*.

straight line r in the required

point C.

By assuming different positions

for the given straight Hne r, all

passing through one of the given

points on the conic, and repeating

in each case the above construc-

tion, any desired number of points

on the conic may be found.

Pascal'stheorem therefore serves

to construct, by means of its

points, the conic which is deter-

mined by five given points t.

162. Particular cases of the problem of Art. 161 (right).

I. Suppose the point B to lie at infinity ; the problem then

becomes the following

:

Given four points A , B\ C , A' on a hyperlola and the direction

of one asymptote, to find the second point of intersection C of the

curve with a given straight line r drawn through A (Fig. io6).

Solution. This is deduced from that ofm/
the general problem by taking the point

B to lie at infinity in the given direction.

We draw through ^' a straight line m in

this direction ; if then AB' meets m in B,

and A'C meets r in Q, we join QB meeting

B'C in P, and draw through P a parallel

to m ; this parallel will cut r in the re-

quired point C

.

II. Suppose the point A to lie at in-

finity; the problem is then :

Givenfotir points B', C , A\ B on a hypter-

lola and the direction of one asymptote, to find the point of inter-

section of the curve with a given straight line r draion parallel to

this asymptote (Fig. 107).

Solution. Drawthrough B'a, straight line parallel to the given

direction. If this line meet A'B in B, and if A'C meet r in

* Brianchon, loc. cit., p. 38 ; Poncelet, loc. cit., Art. 209.

t Newton, Principia, prop. 22 ; Maclaubin, De linearum geometricarum pro-

2)netatibus generalibus (London, 1748), § 44.

Fig. 106.
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Q, join QR cutting B'C in P. Then if BP be joined, it will

cut /• in the required point C\
III. Suppose the two points A' and B both to lie at infinity.

The problem then becomes

:

Given three points A , B\ C on a hyperlola and the directions of

loth asymptotes, to jind the second point of intersection of the curve

tvith a given straight line r draivn throiigh A (Fig. io8).

\c

Fig. 107. Fig. 108.

Solution. Through the point Q, where the given straight

line r meets a straight line drawn through C parallel to the

direction of the first asymptote, draw a parallel to AB\ Let

P be the point where this parallel cuts B'C ; then a parallel

through P to the second asymptote will cut r in the required

point C\

IV. If the two points A and B' both lie at infinity, the

problem is :

Given three points C , A\ B of a hyperhola and the directions of

loth asymptotes, to -find the point of

intersection of the curve toith a given

straight line r d.raion parallel to one of

the asymptotes (Fig. 109).

Solution. Through Q, the point of

intersection of r and CA', draw a

parallel to A 'B ; let P be the point

where this parallel meets the straight

line drawn through C parallel to the

other asymptote. Then if BP be

joined, it will cut r in the required point C\
V. If, lastly, the points B', C , A\ B are finite and the

straight line AC' lies at infinity, the problem becomes the

following

:

Fig. 109.
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Fiff. no.

Give^i four points B' , C ^ A', B of a hyperhola and tlie direction

of one asymjitote, to find the direction of the other asymptote

(Fig. no).

Solution. Through the point B, in which A'B meets the

straight line drawn through

B' in the given direction,

draw a parallel to CA' \ let

P be the point where this

parallel cuts B'C. Then if

BB be joined, it will be

parallel to the required di-

rection.

It will be a useful exercise

for the student to deduce the constructions for these particular

cases from the general construction ; in order to do this it is

only necessary to remember that to join a finite point to a

point lying at infinity in a given direction we merely draw
through the former point a parallel to the given direction.

163. Particular cases of the problem of Art. 161 (left).

I. Suppose the point ac' to lie at infinity ; then the problem

becomes the following

:

Given five tangents a ,h', c , a', h to a conic, to draio the tangent

which is parallel to one of them, to a, for example (Fig. in).

Solution, Draw through the point a'c a straight line q
parallel to a; join aV and a'b

by the straight line r, and join

the points qr and h'c by the

straight line 7A Then if through

the point ph a ptirallel be drawn

to a, it will be the required

tangent.

From a given point in the

plane of a conic two tangents

at most can be drawn to the

curve (Art. 23) ; so that from a point lying on a given tangent

only one other tangent can be drawn. If then the conic is a

parabola, it cannot have a pair of parallel tangents. (This

has already been seen in Art. 157 (1).)

II. Suppose the straight line h to lie at infinity; the

problem is then:

.--'^

Fig. III.
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Fig. 112.

Givenfour tangents a,h\c,a! to a parabola, to draw from a given

point H lying on one of them, a, another tangent to the curve (Fig.

112).

Solution. Through the point

alj draw the straight line r

parallel to a'
;
join the points

H and a'c by the straight line

q, and the points qr and Vc by

the straight line/). The straight

line drawn thi-ough II parallel

to p will be the required tan-

gent.

III. If the straight line a

lies at infinity, we have the problem

:

Given four tangents V , c , a\h to a parahola, to draiv the tangent

which is parallel to a given straight line (Fig. 113).

Solution. Through a'h draw

the straight line r parallel to

If, and through a'c draw the

straight line q parallel to the

given direction
;

join the

points qr, h'c by the straight

line p. The straight line

through pib parallel to the

given direction is the tangent

required.

IV. If in problem II the point E assume different positions

on a, or if in III the given straight line assume different

directions, we arrive at the solution of the problem

:

To construct hy means of its tangents the parahola lohich is deter-

mined by foiir given tangents.

Fig. 113.



CHAPTER XVI.

DEDUCTIONS FEOM THE THEOREMS OF PASCAL

AND BRIANCHON.

164, We have already given some propositions and con-

structions (Arts. 161-163) which follow immediately from the

theorems of Pascal and Brianchon, by supposing some of

the elements to pass to infinity. Other corollaries may be

deduced by assuming two of the six points or six tangents to

approach indefinitely near to one another ^.

If AB^ C A'BC^ are six points on a conic, Pascal's theorem

asserts that the pencils A{A'B'CC') and B (A'BVC"), for

example, are projective with one another. To the ray AB of

the fii'st pencil corresponds in the second the tangent at B, so

that we may say that the group of four lines

AA\ AB\AC,AB
is projective with the group

BA', BB\ BC, tangent at B.

But this amounts evidently to saying that the point C, which

was at first taken to have any arbitrary position on the curve,

has come to be indefinitely near to

the point B. Instead then of the

inscribed hexagon we have now the

figure made up of the inscribed

pentagon AB'C A'B and the tan-

gent h at the vertex B (Fig.

114); and Pascal^s theorem be-

comes the following

:

Pig. 114. If a iientagon is inscribed in a conic,

the points of intersection R
, Q of two

2)airs of non-consecutive sides [AB' and A'B, AB and CA'), and the

* Caknot, loc. cit., pp. 455, 456.
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point P toJiere the ffih side {B'C) meets the tangent at the opposite

vertex, are coUinear.

This corollary may also be deduced from the construction (Art. 84,

right) for two projective pencils. Three pairs of corresponding rays

are here given, viz. AA' and BA\ AC and BO, AB' and BB'. We
cut the two pencils by the transversals CA^, C-B' respectively ; if ^
be the point of intersection of A'B and AB', then any pair of corre-

sponding rays of the two pencils must cut the transversals CA', CB'

respectively in two points which are collinear with R. In order

then to obtain that ray of the second pencil which corresponds to

AB, viz. the tangent at B, we join R to the point of intersection Q of

GA' and AB, and join QR meeting CB' in P; then BP is the

required ray h. But this construction agrees exactly with the corol-

lary enunciated above.

165. By help of this corollary the two following problems can be

solved :

(1). Given five 2wints A ,B\ G , A\ B of a conic, to draw the tangent

at one of them B (Fig. 114).

Sohition. Join Q, the point of intersection of AB and GA', to R,

the point of intersection of AB' and A'B ; if P is the point where

QR meets B'G, then BP will be the required tangent *.

Particular cases.

Given four points of a hj^perbola and the direction of one asymptote,

to draw the tangent at one of the given points. (This is obtained

by taking one of the points A , B', G , A' to lie at infinity.)

Given four points of a hyperbola and the direction of one asymptote,

to draw that asymptote. {B at infinity.)

Given three points of a hyjperbola and the directions of both

asymptotes, to draw the tangent at one of the given points. (Two of

the four points A, B', G , A' at infinity.)

Given three points of a hyperbola and the directions of both

asymptotes, to draw one of the asymptotes. (B and one of the other

points at infinity.)

(2). Given four 2>oints A , B , A', G of a conic and the tangent at

one of them B, to construct the conic by j^oints ; for example, tofind

the point of the curve tvhich lies on a given straight line r drawn

through A (Fig. 1 1 4).

Solution. Let R be the point where A'B meets r, and Q the

point where AB meets GA' ; and let QR cut the given tangent in P.

The point jS' where GP cuts the given straight line r will be the one

required.

By supposing one or more of the elements of the figure to lie at

* Macladein, loc. cit., § 40.
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infinity, e. g. one of the points A , A', C ; or two of these points ; or

the point A and the line r ; or the point B ; or the point B and one

of the other points ; or the point B and the given tangent ; we obtain

the following particular cases :

To construct by points a hyperbola, having given

three points of the curve, the tangent at one of these points, and

the direction of one asymptote
;

or : two points, the tangent at one of them, and the directions of

both asj^mptotes
;

or : three points and an asymptote
;

or : two points, one asymptote, and the direction of the other

asymptote.

Given three points of a hyperbola, the tangent at one of them,

and the direction of an asymptote, to find the direction of the other

asymptote.

To construct by points a parabola, having given three points of

the curve (lying at a finite distance) and the direction of the point at

infinity on it.

166. Keturning to the hexagon AB'CA'BC^ inscribed in a

conic, let not only C be taken in-

definitely near to B, but also C
indefinitely near to B\ The figure

will then be tha.t of an inscribed

quadrangle AB^A'B together with the

tangents at ^.and B' (Fig. 115)^ and

Pascal's theorem becomes the foliow-

If a quadrangle is inscribed in a

conic, the j^oints of intersection of the

two ][)airs of opposite sides, and the point

of intersection of the tangents at a pair

of opposite vertices, are three collinear

Fig- 1 1 5- points.

Tliis property coincides with one already obtained elsewhere (Art.

85, right). For considering the projective pencils of wliich BA and B'A,

BA' and B'A', ... are corresponding rays, it is seen that the straight

line wliich joins the point of intersection Q of BA and B'A' to the

point of intersection R Qi B'A and BA' must pass through the point

of intersection P of the rays which corresjDond in the two pencils

respectively to the straight line joining their centres B and B'.

167. By help of tlie foregoing corollary the following problems can

be solved :
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(1). Given four 2)oinis A ,B',A\B of a conic and the tangent BP
at one of them B, to draw the tangent at another of the 2^oi7its B'
(Fig. 115)-

Solution. Let AB and A'B' meet in Q, and AB' and A'B in R;
and let QR meet the given tangent in P. Then B'P will be the

required tangent *.

By supposing one of the given points, or the given tangent, to

lie at infinity, the solutions of the following particular cases are

obtained :

To draw the tangent at a given point of a hyperbola, having given

in addition two other points on the curve, the tangent at one of them,

and the direction of one asymptote ; or, one other point, the tangent

at this, and the directions of both asymptotes ; or, one other point,

one asymptote, and the direction of the other asymptote.

To draw the asymptote of a hyperbola when its direction is known,

having given in addition three points on the curve and the tangent at

one of them ; or, two points on the curve, the tangent at one of them,

and the direction of the second asymptote ; or, two points on the

curve and the second asymptote.

To draw the tangent at a given point of a parabola, having given

two other finite points on the curve, and the direction of the point at

infinity on it.

(2). To construct a conic by jwints, having given three 2)oints A ,B,B'
on the curve and the tangents BP , B'P at two of them ; i. e. to

determine, for example, the point J.' in which an arbitrary straight

line r drawn through B is cut by the conic (Fig. ii6).

Solution. Join the point of intersection P of the given tangents

to the point R where r cuts AB' ; and let
^ p u

PR cut AB in Q. If B 'Q be joined, it will

cut r in the required point A\
By supposing one of the points A , B , B'

or one of the lines BP , B'P, r to lie at

infinity, we shall obtain the solutions of

the following particular cases :

To construct by points a hyperbola,

having given two points on the curve, the

tangents at these, and the direction of one

asymptote ; or, one point on the curve, -p. ^

the tangent there, one asymptote and the

direction of the second asymptote ; or, one point on the curve and

both asymptotes.

To construct by points a parabola, having given two points on the

* Maclaukin, he. cit., § 38.
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curve, the tangent at one of them, and the direction of the point at

infinity on the curve,

168. The tangents at the other vertices A and A' of the

quadrangle ABA'B' [Y\g. 1 1 6) will also intersect on the straight

line joining the points {AB, A^B') and {AB\ A'B). Hence the

theorem of Art. 166 may be enunciated in the following, its

complete form

:

If a quadrangle is inscribed in a conic, the j^oints of intersection

of the tivo pairs of ojiposite sides, and the jpoints of intersection of

the tangents at the two pairs of opposite vertices, arefour collinear

points.

If two opposite vertices of the quadrangle be taken to lie at

infinity, this becomes the following

:

If on a chord of a hyperbola, as diagonal, a parallelogram be

constructed so as to have its sides parallel to the asjTnptotes, the

other diagonal will pass through the point of intersection of the

asymptotes.

169. Theorem. The complete quadrilateral formed^ hy four

tangents to a conic, and the complete quadrangleformed hy theirfour

points of contact, have the same diagonal triangle.

In the last two figures write C , I) , E , G in place of

Fig. 117.

^', ^',i2, Q respectively. In the inscribed quadrangle ^^Ci/
(Fig. 117) the point of intersection of the tangents at A and C,
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that of the tangents at B and D, the point of intersection of the

sidesAB , BC, and that of the sides AB ,CB all lie on one straight

line SG. If the same points A,B,C,B are taken in a different

order, two other inscribed quadrangles ACBB and ACBB are

obtained, to each of which the theorem of Art. 168 may be

applied. Taking the quadrangle ACBB, it is seen that the

point of intersection of the tangents at A and B, that of the

tangents at C and B, the point of intersection of the sides

AB , CB, and that of the sides AC , BB all lie on one straight

line FG. So too the quadrangle ACBB gives four points

lying on one straight line BF; viz. the points of intersection

of the tangents at A and B, of the tangents at C and B, of the

sides AB , CB, and of the sides AC , BB^.
The three straight lines EG , GF, FE thus obtained are the

sides of the diagonal triangle EFG (Art. 36, [2] ) of the complete

quadrangle whose vertices are the points A,B,C,B; and

since the same straight lines contain also the points in which

intersect two and two the tangents a ,h , c , d ^i these points,

they are also the diagonals of the complete quadrilateral

formed by these four tangents. The theorem is therefore

proved.

170. In the complete quadrilateral ahcd the diagonal f,

whose extremities are the points ac , hd, cuts the other two

diagonals g and e vo. E and G respectively ; these two points

are therefore harmonically conjugate with regard to ac and hd

(Art. 56). The correlative theorem is : The two opposite sides

of the complete quadrangle ABCB which meet in i^are har-

monically conjugate with regard to the straight lines which

connect i^ with the two other diagonal points E and G (Art. 57).

Summing up the preceding, we may enunciate the following

proposition (Fig. 117):

If at the vertices of a (simple) quadrangle ABCB, inscribed i?i a

conic, tangents a,b,c,d he drawn, so as toform a (simple) quadrila-

teral circumscrihed to the conic, then this quadrilateral possesses the

following properties loith regard to the quadrangle: (i)the diagonals

of the two pass through one point (F) and form a harmonic pencil

;

(2) the points of intersection of the pairs of opposite sides of the tioo

lie on one straight line (EG) and form a harmonic range ; (3) the

1 * Maclaukin, loc. cit., § 50 ; Carnot, loc. cit., pp. 453, 454.
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diagonals of the quadrilateral pass through the points of intersection

of the pairs of opposite sides of the quadrangle *,

171. By help of the theorem of Art. 169, when we are given four

tangents a ,h ,c ,d io a conic and the point of contact A of one of

them, we can at once find the points of contact of the three others

;

and when we are given four points A , B,C, D on a conic and the

tangent a at one of them, we can draw the tangents at the three

cthei- points t.

Solution. Draw the diagonal

triangle EFG of the complete

quadrilateral ahcd ; then AG,

AF, AE will cut &, c, cZ respec-

tively in the required points of

contact B,C,D.

Draw the diagonal triangle

EFG of the complete quadrangle

ABCD] then the straight lines

joining ag , af,ae to B,C,D re-

spectively will be the required

tangents.

172. The theorem of Art. 169 may be enunciated with re-

gard to the (simple) quadrilateral formed by the four straight

lines a, ^, c, </; it then takes the following form, under which

it is seen to be already included in the theorem of Art. 170 |

:

In a quadrilateral circumscribed to a conic, the straight lines

which join the ptoints of contact of the pairs of opposite sides pass

through the point of ifitersection of the diagonals (Fig. ii8).

This projDerty coincides with one already proved with regard

to two projective ranges (Art. 85, left). For

consider the projective ranges on a and c as

bases, in which ab and cb, ad and cd,... are

corresponding points ; the straight lines which

connect the pairs of points ab and cd, cb and

ad respectively, must intersect on the straight

line which connects the points corresponding

in the two ranges respectively to ac ; but this

is the straight line joining the points of contact

of a and c.

If the conic is a hyperbola, and we consider

Fig. 1 1 8. the quadrilateral which is formed by the asymp-

totes and any pair of tangents, the foregoing

theorem expresses that the diagonals of such a quadrilateral are

parallel to the chord which joins the points of contact of the two

tangents §.

* Chasles, Sections cmiiques, Ai-t. 121.

+ Macladkin, loc. cit., §§ 38, 39.

X Newton, loc. cit., Cor. ii. to lemma xxiv.

§ Apollonius, loc. cit; iii. 44.
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173. The tlieoi'em of Art. 172 gives the solution of the problem :

To construct a conic by tangents, having given three tangents a,b,c

and the points of coiitact A and C of two of them; to draw, for

example, through a given point H lying on a a second tangent to the

curve (Fig. ii8).

Solution. Join the point ab to the point of intersection of ^C and

n(hc) ; the joining line will meet c in a point which when joined to

H gives the required tangent d.

If one of the points ^ , C or one of the given tangents be supposed

to lie at infinity, the solution of the following particular cases is

obtained

:

To construct by tangents a hyperbola, having given one asjonptote,

two tangents to the curve, and the point of contact of one of them
;

or, both asymptotes and one tangent.

To construct by tangents a parabola, having given the point at

infinity on the curve, two tangents, and the point of contact of one of

them ; or, two tangents and the points of contact of both.

Given four tangents to a conic and the point of contact of one of

them, to find the points of contact of the others.

174. If in Pascal's theorem the points A, 'B',C' be taken to lie

indefinitely near io A , B , C xo.- e

speetively, the figure becomes \vyn
that of an inscribed triangle

l<rK.''''/

ABC together with the tangents
y'^^^^^^^^HK

at its vertices (Fig. 119); and /'^^^^^oMTvV
the theorem reduces to the / """^^L. \\
^ 11 • / A^^--^loilowmg

:

/ / ^^~\q

In a trianffle inscribed in a conic, \ / \
the ta7igents at the vertices meet the V__^^^
respectively opposite sides in three ^i&- ^^9-

collinear points.

175. This gives the solution of the problem :

Given three points A, B,C of a conic and the tangents at two of

them A and B, to draw the tangent at the third point C (Fig. 119).

Solution. Let P, ^ be the points where the given tangents at

A , B cut BC , CA respectively ; if PQ cut AB in R, then CR is the

tangent required.

The following are particular cases :

Given two points on a hyperbola, the tangents at these points,

and the direction of one asymptote, to construct the asymptote

itself.

Given one asymptote of a hyperbola, one point on the curve, the
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tangent at this point, and the direction of the second asymptote, to

construct this second asjniiptote.

Given both asymptotes of a hyperbola and one point on the curve,

to draw the tangent at this point.

(From the solution of this problem, it follows that the segment

determined on any tangent by the asymptotes is bisected at the point

of contact).

Given two jioints on a parabola, the direction of the point at

infinity on the curve, and the tangent at one of the given points, to

draw the tangent at the other given point.

176. The inscribed triangle ABC and the triangle DBF
formed by the tangents (Fig. 119) possess the property that

their respective sides BC and BF, CA and FD, AB and BE in-

tersect in pairs in three coUinear points. The triangles are

therefore homological, and consequently (Art. 1 8) the straight

lines AB ,BB , Ci^ which connect their respective vertices pass

through one point 0. Thus we have the proposition

:

Bi a triangle circumscribed to a conic, the straigJit lines whichjoin

the vertices to the jpoints of contact of the resjjectivelf/ opjiosite sides

are concurrent.

m. By help of tliis proposition the following problem can be

solved :

Given three tangents to a conic and the jpoints of contact of tioo of

them, to determine the point of contact of the third.

Solution. Let DBF (Fig, 119) be the triangle formed by the

three tangents, and let A,B be the points of contact of EF , FD re-

spectively. If AD and BE intersect in 0, then FO Avill cut the

tangent DE in the required point of contact C.

Particular cases.

Given one asymptote of a hyperbola, two tangents, and the point

of contact of one of them, to determine the point of contact of the

other.

Given both asymptotes of a hyperbola, and one tangent, to deter-

mine the point of contact of the latter.

Given two tangents to a parabola and their points of contact, to

determine the direction of the point at infinity on the curve.

Given two tangents to a parabola, the point of contact of one of

them, and the direction of the point at infinity on the curve, to deter-

mine the point of contact of the other given tangent.

178. As a particular case of the theorem of Art. 176, consider a

parabola and the circumscribing triangle formed by the tangents at

any two points A,B, and the straight line at infinity, which is also
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Fig. 1 20.

a tangent. If the tangents at A and B meet in C (Fig. 120), the

straight line joining C to the middle point I) of the chord AB will be
parallel to the direction in

which lies the point at infinity

on the curve.

Again, if any point M be

taken on AB, and parallels

MP , MQ be drawn to BC , AO
respectively to meet AC , BO
in P, Q ; and if MP be drawn

parallel to DC to meet PQ in

E ; then PQ will be a tangent

to the parabola, and R its point of contact.

179. Just as from Pascal's theorem a series of special

theorems have been derived, relating to the inscribed pen-

tagon, quadrangle, and triangle, so also from Brianchon's

theorem can be deduced a series of correlative theorems re-

lating to the circumscribed pentagon, quadiilateral, and

triangle.

Suppose e.ff. that two of the six tangents a,b\c,a\b,c^ which

form the circumscribed hexagon (Art. 153, left), li and c' for

example, lie indefinitely near to one another. Since a tangent

intersects a tangent indefinitely

near to it in its point of contact

(Arts. 146, 149), the hexagon will

be replaced by the figure made up

of the circumscribed pentagon

aVca'h together with the point of

contact of the side h (Fig. 121).

Brianchon's theorem will then become the following

:

If a pentagon is circumscribed to a conic, the two diagonals lohich

cotmect any two pairs of ojoposite vertices, and the straight line join-

ing thefifth vertex to the point of cofitact of the opposite side, meet

iti the same point.

This theorem expresses a property of projective ranges which has

already (Art. 85, left) been noticed.

For consider the two projective ranges determined by the other

tangents on a and b as bases. Three pairs of corresponding points

are given, viz. those determined by a', b\ and c. Project the first

range from the point ca' and the second from cb' ; this gives two

pencils in perspective of which corresponding pairs of rays intersect

Fisr. 121.
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on the straight line r which joins the points ah', ha. In order

then to obtain that point of the second range which corresponds to

the point ah of the first, viz. the point of contact of the tangent h, we
draw the straight line q wliich joins the points ca' and ah, and then

the straight line p which joins cV and qr ; then jdS is the point

required. But this construction agrees exactly with the theorem in

question.

180. By means of the property of the circumscribed j)entagon

just established the following problems can be solved :

(1). Given Jive tangents to a conic, to determine the point of contact

of any one of them *.

Particular case. Given four tangents to a parabola, to determine

their points of contact, and also the direction of the point at infinity

on the curve.

(2). To construct hy tangents a conic, having given four tangents

and the point of contact of one of them.

Particular cases.

To construct by tangents a hyperbola of which three tangents and

one asym^jtote are given.

To construct by tangents a parabola, having given thi'ee tangents

and the direction of the point at infinity on the curve ; or three

tangents and the point of contact of one of them.

181. The corollaries of Brianchon's" theorem which relate to the

circumscribed quadrilateral and triangle have already been given

(they are the propositions of Arts. 172 and 176) ; they are correlative

to the theorems of Arts. 166 and 174, just as those of Arts. 164 and

179 are correlative to one another.

It will be a very useful exercise for the student to solve for himself

the problems enunciated in the present chapter : the constructions all

depend ujDon two fundamental ones, correlative to one another, and

following immediately from Pascal's and Brianchon's theorems.

182. The corollaries to the theorems of Pascal and Brianchon show

that just as a conic is uniquely determined by five points or five

tangents, so also it is uniquely determined by four points and the

tangent at one of them, by four tangents and the point of contact of

one of them, by three points and the tangents at two of them, or

by three tangents and the points of contact of two of them. It

follows that

(1). An infinite number of conies can be drawn to pass through

three given points and to touch a given straight line at one of these

points ; or to pass through two given points and to touch at them

two given straight lines ; but no iwo of these conies can have another

point in common.

* Maclaurin, he. cit., § 41.
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(2). An infinite number of conies can be drawn to toucb a given

straiglit line at a given point, and to touch two other given straight

lines ; or to touch two given straight lines at two given points ; but

no two of these conies can have another tangent in common.

If then two conies touch a given straight line at the same i^oint

{i.e. if the conies touch one another at this jDoint), they cannot have

in addition more than two common tangents or two common points
;

and if two conies touch two given straight lines at two given points

{i.e. if two conies touch one another at two points) they cannot have

any other common point or tangent.

Thus if two conies touch a straight line a at a point A, this point

is equivalent to two points of intersection, and the straight line a is

equivalent to two common tangents.

L 2



CHAPTER XVII.

DESAEGUES THEOREM.

183. Theorem. Any transversal

rvhatever meets a conic and the op-

posite sides of an inscribed quad-

rangle in three conjugate pairs of

jioints of an involution.

This is known as Desaegues'

theorem *.

Let QRST (Fig. 122) be a

quadrangle inscribed in a conic,

Correlative Theorem. The

tangentsfrom an arbitrary point to

a co7iic and the straight lines which

join the sa7ne point to the opposite

vertices ofany circumscribed quad-

rilateralform three conjugate pairs

of rays of an involution.

Let qrst (Fig. 123) be a quad-

rilateral circumscribed about a

Fig. 122. Fig. 123.

and let s be any transversal cut- conic ; from any point S let

ting the conic in P and P', and tangents p, p' be drawn to the

the sides QiT, ^>S', (^R, ^AS'of the conic, and let the straight lines

* Desabgdes, loc. cit., pp. 171, 176.
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quadrangle 'wi A , A', B , B' re-

spectively.

The two pencils which join

the points P, R, P', T oi the

conic to Q and S respectively are

projective with one another (Art.

149), and the same is therefore

time of the groups of points in

which these pencils are cut by

the transversal. That is, the

group of points PBP'A is pro-

jective with the group PA'P'B',
and therefore (Art. 45) with

P'B'PA'; consequently (Art.

123) the three pairs of points

PP\ AA\ BB'
are in involution.

184. This theorem, like that

of Pascal (Art. 153, right), enables

us to construct by points a conic

of which five points P, Q , R, S, T
are given. For if (Fig. 122) an

arbitrary transversal s be drawn

through P, cutting QT , RS, QR,
TS inA,A',B,B' respectively

;

and if (as in Art. 134) the point

P'' be found, conjugate to P in

the involution determined by the

pairs of points A, A' and5, B'
;

then will P' be another point on

the conic to be constructed.

185. The pair of points C, C
in which the transversal cuts the

diagonals ^^S* and RT of the

inscribed quadrangle belong also

(Art. 131, left) to the involution

determined by the points A, A'

and B, B'

.

Moreover, since the points

A^ A' and B, B' suffice to deter-

mine the involution, the jDoints

a, a',h,h' be drawn which join

S to the vertices qt, rs, qr, ts of

the quadrilateral respectively.

The two groups of points in

which q and s are cut by the

tangents j(?, r, p', t are pro-

jective with one another (Art.

149), and the same is therefore

true of the pencils formed by

joining these points to ^S*. That

is, the group of rays jsJ^/a is

projective with the group^a'j9'6',

and therefore (Art. 45) with

p^ViKi' \ consequently (Art. 123)

the three pairs of rays

j)l)\ aaf, by
are in involution.

This theorem, like that of

Brianchon (Art. 153, left), en-

ables us to construct by tangents

a conic of which five tangents

2), q, r, s, t are given. For if

(Fig. 123) an arbitrary point S
be taken on 2>, and tliis point be

joined to the points qt, rs, qr, ts

respectively by the rays a,a',h,h';

and if (Art. 134) the ray p' be

constructed, conjugate to 2^ in tbe

involution determined by the pairs

of rays a, a' and h, h' ; then will

/>' be another tangent to the conic

to be constructed.

The pair of rays c , c' which

connect S with the points of

intersection qs and rt of the

opposite sides of the circum-

scribed quadrilateral belong also

(Art. 131, right) to the involu-

tion determined by the rays a, a'

and h,h'.

Moreover, since the rays a, a'

and 6, h' suffice to determine the

involution, the rays p, p>' ^^'^ *
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P, P' are a conjugate pair of

this involution for everj^ conic,

whatever be its nature, which

circumscribes the quadrangle

QRST.
Thus :

Any transversal meets the conies

circumscribed about a given quad-

rangle in 2)airs of 2)oints forming

a,7i involution.

If the involution has double

points, each of these is equivalent

to two points of intersection P
and P' Ij^ing indefinitely near to

one another ; and will therefore

be the point of contact of the

transversal with some conic cir-

cumscribing the quadrangle.

There are therefore either two

conies which pass through four

given poiuts Q, R, S, T and

touch a given straight line s

(not passing through any of the

given points), or there is no

conic which satisfies these con-

ditions, '";•

186. If, from among the six

points AA', BB\ PP' of an

involution, five are given, the

sixth is determined (Art. 134). If

then in Fig. 122 it is suj)posed

that the conic is given, and that

the quadrangle varies in such a

way that the points A, A', B
remain fixed, then also the

point B^ will remain invariable
;

consequently :

Jf a variable quadrangle move

in such a way as to remain

always inscribed in a given conic,

while three of its sides turn each

round one of three fixed collinear

points, then the fourth side will

turn round a fourth fixed point,

conjugate pair of this involution

for every conic, whatever be its

nature, which is inscribed in the

quadrilateral qrst.

Thus :

The 2^(^i^s of tangents drawn

from any point to the conies

inscribed in a given quadrilateral

form an involution.

If the involution has double

rays, each of these is equivalent

to two tangents p and />' lying

indefinitely near to one another
;

and will therefore be the tangent

at aS* to some conic inscribed in

the quadrilateral.

There are therefore either two

conies which touch four given

straight lines q, r, s, t and pass

through a given point S (not

lying on any of the given lines),

or there is no conic which satis-

fies these conditions.

If, from among the six rays

aa', bb\ pp' of an involution,

five are given, the sixth is deter-

mined (Art. 134). If then in

Fig. 123 it is supposed that the

conic is given, and that the

quadrilateral varies in such a

way that the rays a, a',b remain

fixed, then also the ray b' will

remain invariable ; consequently :

If a varicd)le quadrilateral move

in such a way as to remain alvxiys

circumscribed to a given conic,

while three of its vertices slide

each cdong one of three fixed con-

current straight lines, then the

fourth vertex will slide along a
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collinear loitli the three given fourth fixed straight line, concur-

ones. rent with the three given ones.

187. The theorem of the preceding Art. (left) may be ex-

tended to the case of any inscribed polygon having an even

number of sides. Suppose such a polygon to have 2 n sides,

and to move in such a way that in—i of these pass respec-

tively through as many fixed points all lying on a straight

line s (Fig. 124). Draw the

diagonals connecting the

first of its vertices with the

^th^ 5th^ gti^,
... 2{n- if^

vertex, thus dividing the

polygon into u — 1 simple

quadrangles. In the first

of these quadrangles the first

three sides (which are the

first three sides of the polygon) pass respectively through

three fixed points on s ; therefore also the fourth side (which is

the first diagonal ofthe polygon) will pass through a fixed point

on s. In the second quadrangle the first three sides (the first

diagonal and the fourth and fifth side of the polygon) pass re-

spectively through three fixed points on s ; therefore the

fourth side (the second diagonal of the polygon) will pass

through a fixed point on s. Continuing in the same manner,

we arrive at the last quadrangle and find that the fourth side

of this (i.e. the 2?^"' side of the polygon) passes through a

fixed point on s. We may therefore enunciate the general

theorem

:

If a variable polygon of an even numler of sides move in snch a

way as to remain always inscribed i7i a given conic, 2vhile all its sides

but one pass respectively throngh as many fxed points lying on'

a

straight line, then the last side also will pass through a fxed point

collinear with the others *.

If tangents can be drawn to the conic from the fixed point

round which the last side turns, and if each of these tangents

is considered as a position of the last side, the two vertices

which lie on this side will coincide and the polygon will have

only 2 w— I vertices. The point of contact of each of the two

* PoNCELET, loc. cit., Art. 513.
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tangents will therefore be one position of one of the vertices

of a polygon of 2n—i sides inscribed in the conic so that its

sides pass respectively through the 2n — \ given collinear

points.

188. The solution of the correlative theorem is left as an

exercise to the student ; the enunciation is as follows

:

If a variable polygon of an even numher {in) of sides moves so as to

remain always circumscribed to a given conic, wJiile all its vertices

but one slide along as many fixed

straight lines radiatingfrom a centre,

then the last vertex also ivill slide

along a fixed straight line passing

through the same centre (Fig.

135).

If the straight line on which

this last vertex slides cut the

conic in two points, and if the

tangents at these be drawn, each

of them will be one position of

a side of a polygon of in — \

sides circumscribed about the

Fig. 125.
conic so that its vertices lie each

on one of the in —1 given con-

current straight lines.

189. If in Fig. 122 it be sup-

posed that the points S and T lie

indefinitely near to one another on

the conic, or in other words that

ST is the tangent at S, then the

quadrangle QRST reduces to the

inscribed triangle QRS and the

tangent at S (Fig. 126), so that

Desargues' theorem becomes the

following

:

If a triangle QBS is inscrihed

in a conic, and if a transversal s

meet two of its sides in A and A'

,

the third side and the tangent at

the opposite vertex in B and B\
and the conic itself in P and P'

,

If in Fig. 123 the tangents

s and t be supposed to lie indefi-

nitely near to one another, so that

St becomes the point of contact of

the tangent s, then the quadri-

lateral qrst reduces to the circum-

scribed triangle qrs and the point

of contact of s (Fig. 127), so that

the theorem correlative to that of

Desargues becomes the following :

If a triangle C[rs is circum-

scribed about a conic, and iffrom
any point S there be drawn the

straight lines a, a' to two of its

vertices, the straight lines b,b' to

the third vertex and the j)oint of
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these three pairs of points are in contact of the opi^osite side, and

involution.

190. This theorem gives a

solution of the problem : Givenfive

Fig. 126.

2)oints P,P',Q, R , S on a conic,

to dravj the tangent at any one of

them S.

For if^,^',5 {Fig. 126) are the

points in which the straight line

PP'cuts the straight YmesQS,SR,

RQ resj)ectively, we construct (as

in Art. 1 34) the point5 'conjugate

to B in the involution determined

by the two pairs of points A , A^

and P,P'; then B'S will be the

required tangent.

191. If in Fig. 126 it be now
supposed in addition that the

points Q and R also lie inde-

finitely near to one another on

the conic, i. e. that QR is the

tangent at Q, then the inscribed

quadrangle QRST is replaced by

the two tangents at Q and S and

their chord of contact ^*S' counted

twice (Fig. 128).

Since the straight lines QT,

RS now coincide, A and A' will

the tangents p, pi' to the conic,

then these three j^airs of rays are

in involution.

This theorem gives a solution of

the problem : Given Jive tangents

Fig. 127.

p, p\q, r, s to a conic, tofind the

2)oint of contact of any one of

them s.

For if a , a', 6 (Fig. 1 2 7 ) are the

rays joining the point 2^P^ to the

points qs,sr,rq respectively, we
construct (as in Art. 134) the ray

b^ conjugate to b in the involu-

tion determined by the two pairs

of rays a, a' and jo ,//; then b^s

will be the required point of con-

tact.

If in Fig. 1 2 7 it be now sup-

posed in addition that the tan-

gents q and r lie indefinitely near

to one another, i.e. tliat qr is the

point of contact of the tangent q,

then the circumscribed quadri-

lateral qrst is replaced by the

points of contact of the tangents

q and s and the point of intersec-

tion qs of these tangents counted

twice (Fig. 129).

Since the points qt, rs now co-

incide in a single point qs, the
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also coincide in one point, wliich

is consequently one of the double

points of the involution detei'-

mined by the pairs of conjugate

rays a and a' will also coincide

in a single ray a, which is conse-

quently one of the double rays of

the involution determined by the

Fig. 128.

points P, P' and B, B'. In this

case, then, Desargues' theorem

becomes the following :

If a transversal cut ttvo tan-

fjents to a conic in B and B', their

chord of contact in A, and the

conic itself in P and P' , then the

jpoint A is a double point of the

involution determined by the j)airs

of points P, P' and B, B'.

Or, differently stated :

If a variable conic 2)ass through

two given points P and P' and

touch, tivo given straight lines, the

chord which joins the points of

contact of these two straight lines

will always pass through a fixed

point on PP'.

If the tangents QU, SU vary

at the same time with the conic,

while the points P,P',B,B' re-

main fixed, the chord of contact

J^ig. 129.

pairs of conjugate rays 2^, p' a^nd

b , 6'. The theorem correlative to

that of Desargues then becomes

the following

:

If a given point S be joined to

two points on a conic by the

straight lines b, b\ and to the

2)oint of intersection of the tan-

gents at these 2>oints by the straight

line a ; and if from the same

2)oint S there be draion the two tan-

gents p 5 ^/ to the conic ; then a is

a double ray of the involution de-

termined by the pairs of rays p,2>'

and b, b'.

Or, differently stated

:

If a variable conic touch two

given straight lines p and p' and

2')ass through two given 2}oints, the

tangents at these two 2>oints will

always intersect on a straight line

2Kissing through pp/

.

If the points of contact of q and

s vary at the same time with the

conic, wliile the straight lines

jpjf/, b, b' remain fixed, the point
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QS must still always pass through

one or other of the double points

of the involution determined by

the pairs of points P, P ' and B ,B\
If then fourcollinear points P, P'

,

B , B' are given and any conic is

drawn through P and P', and

then the pairs of tangents from

B and 5' to this conic ; then if

each tangent from B is taken to-

gether with each tangent from

B ', four chords of contact will be

obtained, which intersect one

another two and two in the double

points ofthe involution determined

by P, P' andB^B'*.

192. From the theorem of the

last Article (left) is derived a

solution of the problem : Given

four 2)omts P, P', Q, S on a conic

and the tangent at one of them Q,

to draio the tangent at any other

of the given points S (Fig. 128).

For ii A, B are the points in

wdiich PP' cuts ^aS* and the given

tangent respectively, and we con-

stnict the point B^ conjugate to

B in the involution determined

by the pair of points P, P' and

the double point A ; then the

straight line SB' will be the tan-

gent required.

of intersection qs must still always

lie on one or other of the double

rays of the involution determined

by the pairs of rays /; , j) and h , h'

.

If then four concurrent straight

lines 'p
, i)\ h , V are given and any

conic is drawn touching p and i)\

and then the two pairs of tan-

gents to this conic at the points

where it is cut by h and h'

\

then if the tangents at the two

points on h are combined with

the tangents at the two points on

y, each with each, four points of

intersection will be obtained,

which lie two and two on the

double rays of the involution de-

termined by f , j/ and b , b'.

From the theorem of the last

Article (right) is derived a solu-

tion of the problem : driven four

tangents j) , ^^'j q, s to a conic and

the 2>oint of contact of one of them

q, to determhie tlie j^oint of contact

of any other of the given tangents

s (Fig. 129).

For if «, b are the rays which

connect j)})' with qs and with the

given point of contact respec-

tively, and we construct the ray

b' conjugate to b in the involu-

tion determined by the pair of

rays 2) ,
p' and the double ray a

;

then sV will be the required

point of contact.

193. Consider again the theorem of Art. 191 ; and suppose that

the conic is a hyperbola, and that its asymptotes are the tangents

given (Fig. 130). The chord of contact Q^S lies in this case entirely

at infinity; so that the involution {PP\ BB', ...) has one double

point at infinity, and therefore (Arts. 59, 125) the other double point

* BRIANCHON, loc. Cl<.,pp. 20, 21.
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is the common point of bisection of the segments PP'', BB\ ... We
conclude that

:

If a hyperbola and its asymptotes he cut by a transversal, the seg-

ments intercepted by the curve and by the asymptotes respectively have

the same middle 2)oint.

Fig. 130.

From this it follows that

PB = B'P' and PB' = BP' *,

which gives a rule for the construction of a hyperbola when the two

asymptotes and a point on the curve are given t.

194. Consider once more the Consider once more the theorem

theorem of Art. 191 (left), and of Ai't. 191 (right), and suppose

suppose now that the points P
and P^ are indefinitely near to one

another, i. e. let the transversal

be a tangent to the conic (Fig.

131). Its point of contact P will

now that the tangents _p and ^>'' lie

indefinitely near to one another,

i.e. let the point S lie on the

conic itself (Fig. 132). The tan-

gent to the conic at aS' will be the

131-

be the second double point of the

involution determined by the pair

of points B, B' and the double

points ; consequently (Art. 125)

P and A are harmonic conjugates

Fig. 132.

second double ray of the involu-

tion determined by the pair of

rays h , V and the double ray a
;

consequently (Art. 125) p and a

are harmonic conjugates with re-

* Apollonius, loc. cit., ii. S, 16.

t Ibid., ii. 4.
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with regard to B and B' ; and

we conclude that

:

In a triangle UBB' circum-

scribed to a conic, any side BB'

is divided harmonically by its

23oint of contact P and the j^oint

where it meets the chord QSjoining
the 2foints of contact of the other

tivo sides.

195. From A a second tangent

can be drawn to the conic ; let its

point of contact be 0. Since the

four points F,A,B,B^, which have

been shown to be harmonic, are

respectively the point of contact

of the tangent AB, and the three

points where this tangent cuts

three other tangents OA
,
QB, SB'

respectively, it follows that the

tangents AB, OA, QB, SB' will

be cut by every other tangent in

four harmonic points (Art. 149);

i. e. they are four harmonic tan-

gents (Art. 151). And since the

chord of contact QS of the con-

jugate tangents QB , SB' passes

through A the point of intersec-

tion of the tangents at P and 0,

we have the theorem :

If the chord of contact of one

2)air of tangents to a conic pass

throvgh the 2)oint of intersection of

another pair oftangents, then each

2)air is harmonically conjugate

with regard to the other.

And conversely

:

If four tangents to a conic are

harmojiic, the chord of contact of

each 2>ai'>' of conjugate tangents

2)asses through the 2^oint of inter-

section of the other 2)nir.

gard to b and b'; and we con-

clude that

:

In a triangle ubb' inscribed in

a conic, any tivo sides b and b'

are harmonic conjugates luith re-

gard to the tangent p at the vertex

in which they meet and the straight

line joining this vertex to the point

of intersection of the tangents q

and s at the other two vertices.

The straight line a cuts the

conic in a second point ; let the

tangent at this be o. Since the

four rays p , a , 6 ,
6', which have

been shown to be harmonic, are

respectively the tangent at S, and

the straight lines which join S to

three other points on the conic

(the points of contact oi o ,q, and

s) it follows that the straight

lines connecting these four points

with any other point on the conic

will form a harmonic pencil (Art.

149); i.e. the four points are

harmonic (Art. 151). And since

the point of intersection of the

tangents q and s lies on the chord

of contact of the tangents 2^ and o,

we have the theorem :

If the point of intersection of

the tangents at one 2)air ofpoints

on a conic lie on the chord join-

ing another such pair of 2>oints,

then each 2^«-i'>' is harmonically

conjugate with regard to the other.

And conversely

:

If four points on a conic are

harmonic, the 2>oint of intersection

of the tangents at each pair of con-

jugate 2^oints lies on the chord

joining the other 2)air.

196. These two correlative propositions can be combined into one
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by virtue of the proioerty ali^ady established (Arts. 148, 149) that

the tangents at four hai^monic points on a conic are themselves har-

monic, and conversely. We may then enunciate as follows :

If a pair of tangents to a conic meet in a j^oint lying on the chord

of contact of another ^;air, then also the second 2>(f'i'>' will meet in a

2)oint lying on the chord of cmitact of the first ; and the four tangents

{and likewise their points of contact) loill form a harmonic system*.

Thus in Fig. 131 QS passes through A , the point of intersection of

FA and OA, and similarly OP passes through U, the point of inter-

section of QB and /SB^; and the pencil U {QSPA) is harmonic, and

likewise the pencil A {OFQ U).

In Fig. 132 the point qs lies on a, the chord of contact of and ^j,

and similarly the point o^j lies on the straight line u which joins the

points of contact of q and s ; and the range u (qsap) is harmonic, and

the range a {o2)qu) also.

197. Example. Suppose the conic to be a hyperbola (Fig. 133).

Its asymptotes are a pair of tangents whose

chord of contact ^.S* is the straight line at

infinity ; consequently the chord joining the

points of contact of a pair of parallel tangents

will pass through the point of intersection U
of the asymj)totes ; and conversely, if through

U a transversal be drawn, the tangents at the

points P and 0, where it cuts the curve, will

Fig. 133. be parallel. The point U will He midway

between P and 0, since in general UYPO
(Fig. 131) is a harmonic range, and in this case V lies at in-

finity.

Any tangent to the curve cuts the asymptotes in two points B and

B' which are harmonically conjugate with regard to the point of con-

tact P and the point where the tangent meets the chord of contact of

the asymptotes; but this last lies at infinity; therefore P is the

middle point of BB\ Thus

The part of a tangent to a hyp)er})ola which is intercepted betiveen

the asymptotes is bisected at its point of contact t.

This proposition is a particular case of that of Art. 193.

198. Theoeem %. If a quadrangle is inscribed in a conic, the

rectangle contained by the distances of any 2>oint on the curve from

* De la Hire, he. cit., book i. prop. 30. Steinee, loc cit., p. 159, § 43; Collected

Works, vol. i. p. 346.

+ Apollonius, loc. cit., ii. 319.

J To this Chasles has given the name of Pappus' theorem, since it corresponds

to the celebrated 'problema ad quatuor linms'' of this ancient geometer. Cf.

Aperfu historique, pp. 37, 338.
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one ])air of opposite sides is to the rectangle contained by its dista7ices

from the other pair in a constant ratio.

In Fig. 122, the pairs of points P and P', A and A\ B and B'
being, by Desargues' theorem, in involution, the anharmonic ratios

{PP'AB) and {P'PA'B') are equal to one another, or

PA PB__ P'A' P'B'

'WA ' P^ ~ TT ' IW
_ PB^ PA'
~ p'B''Wa''

But PA : P'A is equal to the ratio of the distances (measui^ed in

any the same direction) of the points P and P' from the straight line

Q^T, and the other ratios in the foregoing equation may be interpreted

similarly ; we have therefore

(^yw {B'i\A')''

{B).{B')- [^B)\{B'f

where (.1), {A'), {B), [B') denote the distances of the point P from

the sides QT, RS, QR, ST respectively of the inscribed quadrangle

QRST, and {A)', {A'Y, {By, {B'Y denote similarly the distances of

the point P' from these sides respectively. (These distances may be

measured either perpendicularly or obliquely, so long as they are all

measured parallel to one another.) The ratio

{A) {A')

{B){B')

is therefore constant for all points P on the conic ; which proves the

theorem.

199. Theorem. If a quadrilateral is circumscribed ahont a conic,

the rectangle contained by the distances of one pair of 02)posite vertices

from any tangent is to the rectangle contained by the distances of the

other pair from the same tangent in a constant ratio *.

In Fig. 123 let the vertices qr, qt, st, sr of the circumscribed

quadrilateral qrst be denoted by ^, T, T^, R^ respectively; let the

points where the tangents p, p' meet the side q be called P, P'

respectively t, and let the points where these same tangents meet the

side s be called P^, P( respectively. Since by the theorem corre-

lative to that of Desargues, the pairs of rays p and p\ a and a\

b and 6', are in involution, the anharmonic ratios ibapp') and

{b'a^2^'l^) are equal to one another. Hence by theorem (2) of

Art. 149,

* Chasles, Sections coniques, Art. 26.

t P' is not shown in the figure.
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{RTPP') = {T^B,P/P,)

= {R,T,P,P/) hy Art 45
;

RP RP' _ R^ R,P/
••• YP ' TP' ~ Yj\'' I\P/

'

RP.T^ P^ _ RP'. T^P/
'^""^

TP.R.P, ~ TP'.R.P;

'

But RP : TP is equal to the ratio of the distances (measured in

any the same direction) of the jioints 7^ and T from the straight line

p ; so also T^P^ : R^P^ is the ratio of the distances of the points ^j

and R^ from the same straight line p. The foregoing equation

therefore expresses that the ratio

RP.T^P^
TP.R^P^

is constant for every tangent p to the conic ; which proves the

theorem.



CHAPTER XVIII.

SELF-CORRESPONDING ELEMENTS AND DOUBLE ELEMENTS,

200. Consider two projective flat pencils, concentric or non-

concentric. Through their common centre or through their

two centres and 0' draw a conic or a circle, and let this

cut the rays of the first pencil in A,B,C , ... and those of the

second in A', B\ C\... . Project these two series of points

from two new points O^ , 0/ (or from the same point) lying

on the conic ; the two projecting pencils 0^ [ABC ... ) and

0^[A'B'C ... ) are by Art. 149 projective with the two given

pencils {ABC ... ) and 0' [A' B'C ..,) respectively ; and are

therefore projective with one another.

Tlie two series of points ABC ... and A'B'C ... are said to form

two projective ranges 07i the conic *.

I. Now project these two ranges (Fig. 134) from two of their

corresponding points, say from A' and A. The projecting

pencils

A'{A,B,C,...) and A{A\ B',C',...)

will be projective with one another ; and since they have the

self-corresponding ray AA', they are

in perspective. Corresponding pairs

of rays will therefore (Art. 80) inter-

sect on a fixed straight fine, so that

AB' and A'B, AC and A'C, AD' and

A'B

.

. ., will meet on one straight line s.

If any point be taken on s, the straight

lines joining it to A and A' will cut

the conic again in another pair of corresponding points of

the ranges ABCB ... and A'B'C'I)'...

.

* Bellavitis, Saggio di Geometria derivata (Nuovi Saggi dell' Accademia di

Padova, vol. iv. 1838, p. 270, note).

Fig. 134-
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If instead of A' and A any other pair of corresponding

points had been taken as centres of projection, say £' and S,

the same straight line s would have been arrived at. For

since AB'CA'BC is a hexagon inscribed in a conic, it follows

by Pascal's theorem that the point of intersection oi B'C and

BC must lie on the straight line which joins the point of

intersection of A'B and AB' to that of A'C and ^6" (Art. 153,

right).

II. Any point M in which the conic and the straight line s

intersect is a self-corresponding iwhit of the two ranges

ABC ...and A'B'C\... For if J/, 31' be corresponding points

Fig. 136.

of the two ranges, it has been seen that A' 31, A31' must inter-

sect on s ; if then M lie on s, 31' must coincide with 31; i. e. a

pair of corresponding points of the two ranges are united

at 31.

The two ranges will therefore have Uoo self-corres2)onding jpoints,

or only one, or none at all, according as

the straight line s cuts the conic in ttoo

points (Fig. 135), touches it (Fig. 136), or

does not cut it (Fig. 137).

III. From what precedes it is clear

that tioo projective ranges of points 071 a

conic are determined hy three j^air^ of

corresponding points A and A' , B and B'

,

C and C . For in order to find other

pairs of corresponding points, and the

self-corresponding points (when such

exist), we have only to construct the

straight line s which passes through the points of intersection

of the three pairs of opposite sides of the hexagon AB'CA'BC
(Figs. 98, 134, 135). The self-corresponding points will then

Fig. 137-
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be the points where s cuts the conic, and any number of pairs

of corresponding points can be constructed by help of the

property that any pair 2) and D' are such that the lines A^D
and AD' (or £'D and BJ)\ or CD and CD') intersect on s ^.

201. Instead of 2)7-ojective ranges of points on a conic we m&j

consider ^;ro;"ec<iue series of tangents to the same. Let o,o' be two

projective ranges of points (either colHnear or lying on different straight

lines as bases). Describe a conic to touch o and o' , and draw to this

conic, from each pair of corresponding points A and A\ B and B\
C and C, ... the tangents a and a\ h and h', c and c', ... . If now

these two series of tangents are cut by two other tangents Oj and o',

two new ranges of points will be obtained, which are projective with

the given ranges respectively (Art. 149), and are therefore projective

with one another.

Tivo series of tangents to a conic are said to he j)'>'ojective ivith one

another when they are cut by any other tangent to the curve in two

projective ranges.

I. Suppose the first series of tangents to be cut by the tangent a',

and the second by the tangent a. The two projective ranges so

formed are in perspective, since they have the self-corresponding

point aa' ; the straight lines which join the pairs of corresponding

points a'h and ah', a'c and ac\ ... will therefore pass through one

point S. This point does not change if another pair of tangents

h' and h are taken as transversals ; for by Brianchon's theorem the

straight lines which join the three pairs of opposite vertices ofh and

ah' , a'c and ac', h'c and he' of the circumscribed hexagon ah'c a'hc'

must meet in a point (Art. 153, left).

II. If the point ^S' is such that tangents can be drawn from it to

the conic, each of them will be a self- corresponding line of the two

projective series of tangents ahc ... and a'h'c' ....

[The proof of this is analogous to that of the corresponding property

of two projective ranges of points on a conic (Art. 200, II).
]

III. Two projective series of tangents to a conic are determined

by three pairs of corresponding lines a and a', h and h', c and c'.

For in order to find other pairs of corresponding lines, and the self-

corresponding lines (when such exist), we have only to construct the

point of intersection S of the diagonals which join two and two the

opposite vertices of the circumscribed hexagon ah'c a'hc'. The self-

corresponding lines will be the tangents from S to the conic, and any

pair of corresponding lines d and d' may be constructed by means of

the property that the points a'd and ad' (or h'd and hd', or c'd and

cd', . . .) are collinear with *S.

* Steineb, loc. cit., p. 174, § 46, iii. ; Collected Works, vol. i. p. 357.

TM 2
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IV. A range of points A, B, C, ... on a conic and a series of tangents

a, b, c, ... to the same are said to be projective with one another,

when the pencil formed by joining A , B, C, ... to any point on the

conic is projective with the range determined by «, 6, c, ... on any

tangent to the conic,

A range of points A , B , C , ... on a. conic, or a series of tangents

a, 6, c, ... to the same, is said to be projective with a range of points

on a straight line, or a penoil (flat or axial), when this last-mentioned

range or
.
pencil is projective with the pencil formed by joining

ABC ... to any jDoint on the conic or with the range determined by

a, h, c, ... on any tangent to the conic.

V. These definitions premised, we may now include under the

title of one-dimensional geometric form not only the range of

collinear points, the flat pencil, and the axial pencil, but also

the range of points on a conic and the series of tangents to a

conic *
; and with regard to these we may enunciate the general

theorem : Two one-dimensional forms which are each projective

with a third [also of one dimension) are projective with one another

(cf. Art. 41).

VI. From these definitions it follows also that theorem (3) of Art.

149 may be enunciated in the following manner :

Any series of tangents to a conic is lirojective with the range formed

by their 2>oi'nts of contact.

VII. Let A , B ,C, ... and A', B', C\ ... be two projective ranges of

points on a conic, and let a, 6, c, ... and a', h' , c', ... be the tangents

at these points. The series of tangents «, 6, c, ... and a', h\ c\ ...

are projective with the series of points of contact A, B, C, ... and

A', B\ C\ ... respectively, and are thei-efore projective with one

another. Let s be the straight Line on which the pairs of straight lines

such as AB' and A'B,AC' and A'C, BC and B'C ... intersect ; and

let aS* be the point in which meet the straight lines joining pairs of

points such as aV and a^b, ac' and a'c, he' and b'c, ... . If s cuts the

conic in two points M and N, these must be the self-corresponding

points of the ranges ABC ... and A'B'C ... ; the tangents ni and n
at M and N respectively must therefore be the self-corresj)onding

lines of the projective series abc ... and a'h'c' . .
.

; consequently the

straight lines m and n will meet in S.

VIII. From the foregoing it follows that for the consideration of a

* The introduction of these new one-dimensional forms enables us now to add

to the operations previously made use of (section by a transversal straight line

and projection by straight lines radiating from a point) two others, viz. section of

a flat pencil by a conic passing through the centre of the pencil, and projection of

a range of collinear points by means of the tangents to a conic which touches the

base of the ran^e.
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series of tangents can always be substituted that of their jioints of

contact, and vice versa.

202. Instead of considering any two projective pencils as

in Art. 200, take an involution of straight lines radiating

from a point 0. Suppose these to be cut by a conic passing

through in the pairs of points A and A', JB and B\ C and

C\ ... , and let these points be joined to any other point 0^ on

the conic. Since by hypothesis (Arts. 122, 123) the pencils

0{AA'BC ...) and 0{A'AB'C' ...) are projective with one

another, the pencils 0^{AA'BC ...) and 0^ {A'AB'C ... ) are

so too (Art. 149); and therefore the rays issuing from 0^

form an involution also. In this case we say that the two xyro-

jective ranges of points ABC ... and A'B'C ...on the conicform

an involution ; or that there is on the conic an invohition formed by

the pairs of conjugate points AA\ BB', CC\ ... ^.

I. Similarly, if there is given an involution of jDoints on a straight

line and if from the pairs of conjugate points there be drawn

tangents a and a', h and h\ c and c', ••• to a conic touching o, these

will be cut by any other tangent to the conic in an involution of

points ; in this case we say that aa^, hh', cc\ . . . form an involution of

tangents to the conic (cf. Art. 201).

II. If several pairs of tangents aa', hh\ cc , ... to a conic form an

involution, their points of contact A A', BB', CC , ... form an involu-

tion also, and conversely (Art. 201, VI).

203. Of the six points A, B\ C , A\ B , C orm conic con-

sidered in Art. 200, let C lie indefinitely near to A, and C in-

definitely near to A'. The projective ranges {ABC...) or

{ABA' ... ) and {A'B'C ...) ov {A' B' A...) will then form an

involution {AA', BB', ...) and the inscribed hexagon is replaced

by the figure made up of the inscribed quadrangle AB'A'B&nd

the tangents at the opposite vertices A and .4 '(Figs. 115, 138).

We conclude that /

An invohition of points on a conic is determined bj/ tivo pairs L/

AA', BB'.

I. In order to find other pairs of conjugate points, it is only

necessary to construct the straight line s which joins the point

of intersection of AB' and A'Bio that of AB and A'B'; i.e. to

* Staudt, Bc'dragc zur Gcometrie der Lmje (Niirubcrg, 1856-57-60), Arts. 70

sqq.
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Fig. 138.

draw the straight line joining the points of intersection of the

pairs of opposite sides of the inscribed quadrangle AB'A'B.

The points where s cuts the conic

are the double points. Pairs of

conjugate points will be constructed

by remembering that any pair C

and C are such that the straight

lines J6' and A'C (or AC and.'/'C,

g or BC and B'C\ or B' C and BC)
intersect on s.

II. The tangents at a pair of

conjugate points, such as A and A\
B and B\ ... likewise intersect on

the straight line s (Art. 166).

III. Since the pairs of sides BC
and B'C, CA and C'A', AB and

A'B' of the triangles ABC, A'B'C
intersect in three points lying on

a straight line -s, the triangles are homological (Art. 1 7) ^, and

the straight lines AA\ BB', CC will meet in one point S. But

AA' and BB' suffice to determine this point; accordingly :

Any pair of conjugate poinU of the involution are collinear ivitJi a

fixed point S-, or

Every straight line draion tJirovgh S to cut the conic dete)-miues

on it a pair of conjugate pioints of the invohition.

IV. It has been seen that if s cuts the conic in two points

M and N, these are the double points of the involution. The

tangents at M and ISf will therefore meet in S.

V. Conversely, the pairs of points in which a conic is cut by

the rays of a pencil whose ceiitre S does not lie on the curve form

an involution.

For if A and A', B and B' are the points of intersection

of the curve with two of the rays, these two pairs ylA'

and BB' determine an involution such that the straight

line joining any pair of corresponding points always passes

through a fixed point, viz. S. If the involution has double

points, these are the intersections of the conic with the

* The triangles A'BC and AB'C, AB'C and A'BC", ABC and A'B'C are

likewise homological in pairs.
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straight line s which joins the point of intersection of A£ and
^'^' to that of AB' and A'B.

VI. If from different points of a straight line s pairs of tangents

a and «', b and &', c and c^,... be drawn to the conic, these form an

iavohition. For if A and A', B and B', C and C", .•• are the points of

contact of the tangents a and a', b and b\ c and c', .•• respectively, and

/S is the point of intersection of the chords AA' and BB\ then in the

involution determined by the pairs A , A^ and B , B' the straight line

joining any other pair of conjugate points will pass through S. The

point C and its conjugate lie therefore on a straight line passing

through S, and the tangents at these points must meet on the

straight line joining the points aa' and bb\ i.e. on s; the conjugate

of C is therefore C This shows that A and A',B and B\ C and C
form a range of points in involution, and that consequently a and a',

b and b' , c and c' form a series of tangents in involution.

VII. If 3f and iV are the double points of an involution

AA', BB\ CC\... of points on a conic, it has been seen that

AB , A'B', MN are three concurrent straight lines (the same is

the case with regard to AB' , A'B , MN). In consequence then of

theorem V, above, we conclude that

:

If AA' and BB' are two 2)airs of conjugate elements of an involu-

tion., and MN the double elements, then MN, AB, and A'B' {and

similarly MN , AB' , and A'B) are three 2)airs of conjugate elements

0/ another involution.

VIII. The straight line s cuts the conic (see below, Art.

254) when the point -5' lies outside the conic (Fig. 138), that is.

Fig. 139-

when the arcs AA' and BB' do not overlap one another ; when

these arcs overlap, the point S lies within the conic and the

straight line s does not cut the latter (Fig. 139). We therefore
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arrive again at the property already proved in Art. 128, viz.

that

An involution has two douhle elements when any two pairs of

conjugate elements are such that they do not overlap ; and it has no

double elements when they are such that they do overlap.

In no case can an involution, properly so called, have only

one double element. For if s were a tangent to the conic, S

would be its point of contact^ and of every pair of conjugate

points one would coincide with & (cf. Art. 125).

204. If {MNAB...) and {MNA'B'...) are two projective

ranges of points on a conic, M and N will be the self-corre-

sponding points, and the straight line MN will pass through

the point of intersection of AB' and

A'B (Art. 200). Now let B' be sup-

posed to lie indefinitely near to A
and similarly B to A\ so that the

straight hues AB' and A'B become

in the limit the tangents at A and

A' respectively (Fig. 140). Since now
MNAA' and MNA'A are groups of

corresponding points of two projective

Fig. 140. ranges, the two pencils mnaa' and

Vina'a formed by joining them to any

point on the conic will be projective ; and therefore mnaa'

is a harmonic pencil (Art. 83). We thus arrive again at the

second theorem of Art. 195 (right); viz.

Iffour points M^N^ A, A' on a conic are harmonic, the tangents at

one pair of conjugate points, say A and A', intersect on the chord

MNjoining the other pair ;

and its correlative (Art. 195, left),

If four tangents to a conic are harmonic^ the point of intersection

of one jiair of conjugates lies on the chord of contact of the other

pair.

From the former of these it follows that if through the

point of intersection S of the tangents at M and N straight

lines be drawn cutting the conic in A and A',B and B',C and

C, ... respectively, any of these pairs of points will be har-

monically conjugate with regard to 3/ and N. The tangents

at A and A\ B and B', C and C, ... will therefore intersect in

pairs on the straight line MX.
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Fig. 141.

lu other words

:

If from any point there he drawn to a conic tioo tangents and a

secant^ the two points of contact and

the two points of intersection form a

harmonic system..

The points {AA% {BB% (CC"), ...

form an involution of which M and

N are the double points (Art. 203,

III, IV). We therefore arrive again

at the property of an involution

that if it has two double elements these are separated harmoni-

cally by any pair of conjugate elements (Art. 125).

205. Suppose now that the conic is a circle (Fig. 141). From the

similar triangles SA3I , SMA \

AM : MA' ::SM: SA',

and from the similar triangles SAJV , SN'A

'

AN : NA' ::SN: SA';

AM A'M , . _,-. ^,,,
•" AN ^ 'YN '

^^'^^^
"^ ^'

or AM.A'N = AN.A'M.

But by Ptolemy's theorem (Euc. vi. D),

AA'. MN = AM . A'N+ AN. A'M.

If then M , N , A , A' are four harmonic points on a circle,

I AA' . MN= AM . A'N= AN . A'M.

206. The properties established in Art. 200 and the following

Articles lead at once to the solution of the important problem :

To construct the self-corres2Jonding elements of two superposed pro-

jective forms, and the double elements of an involution.

I. Let two concentric projective j^encils he given, which are deter^

mined by three pairs of corresp)onding rays

(Fig. 142); it is required to construct their

self-corresponding rays.

Through the common centre describe

any circle, cutting the three given pairs of

rays in A and A', B and B', C and C re-

spectively. Let AB\ A'B meet in R, and

AC, ^^C in ^ ; if the straight line Qli cut

the circle in two points M and N, then

OM, ON will be the required self-corre-

pponding rays.

Fig. 142.
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II. Let A and A', B and B', C and C (Fig. 143) he three, pairs

of corresponding points of two collinear ranges; it is required to

construct the self-corresponding jmiyits.

HN \

~^

Fig. 143-

Describe any circle touching the common base o of the two ranges,

and to this circle draw from the given points the tangents a and a\

h and h\ c and c\ Let r be the straight line which joins the points

ah', a'h, and q that which joins the points ac', a'c. If the point qr

lies outside the circle and from it the tangents m and n be drawn to

the circle, then the points om , on in which these meet the base will

be the required self-corresponding points of the two ranges.

A'N B' 4

Fig. 144.

OtJverwise (Fig. 144):

Draw any circle whatever in the plane and take on it any point
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0. Fi'om project the given points upon the circumference of the

circle, and let A^ and ^/, B^ and B^\ C^ and C/ be the projec-

tions of A and A\ B and B^, C and C'^ respectively. Join Aj^Bj' , A^B^

meeting in R, and A-fi^' , A/C-^
,,

meeting in Q (or -BjC/ , -C/Cj meet-

ing in P). If the straight line PQE
cut the circle in two points J/j , ^j

,

and these be projected from the

point back upon the given base o,

then their projections M , JV will

be the required self-corresponding

points of the given ranges *.

III. In (I) let the two pencils

be in involution (Fig, 145), and let

it be required tofind the double rays.

Two pairs of conjugate rays suffice now to determine the pen-

cils. Draw through the centre any circle cutting the given

rays in A and A', B and B' respectively. Let AB\ A'B meet in

E, and AB , A'B' in Q; if the straight line QR cut the circle in

two points M and iV, then OM, OiV will be the required double rays

of the involution.

IV. Let A and A\ B and B' be two given jmirs of conjugates of an

Fig- 145-

involution of 2>oints on a straight line ; it is required to find the

double points (Fig. 146).

Draw any circle in the plane and take on it any point 0. From

project the given points upon the circumference of the circle, and

let A^ and A/, B^ and 5/ be the projections of A and A\ B and B'

respectively. Let A^B^ , A^B^ meet in R, and AJi^ , ^\^\ iii Q- I^

QR cuts the circle in M^ , iVj, and these points be projected from

back upon the given straight line, then their projections i/, iV will

be the required double points.

* Steinee, loc. cit., pp. 68 and 174,

pp. 285, 356.

1 7 and 46 ; Collected Works, vol. i.
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Otherwise

:

Describe a circle touching the base AB... (Fig. 147), and draw to

this circle from the points A and A', J? and B\ the tangents a and a\

Fig. 147.

h and h', respectively. Let r be the straight line which joins the

points ah\ a'h, and q that which joins the points ah, a'h'. If the point

qr lies outside the circle, the tangents mi and n from this point to the

circle will cut the base line of the involution in the required double

points.

207. Theorem. A pencil hi involution is either such that every

ray is at right angles to its conjugate, or else it contaifis one and

only 07ie pair of conjugate rays including a right angle.

Consider again Art. 206, III ; if the point of intersection S

of the straight lines AA\ BB', ... is the centre of the circle

(Fig. 148) then AA', BB', ... are all diameters, and therefore

Fig. 148.

each ray OA, OB, ... will be at right angles to its conjugate

OA', OB', ... In this case then the involution is formed by a

series of right angles which have their common vertex at 0.
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But if S is not the centre of the circle (Fig. 149), draw

:he diameter through it ; if C and C are the extremities of

this diameter, the rays OC, OC will include a right angle.

But these will be the only pair of conjugate rays which

possess this property, since through S only one diameter can

be drawn.

208. This proposition is only a particular ease of the

following one

:

Two sv2')erposed involutions [or such as are contained in the same

one-dimensional form) have always a pair of conjiigate elements in

common, except in the case where the involutions have double

elements and the double elements of the one overlap) those of the other.

Take two involutions of rays having a common centre 0,

and let a circle drawn through cut the pairs of con-

jugate rays of the first involution in the pairs of points

{AA',BB ',...) and those of the second in {GG',HH',...). Let

S be the point of intersection of AA',BB',... and T that of

GG\HH', If the straight line ST cut the circle in two

points ^and E\ these will be a conjugate pair of each involu-

tion, since they are collinear with S and with T also. Let us

now examine in what cases ST will cut the circle.

A H

Fig. 150. Fig. i^i.

In the first place, it will certainly do so if one at least of the

points S, Tlies within the circle (Art. 203, VIII), i.e. if one at

least of the involutions has no double elements (Figs. 150, 151).

Secondly, if both the points S, T lie outside the circle, i. e. if

both the involutions have double elements, then the straight

line ST may or may not cut the circle. If OM,ON are the

double elements of the first involution, OU,OV those of the

second, the rays OE, OE' must be harmonically conjugate both

with regard to OM,0N and with regard to OU,OF; but (Art.

70) in order that there should exist a pair of elements which
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are at the same time harmonically conjugate with regard to

each of the two pairs OM , ON &ndi OU,OF, it is necessary and

sufficient that these two pairs should not overlap. If then

these pairs do not overlap, ST will cut the circle (Fig. 152);

Fig. 152. Fig. 153-

whereas if they do overlap, ST will not cut the circle (Fig.

153). The two involutions have therefore a common pair of

conjugate elements in all cases except this last, viz. when they

both have double elements and these overlap.

[In Figs. 150, 151 and 152, are shown cases of two involutions

having a common pair of conjugate elements E and E' \ Fig. 153

on the other hand illustrates the case where no such pair exists.]

209. The preceding problem, viz. that of determining the common

pair of conjugate elements of two involutions superposed one upon

the other, depends upon the following, viz. to determine (in a range,

in a pencil, or on a conic) a pair of elements which are harmonically

conjugate with regard to each of two given pairs. This problem has

already been solved, for the case of a range, in Art. 70 ; the following

is another solution :

Suppose that we have to deal with a range of points lying on a

straight line. Take any circle and a point on it, and project the

given points from upon the circumference ; let 31, N and U, V be

their projections (Fig. 152). Let the tangents at Jf and iV to the

circle meet in S, and the tangents at U and V in T. If the pair MN
does not overlap the pair UV, then ST will cut the circle in two

points E and E', which when projected back from upon the given

straight line will give the points required.

210. The double points of the involution determined by the pairs

A, A' and B, B' are the common pair of conjugate elements of two

other involutions ; one of these is determined by the pairs A , B
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and A', B\ the other by the pairs A, B' and A\ B (Art. 203,

VII.)

From this follows a construction for the double j^oints of an

involution of collinear 2>oints which is determined by the pairs A , A'

and B, B'. Take any point G outside the base of the involution

and describe the circles GAB., GA'B' ; they will meet in another

point, say in H. Similarly let K be the second point of intersection

of the circles GAB', GA'B. Every circle passing through G and H
meets the base in a pair of conjugate points of the involution AB^ A'B'

(Art. 127) ; so too every circle passing through G and K gives a pair

of conjugate points of the involution AB\ A'B. If then the circle

GHK be described and it meet the base, the two points of intersection

will be the double elements of the involution AA' , BB' *.

211. It follows from the foregoing that the determination of the

self-corresponding points of two projective ranges ABC ... and

A'B'C ... on a conic (and consequently of the self-corresponding

points of any two superposed projective forms) reduces to the con-

struction of the straight line s on which intersect the pairs of

straight lines AB' and A'B, AC and A'C, BC and B'C, .... Simi-

larly the determination of the double points of an involution AA',

BB\ ... depends on the construction of the straight line s on which

intersect the pairs of straight lines AB and A'B', AB' and A'B, ...

or the pairs of tangents at A and A', B and B', ... .

Conversely, if any straight line s (which does not touch the conic)

is given, an involution of points on the conic is thereby determined

;

for it is only necessary to draw, from different points of s, pairs of

tangents to the conic, and the points of contact will be pairs of

conjugate points of an involution.

But, on the other hand, in order that two projective ranges of

points ABC ... and A'B'C ... may be determined, there must be

given, in addition to the straight line s, a pair of conjugate points A
and A' also ; then the straight lines joining A and A' to any point

on s will cut the conic in a pair of corresponding points B' and B.

Two projective ranges of points determine an involution ; for they

determine the straight line s, which determines the involution. If

the two ranges have two self-corresponding points, there will also be

the double points of the involution.

* Chasles, Geomitrie superieure, Art. 263.



CHAPTER XIX.

PROBLEMS OP THE SECOND DEGREE.

212. Problem. Givenfive points

0, 0\ A, B, C on a conic, to

determine thepoints of intersection

of the curve with a given straight

line s.

Solution. Join any two of

the points 0, 0' to each of the

others A, B, C (Fig. 154); the

Problem. Given five tangents

0, o\ a,h,c to a conic, to draw
a pair of tangents to the curve

from a given i^oint S.

Consider the points whei'e two

of the tangents 0, 0' are met by

the others a, b, c (Fig. 155) ; the

Fig. 154.

pencils {A, B, C, ...) and

0\A,B,C,...) will be projective,

and will cut the transversal s

in points forming two collinear

projective ranges.

A point 31 which corresponds

to itself in these two ranges will

Fig. 155.

ranges {a, h, c, ... ) and
0' {a, b, c, ...) will be projective,

and if projected from S as centre

will give two concentric projec-

tive pencils.

Any ray m which corresponds

to itself in these two pencils will
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also be a point on the conic, since

a pair of corresponding rays of

the two pencils must meet in M.
The points of intersection of the

conic with the straight line s are

therefore found as the self-corre-

sponding points of the two colli-

near ranges which are determined

on s by the three pairs of corre-

sponding rays OA and O'A, OB
and O'B, OC and O'C. There

may be two such self-correspond-

ing points, or only one, or none

at all ; consequently the straight

line s may cut the conic in two

points, or it may touch it, or it may
notmeet it at all. The construction

of the self-cori'esponding points

themselves may be effected by

either of the methods explained

in Art. 206, II.

213. In a similar manner the

problem may be solved if there

be given four points , 0\ A, B
on a conic and the tangent o at

one of them ; or three points

0, 0', A and the tangents o and

o' at two of them and 0\ In

the fii'st case the two pencils are

determined by the three pairs of

rays o and O'O, OA and O'A,

OB and O'B ; and in the second

case by the three pairs o and

0'0,00' and o', OA and O'A.

If however there be given five

tangents, or four tangents and

the point of contact of one of

them, or three tangents and the

points of contact of two of

them, we may begin by first con-

structing such of the points of

contact of the tangents as ai-e not

also be a tangent to the conic,

since a pair of corresponding

points of the two ranges o and o'

must lie on w. The tangents

from S to the conic are therefore

found as the self-corresponding

rays of the two concentric pencils

which are determined by the rays

joining S to the three pairs of

corresponding points oa and o^a,

oh and o'h, oc and o^c. There

may be two such self-correspond-

ing rays, or only one, or none at

all ; consequently there can either

be drawn from the point S two

tangents to the conic, or aS* is a

point on the conic, or else from S
no tangent at all can be drawn.

The construction of the self-cor-

responding rays themselves may
be effected by the method ex-

plained in Art. 206, I,

In a similar manner the pro-

blem may be solved if there be

given four tangents o, o' , a, h to

a conic and the point of contact

of one of them o; or three tan-

gents 0, o', a and the points of

contact and 0' of two of them

o and o'. In the former case the

three pairs of points which deter-

mine the two ranges are and

o'o , oa and o'a , oh and o'b
;

in the latter case they are

and o'o, oo' and 0\ oa and

o'a.

If however there be given five

points on the conic, or four points

and the tangent at one of them,

or three points and the tangents

at two of them, we may begin by

first constructing such of the tan-

gents at the points as are not

already given (Arts. 165, 171,

N
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already given (Arts. 180, 171, 175) ; the problem will then re-

177); the problem will then reduce duce to one of the cases given

to one of the cases given above. above.

214. In the construction given in Art. 212 (left) suppose that the

conic is a hyperbola and that the given

straight line s is one of the asymptotes (Fig.

156). The collinear 'projective ranges de-

tei-mined on s by the pencils {A, B, C, ...
)

and 0' {A, B, C, ...) will have in this case

one self-corresponding point, and this (being

the point of contact of the hyperbola and

the asymptote) Avill lie at an infinite dis-

tance. But in two collinear ranges whose

self-corresponding points coincide in a single

one at infinity, the segment intercepted between any pair of corre-

sponding points is of constant length '(Art. 103). We therefore

conclude that

Iffrom two fixed j)oints and 0' on a hyi^erhola there he drawn

two rays to cut one another on the curve, the segment PP' which these

interce2>t on either of the asymi^totes is of constant length *.

Fig. 157-

215. If in Art. 212 (left) the straight line s be taken to lie at

infinity, the problem becomes the following :

Given five points 0, 0', A, B, C on a conic, to determine the 2)oints

at infinity on it (Fig. 157).

* Brianchon, he. cit., p. 36.
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Consider again the projective pencils {A , B , C , ...) and
0' {A, B, C, ... ), wliich determine on the straight line at infinity s two
collinear ranges whose self-corresponding points are the required

points at infinity on the conic. Since each of these self-corresponding

points must lie not only at the intersection of a pair of corresponding

rays of the two pencils but also on the line at infinity s, the corre-

sponding rays which meet in such a point must be parallel to one
another ; the problem therefore reduces to the determination of the

pairs of corresponding rays of the two pencils which are parallel to

one another.

In order then to solve the problem we draw through the parallels

OA', OB', OC to O'A, O'B, O'C respectively, and then construct

(Art. 206, I) the self-corresponding rays of the two concentric

pencils which are determined by the three corresponding pairs OA
and 0A\ OB and OB', OC and 0C\ If there are two self-corre-

sponding rays OM and ON, the conic determined by the five given

points is a hyperbola whose points at infinity lie in the directions

OM, ON ; i. e. whose asymptotes are parallel to OM and ON
respectively.

If there is only one self-corresponding ray OM, the conic deter-

mined by the five given points is a parabola whose point at infinity

lies in the direction OM.
If there is no self-corresponding ray, the conic determined by the

five given points is an ellipse, since it does not cut the straight line

at infinity.

If in the first case (Fig. 157) it is desired to construct the asymp-
totes themselves of the hyperbola, we consider this latter as determined

by the two points at infinity and three other points, say A, B, and

C ; in other words, we regard the hyperbola as generated by the two
projective pencils, one of which consists of rays all parallel to OM,
and the other of rays all parallel to ON, and which are such that one

pair of corresponding rays meet in A, a second pair in B, and a

third pair in C. The rays which correspond in the two pencils

respectively to the straight line at infinity (the line joining the

centres of the pencils) will be the asymptotes required.

Let then a,b, c (Fig. 157) be the rays parallel to 031 which pass

through A, B, C respectively, and let a', h\ c' be the rays parallel

to ON which pass through the same points respectively. Join the

points aV and a'h and the points he' and h'c, and let K be the point

of intersection of the joining lines ; the straight lines di-awn through

K parallel to OM and ON will be the required asymptotes.

216. Problem. Given five points A, B, C, D, E on a conic, to

draiv the tmigents from a given point S to the conic.

This problem also can be made to depend on that of Art. 212

N 2
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Fig. 158.

(left), by making use of the properties of the involution (Art, 203)

obtained by cutting the conic by transversals drawn through S.

Join SA,SB (Fig. 158); these

straight -lines will cut the conic

again in two new points A' and B',

which can be detennined (making

use of the ruler only, and without

drawing the curve) by means of

Pascal's theorem (Art. 161, right).

(In the figure the points A^ and

B' have been constructed by means

of the hexagons ADCBEA' and

BECADB' respectively). Now
let the point of intersection oi AB
and A'B' be joined to that of AB'

and A'B ; the joining line s will pass through the points of contact of

the tangents from S (Art. 203). The problem therefore reduces to

that of determining the points of intersection of the conic and the

straight line s (Art. 212, left).

217. The problem. To find the points of intersection of a given

straight line s and a conic ivhich is

determined by five given tangents,

may similarly be made to depend

on that of Art. 212 (right), by

making a construction (Fig. 159)

analogous to the foregoing one.

And the problem. To draw

through a given j^oint a straight

line which shall divide a given

triangle into two jmrts having to

one another a given ratio, may be

solved by reducing it to the follow-

ing construction : To draw from

the given point a tangent to a

hyperbola of which the asymptotes and a tangent are known.

These are left as exercises to the student.

Fig. 159-

218. Problem. To construct

a conic ivhich shall pass through

four given 2}oints Q , R , S , T,

and shall touch a given straight

line s tvhich does not pass through

any of the given ])oints.

Solution. Jjet A , A\ B , B'

To construct a conic which shall

tovjch four given straight lines

q, r , s , t , and shall pass through

a given point S tvhich does not lie

on any of the given lines.

Let a , a^ , b , b' he the rays
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be the points where the sides

QT , RS ,
QR , ST respectively

of the quadrangle QRST cut

the straight line s (Fig. i6o).

joining the point Sio the vertices

qt , rs
,
qr , st respectively of the

quadrilateral qrst (Fig. i6i).

Construct the double rays (if

Fig. 1 60.

Construct the double points (if

such exist) of the involution de-

termined by the pairs of points

A and A', B and B'.

If there are two double points

M and ^V, each of them will be

(Art. 185, left) the point of con-

tact with s of some conic cir-

cumscribed about the quadrangle

QRST. Each of the conies

QRSTM, QRSTN therefore gives

a solution of the problem ; and

these conies can be constructed

by points by help of Pascal's

theorem (Art. 161, right).

If however there are no double

points, there is no conic which

satisfies the conditions of the

problem.

219. If in the foregoing Art. (left) the straight line s be taken to

lie at infinity, the jiroblem becomes the following :

To construct a 'parabola ivhich shall 2>f*ss through /our given points

Q,R,S,T.
To solve it, take any point (Fig. 162), and through it draw

the rays a , a^ , b , V parallel respectively to the straight lines

QT , RS
,
QR , ST; and construct the double rays (if such exist)

of the involution determined by the pairs of rays a and a', b and b\

Fig. 161.

such exist) of the involution de-

termined by the pairs of rays

a and a\ b and 6'.

If there are two double rays

m and n, each of them will be

(Art. 185, right) a tangent at

S to some conic inscribed in

the quadrilateral qrst. Each of

the conies qrstm
,
qrstn therefore

gives a solution of the problem;

and these conies can be con-

structed by tangents by help of

Brianchon's theorem (Art. 161,

left).

If however there are no double

rays, there is no conic which

satisfies the conditions of the

problem.
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Each of these double rays will determine the direction in which lies

the point at infinity on a parabola passing through the four given

points ; the problem therefore reduces to

the last problem of Art. 165. If however

the involution has no double rays, no

parabola can be found which satisfies the

conditions of the problem.

Through four given points therefore can

be drawn either two parabolas or none
;

in the first case the other conies which

pass through the given points are ellipses

and hyperbolas ; in the second case they

are all hj^erbolas. The first case occurs

when each of the four points lies outside

the triangle formed by the other three

(i.e. when the quadrangle formed by the four points is non-reentrant);

the second case when one of the four points lies within the triangle

formed by the other three {i.e. when the quadrangle formed by the

four points is reentrant).

220. If in Art. 218 (right) one of the straight lines q ,r , s , t lies

at infinity, the problem becomes the following

:

To construct a parabola which shall touch three given straight lines

and shall 2)ass through a given 2ioint.

Fig. 162.

221. Peoblem. To construct

a conic tvhich shall pass through

three given 2)oints P , F\ P" and
shall touch two given straight lines

q and s, neither of vjJiich 2MSses

through any of the giveii points.

Solution. This depends on the

theorem of Art. 191 (left). Join

PP\ and consider it as a trans-

versal which cuts the conic in

P and /•', and the pair of tan-

gents q and s in the two points

B and B' (Fig. 163). If A and A,

are the double points of the in-

volution determined by the two
pairs of points P and P\B and B\
the chord of contact of the conic

and the tangents q and s must
pass through one of these points,

by the theorem quoted above.

To construct a conic ichich

shall touch three given straight

lines 2'>
•> v'>

p'' c^nd shall pass

through two given p)oints Q and S,

tieither of ivhich lies on any of the

given straight lines.

The solution depends on the

theorem of Art. 191 (right). Con-

sider p'p' as a point from which

the tangents p and p' have been

drawn to the conic, and the rays

h and h' to the two points Q
and AS'(Fig. 164). If a and a^ are

the double rays of the involution

detei^miued by the two pairs of

rays p and ^/, h and b\ the point

of intersection of the tangents at

Q and aS' to the conic must lie on

one of these rays, by the theorem

quoted above. Repeat the same
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Repeat the same reasoning for

the case of the transversal FP'\
which cuts q and s in D and D

"

;

reasoning for the case of the point

l^p"1 from which are drawn the

rays d and d" to the points

Fig. 163.

if C and C^ are the double points

of the involution determined by

the two pairs of points P and F'\

D and D'\ the chord of contact

must similarly pass through

C or Cj. The pi'oblem admits

therefore of four solutions ; viz.

when the two involutions

{PP' , BB') and {PP" , BB")
both have double points, there

are four conies which satisfy the

given conditions. If the double

points are A , Aj^ and C , C\

respectively, the chords of con-

tact of the four conies and the

tangents q and s are AC, A^C

,

AC-^, and A-fi^. Of each of these

conies five points are known, viz.

P , P\ P", and the two points

of intersection of AC {ox of ^^C,

or AC^, or ^jCj, as the case may
be) with q and s ; they can ac-

cordingly be constructed by points

by means of Pascal's theorem

(Art. 161, right).

Fig. 164.

Q and S\ if c and q are the

double rays of the involution de-

termined by the two pairs of rays

l> and f" , d and d'\ the point of

intersection of the tangents must

similarly lie on c or Cj. The

problem admits therefore of four

solutions ; viz. when the two in-

volutions {pj/, hh') and {pp'\ dd"^

both have double rays, there are

four conies which satisfy the given

conditions. If the double rays are

a , Oj and c , Cj respectively, the

points of intersection of the

tangents at Q and aS" to the four

conies are ac , a^c , aCj , and a^c^

.

Of each of these conies five

tangents are known, viz. p ,p\p'\
and the two straight lines which

join ac (or a^c, or oCj , or a^c^, as

the case may be) to Q and S
;

they can accordingly be con-

structed by tangents by means of

Brianchon's theorem (Art. 161,

left).
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222. Problem. To construct a polygon whose vertices shall lie on

given straight lines (each on each), and whose sides shall pass through

given points (each through each *).

Solution. For the sake of simplicity suppose that it is requii'ecl

to construct a quadrilateral, whose vertices 1,2,3,4 shall lie

respectively on four given straight lines s^ , s^ , s^ , s^, and whose

sides 12, 23, 34, 41 shall pass respectively through four given points

*S'j2 , /S'23 , S^^ , S^-y (Fig. 165). The method and reasoning will be the

Fig. 165.

same as for a polygon of any number of sides. Take any points

.4j , jBj , Cj , ... on s^ and project them from >S'j2 as centre upon s.^; and

let .^2 , ^2 ' ^2 >••• ^^ their projections. Project A^ , B.-^ , C^ , from

/S'23 as centre upon S3, and let A^ , B^ , C^,... be their projections.

Project A^,B^,C^,... from S^^ as centre upon s^ , and let ^^ , -B^ , C^ , . .

.

be their projections. Finally project A^, B^ ,C^ , ... from S^^^ as centre

upon Sj, and let ^ , 5 , C , ... be their projections.

The points S^^ , S^^ , 'S'34 , /S'^j are the centres of four projectively

related pencils ; for the first and second are in persj)ective (since

their pairs of corresponding rays A^A^ , B^B^ , ... and A^A^ , B^B^ , ...

intersect on s^), the second and third are in perspective (pairs of

corresponding rays intersect on Sg), and similarly the third and fourth

are in perspective (pairs of corresponding rays intersect on s^). Con-

sequently (Art. 150) pairs of corresponding rays of the first and

fourth pencils (such as A^A^ and A^A) will intersect on a conic ; or

in other words the locus of the first vertex of the variable quadri-

lateral whose second, third, and fourth vertices (^2 > -^3 » ^4) slide

respectively on three given straight lines {s^ , s^ , s^) and whose sides

[A^A^ , .^2.43 , A^A^ , A^A) pass respectively through four given points,

* PONCELET, loc. cU., p. 345.
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is a conic *. This conic passes through the points S^^ » '^'41 j ^^^

centres of the pencils which generate it ; in order therefore to deter-

mine it, three other points on it must be known ; the intersections

of the three pairs of corresponding rays A^A^ and A^A , B^B^ and BJi

,

C-fi^ and Cfi will suffice. It is then only necessary further to con-

struct (Art. 212) the points of intersection 3/ and iV" of the straight

line 5j with the conic determined by these five points ; eitherM or N
can then be taken as the first vertex of the required quadrilateral.

This construction may be looked at from another point of view. The

broken lines A^A^A^A^A , B^B^B^B^B , and Cfi^C^Gfi may be regarded

as the results of so many attempts made to construct the required quad-

rilateral
; these attempts however give polygons which are not closed,

for A does not in general coincide with A^, nor B with 5j, nor

C with Cj. These attempts and all other conceivable ones which might

similarly be made, but which it is not necessary to perform, give on

the straight line Sj two ranges A^^B^C^... and ABC...; one being

traced out by the first vertex and the other by the last vertex of the

open polygon. These ranges are projective with one another, since

the second has been derived from the first by means of projections

from *S'i2 , 'S'23 5 'S^ 34 5 fS^i as centres, and sections by the transversals

§2 ) S3
J 5^ , Si . Each of the self-corresponding points therefore of the

two ranges will give a solution of the problem ; for, if the first vertex

of the polygon be taken there, the last vertex will also fall on the

same point, and the polygon will be closed.

In the following examples also the method remains the same

whatever be the number of sides of c ^,

the polygon which it is required to
/^^^''/^''^aX

'-"'3^
'

construct.
A'Ax'^ijIi/

^''
'7

223. Pkoblem, To inscribe in a f \jnm^'''y^'^^^''-'^''^/

given t conic a polygon whose sides /
'/ycl''''*

-' /I
pass respectively through given j)oints. ^'f/i \ ^ \ /' / /

Solution. Suppose that it is re- ff,'
j \ Vv^( / /

quired to inscribe in the conic a '"^^•'!i-A/\Xr
. . . B

]B N
triangle whose sides pass respectively

'

through three given points S^, S.^, S^

(Fig. 166). Let us make three trials. Take then any three points

A , B , C on the conic
;

join them to S^ and let the joining lines

cut the conic again in A^, B^, C^ ;
join these points to S^ and let

* This theorem, viz. that 'if a simple polygon move in such a way that its

sides pass respectively through given points and all its vertices except one slide

respectively along given straight lines, then the remaining vertex will describe a

conic,' is due to Macladbin (Phil. Trans., London, 1735). Cf. Chasles, Apergu

historique, p. 150.

t i. e. either completely traced or determined by five given points.
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the joining lines cut the conic again in A^ , B^ , C^; finally join

these points to ^S'g and let the joining lines cut the conic again

in A\ B\ C. Since the point finally ai-rived at, A' or B^ or C\
does not in general coincide with the corresi^onding starting-point

^ or jB or C, we shall have, instead of an inscribed triangle as re-

quired by the problem, three polygons AA^A^A' , BB^B^B^ , CC^Cfi'
which are not closed. But since, by a series of projections from

/S'j , S^ , Sg in succession as centres, we have passed from the

range A , B , C ,... to the range A^, B^, C^ , ... , from this last to

A^ , B^ , Cj ,..., and from this to A\ B', C",..., it follows that the

range of points A , B , C ,... with which we started is projective with

the range of points A\ B', C", ..., with which we ended (Arts. 200, 201,

203). The problem would be solved if one of the points in the latter

range coincided with its correspondent in the former. If then the

two projective ranges ABC ... and A'B'C ... have self-corresponding

points, each of these may be taken as the first vertex of a triangle

which satisfies the given conditions. We have therefore only to

determine (Art. 200, II) the straight line on which intersect the three

pairs of opposite sides of the inscribed hexagon AB'CA'BG\ and to con-

struct (Ai't. 212) the points of intersection M and N of this straight

line with the conic ; each of them will give a solution of the problem *.

224. By a similar method may be solved the correlative problem :

To circumscribe about a given

conic {i. e. one which is either

C077ipletely clraivn or determined

hy Jive tangents) a polygon ivhose

vertices lie respectively on given

straight lines.

Suppose that it is required to

circumscribe about the conic a

triangle whose vertices lie re-

spectively on the straight lines

^v^h^h (Fig. 167). Take any

point A on the conic and draw

the tangent a at it ; from the

point where this tangent cuts

s^ draw another tangent a^ (let

its point of contact be A^ ; from

the point where a^ cuts s^ draw
a third tangent a^ (let its point of contact be A^ ; finally, from

the point where a^ cuts s^ draw the tangent a\ and let its point

of contact be A\ The problem would be solved if the point A'

Fig. 167.

* PONCELET, loc. cit., p. 352.
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coincided with A , i. e. if the tangents of and a coincided with one

another. SupjDose that other similar trials have been made, taking

other arbitrary points B ,G ,... on the conic to begin with ; then we
shall arrive in succession at the ranges of points A , B , C , ...

,

A^, Bj^, C^, ... , A^ , B^ , C2, , and A \ B', C", ... , which are all

projectively related to one another. For the first range is projective

with the second (Art, 203), since the tangents at A and A^., B and B-^^,

G and C^ , ... always intersect on s^ ; and for similar reasons the

second and third, and the third and fovirth, are projective with one

another; consequently (Art. 201) the same is true of the fourth and

the first. Since the problem would be solved if ^^ coincided with A,

or B' with B , ... , each of the self-corresponding points of the pro-

jective ranges ABC... and A^B^C\.. may be taken as the point of

contact of the first side of a triangle which satisfies the given con-

ditions. We have therefore only to make three trials (Art. 200),

i.e. to take any three points A , B ,C on the conic and to derive

from them the corresponding points A\ B\ C ; and then to con-

struct the points of intersection of the conic with the straight line

which joins the points of intersection of the three pairs of opposite

sides (the Pascal line) of the inscribed hexagon AB'CA'BC*.
225. The particular case of the problem of Art. 223 in which the

given points S^.,S^, ... lie all upon one straight line s must be con-

sidered separately. If the number of sides of the required polygon

is even, the theorem of Art. 187 maybe applied; in this case the

problem has either no solution at all, or it has an infinite number of

solutions. Suppose it required, for example, to inscribe in the conic

an octagon of which the first seven sides pass respectively through

the points S.^^, S^, ... S.,, then by the theorem just quoted the last side

will pass through a fixed point ^S* on s : this point 8 is not arbitrary,

but its position is determined by those of the points S^,S^, ...S^.

If then the last of the given points Sg coincides with ^S*, there are an

infinite number of octagons which satisfy the given conditions. But

if Sg does not coincide with S, there is no solution.

If the number of sides of the required polj^gon is odd, the problem

becomes determinate. Suppose it is i-equired to inscribe in the conic a

heptagon (Fig, 124) whose sides pass respectively through the given

collinear points S, ,S.,,S,,... S,. By the theorem of Art, 187 there

exist an infinite number of octagons whose first seven sides pass through

seven given collinear points and whose eighth side passes through

a fixed point S collinear with the others. If among these octagons

there is one such that its eighth side touches the conic, the problem

will be solved ; for this octagon, having two of its vertices indefinitely

* PONCELET, IgC. Clt., p. 354.
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near to one another, will reduce to an inscribed heptagon, whose

sides pass respectively through seven given points. If then tan-

gents can be drawn from the point iS to the conic, the point of

contact of each of them will give a solution (Art. 187). According

therefore to the position of the point S with reference to the conic,

there will be two solutions, or only one, or none.

In Fig. 126 is shown the case of this problem where the polygon

to be inscribed is a triangle *.

The solution of the coiTelative problem, to circumscribe about a

given conic a 2>olygon whose vertices lie resjjectively on given rays of a

2)encil, is left as an exercise to the student. This problem also is

either indetei'minate or impossible if the polygon is one of an even

number of sides ; it is determinate and of the second degree if the

polygon is one having an odd number of sides (Figs. 125, 127).

226. Lemma. Jf two conies cut one another in the 2>oints

I A , B , C , C, and if from
A and B res2)ectively two

straight lines AFF\ BGG' he

drawn cutting the first conic

in F and G, and the second

in F' and G\ then the chords

FG , F'G' will intersect in

a 2)oint H lying on the chord

CC (Fig. 168).

The transversal CC cuts

the first conic and the oppo-

site sides of the inscribed

•pj jgg
quadrangle ABGF in six

points of an involution (Art.

183, left) ; and the same is true with regard to the second conic and the

inscribed quadrangle ABG'F'. But the two involutions must coin-

cide (Art. 127), since they have two pairs of conjugate points in

common, viz. the points C, C in which the transversal cuts both the

conies, and the points in which it cuts the pair of opposite sides

AFF\ BGG', which belong to both quadrangles. The involutions

will therefore have every pair of conjugate points in common, and
therefore the transversal CC' will meet FG and F'G' in the same
point H, the conjugate of the point in which it meets ABf.

227. The preceding lemma, which is merely a corollary of Desargues'

theorem, leads at once to the solution of the two following problems,

one of which is of the first, and the other of the second degree.

* Pappus, loc. cit., book vii. prop. 117.

+ This may also be proved very simply by applying Pascal's theorem to each of

the hexagons AFGBCC, AF'ffBCC'in turn.
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I. Problem. Given three of the points of iiitersection A,B ,C of

tivo conies, and in addition two other j^oints Z), E of the first, and two

other 2)oints F, G of the second, to determhie the fourth point of inter-

section of the two conies (Fig. i68).

Take two of the given points of intersection A and B, and join

AF, BG. These straight lines will cut the first conic again in points

F\ G' respectively which can be determined by the method of Art,

161 (right). Join FG , F'G', and let them meet in U. By the fore-

going lemma 5^^ will lie on the chord joining the other two points of

intersection of the conies. This chord will therefore be HC, and

it remains only to determine the point G' where EG cuts either of

the conies ; G' will be the required fourth point of intersection of the

conies.

II. Problem. Given two of the 2>oints of intersection A, B, of two

conies, and in addition the three points D , E , N of the first and the three

j)oints F, G,M of the second, to determine the other two points of inter-

section of the conies (Fig. i68).

Join ^i^and BG, and let them meet the first conic again in F',G'

respectively
;
join FG , F'G' , and let them meet in H. The point H

will lie on the chord joining the two required points. Again, join

AM, and let it meet the first conic again in M'; join GM , G'M', and

let these meet in K ; then the point K also will lie on the same

chord. The required points therefore lie on IIK, and the problem

reduces to the determination (Art. 212) of the points of intersection

C , C' of the conies with HK *.

228. The solution just given of problem II holds good equally when

the points A and B lie indefinitely near to one another, i.e. when the

two conies touch a given straight line at the same given point.

In this case two conies are given which touch one another at a

point A, and the straight line UK is constructed which joins their

remaining points of intersection G and G' . If UK passes through

A, one of the points G or G' must coincide with A, since a conic

cannot cut a straight line in three points. When this is the case,

three of the four points of intersection of the conies lie indefinitely

near to one another, and may be said to coincide in the point A
;

and the conies are said to osculate at the point A. The construction

gives a point H of the chord which joins A to the fourth point of

intersection G of the conies. It may happen that this chord coin-

cides with the tangent at A ; in this case A represents four coincident

points of intersection of the two conies (or rather, four such points

lying indefinitely near to one another).

* Gaskin, The geometrical construction of a conic section, &c. (Cambridge, 1852),

pp. 26, 40.
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229. Let now the lemma of Art. 226 be applied to the case of a

conic and a circle touching it at a point A. Ai A draw the normal

to the conic (the pei'pendicular to the tangent at A), and let it cut

the conic again in F and the circle again in F\ On AF as diameter

describe a circle ; tliis circle, which touches the conic at A and cuts

it at F, will cut it again at another point G such that AGFis a right

angle. Join AG and let G^ be the point where it cuts the first

circle. Join FG ^F'G' \ by the lemma they will intersect on the

chord HK\ but they are parallel to one another, since AG'F' also is

a right angle. Thus for any circle lohatever tvhich touches the conic

at A, the chord of intersection HK ivith the C07iic has a constant

direction, viz. that parallel to FG.

If HK passes through A, the conic and the circle osculate at tliis

point. If then a parallel through A to FG cut the conic again in

C, the circle which touches the conic at A and cuts it at C will be

the osculating circle (circle of curvature) at A *.

[In the particular case where 4 is a vertex (Art. 297) of the conic, F
will be the other vertex, FG the tangent 2X F, AC the tangent at A,

and C will coincide with A. It is seen then that the osculating circle

at a vertex of a conic has not only three but/owr indefinitely near

points in common with the conic]

Conversely, the conic can be constructed which passes through

three given points A, P,Q and has a given cii'cle for its osculating

circle at one of these points A.

For join AP , AQ, and let them cut the given circle in P', Q' re-

spectively; and join PQ, P'Q\ meeting in V . \i AJJ be joined and cut

the circle again in C, the required conic will pass through C. It is

therefore determined by the four points A ,P,Q ,G and the tangent

at A (wliich is the same as the tangent to the circle there).

230. The proposition correlative to the lemma of Art. 226 may be

enunciated as follows :

If a and h are a pair of common tangents to two conies, and iffrom

two points taken on a and h respectively the tangents f , g he drawn to

thefirst conic and the tangentsf,
g' to the second, then the points fg and

f'g' W)iU he collinear ivith the point of intersection of the second 2^air of

common tangents to the conies.

This proposition enables us to solve the j)roblems which are corre-

lative to I and II of Art. 227 ; viz. given three (or two) of the com-

mon tangents to two conies, and in addition two (or three) tangents

to the first and two (or three) tangents to the second, to determine

the remaining common tangent (or the two remaining common tan-

gents) to the conies.

231. Peoblem. Given elevenjmnts A,JB,C,D,E; A^,B^,C^,D^,B^; P;

* PoNCELET, loc. cit., Arts. 334-337.
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to construct by 2>oints the conic lohich passes through P and through the

four points of intersection of the two conies which are determined by the

2)oints A ,B ,0 ,D , E and A^,B^,G^,D^, U^ resj)ectively. The conies

are siq^jposed not to be traced, nor are their points of intersection given*

,

Solution. Draw through P any transversal, and construct (Art.

212, left) the points M and If in which it cuts the conic ABODE
and the points N and iV'' in which it cuts the conic A^BfJ^D^E^.

Since these two conies and the required one all pass through the same

four points, Desargues' theorem may he aj)plied to them. If therefore

(Art. 134, left) the point P' be constructed, conjugate to P in the

involution determined by the pairs of points M and M\ N and N\
this point P' will lie on the required conic. By causing the trans-

versal to turn about the point P, other points on the required conic

may be obtained.

232. Problem. Given ten poin ts A,B,C,D, E; A^,B^,C„D^,E^
and a straight line s; to construct a conic icliich shall touch s and
shall imss through the four 2>oints of intersection of the two conies

ivhich are determined by the 2^oints A,B,C,B,E and A^,Bj^,C^,D^,E^

res2)ectively. The conies are sup2)0sed not to be traced, nor are their

points of intersection given.

Solution. Construct (Art. 2 1 2) the points of intersectionM and i/'

of s with the conic ABODE, and the points of intersection N and
N' of s with the conic A^B^O^D^E^, and then (Art. 134) the double

points of the involution determined by the two pairs of points

M and 3I\ JV and JV\ If P is one of these double points, it will be

the point of contact (Art. 185) of s with a conic drawn through the

four points of intersection of the conies ABODE and A^BfJ^D^E^
to touch s. The pi'oblem thus reduces to that of the preceding

Article.

233. The correlative constructions give the solutions of the corre-

lative problems : viz. to construct a conic which passes through a given

point (or which touches a given straight line), and which is inscribed

in the quadrilateral formed by the four common tangents to two
conies

; the conies being supposed each to be determined by five given

tangents, but not to be completely traced ; and their four common
tangents being supj)osed not to be given.

234. Problem. Through a given point S to draw a straight line

which shall be cut by four given straight lines a ,b ,c ,d in four 2)oints

having a given anharmonic ratio.

Solution. It has been seen (Art. 151) that the straight lines

which are cut by four given straight lines in four points having a

given anharmonic I'atio are all tangents to one and the same conic

* PoNCELET, loc. cit., Art. 389.
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touching the given straight lines ; and that ii A , B ,C are the points

where d cuts a ,b ,c respectively, and D is the point of contact of d,

the anharmonic ratio {ABCD) is equal to that of the four points in

which the straight lines a ,b , c ,d are cut hj any other tangent to

the conic. Accordingly, if on the straight line d that point D be

constructed (Art. 65) which gives with the points

ad{=A),hd{=B),cd{= C)

an anharmonic ratio {ABCD) equal to the given one, and if then the

straight lines be constructed (Art. 213, right) wliich pass through S
and touch the conic determined by the four tangents a ,b ,c ,d and

the point of contact D of d, each of these straight lines will give a

solution of the proposed problem.

If one of the straight lines a ,b ,c ,d lie at infinity, the problem

becomes the following

:

Given three straight liiies a ,b , c and a point S, to draw through S
a straight line such that the segment intercepted on it between a and b

may be to that intercepted on it between a and c in a given ratio.

To solve this, construct on the straight line a that point A which

is so related to the points ab {=B) and ac (= C) that the ratio

AB : AC has the given value ; and draw from ^S* the tangents to the

parabola which is determined by the tangents a ,b , c and the point

of contact A of a.

The correlative construction gives the solution of the following

problem : On a given straight line s to find a point such that the

rays joining it to four given points A , B , C , 1) form a pencil having

a given anharmonic ratio.

235. Problem. Given two jn-ojective ranges of j)oints lying on the

straight lines u , u respectively ; to find two corresponding segments

MP,M'P' such that the angles MOP , M'O'P' which they subtend at

two fixed jyoints ,
0' respectively may be given in sign and mag-

nitude.

Solution. Take on w' two points A' and B^ such that the angle

A'O'D' may be equal to the second of the given angles ; let A and B
be the points on u which correspond respectively to A' and B', and

let ^1 be a point on u such that the angle AfiB is equal to the first

of the given angles. The problem would evidently be solved if OA^

coincided with OA, since in this case the angles AOB and A'O'B'
would be equal to the given angles respectively. If the rays

0'A\ OA , 0'B\OB , OA^ be made to vary simultaneously, they will

trace out pencils which are projectively related. For those traced

out by O'A' and O'B' respectively are projective, and similai'ly

those traced out by OA^ and OB respectively, since the angles A'O'B'

and A-fiB are constant (Art. 108); and the pencils traced out by
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OA and O'A' respectively, and by OD , 0'D' respectively, are pro-

jective since the given ranges on u and u' are so. Consequently the

pencils generated by OA and OA^ respectively are projective, and

their self-corresponding rays give the solutions of the problem. If

three trials be made of a similar kind to the foregoing one, three

pairs of corresponding rays OA and OA^, OB and OB^, OC and OC^

will be obtained ; let the self-corresponding rays of the concentric

projective pencils determined by these three pairs be constructed

(Art. 206, 1). If one of these self-corresponding rays meets u in M,

and if the point P be taken on ti such that the angle MOP is equal to

the first of the given ones, and if then on w' the points M' , P' be found

which correspond to M,P respectively, the angle M'O'P' will be

equal to the second of the given angles, and the problem will be solved.

236. Problem. Given tico projective ranges of points A , B ,C , ...

and A',B',C ' ... lying on the straight lines u and u' resj^ectively, to

find two corres2)onding segments tvhich shall he equal, in sign and

magnitude, to two given segments.

Solution. Take on u' a segment A'D' equal to the second of the

given ones, and let AD be the segment on u which corresponds to

A'D'. Take on u the point A^ such that A^D is equal to the first of

the given segments ; then the problem would be solved if A-^ coincided

with A. If the points A,A\D',D,A^ be made to vary simulta-

neously, the ranges traced out by A and A^ respectively will be pro-

jective with one another, as also those traced out hjD and Z)' respectively

(by reason of the projective relation existing between ABC ... and

A'B'C ...) ; and the ranges traced out by A and D respectively, and

similarly those traced out by A' and D' respectively, will be projective

with one another, since they are generated by segments of constant

length sliding along straight lines (Art. 103). Consequently also the

ranges traced out by A and A^ are projectively related, and their self-

corresponding points give the solutions of the problem. It is there-

fore only necessary to obtain three pairs of corresponding points

A and A',B and B',C and C', by making three ti'ials, and then to

construct the self-corresponding points of the ranges determined by

these three pairs (Art. 206, II).

237. The student cannot have failed to remark that the method

employed in the solution of the preceding problems has been in all

cases substantially the same. This method is general, uniform, and

direct ; and it may be applied in a more or less simple manner to all

problems of the second degree, i.e. to all questions which when treated

algebraically would depend on a quadratic equation. It consists in

making three trials, which give three pairs of corresponding elements

of two superposed projective forms; the self-corresponding elements

of these systems give the solutions of the problem. This method is
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precisely analogous to that known in Arithmetic as the ' rule of false

position,' and it has on that account been tei'med a geometric method

offalse position*.

238. Problems of the second degree (and those which are reducible

to such) are solved, like all those occurring in elementary Geometry,

by means of the ruler and compasses only, that is to say by means of

the intersections of straight lines and circles t. But again, the solu-

tion of any such problem can be made to dejDend on the determination

of the self-corresjDonding elements of two superposed projective forms,

which determination depends (Art. 206) on the construction of

the self-corresponding points of two projective ranges lying on a

circle whose position and size is entirely arbitrary. It follows

that a single circle, described once for all, will enable us to solve all

problems of the second degree which can be proposed with reference

to any given elements lying in one plane (the plane in which the

circle is drawn) +. This circle once described, any such problem will

reduce to that of constructing three pairs of points of the two pro-

jective systems whose self-corresponding elements give the solution of

the problem. This done, we proceed to transfer to the circumference

of the circle, by means of projections and sections, these three pairs of

points. This will give three pairs of points on the circle ; taking these

as the pairs of opposite vertices of an inscribed hexagon, we have only

further to draw the straight line which joins the points of intersection

of the three pairs of opposite sides (the Pascal line) of this hexagon.

It is hardly necessary to remark that instead of the solution of such

a problem being made to depend on the

common elements of two superposed pro-

jective forms, it may always be reduced to

the determination of the double elements

of an involution (Art. 211).

The following Articles (239 to 249)

contain examples of problems solved by

means of the method just explained.

239. Pkoblem. Given (Fig. 169) two

projective ranges ofpoints lying on the straight lines u and u respectively,

and tivo other projective ranges of points lying on the straight lines v

* Chasles, Gdom. sup., p. 212.

f A problem is said to be of the first degree when it can be solved with help of

the ruler only, i. e. by the intersections of straight lines. See Lambert, loc. cit.,

p. 161 ; Brianchon, loc. cit., p. 6; Poncelet, loc. cit., p. 76.

J Poncelet, loc. cit., p. 187 ; Steiner, Die geometrischen Constructioncn aus-

gefiikrt mitfeht der (jeraden Linie itnd eines festen Kreises (Berlin, 1S33), p. 67 ;

Collected Works, vol. i. pp. 461-522 ; Siaudt, Geometric der Lage (Niirnberg,

1S47), § 23.
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and V respectively ; it is required to draw through a given point two

straight lines s and /, tvhich shall cut u and u' in a pair of corre-

sponding j^oints and also v and v in a 2>air of corresponding 2}oints.

Through draw any straight line cutting^'', v'in A\P' respectively;

let A be the point on u which corresponds to A', and let P be the

point on v which corresponds to P' . The problem would be solved if

the straight lines OA and OP coincided with one another. If these

straight lines be made to change their positions simultaneously, they

will trace out two concentric projective pencils (determined by three

trials of a similar kind to the one just made) ; and the self-corre-

sponding rays of these pencils will give the solutions of the j^roblem.

240. In the preceding problem the straight lines u and u' might

be taken to coincide, and similarly v and v' . If all four straight

lines coincided with one another, the problem would become the

following

:

Given two pn'ojective ranges u, u and two other 2}')'ojective ranges

V, V all lying on one straight litie, tofind a pair of points which shall

correspond to one another ivhen regarded as points of the ranges u, u
respectively, and likewise tvJien regarded as pjoints of the ranges v, v'

respectively.

241. Peoblem. Between two given straight liiies u and u^ to j^lo-ce

a segment such that it shall subte7id given angles at two given points

and S (Fig. 170).

Fig. 170.

Draw any ray SA to meet u in A ; draw aSA^ to meet ^<^ in .4^ so

that ASA^ loay be equal to the second of the given angles
;
join OA^,

and draw OA^ to meet u in A^ so that A^OA^ may be equal to the

first of the given angles. Then the problem would be solved if OA
coincided with 0A\ Three trials of a similar kind to the one just made

will give three pairs of corresponding rays (OA and 0A\ OB and OB^,

OC and OC^) of the two projective pencils which would be traced out

by causing OA and OA^ to change their positions simultaneously

;

the self-corresponding rays OM and ON of these pencils will give the

solutions (J/J/j and ^'^iN'^j) of the problem.

3
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242. Peoblem. Given two projective ranges u and u ; if a 2)ciir of

corresponding 2)oints A and A' of these ranges he taken, it is required

tofind another 2)air of corres2)onding points M and M' such tliat the

ratio of the length of the segment AM to that of the segment A'M' may
he equal to a given number A.

Let A and A',B and B', C and C be three pairs of corresponding

points of the two ranges. On u take two new points B'\ C" such that

AB"^\.A'B'ii\\^ AC"=\.A'C'. The points A , B'\ C" determine

a range which is similar (Art. 99) to the range A\B\C', ... and

therefore projective with A , B , C , ... . The collinear ranges

A , B", C'\ ... and A ,B ,C , ... have already one self-corresponding

point in A ; their other self-corresponding point M (Art. 90) will

give the solution of the problem, since AM=AM^^=\ . A'M\ This

problem is therefore of the first degree,

243. Problem. Given two collinear jyrojective ranges ABC ... and
A'B'C . . . , to find a pair of correspmiding j)oints M and M' such

that the segment MM' shall he hisected at a given point 0.

Take three points A^', B'\ C" such that is the middle point of each

of the segments AA'\BB'\ CG" ; the points A'\B", C" determine

a range which is equal to the range ABC ... , and therefore projective

with the range A'B'C' .... Construct the self-corresponding points of

the collinear projective ranges A'B'C' ... and A"B"C" ... ; if M' or

M" is one of them, then MM' will have its middle point at 0, and

will be a segment such as is required.

244. Problem. Given a straight line and two poiiits E , F on it ;

to determine on the straight line two 2)oints M and M' such that the

segment MM' may he equal in length to a given segment, and the

anharmonic ratio {EFMM') equal to a given number.

Take on the given straight line any three points A,B, C ; then

find on it three points A', B', C such that the anharmonic ratios

{EFAA')
,
{EFBB')

,
{EFCC) may each be equal to the given number;

and again three points A", B", C" such that the segments ^^''', BB",
CC" may each be equal in length to the given segment. The ranges

ABC ... and^'^'C' ... will be projectively related (Arts. 79, 109), and

the same will be the case with regard to the ranges ABC . . and

A"B"C" ...{kvi. 103); therefore A'B'C ... and A"B"C" ... will be

projective with one another. If these ranges have self-corresponding

points, and if M' or M" is one of them, the segment MM' and the

anharmonic ratio {EFMM') will have the given values, and the

problem is solved.

245. Problem. To inscribe in a given triangle PQR a rectangle

of given area (Fig. 171).

Suppose MSTU to be the rectangle required ; if MS' be drawn

parallel to PR, a pai'allelogram MSPS' will be formed which is equal
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Fig. 171.

in area to the rectangle ; so that for the given jDroblem may be

substituted the following equivalent one :

Tofind on the base QR of a given triangle PQR a point M such that

ifMS , MS' he draion parallel

to the sides PQ , PR to meet

PR, PQ in S, S' resjiectively,

the rectangle contained by PS
and PS' shall he equal to a

given square k"^.

Take any point A on QR,

draw AD parallel to PQ to

meet PR in B, and take on

PQ a point B' such that

the rectangle contained by

PB and PD' maybe equal to k"^ ; then draw B'A' parallel to PR to

meet QR in A ' . If the points A and A' coincided with one another,

the problem would be solved.

Now let the points A ,B ,B' , A' \i& made to vary simultaneously
;

they will trace out ranges which are all projective with one another.

For since B is the projection of A made from the point at infinity on

PQ, and A' the projection of B' made from the point at infinity on

PR, the first and second ranges are in perspective, and the third and

fourth likewise. But the second and third ranges are projective with

one another, since the relation PB . PB'=k'^ shows (Art. 74) that the

points B and B', in moving simultaneously, describe two projective

ranges such that the point P, regarded as belonging to either range,

corresponds to the point at infinity regarded as belonging to the other*.

Three similar trials give three pairs of points similar to A and

A'; if the self-corresponding points of the ranges determined by these

pairs be constructed, they will give the solutions of the problem.

Instead of taking the point A quite arbitrarily m the three trials,

any particular positions may be chosen for it, and by this means the

construction may often be simplified. This remark applies to all the

problems which we have discussed. With regard to the present one,

it is clear that if A be taken at infinity, its projection B will also lie

at infinity; consequently B' will coincide with P, and therefore A'

with R. Again, if A be taken coincident with Q, its projection B
will coincide with P, and consequently B\ and therefore also A', will

pass off to infinity. We have thus two trials, neither of which requires

* If the two ranges be called ic and ?/, and the construction of Art. 85 (left)

be referred back to, it will be seen that the auxiliary range »" lies in this case

entirely at infinity. If then a pair of corresponding points D and D' have been

found, and we wish to find the point E' which corresponds to any other point E
of PR (= m), we have only to join D'E, and to draw D^' parallel to D'E to

meet PQ (= uf) in E'.
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any construction ; the pairs which result from them are composed

respectively of the point at infinity and R, and of Q and the point at

infinity. If the pair given by the third trial be called B ,B', and if

A , A' stand for any pair whatever, we have (Art. 74)

QA.RA'=QB.RB\

and therefore, if M is a self-corresponding point,

QM.RM=QB.RB',
from which the self-corresponding points could be found. But it is

better in all cases to go back to the general construction of Art. 206.

In this case the three pairs of conjugate points of the two ranges

which are given are : B and B' ; the point at infinity and R; Q and

the point at infinity. Let then any circle be taken, and a point on

its circumference ; from draw the straight lines OB , OB^, OR , OQ

,

and a pai'allelto QR, and let these cut the circle a gain in5
j

, B^, R^, Q^,

and / respectively*. Join the point of intersection of B^ R^ and ^//
with that of B^I a,nd B^^ Q^; if the joining line cut the circle in

two points J/j and N^, the straight lines which join these to will

meet QR in the self-corresponding points 31 and N, and these give

the solutions of the problem.

246. Problem. To construct a j)olygon, whose sides shall j^;a5s

respectively/ through given jJoints, and all whose vertices except one shall

lie respectively on given straight lines ; and lohich shall he such that

the angle included hy the sides which meet in the last vertex is equal to

a given angle.

Suppose, for example, that it is required to construct a triangle

ii/A^ (Fig. 172) whose sides i/A,A^Z , Zi¥ shall pass through the

given points , V, U respectively,

and whose vertices M , N shall lie

on the given straight lines u , v re-

spectively; and which shall be such

that the angle IILN is equal to a

given angle.

Through draw any straight

line to cut u in A and v in B

;

join BV, and through U draw the

Fig. 172. straight line UX making with BV
an angle equal to the given one.

Let UX meet u in A' ; the problem would be solved if the point

A^ coincided with A. If the rays OA , UA' be made to vary

simultaneously, they will determine on u two projective ranges ; the

solutions of the problem will be found by constructing the self-corre-

sponding points of these ranges.

* Of these points onl}' I is marked in the figure.
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rig. 173-

247. The following problem is included in the foregoing one :

A ray of light emanating from a given point is reflected from n

given straight lines in succession ; to determine tlie original direction

which the ray must have, in order that this may make with its direction

after the last reflexion a given angle.

"Lei u^^,u^, ... u^ he the given straight lines (Fig. 173). If the

ray OA^ strike u^ at A^, then by the

law of reflexion the incident and re-

flected rays will make equal angles

with u^\ but the incident ray passes

through the fixed point ; therefore the

i-eflected ray will always pass through

the point 0^ which is symmetrical to

with i^egard to m^*. So again, if

the ray after one reflexion strikes ttg at

.4 2, it will be reflected according to

the same law; consequently the ray after two reflexions will pass

through a fixed point 0^ which is symmetrical to Oj with regard to

2*2 ; and so on. The paths of the ray before reflexion, and after one,

two, ... ?^ reflexions form therefore a polygon OA^A^A^ ... , whose n+ x

sides pass respectively through n-\- 1 fixed points , 0^ , 0^, • On,

and which is such that n of its vertices lie respectively on n given

straight lines Mj ,^(2, ... Wn j while the angle included by the sides

which meet in the last vertex is to be equal to a given angle. Thus

the problem reduces, as was stated, to that of Art. 246.

248. Problem. To construct a polygon ivhose vertices shall lie

respectively on given straight lines, and ivhose sides shall subtend given

angles at given points respectively.

Suppose it required to construct a triangle whose vertices 1,2,3
shall lie on the given straight lines u^ , u^ , Mg respectively, and whose

sides 23, 31, 12 shall subtend at

the given points *S'j , S^ , S.^ respec-

tively the angles <Bj , w^, Wg which

are given in sign and magnitude

(Fig. 174). On u^ take any point

A
;

join AS^ , and make the angle

AS^ equal to a^ ; let S^B cut ic.^

in B. Join BS^^ ; make the angle

BS^C equal to w^, and let S-^C cut

W3 in C. Join CS^ ; make the

angle CS^A' equal to a^, and let

S.rA' cut %i^ in A'. The problem would be solved if S.^V coincided

Fig. 174.

* i. c. a point 0, such that 00^ is bisected at right angles by «j.
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with S^A. If S^A be made to turn about S^ , the other rays

S^A,S^B ,S^B ,S-yC,S^C , and S^A' will change their positions simul-

taneously, and will trace out pencils which are all projectively

related. For the ranges traced out by S^A and S^B respectively

will be projective (Art. 108) since the angle AS^B is constant; the

ranges traced out by S^B and S^B respectively are projective since

they are in perspective ; and so on. The solutions of the problem will

therefore be given by the self-corresponding rays of the concentric

px'ojective pencils which are generated by S^A and S„A' respectively.

In the same manner is solved the more general problem in which

the straight lines joining S^,S^, ... to the vertices of the polygon are

no longer to include given angles, but are to be such that together

with pairs of given straight lines meeting in S^,S^, ... respectively

they form at each of these points a pencil of four rays having a given

anharmonic ratio. If at each of the points the pencil is to be

harmonic, and the given straight lines such as to include a right

angle, the problem can be enunciated as follows (Art. 60) :

To construct a jpolygon whose vertices shall lie respectively on given

straight lines, and whose sides shall subtend at given points angles

whose bisectors are given.

249. The same method gives the solution of the problem :

To construct a p>olygon whose sides shall pass respectively through

given imints, and which shall be such that the pairs of adjacent sides

divide given segments respectively in given anharmonic ratios*.

Particular cases of this problem may be obtained hj supposing that

each pair of adjacent sides is to intercept on a given straight line a

segment given in magnitude and direction ; or a segment which is

divided by a given point into two parts having a given ratio to one

another t.

* That is to say, two adjacent sides are to cut a given straight line, on which

are two given points A, S, in two other points C , D such that the anharmonic

ratio {ABCD) may be equal to a given number.

t Chasles, Geom. sup., pp. 219-223 ; and Townsend, Modern Geometry (Dublin,

1865), vol. ii. pp. 257-275.



CHAPTEE XX.

POLE AND POLAR.

250. Let any point S be taken in the plane of a conic

(Fig. 175), and through it let any number of transversals be

drawn to cut the conic in pairs of points A and A\ B and B\
C and C\ ... . The tangents a and a',b and b\c and c' at these

points will, by Arts. 203, 204, intersect in pau's on a fixed

straight line s, on which he also the points of contact of the tan-

gents from S to the conic (when the

position of S is such that tangents

can be drawn). Further, the pairs of

chords^5'andJ '^, AC'&n^A'C, .

.

.

£C' and £'C,... AB and A'B\
AC and A'C, ... BC and B'C\ ...

will intersect on s. Another pro-

perty of the straight line s may
be noticed. In the complete quad-

rangle AA'BB\ each of the straight

lines AA' and BB^ is divided har-

monically by the diagonal point S

and the point where it is cut by
the straight line s which joins the

other diagonal points (Art. 5 7)

;

consequently A and A^ (and simi-

larly B and B\ C and C\ ...) are harmonic conjugates with

regard to S and the point where AA^ (or BB\ CC ',...) is cut

by*.

The straight line s determined in this manner by the point

/Sis called i\\Q j^olar of /S with respect to the conic; and, re-

ciprocally, the point S is said to be the j^ole of the straight

line s.

The polar of a given j)oint S is therefore at the same time : (l) the

Fig- 175-
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locus of the points of intersection of tangents to the conic at the pairs

ofpoints tvhere it is cut hy any transversal through S ; (2) the locus

of the points of intersection ofpairs of op)posite sides of quadrangles

inscribed in the conic such that their diagonals meet in S ; (3) the

locus ofpoints taken on any transversal through S such that they are

harmonically conjugate to S with regard to the piair of points in

which the transversal is cut hy the conic ; (4) the chord of contact of

the tangents from S to the conic, when S has such a position

that it is piossihle to draio these"*" f.

251. Eeciprocally, any given straight line s determines a

point S, of which it is \hQ> polar. For let A and B (Fig. 176) be

any two points on the conic ; the tangents a and h at these points

will cut s in two points from which can be drawn two other tan-

gents a' and h' to the conic. Let A' and B' be the points of

contact of these, and let AA\BB' meet in 8\ then the polar of

S will pass through the points aa' and hh', and must therefore

coincide with s.

If thenfrom any pioint o?i s a ptair of tangents can he drawn to the

conic, their chord of contact will pass through S.

Fig. 176.

252. The complete quadrangle AA'BB' and the complete

quadrilateral aa'bh' (Fig. 176) have the same diagonal

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. vii. 37; Desargues, loc. cj<.,pp. 1(^4 sqq. ; De la
Hire, loc. cit., books i. and ii.

"t (4) follows from (3) by what has been proved in Art. 71,
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triangle (Art, 1 69). The vertices of this triangle are S,ih.e point

of intersection F of AB and A^B\ and the point of intersection

E of A£' and A'JB ; its sides are s, the straight line/joining the

points ab and a^6\ and the straight line ^joining the points aJ'

and a' 6. Thus iffrom a7iy two ])oints taken on the straight line s

pairs of tangents a and a\ h and V he drawn to the conic, the

diagonals of the quadrilateral aba'h' toill pass through S.

253. The straight lines a, a\ b, V (Fig. 177) form a quadri-

lateral circumscribed about the conic, one of whose diagonals is

5, and whose other two diagonals

meet in S. Thus iffrom an?/ point

on s a pair of tangents he draion to

the conic, they will he harmonically

conjugate with regard to s and the

straight line joining the point to S

(Art. 56).

254. If then a conic is given,

every point in its plane has its

polar and every straight line has its

2oole*. The given conic, with

reference to which the pole and

polar are considered, may be

called the auxiliary conic.

I. If a point in the plane of a conic is such that from it

two tangents can be drawn to the curve, it is said to lie

outside the conic, or to be an external point ; if it is such that

no tangent can be drawn, it is said to lie inside the conic, or

to be an internal point. If then the pole lies outside the

conic (Art. 203, VIII) the polar cuts the curve, and it cuts

it at the points of contact of the tangents from the pole to the

conic t-

If the pole lies inside the curve, the polar does not cut the

conic.

II. If a point on the conic itself be taken as pole and a

transversal be made to revolve round this point, one of its

points of intersection with the conic will always coincide with

the pole itself. Since then the polar is the locus of the points

where the tangents at these points of intersection meet, and

* Desabgues, loc. cit., p. 190.

+ See also Art. 250, (4).
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in this case one of the tangents is fixed, it follows that the

polar of a point on the conic is the tangent at this point ; or

that if the 2)ole is a j^oint on the co?iic, the jjolar is the tangent at

this point.

III. Keciprocally, if every point of the polar lies outside the

conic, the pole lies inside the conic ; if the polar cuts the

conic, the pole is the point where the tangents at the two

points of intersection meet ; and if the polar touches the conic,

the pole is its point of contact.

255. If two points are such that the first lies on the polar

of the second^ then will also the second lie on the polar of the first.

Consider Fig. 176; let E be taken as pole and let F
be a point lying on the polar of E. If the straight line E¥
cuts the conic, it will cut it in two points which are harmoni-

cally conjugate with regard to E and E' (Art. 250 [3] )

;

consequently one of the points E , F will lie inside and

the other outside the conic, and by Art. 250 (3) again, if i^be

taken as pole, E will be a point on its polar.

If the straight line EF does not cut the conic, the chord of

contact of the tangents from E will pass through F, since this

chord is the polar oi E \ and therefore by Art. 250 (1) ^ will

lie on the polar of -F.

The above proposition may also be expressed in the follow-

ing manner

:

If a straight linef pass through the pole of another straight line

e, then will also e pass through the pole off.

For let E, F be the poles oi e, f respectively ; since by

hypothesis E lies on the polar of F, therefore F will lie on

the polar of E; that is to say, e will pass through F, the pole

of/.

Two points such as E and F, which possess the property

that each lies on the polar of the other, are termed conjugate or

reciprocal points with respect to the conic. And two straight

lines such as e and/, each of which passes through the pole of

the other, are termed conjugate or reciprocal lines with respect

to the conic.

The foregoing proposition may then be enunciated as

follows :

If ttvo poinds are conjugate to one another ivith respect to a conic,

their p)olars also are conjugate to one another, and conversely.
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256. The same proposition can be put into yet another
form, viz.

Every jwint on the polar of a given point E lias for its polar a

straight line passiiig throygh E.

Every straight line passing through the pole of a given straight

line e hasfor its pole a point lying on e *.

In other words, if a variable pole F be supposed to describe

a given straight line <?, the polar of i^ will always pass through

a fixed point E, the pole of the given line ; and conversely, if

a straight line / revolve round a fixed point E, the pole of /
will describe a straight line e, the polar of the given point E.

Or again : the pole of a given straight line e is the centre of the

pencil formed hy the polars of all points on e ; and the polar of a

giv671 point E is the locus of the poles of all straight lines pjassing

through E^.

257. Problem. Given apoint

S, to construct its folar with

respect to a given conic.

I. Let the conic be determined

by five points A , B , C , I) , E
(Fig. 178).

Given a straight line s, to con-

struct its pole with respect to a

given conic.

I. Let the conic be determined

by five tangents a ,b ,c ,d ,e (Fig.

179)-

Join SA ,SB , and find the

points A ', B' where these cut the

conic again respectively (Art. 161,

right). The straight fine s which

joins the point of intersection of

AB' and A'B to that of AB and

Fig. 179.

From the points sa , sb draw

the second tangents a\h' respec-

tively to the conic (Art. 161,

left). The point S in which the

diagonals of the quadrangle aha'h'

intersect one another will be

* Desargues, loc. cit., p. 191.

t PONCELET, loc. Clt., Art. 1 95.
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A'B' will be the polar of the

given point (Art. 250 [2] ).

II, Let the conic be determined

by five tangents a ,h ,c ,d ,e

(Fig. i8o).

the pole of the given straight

line.

II. Let the conic be deter-

mined by five points A,B,C ,D ,E

(Fig. 1 8 1).

Fig. i8i.

On s take two points U and

V, and constiaict their polars to

and V (as on the left hand side

above) ; the point uv will be the

pole of s (Art. 256). To simplify

matters the point t/'may be taken

on the straight line AB ; i£ thvin

UC be joined, and the second

point C" in which it meets the

conic be constracted, ti will be the

straight line joining the points of

intersection of the pairs of oppo-

site sides of the quadrangle

ACBC. So too if V be taken on

the sti'aight Line AC for example,

and VB be joined, and its second

point of intersection B' with the

conic be constinicted, then v will

be the straight line joining the

points of intersection of the pairs

of opposite sides of the quadrangle

ABCB'.

258. Let E and F (Fig. 182) be a pair of conjugate points

Fig. 180.

Through S draw two trans-

versals u and V, and construct

their poles U and V (as on the

right hand side above) ; U V will

be the polar of S (Art. 256). To

simplify matters the transversal

u may be drawn through the

point ah ; if then the second

tangent c' be drawn to the conic

(Art. 161) from the point uc, U
will be the point of intersection

of the diagonals of the quadri-

lateral acbc\ So too if the

transversal v be drawn through

the point ac for example, and the

second tangent 6 ' be drawn to the

conic from the point vb, then V
will be the point of intersection

of the diagonals of the quadri-

lateral ahcV.
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and let G be the pole of EF; then G will be conjugate both to

E and to F, so that the three points E, F, G are conjugate to one

another two and two. Every side therefore of the triangle

EFG is the pole of the opposite vertex, and the three sides are

conjugate lines two and two.

A triangle such as EFG, in which each vertex is the pole

of the opposite side with regard to a given conic is called a

seIf-conJ2(gate or seJf-polar triangle with regard to the conic.

259. To construct a triangle self-conjugate with regard to cc given

conic.

One vertex E (Fig. 182) maybe taken arbitrarily; construct its

Fig. 182.

polar, take on this polar any point F, and construct the polar of F.

This last will pass through E, since E and F are conjugate points

;

if G be the point where it cuts the polar of E, then E and G

,

F and G, will be pairs of conjugate points ; and therefore EFG is a

self-conjugate triangle.

In other words : take any point E and draw through it any two

transversals to cut the conic in A and D, B and C respectively
;
join

AC, BD, meeting in F, and AB , CD meeting in G ; then EFG is a

self- conjugate triangle.

Or again, one side e may be taken arbitrarily, and its pole E con-

structed ; if through E any straight line / be drawn, and its pole
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(which will lie on e) be constructed and joined to the pole of e by the

straight line g, then efg will be a ti'iangle such as is required ; for the

straight lines e,/,g are conjugate two and two.

Thus, after having taken the side e arbitrarily, we may proceed as

follows : take two points on e and from them draw pairs of tangents

a and d, h and c, to the conic
;
join the points ac , bd by the straight

line /, and the points ab , cd by the straight line g ; then will efg be

a self-conjugate triangle.

260. From what has been said above the following property

is evident :

T//e diagonal jjoints of the complete quadrangle formed hy any

four points on a conic are the vertices of a tria^igle which is self-

conjugate with regard to the conic. And the diagonals of the

complete quadrilateral formed hy any four tangents to a conic

are the sides of a tiiangle which is self-conjugate with regard to the

conic*.

Or, in other words

:

The triangle whose vertices are the diagonalpoints of a complete

quadrangle is self-conjiigate with regard to any conic circumscribing

the quadrangle. And the triangle ivhose sides are the diagonals of a

compjlete quadrilateral is self-conjngate with 7-egard to any conic

inscribed iii the quadrilateral.

261. From the properties of the circumscribed quadrilateral and

the inscribed quadrangle (Arts. 166 to 172) it follows moreover

that

:

If EFG (Fig. 182) is a triangle self-conjugate with regard to

a given conic, and ABC is a triangle inscribed in the conic,

such that two of its sides CA, AB pass through two of the

vertices F , G respectively of the other triangle, then will the re-

maining side BG pass through the remaining vertex E , and every

side of the inscribed triangle will be divided harmonically by the

corresponding vertex of the self-conjugate triangle and the side which

joins the other two vertices of it.

The three straight lines EA , FB , GO meet in one point D on the

conic ; the two triangles are therefore in perspective, and the three

pairs of corresponding sides FG and BC, GE and CA, EF and AB,
will meet in three collinear points.

Hence it follows that a self-conjugate triangle EFG and a point A
of a conic determine an inscribed quadrangle ABCD , whose diagonal

* Desargues, loc. cif., p. 186.
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triangle is EFG. The points B ,C ,D are those in which the

straight lines AG, AF, AE cut the conic again.

The enunciation of the correlative property is left to the student *.

262. Of the three vertices of the triangle EFG, one always

lies inside the conic, and the two others outside it. For if E
is an internal point, its polar does not cut the conic, and con-

sequently F and G are both external to the conic. If, on the

other hand, E is an external point, its polar cuts the conic, and

F and G are harmonic conjugates with regard to the two
points of intersection ; of the two points F' and G therefore,

one must be internal and the other external to the conic.

From this property and that of Art. 254, 1, we conclude that

of the three sides of any self-conjugate triangle, two always

cut the curve, and the third does not.

263. (1). 0)1 every straight line there are an infinite mmiher of

2Mirs of points ivMcli are conjugate to one another tvith respect to a

given conic, and theseform an involution f.

(2). Through every point pass an infinite number of pjairs of

straight lines which are conjugate to one another with resjoect to a

given conic, and theseform an involution^.

(3). If a pioint describes a range, its polar with respject to a given

conic tvill trace out a pencil tvhich is projective with the given range.

And, conversely, if a straight line describes a pencil, its jwle with

respect to a given conic will trace out a range tvhich is j^rojective with

the given pencil %.

To prove these theorems, consider Fig. 183, and suppose

in it the conic and the three points A,B ,G to be given.

Let the point C be supposed to move along the conic.

Then the rays AC, BC -wiW trace out two pencils which are

projective with one another (Art. 149 [1]); and therefore the

ranges in which these pencils cut the polar of G will be pro-

jective also ; that is to say, the conjugate points i^and E will

describe two collinear projective ranges. In these ranges the

points F and E correspond to one another doubly, since the

polar of E passes through F, and the polar of F passes

through E ; consequently the ranges in question are in in-

volution.

From what has been said it follows also that the pairs of

* PONCELET, loc. cit., p. I04. f DESARGUES, IoC. cU,, pp. I92, I93.

:J:
MoBius, Baryc. Calc, § 290.

P
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conjugate lines GF, GE in like manner form an involution,

and that the range of poles E,F,... is projective with the

pencil of polars GF, GE

,

264. If the straight line EF cui^ the conic, the two points of

Fig. 183.

intersection are the double points of the involution formed by

the pairs of conjugate poles. The centre of the involution lies

on the diameter which passes through the pole G of the given

straight line (Art. 290).

If the point G is external to the conic, the tangents from G

to the conic are the double rays of the involution formed by

the pairs of conjugate polars.

Consequently (Art. 125):

A chord of a conic is harmonically divided hy any pair of j)oints

lying on it tvhich are conjugate with respect to the conic ; and

The pair of tangents drawn from any p)oint to a conic are har-

monic conjugates loith respect to any pair of straight lines meeting in

the given point lohich are conjugate with respect to the conic.

If the point G lies at infinity, the pairs of conjugate straight

lines form an involution of parallel rays, the central ray of

which is a diameter of the conic (Arts. 129, 276).

265. Theorem. If ttvo complete quadrangles have the same

diagonal points, their eight vertices lie either four and four on two

straight lines or else they all lie on a conic.
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Fig. 184.

Let ABCI) and A'B'C'B' (Fig. 184) be two quadrangles

having the same diagonal points E ,F,G; so that

BC,AB, B'C\ A'B' all meet in B,

CA,BB,C'A',B'B' „ „ F,

AB,CB,A'B\C'B' „ „ G.

(1). In the first place let the eight vertices be such that some

three of them are collinear. Suppose

for example that A ' lies on AB. Since

AB and A'B' meet in G, therefore

B' also must lie on AB\ and since

the straight lines GB , GF are har-

monically conjugate with regard both

to AB, CD and to A'B\C'B\ and

AB coincides with A'B\ therefore also

CB coincides with C'B\ Thus the

four points C,B,C" ,B^ are collinear,

and the eight points A, B,C, I), A', B\C\B' lie four and four

on two straight lines.

(2). But if this case be excluded, i. e. if no three of the eight

vertices lie in a straight line,

then a conic can be drawn

through any five of them. Let

a conic be drawn through

J,^,C,i),^'(Fig. 185); then

shall B\C\B' lie on the

same conic. For since F,F, G
are the diagonal points of

the inscribed quadrangle

ABCB, G is the pole of BF,

and therefore G and the

point where its polar FF meets the transversal GB'A' are

harmonically conjugate with regard to the points where this

transversal cuts the conic. But one of these last points is

A\ therefore the other is B' ; for since F.Ffi are also the

diagonal points of the quadrangle A'B'C'jy, the points A'

and B' are harmonically conjugate with regard to G and the

point where EF cuts A^B\ In a similar manner it can be

shown that C and B^ also lie on the same conic. The eisfht

vertices A,B ,C,B, A\B\C',B' therefore lie on a conic, and
the proposition is proved.

P 3

Fig. 185.
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Since the straight lines AB and A'B' meet in G, therefore

AA' and BB\ as also AB' and A'B, will meet on EF, the polar

of G. This property gives the means of constructing the

point B' when the points A, B,C , J), A' are given. The point

C wiU then be found as the point of intersection of A'F and

B'E, and the point I)' as that of B'F,A'E, and C'G.

266. Suppose now that two conies are given which are

inscribed in the same quadrilateral. Let the four common
tangents which form this quadrilateral he a,l/,c,d, and let their

points of contact with the conies heA,B,C,I) and A', B\C\I)'
respectively. By the theorem of Art. 169, the triangle formed

by the diagonals of the circumscribed quadrilateral ahcd has for

its vertices the diagonal points of the inscribed quadrangle

ABCB and also those of the inscribed quadrangle A!B'C'B'
\

thus ABCB and A'B'C'B' have the same diagonal points.

Accordingly, by the theorem of Art. 265, the eigJit poinU

A, B, C , B , A\ B\ C\ B' lie either four and four on tioo straight

lines, or they lie all on a conic.

267. By writing, as usual, line for point, and point for line,

the propositions correlative to those of Arts. 265 and 266 can

be proved, viz.

If two complete quadrilaterals have the same three diagonals., their

eight sides either jiass four andfour through two points., or else they

all touch a conic.

If two conies intersect in four points, the eight tangents to them

at these points either pass four atidfour through two points, or they

all touch a conic *.

268. If there be given the diagonal points F, F, G and one

vertex A of a quadrangle ABCB, the quadrangle is completely

determined, and can be constructed. For B is that point on

AF which is harmonically conjugate to A with respect to F
and the point where FG cuts AF; so C is that point on AF
which is harmonically conjugate to A with respect to i^and

the point where GF cuts AF; and B is that point on AG
which is harmonically conjugate to A with respect to G and

the point where FF cuts A G.

But if there be given the diagonal points F, F, G of a

quadrangle ABCB and the conic with respect to which FFG
is a self-conjugate triangle, the quadrangle is not completely

* Staudt, loc. cit., p. 293.
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determined. For we may take arbitrarily on the conic a point

A as one vertex of the quadrangle ABCB ; then the other

vertices B, C , B are the second points of intersection of the

conic with the straight lines AG, AF, AE respectively. Hence

it follows that

:

All conies tvith respect to tohich a given triangle EFG is self-

conjiigate, and which pass through a fixed point A, pass also through

three otherfixedpjoints B ,C ,B.

269. Problem. To construct a conic passing through tvjo given

2)oints A and A', and with respect to which a given triangle EFG
shall be self-conjugate.

Solution. Construct, in the manner just shown, the three points

B, C , D which form with A a complete quadrangle having ^, F, and G
for its diagonal points. Five points A, A\ B , G , D on the conic are

then known, and by means of Pascal's theorem any number of other

points on it may be found. Or we may construct the three points

B', C',B' which form with A' a complete quadrangle having E, F, and

G for its diagonal points ; the eight points^, B,C , D , A', B', C\ B'
will then all lie on the conic required.

270. Consider again the problem (Art. 218) of describing a conic

to touch four given straight lines a,h,c, d and to pass through a given

point S (Fig. 1 86). The diagonals

of the quadrilateral abed form a

triangle EFG which is self-conju-

gate with regard to the conic;

consequently, if the three points

P, Q, R be constructed which

together with ^S* form a quadrangle

having^, F, and G for its diagonal

points, the three points so con-

structed will lie also on the

required conic. Now it may
happen that there is no conic

which satisfies the problem, or

again there may be two conies which satisfy it (Art. 218, right);

in the second case, since the construction for the points P, Q, B
is linear, the two conies will both pass thi-ough these points. Thus :

If two conies inscribed in the same quadrilateral abed 2>ass through

the same point S, they toill intersect in three other 2)oints P, Q, B ; and

the triangle formed by the diagoncds of the circumscribed quadrilateral

abed will coincide tvith that formed by the diagonal points of the

inscribed quadrangle PQRS.
In order to find a construction for the points P, Q, R, consider
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the poiut P for example which lies on ES (Fig. i86). It is seen

that the segment SP must be divided harmonically by E and its

polar FG (Art. 250) ; but the diagonal (a6) (ccZ) which passes through

E is also divided harmonically, at E and F. We have therefore

two harmonic ranges, which are of course projective (Art. 51) and

which are in persj)ective since they have a self-corresponding point at

E ) therefore the straight lines P (ab), S {cd), and FG, which join the

other pairs of corresponding j)oints, will meet in a point (Art. 80).

We must therefore join S to one extremity of one of the diagonals

passing through E, for example to the point cd, and take the point

where the joining line meets FG. This point, when joined to the

other extremity ab of the diagonal, will give a straight line which

will meet ES in the required point P*.

271. The propositions and constructions correlative to those of

the last three Articles, and which will form useful exercises for the

student, are the following :

All conies with respect to ivhicJi a given triangle is self-conjugate,

and tvhich touch a fixed straight line, touch three otherfixed straight lines.

To construct a conic to touch ttvo given straight lines, and with

respect to which a given triangle shall be self-conjugate.

If tioo conies circumscribing the same quadrangle have a common
tangent, they have three other common tangents.

To construct the three remaining common tangents to ttvo conies

which 2^cLSS through four given 2>oints and touch a given straight line

(Art. 218, left).

Fig. 187.

272. Let ABCD (Fig. 187) be a complete quadrilateral whose

diagonal points are E , F , and G. Let also

L and P be the points where FG meets AD and BC resjDectively.

MQ.udiQ „ „ GE „ ED and C

A

iVandi? „ „ EF „ CD and AB

The six points so obtained are the vertices of a complete quad-

rilateral. For the triangle EFG is in perspective with each of the

* Brianchon, loc. cit., p. 45 ; Maclaurin, Be lin. Geoin., § 43.
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triangles ABC, DCB, CDA, BAD, the centres of perspective being

D, A, B, C respectively; whence it follows that the four triads of

points FQR, PMN, LQN, and LMR lie on four straight lines (the

axes of perspective).

These four axes fonn a quadrilateral whose diagonals LP , MQ, NR
form the triangle EFG. Accordingly, a conic inscribed in the

quadrangle ABCD and passing through L will pass also through

N , P, and P (Art. 270) ; similarly a conic can be inscribed in

the quadrangle ABDC to pass through P , M, N , and Q ; and

a conic can be inscribed in the quadrangle ACBD to pass through

Q,P, M, and L.

It will be seen that for each of these conies the four tangents

shown in the figure (the four sides of the complete quadrangle ABCD)
are harmonic, and that the same will therefore be the case with

regard to their points of contact (Arts. 148, 204). For take one of

the sides of the quadrangle, for example AB ; a consideration of the

complete quadrangle CDEF shows that this side is harmonically

divided in P and G. Now the points A, B, G are the points of

intersection of the tangent AB with the other three tangents, and P
is the point of contact of AB ; therefore the four tangents are cut by

any other tangent to the conic in four harmonic points *.

273. li ABCD is a parallelogram, the points P, G, M, Q pass off

to infinity, and LNPP also becomes a parallelogram. Of the three

conies considered above the first will in this case be an ellipse which

touches the sides of the parallelogram ABCD at their middle points

;

the second a hyperbola which touches the sides AB and CD at their

middle points and has AC and BD for asymptotes ; and the third a

hyperbola having the same asymptotes and touching the sides AD
and BC at their middle points.

274. From that corollary to Brianchon's theorem which has

reference to a quadrilateral circumscribed about a conic

(Art. 172) we have already, in Art. 173, deduced a method for

the construction of tangents to a conic when we are given

three tangents a ,b , c and the points of contact B ,C oi two

of them (Fig. 183). We take any point E on BC and join it

to the points ab , ac by the straight lines ff,f, respectively ; if

the point in which ff
meets c be joined to that in which/meets

b, the joining line d will be a tangent to the conic.

The four tangents a , b , c , d form a complete quadrilateral

two of whose diagonals^ = (ab) (cd) and/= (ac) (bd) intersect

* Steinek, loc. cit., p. 160, § 43, 4; Collected Works, vol. i. p. 347 ; Staudt,

Beilrcige zur Geomdrie der La</e, Art. 329.
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in E
',
therefore also (Art. 172) the chords of contact AB and

BC of the tangents a and d, h and c respectively will intersect

in E. The straight lines joining E to the points ah and ac,

being two of the diagonals of the quadrilateral ahcd, are con-

jugate lines with respect to the conic ; consequently :

If a triangle ale is circumscribed about a conic, the straight lines

which join tioo of its vertices ab and ac to any point E on the polar

of the third vertex be are conjugate to one another tvith respect to the

conic.

And conversely:

If tivo straight lines (c and b) touch a conic, any tioo conjugate

straight lines [f aiid g) drawnfrom any poijit (E) 07i their chord of

contact tvill cut the tioo given tangents in points such that the

straight line {a) joining them touches the conic.

275. Let us now investigate the correlative property. Sup-

pose three points A , B , C on a conic to be given, and the

tangents ^ , c at two of these points (Fig. 1 83). If a straight

line e drawn arbitrarily through the point be cut AB in G and

AC in F\ then if GC and FB be joined they will intersect in

a point B lying on the conic.

The four points A,B,B ,C form a complete quadrangle

two of whose diagonal points lie on e ; therefore (Art. 166)

the point be and the point of

intersection of the tangents at

A and B will lie on e. The

points G and F, being two of the

diagonal points of the quadrila-

teral ABCB, are conjugate with

respect to the conic; consequently

If a triangle ABC (Fig. 188) is

inscribed in a conic, the points F
and G in tvhich tioo of the sides are cut by any straight line drawn

through the p)ole S of the third side are conjugate to one another

with respect to the conic. ^
And conversely :

If two given points (B , C) on a conic bejoined to tvjo conjugate

points {G ,F) which are collinear with the pole (S) of the chord (BC)

joining the given poiyits, then the joining lines will intersect in a

point (A) lying on the conic.

Fiff. 188.



CHAPTEE XXL

THE CENTRE AND DIAMETERS OF A CONIC.

Fig. 189.

276. Let an infinitely distant point be taken as pole,

and through it let a transversal be drawn (Fig. 189) to cut the

conic in two points A and

A\ The segment AA' will

be harmonically divided by
the pole and the point where

it is cut by the polar (Art.

250) ; this point will there-

fore be the middle point of

AA' (Art. 59). That is to

say:

If any nnmler ofjparallel diords of a conic he drawn, the locus of

their middle points is a straight line ; and this straight line is the

polar of the point at infinity in which the chords intersect *.

277. This straight line is termed the diameter of the chords

which it bisects. If the diameter meets the conic in two

points, these will be the points of contact of the tangents

drawn to the conic from the pole, i. e. of those tangents which

are parallel to the bisected chords. If the tangents at the ex-

tremities A and A' of one of these chords be drawn, they will

meet in a point on the diameter. If AA' and BB' are two of

the bisected chords, the straight lines AB and A'B\ AB' and

A'B will intersect in pairs on the diameter (Art. 250).

If, conversely, from a point on the diameter can be drawn

a pair of tangents a and a' to the conic, their chord of contact

AA' will be bisected by the diameter ; and if through the

same point there be drawn the straight line which is harmoni-

cally conjugate to the diameter with respect to the two

* Apollonius, Conic, lib. i. 46, 47, 48; lib. ii. 5, 6, 7, 28-31, 34-37.
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tangents, this straight line will be parallel to the bisected

chords. If from two points on the diameter there be drawn
two pairs of tangents a and a\ h and V , the straight line join-

ing the points ah and a'V and that joining the points ah' and
dh will both be parallel to the bisected chords (Art. 252).

278. To each point at infinity, that is, to each pencil of

parallel rays, corresponds a diameter. The diameters all pass

through one point ; for they are the polars of points lying on

one straight line, viz. the straight line at infinity; the point

in which the diameters intersect is the pole of the straight

line at infinity (Art. 256).

279. Since every parabola is touched by the straight line at

infinity, and the point of contact is the pole of this straight

line (Art. 254, II), it follows (Art. 278) that all diameters of a

parabola are parallel to one another (they all pass through the

point at infinity on the curve) ; and conversely, every straight

line which cuts a parabola at infinity is a diameter of the curve.

280. If S is any point from which a pair of tangents a and

a can be drawn to the conic (Fig. 189), the chord of contact

AA\ the polar of S, will be bisected at U by the diameter

which passes through 8\ for S and the point at infinity on

AA' are conjugate points with respect to the conic. If the

diameter cuts the curve in M and M', the tangents at these

points are parallel to AA\ and MM' is divided harmonically

by the pole S and the polar AA' (Art. 250).

If then the conic is a parabola (Fig. 190) the point M' moves

off to infinity, and therefore M is the

middle point of the segment 81i ; thus

The straight line which joins the middle

point of a chord of a parahola to the pole

of the chord is hisected. hy the curve *.

281. When the conic is not a parabola,

^. the straight line at infinity is no longer

a tangent to the curve, and consequently

the pole of this straight line, or the point of intersection of the

diameters, is a point lying at a finite distance. Since any two
points on the conic which are collinear with the pole are

separated harmonically by the pole and the polar (Art. 250), the

pole will lie midway between the two points on the curve

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. i. 35.
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when the polar lies at infinity. Every chord of the conic

therefore which passes through the pole of the straight line at

infinity is bisected at this point.

On account of this property the pole of the straight line at

infinity or the point in which all the diameters intersect is

called the centre of the conic.

282. Applying the properties of poles and polars in general

(Arts. 250—253) to the case of the

centre and the straight line at in-

finity, it is seen (Fig. 191) that

:

If A and J" are any pair of points

on the conic collinear with the

centre, the tangents at A and A'

are parallel. j..^ ^^^

If A and A\B and B' are any two

pairs of points on the conic which are collinear with the

centre, the pairs of chords AB and A'B\ AB' and A'B are

parallel, so that the figure ABA'B' is a parallelogram.

If a and a' are any pair of parallel tangents, their chord

of contact passes through the centre, as also does the straight

line lying midway between a and a' and parallel to both.

If a and a', h and If are any two pairs of parallel tangents, the

straight line joining the points ah and a'lf and that joining the

points ah' and ah both pass through the centre ; in other

words, if aha'U is a parallelogram circumscribed to the conic,

its diagonals intersect in the centre.

283. If the conic is a hyperbola, the straight line at in-

finity cuts the curve ; consequently the centre is a point

exterior to the curve (Art. 254, I) in which intersect the tan-

gents at the infinitely distant points, i.e. the asymptotes

(Fig. 197)-

If the conic is an ellipse, the straight line at infinity does

not cut the curve ; consequently the centre is a point inside

the curve (Figs. 191, 192).

284. Two diameters of a central conic (ellipse or hyper-

bola^) are termed conjugate when they are conjugate straight

* In the case of the parabola there are no pairs of conjugate diameters ; for

since the centre lies at infinity, the diameter drawn parallel to the chords which

are bisected by a given diameter must coincide always with the straight line at

infinity.
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lines with respect to the conic, i. e. when each passes through

the pole of the other (Art. 255).

Since the pole of a diameter is the point at infinity on any

of the chords which the diameter

bisects, it follows that the diameter

^' conjugate to a given diameter b is

parallel to the chords bisected by b
;

conversely, b^ bisects the chords which

are parallel to b'^.

Fig. 192. Any two conjugate diameters form

with the straight line at infinity

a self-conjugate triangle (Art. 258), of which one vertex is

the centre of the conic and the other two are at infinity.

Since in a self-conjugate triangle two of the sides cut the

conic and the third side does not (Ai-t. 262), and since the

straight line at infinity cuts a hyperbola but does not cut an

ellipse, it follows that of every two conjugate diameters of a

hyperbola one only cuts the curve, while an ellipse is cut by
all its diameters.

285. Peoblem. Given Jive points A ,B ,C ,D ,E on a conic, to

determine its centre.

Solution. We have only to repeat the construction given in Art.

257, II (right), assuming the straight fine s to He in this case at

infimt3^ Draw through C a parallel to AB, and determine the point C
in which this parallel meets the conic again ; draAV also through B a

parallel to AG, and determine the point B' in which tliis parallel

meets the conic again. The straight line Vj which joins the points of

intersection of the pairs of opposite sides of the quadrangle AGBC',

and the straight line v which joins the points of intersection of the

pairs of opjoosite sides of the quadrangle ABCB\ will meet in the

required point 0, which is the pole of the straight line at infinity

and therefore the centre of the conic t.

The straight fines u and v are the diameters conjugate respec-

tively to AB and AG; if through there be drawn the straight

lines tt', v' parallel to AB , AG respectively, then ?t and «', v and v'

will be two pairs of conjugate diameters.

If the conic is determined by five tangents, its centre may be

found by a method which will be explained further on (Art. 319).

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. ii. 20.

t If ?( and V should be parallel, the conic is a parabola, whose diameters are

parallel to u and v.
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286. Four tangents to a conic form a complete quadrilateral

whose diagonals are the sides of a self-conjugate triangle (Art.

260). Suppose the four tangents to be parallel in pairs (Fig.

191); then one diagonal will pass to infinity, and con-

sequently the other two will be conjugate diameters (Art.

284); thus:

The diagonals of any iMrallelogram circitmscribed to a conic are

conjugate diameters.

The points of contact of the four tangents form a complete

quadrangle whose diagonal points are the vertices of the self-

conjugate triangle (Arts. 169, 260). In the case where the

four tangents are parallel in pairs one of these diagonal points

is the centre of the conic, and the other two lie at infinity.

That is to say, the six sides of the quadrangle are the sides

and diagonals of an inscribed parallelogram ; its sides are

parallel in pairs to the diagonals of the circumscribed paral-

lelogram, and its diagonals intersect in the centre of the

conic.

287. Conversely, let ABA'B' (Fig. 191) be any inscribed

parallelogram, and consider it as a complete quadrangle.

Since its three diagonal points must be the vertices of a self-

conjugate triangle, one of them will be the centre of the conic,

and the other two wiU be the points at infinity on two conju-

gate diameters ; thus

:

In any parallelogram inscribed in a conic, the sides are imrallel to

tivo conjugate diameters and the diagonals intersect in the centre.

Or again

:

The chords ivhich join a variable point A on a conic to the ex-

tremities B and B' of a fxed diameter are always parallel to tivo

conjugate diameters.

288. The following conclusions can be di-awn at once from

Art. 286.

Any two parallel tangents {a and a ') are cut by any pair of

conjugate diameters in two pairs of points, the straight lines

connecting which give two other parallel tangents [b and b').

If from the extremities {A and A') of any diameter straight

lines be drawn parallel to any two conjugate diameters, they

will meet in two points on the curve, and the chord joining

these will be a diameter.

Given any two parallel tangents a and a' whose points of
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contact are A and A' respectively, and any third tangent b ; if

from A a parallel be drawn to the diameter passing through

a'b this parallel will meet the tangent h at its point of con-

tact B.

Given any two parallel tangents a and a' whose points of

contact are A and A' respectively, and another point B on the

conic ; the tangent at B will meet the tangent a in a point

lying on that diameter which is parallel to A'B, and it will

meet the tangent a' in a point lying on that diameter which is

parallel to AB.

289. Suppose now that the conic is a circle (Fig. 193), i-e.

the locus of the vertex of a right angle

AMB whose arms AM and BM turn round

fixed points A and B respectively. These

arms in moving generate two equal and

consequently projective pencils ; therefore

the tangent at A will be the ray of the

first pencil which corresponds to the ray
Fig. 193- ^^ ^^ ^^^ second (Art. 143). The tangent

at A must therefore make a right angle with BA ; and simi-

larly the tangent at B will be perpendicular to AB. The

tangents at A and B are therefore parallel, and consequently

AB is a diam^eter, and the middle point of AB is the centre

of the circle (Art. 282).

I. Since AB is a diameter, the straight lines AM and BM
will be parallel to a pair of conjugate diameters, whatever be

the position of J/ (Art. 287); therefore:

Every pair of conjugate diameters of a circle are at right angles to

one another.

II. Since the diagonals of any parallelogi'am circumscribed

about the circle are conjugate diameters, they will inter-

sect at right angles ; thus any parallelogram lohich circumscribes a

circle must be a rhombus.

in. In a rhombus, the distance between one pair of opposite

sides is equal to the distance between the other pair ; thus by

allowing one pair of opposite sides of the circumscribed rhom-

bus to vary while the other pair remain fixed, we see that the

distance between two parallel tangents is constant. This

distance is the length of the straight line joining the points of

contact of the tangents, for this straight line, which is a
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diameter, cuts at right angles the conjugate diameter and the

tangents parallel to it ; therefore all diameters of a circle are

eqnal in length.

IV. The diagonals of any inscribed parallelogram are

diameters ; but all diameters are equal in length ; therefore

ani/ parallelogram inscribed in a circle mnst he a rectangle.

290. Returning to the general case where the conic is any-

whatever (Fig. 189), let s be any straight line and S its pole.

All chords parallel to ^f will be bisected by the diameter

passing through S ; for since S and the point at infinity on s

are conjugate points with respect to the conic, the polar of the

second point will pass through the first. We may also say that

:

If a diameter pass through a fixed ptoint, the conjugate diameter

will he parallel to the polar of this point.

I. If the diameter passing through 8 cuts the conic in two

points M and M\ then MM' is divided harmonically by the

pole 8 and the polar s*\ thus if is the middle point of MM\
that is, the centre of the conic, and It the point where MM' is

cut by the polar s, we have (Art. 69)

OS.OR=OM'\

II. From this follows a construction for the semi-diameter

conjugate to a chord AA' of a conic, having given the extremities

A and A' of the chord and three other points on the conic.

We determine (Art. 285) the centre 0, and join it to the

middle point ^ of AA' ; we then construct the tangent at

A and take its point of intersection S with OB. If now a

point M be taken on OU such that OM is the mean propor-

tional between OR and OS, then OM will be the required

semi-diameter.

If lie between 7? and S, so that OR and 08 have opposite

signs, the diameter OR will not cut the conic ; but in this case

also the length OM, the mean proportional between OR and

08, is called the magnitude of the semidiameter conjugate to the

chord AA'.

An analogous definition can be given for the case of any

straight line (Art. 294).

III. If the conic is a circle, the perpendicularity of the

conjugate diameters in this case gives the theorem :

* Apollonius, loc. cit., i. 34, 36 ; ii. 29, 30.
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The polar of any point ivith respect to a circle is perpendicular to

tJie diameter wMch j)asses through the pole.

291. From this last property can be derived a second de-

monstration of the very important theorem of Art. 263 (3), viz.

The range formed hy any number of collinear points, and the

pjencilformed hy their jjolars ivith respect to any given conic, are two

projective forms.

Consider as poles the points A,B,C ,... lying on a straight

line s (Fig. 194); the diameters (A,£,C ,...) obtained by

joining them to the centre of

the conic will form a pencil

which is in perspective with the

range J, ^,6",.... Another pencil

will be formed by the polars

a,lj,c,... oi the points A,B ,C ,...

since these polars all pass through

-p. j" a point S (Art. 256), the pole of

s. If now the conic is a circle,

then by the property proved in Art. 290, III, the straight lines

(^ , ^ , C , . .
.
) are perpendicular respectively to a,b,c,...\ and

the two pencils are in this case equal. The range of poles

A,B,C,... is therefore projective with the pencil of polars

a ,h ,c ,... with regard to a circle.

This result may now be extended and shown to hold not

only for a circle but for any conic. For any given conic may

be regarded as the projection of a circle (Arts. 149, 150). In

the projection, to harmonic forms correspond harmonic forms

(Art. 51); consequently to a point and its polar wdth regard

to the conic will correspond a point and its polar with regard

to the circle, and to a range of poles and the pencil formed

by their polars with regard to the conic will correspond a

range of poles and the pencil formed by their polars with

regard to the circle. But it has been seen that this range and

pencil are projective in the case of the circle ; therefore the

same is true with regard to the range and pencil in the case

of the conic, and the theorem is proved.

292. Theorem. A quadrangle is inscribed in a conic, and a point

is taken mi the straight line ivhich joins the points of intersection of the

2)airs of oi^posite sides. If from this 2)oint be drawn the straight lines

connecting it ivith the two pairs of opposite vertices, arid cdso a pair of
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FJg- 195-

tangents to the conic, these straight lines loill he three conjugate pairs of

an involution.

Let ABCD be a simple quadrangle inscribed in a conic (Fig.

195); let the diagonals AC , BD meet in F, and the pairs of opposite

sides BC,AD and AB, CD in U
and G i-espectively ; the points

E, F,G will then be conjugate two

and tAvo with respect to the conic

(Art. 259). Take any point / on

EG and join it to the vertices of

the quadrangle, and draw also the

tangents IP, IQ to the conic. The

two tangents are harmonically

separated by IE, IF (Art. 264),

since these are conjugate straight

lines, F being the pole of IE. But

the rays IE , IF are harmonically

conjugate also with regard to lA , IC ; for the diagonal ^ C of the

complete quadrilateral formed by AB , BC , CD , and DA is divided

harmonically by the other two diagonals BD and EG, and the two

pairs of rays in question are formed by joining I to the four

harmonic points on AC. For a similar reason the rays IE , IF
are harmonically conjugate with regard to

IB , ID. The pair of tangents, the rays

IA , IC, and the rays IB , ID are therefore

three conjugate pairs of an involution, of

which IE, IFsire the double rays (Art. 125).

I. By virtue of the theorem correlative

to that of Desargues (Art. 183, right), a

conic can be inscribed in the quadrilateral

ABCD so as to touch the straight lines

IP and IQ.

II. The theorem correlative to the one

proved above may be thus enunciated

:

If a simple quadrilateral ABCD (Fig.

196) is circumscribed about a conic, and if

through the j^oint of intersection of its diagonals any transversal be

drawn, this tvill cut the conic and the 2)(''ifs of opposite sides AB
and CD, BC and AD, in three pairs of conjugate points of an invo-

lution.

III. By virtue of Desargues' theorem (Art. 183, left), a conic can

be described to pass through the four vertices of the quadrilateral and

through the two points where the conic is cut by the transversal *.

* Chasles, Sections coniques, Arts. 122, 126.

Q

Fig. 196.
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293. The theory of conjugate points with regard to a conic gives

a solution of the problem :

To construct the j)oints of intersection of a give^i straight line s vnth

a conic tchich is determined hy Jive foints or byfive tangents.

Take on s any two points U and V, construct their polars u and v

(Art. 257), and let U' and V be the points where these meet s. If

the involution determined by the two pairs of reciprocal points U
and U', V and V^, has two double points M and N, these will be the

required points of intersection of the conic with s. If U' and F'

should coincide, the conic touches s at the point in which they

coincide. If the involution has no double points, the conic does

not cut s *.

By a correlative method may be solved the problem : to draw from
a given point S a fair of tangents to a conic which is determined by

five tangents or byfive j^oints.

294. Let A and ^1' be a pair of points lying on a straight line s

which are conjugate with respect to thg conic, and let be the point

where s meets the diameter passing through its pole >S' (the diameter

bisecting chords parallel to s). Then will be the centre of the

involution formed on s by the pairs of conjugate points such as A
and A', and therefore (Art. 125)

OA . OA' = constant.

If s cuts the conic in two points M and N, these will be the double

points of the involution, and

OA.OA'=OM''= 0N\
If s does not cut the conic, the constant value of OA . OA' will be

negative (Art. 125); in this case there exists a pair H and H' o^

conjugate points of the involution, or of conjugate points with regard

to the conic, such that lies midway between them, and

OA.OA'=OH.OH'=-OH''=-OH'\
The segment HH' has been called an ideal chord t of the conic,

just as MN in the first case is a real chord. Accepting this defini-

tion we may say that a diameter contains the middle points of all

chords, real and ideal, which are parallel to the conjugate diameter.

When two conies are said to have a real common chord MN, it is

meant that they both pass through the points M and N. When two

conies are said to have an ideal common chord HW, this signifies

that H and W are conjugate points with regard to both conies, and

that the diameters of the two conies which pass through the

respective poles of HW both pass through the middle point of

uir.
* Staudt, Georiietrie dcr Lage, Art. 305.

t PONCELET, loC. cU., p. 29.
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295. A pencil of rays in involution has in general (Art. 207)

one pair of conjugate rays which include a right angle.

Therefore

Through a given point can always he drawn one pair of straight

lines %ohich are conjugate with respect to a given conic and %ohich

include a right angle ; and these are the internal and external bisec-

tors of the angle made with one another hy the tangents drawn from

the given point, tvhen this is exterior to the conic.

296. In Art, 263 (Fig. 183) let the point G be taken to co-

incide with the centre of the conic (hyperbola or ellipse)

;

two conjugate lines such as GF, GE will then become conju-

gate diameters, and we see that the pairs of conjugate diameters

of a conic form an involntion. If the conic is a hyperbola, the

asymptotes are the double rays of the involution (Arts. 264,

283); thus any two conjugate diameters of a hyperhola are har-

monically conjugate with regard to the asymptotes *. If the conic

is an ellipse, the involution has no double rays.

Consider two pairs of conjugate elements of an involution
;

the one pair either overlaps or does not overlap the other, and

according as the first or the second is the case, the involution

has not, or it has, double points (Art. 128) ; thus

:

Of any two pairs of conjugate diameters of an ellipse, the one

aa' is always separated by the other bb' (Fig. 192)

;

Of a7iy two pairs of conjugate diameters of a hypterbola, the one

aa' is never separated by the other bh' (Fig. 197).

297. The involution of conjugate

diameters will have one pair of con-

jugate diameters including a right

angle (Art. 295). If there were a

second such pair, every diameter

> would be perpendicular to its con-

,
jugate (Art. 207), and in that case

the angle subtended at any point

on the curve by a fixed diameter

would be a right angle (Art. 287), and consequently the conic

I would be a circle. Every conic therefore which is not a para-

; bola or a circle has a single pair of conjugate diameters which

1 are at right angles to one another. These two diameters

J
a and a ' are called the axes of the conic (Figs. 192, 1 97). In the

* De la Hire, loc. cit., book ii. prop. 13, Cor. 4.

Q 2
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hyperbola (Fig. 197) the axes are the bisectors of the angle

between the asymptotes m and n (Arts. 296, 60).

In the ellipse both axes cut the curve (Art. 284); the

greater [a') is called the major, the smaller [a) the minor axis.

In the hyperbola only one of the axes cuts the curve ; this one

{a') is called the transverse axis, the other {a) the conjugate axis.

The points in which the conic is cut by the axis a' in either

case are called the vertices.

Regarding an axis as a diameter which bisects all chords

perpendicular to itself, it is seen that the parabola also has

an axis. For since all chords at right angles to the common
direction of the diameters are parallel to one another, their

middle points lie on one straight line, which is the axis a of

the parabola (Fig. 190). The parabola has one vertex at

infinity ; the other, the finite point in which the axis a cuts the

curve, is generally called the vertex of the parabola.

298. Since each of the orthogonal conjugate diameters of a

central conic (ellipse or hyperbola) bisects all chords perpen-

dicular to itself, it follows that the conic is symmetrical with re-

spect to each ofthe diameters in question (Art. 76). The ellipse

and the hyperbola have therefore each two axes of symmetry

;

the parabola, on the other hand, has only one such axis.

The ellipse and hyperbola are also symmetrical with respect

to a point ; the centre of symmetry being in each case the

pole of the straight line at infinity.

In general, given a conic, a point S, and s the polar of S with

. . respect to the conic ; if /S be

/---^^.

—

.J^-.—.^i^^ taken as centre and s as axis of

/ M /Si4-^C/^ / harmonic homology (Art. 76), the

x'c^^^^^TiXl^^^^-^ conic is homological with itself

/ y^ 1^
299. In the theorem of Art.

I
y^ ' 275 suppose the inscribed triangle

^J
.^

to be AA^M (Fig. 198); that is,

let two of its vertices A and A^

be collinear with the centre of the conic, which is taken

to be an ellipse or hyperbola. The pole of the side AA-^^ will

be the point at infinity common to the chords bisected by

the diameter AA^^, and the theorem wiU become the following :

* See also Art. 396, below.
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The straight lines which join tioo conjugate points P and P' to the

extremities A and A^ of that diameter whose conjugate is jicirallel to

PP' intersect on the conic.

300. The pairs of conjugate points taken, similarly to P
and P', on the diameter conjugate to AA^ form an involution

(Art. 263) whose centre is the centre of the conic. If this

involution has two double points B and ^j, these lie on the

curve, which is therefore an ellipse. If the involution has no

double points, the conic is a hyperbola (Art. 284) ; in this

case two points B and B-^^ can be found which are conjugate

in the involution and consequently conjugate with respect to

the conic, and which lie at equal distances on opposite sides

of (Art. 125). In both cases the length of the diameter

conjugate to AA-^ is interpreted as being the segment BB^
(Arts. 290, 294).

In the ellipse we have (Art. 294)

OP . OP'= constant =.OB^-=OB ^-,

and in the hyperbola

OP. 0P'= constant = OB. 0B^= - 0B^= - 0B^\

301. The foregoing theorem enables us to solve the problem

:

To construct by points a conic, having given a pair of conjugate

diameters AA.^^ and BB^ in magnitude a7id 2>osition.

Fig. 199.

lu the case of the ellipse (Fig. 198) the four points A, A^,B , B^

all lie on the curve ; in the case of the hyperbola (Fig. 199) let AA^
be that one of the two given diameters which meets the conic.

Construct on the diameter BB^ several pairs of conjugate points

P and P' of the involution determined by having as centre

and B and 5j in the first case as double points, in the second case

as conjugate points. The straight lines AP and A^^P^ (as also A^^P

and AP') will intersect on the curve.

302. The straight lines OX, OX' drawn parallel to AP,A^P'
respectively are a pair of conjugate diameters (Art. 287). The
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pairs of conjugate diameters form an involution (Art. 296)

;

consequently the pairs of points analogous to X, X' (in which

the diameters cut the tangent at A) also form an involution,

the centre of which is A, since OA and the diameter OB
parallel to AX are a pair of conjugate diameters. If the conic

is a hyperbola, the involution of conjugate diameters has two
double rays, which are the asymptotes ; therefore the points

K and K-^ , in which AX meets the asymptotes, are the double

points of the involution XX\ . . .*.

303. Since OPAX is a parallelogram, AX= — OP ; and from

the similar and equal triangles OP'A^ and AX'O, AX'=OP'-\.
But OP. 0P'= + 0^2 (^^,t 125) ; therefore AX.AX'= + 0B-^;

or

The rectangle contained hy the segments intercepted on ajixed tangent

to a conic hetween its point of contact and the points where it is cut

hy any two conjugate diameters is equal to th^ square ( + OB^) on the

semi-diameter drawn parallel to the tangent.

304. We have seen (Art. 302) that in the case of the hyper-

bola K and K^ are the double points of the involution of which

A is the centre and Z,X' a pair of conjugate points ; thus

AX.AX'=AK^-=OB-.

Therefore AK— OB, and OAKB is a parallelogram. Accord-

ingly:

If a parallelogram he described so as to have a pair of conjugate

semi-diameters of a hyperhola as adjacent sides, one of its diagonals

will coincide with an asymptote %.

Further, the other diagonalAB is ptarallel to the second asymptote.

For consider the harmonic pencil (Art. 296) formed by the two
asymptotes and the two conjugate diameters OA,OB. The
four points in which this pencil cuts AB will be harmonic

;

but one of the asymptotes OK meets AB in its middle point,

therefore the other will meet it at infinity (Art. 59).

305. Let Zj be the point where the diameter OX meets the

tangent at A^. Since OX' and OX^ are a pair of conjugate

lines which meet in a point on the chord of contact AA-^ of

* In Fig. 199 only one of the points K , A', is shown.

t In order to account for the signs, it need only be observed that in the case of

the ellipse OP and OP' are similar, but AX and AX' opposite to one another

in direction ; while in the case of the hyperbola OP and OP' are opposite, but

AX and AX' similar as regards direction.

X Apollonius, loc. cit., book ii. i.
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the tangents AX and A^X^, the straight line X'X^ (Art. 274)

will be a tangent to the conic.

The point of contact of this tangent is 31, the point of inter-

section of AP and A^P' (Art. 299).

306. It is seen moreover that X'X^ is one diagonal of the

parallelogram formed by the tangents at A and A^ and the

parallels to AAj^ drawn through P and P' ; this may also be

proved in the following manner. All points of a diameter

have for their polars straight lines which are parallel to the

conjugate diameter (Art. 284); if then through the conjugate

points P and P^ parallels be drawn to AA^, the first will be

the polar of P' and the second the polar of P; consequently

these parallels are conjugate lines. If now the theorem of

Art. 274 be applied to these conjugate lines and the two tan-

gents at A and Ai, we obtain the following proposition :

If a parallelogram is such that one pair of its opj^osite sides are

tangents to a conic, and the other pair are straight lilies, conjugate

with regard to the conic and drawn parallel to the chord of contact of

the two tangents, then its diagonals also tvill he tangents to the conic.

307. This gives the following solution of the problem

:

To construct a conic by tangents, having given a pair of conjugate

diameters AA^ and BB^ in magnitude and direction.

Suppose BB^ to be that diameter which meets the conic in the case

where the latter is a hyperbola. On BB,^ determine a pair of con-

jugate points P and P' of the involution which has the centre of

the conic as centre and the points B , B^ either as double points or

as conjugate points, according as the conic to be drawn is an ellipse

or a hyperbola. Draw through A and A^ parallels to BB^, and

through P and P' parallels to AA^ ; the diagonals of the parallelo-

gram so obtained will be tangents to the required conic.

308. The segments AX and A^Xj^ are equal in magnitude and

opposite in sign ; and it has been seen that AX.AX'= + OB'^;

therefore AX\A^X^= ±0B^; or

The rectangle contained hy the segments intercepted upon two

parallel fixed tangents hetioeen their points of contact and the points

where they are cut hy a variable tangent {X'X^ is equal to the

square (+ OB"^) on the semi-diameter parallel to the fixed tangents'*'.

309. Since the straight line OB is parallel to AX and ^.Zj

and half-way between them, the segments determined by AM
* See Art. 160.
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and A^M respectively on ^^Zi and AX (measured from A^ and

A respectively) are double of OP and OP'; but by the

theorem of Art. 300 the rectangle OP. OP' is constant ; thus

T/ie stmiglit lines connecthuj the extremities of a given diameter

with any 2wint on the conic meet the tangents at these extremities in

two points such that the rectangle contained ly the segments of the

tangents intercepted hetioeen these points and the points of contact is

constant *.

310. Since X is (Art. 288) the point of intersection of the

tangent at A and the tangent parallel to X'X^ , the proposition

of Art. 303 may also be expressed as follows :

The rectangle contained hy the segments (AX, AX') determined ly

two variable parallel tangents upon any fixed tangent is equal to the

square (+ 0-S^) on the semi-diameter parallel to the fixed tangent.

311. From the theorems of Arts. 299, 300 is derived the solution

of the following problem :

Given the two extremities A and A^ of a diameter of a conic, a third

jioint M orb the conic, and the direction of the diameter cmyugate to

AA^, to determine the length of the latter diameter (Fig. 199).

Through 0, the middle point of AA^, draw the diameter whose

direction is given ; let it he cut hy AM and A^M in P and P' respec-

tively, and take OB the mean proportional between OP and OP';

then OB will be the half of the length required.

312. The proposition of Art. 303 gives a construction for pairs of

conjugate diameters, and in 2^'^'>'~

ticidarfor the axes, of an ellipse of

which two conjugate semi-diameters

OA and OB are given in magnitude

and direction (Fig. 200).

Through A draw a parallel to

OB ; this will be the tangent at A,

and will be cut by any two conju-

gate diameters in two points X and

X' such that

AX.AX'=-OB\
If now there be taken on the normal at A two segments AC and

AD each equal to OB, every circle passing through C and D will cut

this tangent in two points X and X' which possess the property ex-

pressed by the above equation ; these points are therefore such that

the straight lines joining them to the centre will give the direc-

tions of a pair of conjugate diameters. If the circle be drawn

Fig. 200.

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. iii. 53.
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through the angle XOX^ becomes a right angle, and consequently

OX , OX' will be the directions of the axes.

Since the circular arcs CX\ X'D are equal, the angles COX', X'OD
are equal ; consequently OX' , OX are the internal and external

bisectors of the angle which OC , OD make with one another. In

order then to construct the semi-axes OP , OQ in magnitude, let fall

perpendiculars ^Xj , AX^' on OX, OX' respectively. Then XandX^,
X' and X/ are pairs of conjugate points ; therefore OP will be the

geometric mean between OX and OX^ , and OQ the geometric mean
between OX' and OX^' *.

313. Through the extremities A and A' (Fig. 20i) of two
conjugate semi-diameters OA and OA' of a conic draw any two
parallel chords AB and A'B'. To find

the points B and B' we have only to

join the poles of these chords; this

will give the diameter OX'which passes

through their middle points.

Let OX be the diameter conjugate

to OX', i.e. that diameter which is j>j^ 201

parallel to the chords J^,^'^'. The

pencils 0{XX'AB) and 0{X'XA'B') are each harmonic (Art. 59),

and are therefore projective with one another ; consequently

the pairs of rays 0{XX', AA', BB') are in involution (Art. 123).

But the two pairs {XX', AA') determine the involution of

conjugate diameters (Arts. 1 27, 296) ; therefore also OB and OB'
are conjugate diameters. Thus

Iftlirougli the extremities A and A' of ttoo conjugate semi-diameters

parallel chords AB , A'B' be drawn, the points B and B' will he the

extremities of tivo other conjugate semi-diameters.

Two diameters AA and BB determine four chords AB
which form a parallelogram (Arts. 260, 287). The diameters

conjugate respectively to them form in the same way another

parallelogram, which has its sides parallel to those of the first

;

that is, every chord AB is parallel to two chords A'B' , and not

parallel to two other chords A'B'.

314. Let E,KhQ the points where AB is cut by OA', OB'
respectively. The diameter OX' which bisects A'B' will also

bisect HK ; therefore AB and HK have the same middle point

;

thus AH=KB and AK=HB. The triangles OAK and OBH

* Chasles, Apergn Mstoriquc, pp. 45, 362 ; Sections coniques, Art. 205.
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are therefore equal in area (Euc. I. 37), as also AKB' and

BHA\ and therefore also OAB' and OA'B are equal. Accord-

ingly :

The parallelogram described on two semi-diameters (OA , OB') as

adjacent sides is equal in area to theparallelogram described similarly

on the two conjvgate semi-diameters.

In the same way the triangles OAB and OA!B' can be

proved equal.

The triangles AHA', BKB' are equal for the same reason

;

and OAH^ OBK^re equal, and therefore also OAA' and OBB'.

Therefore

The piarallelogram descritjed on a pair of conjugate semi-diameters

as adjacent sides is of constant area ^.

315. Let 31 and N be the middle points of the non-parallel

chords AB and A!B' . Since AB and A!B' are parallel to a

pair of conjugate diameters (Art. 287) and since 01s is the

diameter conjugate to the chord A'B', therefore ON will be

parallel to AB\ so also OM will be parallel to A'B'. The

angles OMA and ONA! are therefore equal or supplementary
;

and since the triangles OMA and ONA! are equal in area (being

halves of the equal triangles OAB and OA'B'), we have (Euc.

VI. 15),

OM.AM=±ON.NA''^.

Now project (Eig. 202) the points A , 31, B, A', N, B' from

the point at infinity on OB as centre

upon the straight line B'B'. The

ratio of the parallel segments A31

and ON, OM and NA! is equal to

that of their projections ; we con-

clude therefore from the equality

just proved that the rectangle

contained by the projections of

OM and AM is equal to that

Fig. 202. contained by the projections of

ON and NA'. As the projecting

rays are parallel to OB, the projections of 031 and 31A are

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. vii. 31, 32.

t The signs + and — caused by the relative direction of the segments

031 , NA' and ON , AM correspond respectively to the case of the ellipse (Fig.

201) and to that of the hyperbola (Fig. 202).
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each equal to half the projection of BA or of OA. Since JSf

is the middle point of A'B', the projection of ON will be equal

to half the sum of the projections of OA' and 0B\ and the

projection of iY^' will be equal to half the projection oi B'A',

that is, to half the difference between the projections of OA'
and 0B\ We have therefore

(proj. OAf = ± proj. {OA' + OB')

xproj. {OB'-OA'),
or (proj. OA'f ± (proj. OAf = (proj. OB'f.

In the same manner, by projecting the same points on OB
by means of rays parallel to OB' (Fig. 203), we should

obtain

(proj. OJf ± (proj. 0^')'= (proj. 0B}\

This proves the following proposition

:

If any j^air of conjugate diameters are projected upon a fixed

diameter ly means of parallels to the

diameter cotijugate to this last, then

the sum [in the ellipse) or difference

[in the hyperbola) of the squares on

the projections is equal to the square

on the fixed diameter.

By the Pythagorean theorem

(Euc. I. 47) the sum of the

squares on the orthogonal pro-

jections of a segment on two p-

straight lines at right angles to

one another is equal to the square on the segment itself. If

then a pair of conjugate diameters are projected orthogonally

on one of the axes of a conic and the squares on the pro-

jections of each diameter on the two axes are added together,

the following proposition will be obtained

:

TJie sum [for the ellipse) or difference [for the hyperbola) of the

squares on any pair of conj^igate diameters is constant, and is equal

to the sum or the difference of the squares on the axes *.

316. If five points on a conic are given, then by the method
explained in Art. 285 the centre and two pairs of conjugate

diameters u and u' , v and v' can be constructed. If these pairs

overlap one another, the conic is an elHpse ; in the contrary case it

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. vii. 12, 13, 22, 25.
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is a hyperbola (Art. 296). If in this second case the double I'ays of

the involution determined by the two pairs u and u', v and v' be

constructed, they will be the asymptotes of the hj^erbola.

If in either case the orthogonal pair of conjugate rays of the in-

volution be constructed, they will be the axes of the conic.

The direction of the axes can be found without first constructing

the centre and two jiairs of conjugate diameters*. Let A, B, C, F, G
be the five given points (Fig. i68) ; describe a circle round three of

them ABC, and construct (Art. 227, I) the fourth point of intersection

C of this circle with the conic determined by the five given points.

Any transversal will cut the two curves and the two pairs of opposite

sides of the common inscribed quadrangle ABCC in pairs of points

forming an involution (Art. 183). The double points P and Q (if

such exist) of this involution will be conjugate with regard to each

of the curves (Arts. 125, 263); i.e. they will be the pair common

(Art. 208) to the two involutions which are formed on the transversal

by the pairs of points conjugate with regard to the circle and by the

pairs of points conjugate with regard to the conic (Art. 263). Suppose

that the straight line at infinity is taken as the transversal. As this

straight line does not meet the cii'cle, one at least of these two

involutions will have no double points, and consequently (Art. 208)

the points P and Q do really exist. Since these points are infinitely

distant and are conjugate with regard to both curves they will be

(Arts. 276, 284) the poles of two conjugate diameters of the circle

and also of two conjugate diameters of the conic ; but conjugate

diameters of the circle are perpendicular to one another (Art. 289) ;

therefore P and Q are the poles of the axes of the conic. Further,

the segment PQ is harmonically divided by either pair of opposite

sides of the quadrangle ABCC ; consequently P and Q are the

points at infinity on the bisectors of the angles included by the

pairs of opposite sides (Art. 60). In order then to find the required

directions of the axes, we have only to draw the bisectors t of the

angle included by a pair of opposite sides of the quadrangle ABCC,
for example by AB and CC (Fig. i68).

317. Let qrst (Fig. i6i) be a complete quadrilateral, and S

any point. It has already been seen (Art. 185, right) that the

pairs of rays a and a', h and h', which join S to two pairs of

opposite vertices, belong to an involution of which the tangents

drawn from S to any conic inscribed in the quadrilateral are a

pair of conjugate rays. Suppose the involution to have two

double rays m and n ; they will be harmonically conjugate

* PoNCELET, loc. cit., Art. 394.

"t See also the note to Art. 387.
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with regard to such a pair of tangents (Art. 125), and will

consequently be conjugate lines with respect to the conic.

But (Art, 218, right) m and n are the tangents at S to the

two conies which can be inscribed in the quadrilateral qrst

so as to pass through S. Therefore

If two conies which are inscribed in a given quadrilateral pass

through a given point, their tangents at this point are conjugate lines

with resptect to any conic i^iscrihed in the quadrilateral.

Instead of taking an arbitrary point S, let m be supposed

given. If this straight line does not pass through any of the

vertices of the quadrilateral, there will be one conic, and only

one, which touches the five straight lines m ,q,r ,s ,t (Art.

152). Let S be the point where this conic touches m ; there

will be a second conic which is inscribed in the quadiilateral

and which passes through S ; let the tangent to this at S be n.

The straight lines m and n will then be conjugate to one
another with respect to all conies inscribed in the quadrilateral

;

and therefore (Ai"t. 255),

. The poles of any straight line m with respect to all conies inscribed

in the same quadrilateral lie on another straight line 7i.

Moreover, since the straight lines m and n are the double

rays of the involution of which the rays di-awn from S to two
opposite vertices are a conjugate pair, therefore m and n

divide harmonically each diagonal of the quadrilateral.

318. I. The correlative propositions to those of Art. 317 are

the following

:

If a straight line touches tioo conies tvhich circumscribe the same

quadrangle, the two points of contact are conjugate to one another

ivith respect to all co?iics circtimscribing the quadrangle.

The polars of any given point M ivith respect to all the conies

circumscribing the same qtiadrangle meet in a fixed p)oint N. The

segment MN is divided harmonically at the two points where it is cut

by any pair of oj^posite sides of the complete quadrangle.

II. Suppose in the second theorem of

Art. 317 that the straight line m lies at

infinity ; then the poles of m will be the

centres of the conies (Art. 281), and n will

bisect each of the diasfonals of the quadi'i- ^.° ^ Fig. 204.
lateral (Art. 59); therefore:

The centres of all conies inscribed in the same quadrilateral lie
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071 the straight line (Fig. 204) ^vhich passes through the middle

points of the diagonals of the quadrilateral*,

III. Suppose similarly in theorem I of the present Article

that the point M lies at infinity ; the polars ofM will become

the diameters conjugate to those which have M as their

common point at infinity ; thus

:

In any conic circumscrihing a given quadrangle^ the diameter %chich

is conjugate to one draion in a given fxed direction icill pass through

a fixed point.

319. Newton's theorem (Art. 318, II) gives a simple method for

finding tlie centre of a coniic deter-

mined hy five tangents a,h, c, d, e

(Fig. 205). The four tangents

a, b, c, d form a quadrilateral;

join the middle points of its

diagonals. Let the same be done

with regard to the quadrilateral

abce ; the two straight lines thus

obtained will meet in the required

centre 0.

The five tangents, taken four

and four together, form five quad-

rilaterals ; the five straight lines

which join the middle points of the

diagonals of each of the quadri-

laterals will therefore all meet in

the centre of the conic inscribed

in the pentagon abode.

The same theorem enables us to find the direction of the diameters

of a jMrabola tvhich is determined by four tangents a, b,c, d. For

each point on the straight line joining the middle points of the

diagonals of the quadrilateral abed is the pole of the straight line at

infinity with regard to some conic inscribed in the quadrilateral

(Art. 318, II); therefoi'e the point at infinity on the line will be

the pole with regard to the inscribed parabola (Arts. 254 III, and 23).

The straight Hne therefore which joins the middle points of the

diagonals is itself a diameter of the j)arabola (Fig. 204).

^. 20^.

* NewtoNj Princijna, book i. lemma 25. Cor. 3.



CHAPTER XXIL

POLAR RECIPROCAL FIGURES.

320. An auxiliary conic K being given, it has been seen

(Art. 256) that if a variable pole describes a fixed straight

line its polar turns round a fixed point, and reciprocally, that

if a straight line considered as polar turns round a fixed point,

its pole describes a fixed straight line.

Consider now as polars all the tangents of a given curve C,

or in other words suppose the polar to move, and to envelope

the given curve. Its pole will describe another curve, which

may be denoted by C^ Thus the points of C' are the poles of

the tangents of C.

But it is also true that, reciprocally, the points of C are

the poles of the tangents of C'. For let

M' and N' be two points on C' (Fig. 206)

;

their polars m and ?i will be two tangents

to C and the point mn where they meet

will be the pole of the chord BI'N' (Art.

256). Now suppose the point -A^'to approach

31' indefinitely; the chord M'N' will ap-

proach more and more nearly to the position

of the tangent at 31' to the curve C''; the t,. .

straight Kne n will at the same time ap-

proach more and more nearly to coincidence with m, and the

point m?i will tend more and more to the point where m
touches C. In the limit, when the distance 3I'N' becomes

indefinitely small, the tangent to C' at 31' will become the

polar of the point of contact of m with C. Just then as

the tangents of C are the polars of the points of C', so also

are the tangents of C ' the polars of the points of C ; if a

straight line m touches the curve C at 31, the pole 31' of vi
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is a point of the curve C ' and the polar m ' of M is a tangent

to the curve C' at 31'.

Two curves C and C' such that each is the locus of the

poles of the tangents of the other, and at the same time also

the envelope of the polars of the points of the other, are said

to be ^;o/flr recijyrocals ^ one of the other with respect to the

auxiliary conic K.

321. An arbitrary straight line r meets one of the reciprocal

curves in n points say ; the polars of these points are n tan-

gents to the other curve all passing through the pole R' oi r.

To the second curve therefore can be di-awn from any given

point R' the same number of tangents as the first curve has

points of intersection with the straight line r, the polar of R'

;

and vice versa. In other words, the degree and class of a curve

are equal to the class and degree respectively of its polar reciprocal

with respect to a conic.

322. Now suppose the curve C to be a conic, and a , I two

tangents to it ; they will be cut by all the other tangents

c,d,e,... in corresponding points of two projective ranges

(Art. 149). In other words, C may be regarded as the curve

enveloped by the straight lines c ,d ,e

,

... which connect the

pairs of corresponding points of two projective ranges lying

on a and b respectively (Art. 150).

The curve C' will pass through the poles A\ B\C\D\E\...
of the tangents a,b, c, d, e, ... oi C. The straight lines

A\C\I)',E\...) will be the polars of the points a[c ,d ,e ,...)

and will form a pencil projective with the range of poles

lying on the straight line a (Ai't. 291); so too the straight lines

B'{C',D',E',...) will be the polars of the points l{c ,d ,e,...)

and will form a pencil projective with the range of poles lying

on h. But the ranges a{c,d,e,...) and l{c,d,e,...) are

projective; therefore also the pencils A' {C',I)\ E\...) and

B' {C' B\ E\ .

.

.) are projective. Consequently C' is the locus

of the points of intersection of
,
corresponding rays of two

projective pencils ; that is (Art. 150) a conic. Accordingly :

The polar reciprocal of a conic with respect to another conic is a

conic f.

323. When an auxiliary conic K is given and another conic

* PoNCELET, loc. cit., Art. 232.

t Ibid., Art. 231.
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C whose polar reciprocal C ' is to be determined, the question

arises whether cMs an ellipse, a hyperbola, or a parabola. The

straight line at infinity is the polar of the centre of K ; there-

fore the points at infinity on C ' correspond to the tangents of

C which pass through 0. It follows that the conic C will he an

ellipse or a hyperhola according as the jioint is interior or exterior

to the conic C, and C' ivill he a parabola when lies upon C.

If A is the pole of a straight line a with respect to C, and a'

the polar of A and A! the pole of a with respect to K, then

will ^i! be the pole of a ' with respect to C ', since to four poles

forming a harmonic range correspond four polars forming a

harmonic pencil (Art. 291) and vice versa. Therefore the

centre M' of C' will be the pole with respect to K of the

straight line m which is the polar of with respect to C. To

two conjugate diameters of C' will correspond two points of

m which are conjugate with respect to C, &c.

324. Let there be given in the plane of the auxihary conic

a jigure (Art. 1) or complex of any kind composed of points,

straight lines, and curves ; and let the polar of every point, the

pole of every line, and the polar reciprocal of every curve, be

constructed. In this way a new figure will be obtained ; the

two figures are said to \>q polar recipirocals one of the other, since

each of them contains the poles of the straight lines of the

othor, the polars of its points, and the curves which are the

polar reciprocals of its curves. To the method whereby the

second figure has been derived from the first the name oipolar

reciprocation is given.

Two figures which are polar reciprocals one of the other are

correlative figures in accordance with the law of duality in plane

Geometry (Art. 33) ; for to every point of the one corresponds

a straight line of the other, and to every range in the one corre-

sponds a pencil in the other. They lie moreover in the same

plane ; their positions in this plane are determinate, but may
be interchanged, since every point in the one figure and the

corresponding straight line in the other are connected by the

relation that they are pole and polar with respect to a fixed

conic. Thus two polar reciprocal figures are correlative figures

which are coplanar, and which have a special relation to one

another with respect to their positions in the plane in which

they lie. On the other hand, if two figures are merely

R
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correlative in accordance with the law of duality, there is no

relation of any kind between them as regards their position *.

325. If one of the. recij^rocal figures contains a range (of

poles) the other contains a pencil (of polars), and these two

corresponding forms are projective (Art. 291). If then the

points of the range are in involution, the rays of the corre-

sponding pencil will also be in involution, and to the double

points of the first involution will correspond the double rays

of the second (Art. 124). If there is a conic in one of the

figures there will also be one in the other figure (Art. 322) ; to

the points of the fii'st conic will correspond the tangents of

the second, and to the tangents of the first will correspond the

points of the second; to an inscribed polygon in the first

figure will correspond a circumscribed polygon in the second

(Art. 320). If the first figure exhibits the proof of a theorem

or the solution of a problem, the second will show the proof of

the correlative theorem or the solution of the correlative

problem ; that namely which is obtained by interchanging the

elements ' point ' and ' line.'

326. Theokem. If tivo triangles are both self-conjugate with

regard to a given conic, their six vertices lie on a conic, and their six

sides touch another conic f.

Let ABC and DEF be two triangles (Fig. 207) each of

wliicli is self-conjugate (Art. 258) with regard,

to a given conic K. Let BU and DF
cut £C in 5j and Cj respectively, and let AB
and AC cut EF in F^ and i^j respectively. The

point B is the pole of CA, and C is the pole of

AB ; B^ is the pole of the straight line joining

the poles of BC and DE, i.e. of AF; and C\ is

the pole of the straight line joining the poles of

BO and DF, i.e. of AE. The range of poles BCB^C^ is therefore (Art.

291) projective with the pencil of polars A{CBFE), and therefore

with the range of points F^E^FE in which this pencil is cut by the

transversal EF. Thus

(BCB.C,) = {F,E,FE)

= {E^F^EF) by Art. 45,

which shows that the two ranges in which the straight lines BC and

^irrespectively are cut by AB, CA, DE, FD are projectively related.

* Steinee, loc. cit., p. vii of the preface; Collected Works, vol. i. p. 234.

t Steiner, loc. cit., p. 308, § 60, Ex. 46 ; Collected Works, vol. i. p. 448

;

Chasles, Sections coni'i'ies, Art. 215.
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These six straight lines therefore, the six sides of the given triangles,

all touch a conic C (Art. 150, II).

The poles of these six sides are the six vertices of the triangles

;

these vertices therefore all lie on another conic C' which is the polar

reciprocal of C with regard to the conic K *.

327. The proposition of the j)receding Article may also be expressed

as follows : Given two triangles which are self-conjugate with regard

to the same conic K ; if a conic C touch five of the six sides it will

touch the sixth side also, and if a conic pass through five of the six

vertices it will pass through the sixth vertex also.

It follows that if a conic C touch the sides of a triangle abc ivhich is

self-conjugate with regard to another conic K , there are an infinite

number of other triangles ivhich are self-conjugate ivith regard to the

second conic and ivhich circumscribe the first.

For let d be any tangent to C ; from D, its pole with regard to K,

draw a tangent e to C, and let / be the polar with regard to K of the

point de ; then the triangle def will be self-conjugate with regard to

K (Art. 259). But C touches five sides a, b, c, d, e of two triangles

which are both self-conjugate with respect to K; therefore it must

also touch the sixth side/; which proves the proposition.

328. If the point I) is such that from it a pair of tangents e' and
/'' can be drawn to K, the four straight lines e,f, e',f' will form a

harmonic pencil (Art. 264), since e and / are conjugate straight lines

with respect to the conic K ; consequently the straight lines e' andf
are conjugate to one another with respect to C.

The locus of D is the conic C' which is the polar reciprocal of C
with regard to K ; therefore :

If a conic C is inscribed in a triangle which is self-conjugate with

res'pect to another conic K, the locus of a 'point such that the jyaifs of

tangents drawn from it to the conies C and K form a harmonic j)6ncil

is a third conic Q' which is the 'polar reciprocal of C with respect to K.

329. Correlatively : If a conic C' circumscribes a triangle ivhich

is self-conjugate with respect to another conic K, there are an infinite

number of other triangles ivhich are inscribed in C' and are self-con-

jugate with respect to K ; and the straight lines which cut G' and K in

two pairs of 2>oints which are harmonically conjugate to one another all

touch a third conic C ivhich is the 2^olar reciprocal of C' with regard

to K.

* We may show independently that the six vertices lie on a conic as follows.

It has been seen that the pencil of polars A {CBFE) is projective with the range

of poles BCBiCi ; it is therefore projective with the pencil B {BCBiCi) formed by

joining these to the point D. Therefore

A {CBFE) = D {BCB.O = D (BCEF)
= DlcBFE)hj Art. 45,

which shows (Art. 150, 1) that A,B ,C, J), E, F lie on a conic.

R 2
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330. Theorem. If hoo triangles circiimscribe the same co7iic,

their six vertices lie on another conic.

Let OQ'R' and O'PS be two triangles each circum-

scribing a given conic C (Fig, 208). The two tangents PS
and Q'R' are cut by the four

other tangents O'P, OQ', 0R\ O'S

in two groups of corresponding

points PQPSand P 'Q 'P 'S' of two

projective ranges u and ?/ (Art,

149); consequently the pencils

0{PQPS) and 0'{P'q'P'S')

formed by connecting these points

with and 0' respectively are

projective. Therefore the points P, Q\B\S, in which their

pairs of corresponding rays intersect, lie on a conic C' (Art. 150,1)

passingthrough the centres and 0'; which proves the theorem,

331. The theorem correlative and converse to the foregoing

one is the following:

If two triangles are inscribed in the same conic, their six sides

touch another conic*.

This may be proved by considering the triangles OQ'R'

and O'PS as both inscribed in the conic C^ and by reasoning

in a manner exactly analogous, but correlative, to that above.

332. It follows at once that:

Fig. 208.

If two triangles are inscribed

in the same conic, the conic which

touches five of their sides touches

the sixth side also.

If two triangles circumscribe

the same conic, the conic which

jiasses through five of their ver-

tices passes through the sixth

vertex also.

Or:

If tivo conies are such that a triangle can he inscribed in the one

so as to circumscribe the other, then there exist an infinite number of

other triangles which possess the same pi'>'operty\

.

333. There are in the figure (Fig. 208) four projective

forms : the two ranges u and u\ which determine the tangents to

the conic C, and the two pencils and \ which determine the

points of C ' ; the pencil is in perspective with the range u

* Brianchon, loc. cit., p. 35; Steiner, loc. cit., p. 173, § 46, II; Collected

Works, vol. i. p. 356.

•\ PONCELET, loc. clt., Art. 565.
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and the pencil 0' is in perspective with the range u . If then

any tangent to C cut the bases u and n' of the two ranges in

A and A' respectively, the rays OA and 0'A' will meet in a

point JSI lying on C''; and, conversely, if any pointM on C' be

joined to the centres and 0\ the joining lines will cut u and
ti' respectively in two points A and ji' such that the straight

line joining them is a tangent to C. Therefore :

If a variable triangle AA'M is

such that tivo of its sides pass

respectively through two fixed

2)oints 0' and lying on a given

conic, and the vertices opposite to

them lie respectively on two fixed

straight lines u and u\ while the

third vertex lies always on the

given conic, then the third side

ivill touch a fixed conic which

If a variable triangle AA'M is

such that two of its vertices lie

respectively on two fixed tangents

u and u' to a given conic, and
the sides oj)posite to them 2)<^ss

respectively through txoo fixed

2Joints 0' and 0, while the third

side ahvays touches the given

conic, then the third vertex ivill lie

on a fixed conic ivhich passes

through the points and 0'

.

touches the straight lines u and u'.

334. Theorem. If the extremities of each of tivo diagonals of a

complete quadrilateral are conjugate points with respect to a given

conic, the extremities of the third diagonalalso will he conjugate points

loith respect to the same conic *.

Let ABXY (Fig. 209) be a complete quadrilateral such

that A is conjugate to X, and £ to F, with respect to a given

conic K (not shown in

the figure). Let the sides

A£ , XT meet in C, and

the sides AY,BX in Z
-,

then shall C and Z be

conjugate points with

respect to the conic K.

Suppose the polars of

the points A,£,C (with

respect to K ) to cut the

straight line A£C in A\ B\ C respectively. The thi-ee

pairs of conjugate points A and A\ B and B\ C and C" are

in involution ; consequently, considering XYZ as a triangle

cut by a transversal A'B'C, it follows by Art. 135 that the

* Hesse, De octo i^unctis intersedionis trium superfickrum secundi ordinis

(Dissertatio pro venia legendi, Eegiomonti, 1840), p. 17.
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straight lines XA', YB\ ZC meet in one point Q. Since

evidently Xi'is the polar of A and YB' the polar of B -with

respect to K, their point of intersection Q is the pole of AB.

Since then C is a point on AB and is conjugate to C", its polar

will be QC' ; but Q6'' passes through Z\ therefore C and ^are
conjugate points, which was to be proved.

335. The proof of the following, the correlative theorem, is

left as an exercise to the student

:

If two pair% of opposite sides of a complete quadrangle are co7iju-

gate lines ivith respect to a conic, the two reniaining sides also are

conjugate lines with respect to the same conic.

In order to obtain such a complete quadrangle, it is only-

necessary to take the polar reciprocal of the quadrilateral con-

sidered in Hesse's theorem, i. e. the figure which is formed by
the polars of the six points A and X, B and Y, C and Z.

336. The following proposition is a corollary to that of

Ai-t. 334 :

Two triangles which are recijjrocal with resp)ect to a conic are in

homology *.

Let ABC (Fig. 210) be any triangle ; the polars of its

vertices with respect to a given

conic form another triangle A!B'C'

reciprocal to the first, that is, such

that the sides of the first triangle

are also the polars of the vertices of

the second. Let the sides CA and C'A'

meet in E, and the sides AB and

Fig. 210. ^^' in F.

The points B and B are conjugate

with respect to the conic, since E lies on C'A\ the polar of B
\

similarly C and i^are conjugate points. Thus in the quadri-

lateral formed by BC,CA, AB, and EF, two pairs of opposite

vertices B and E, C and F are conjugate; therefore the

third pair are conjugate also, viz. A and the point I) where
BC meets EF. The polar B'C oi A therefore passes through

B', thus BC and B'C meet in a point IJ lying on EF.

Since then the paii's of opposite sides of the two triangles meet
one another in three colUnear points, the triangles are in

homology, and the straight lines AA', BB\ CC which join

* Chasles, loc. cit., Art. 135.
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the pairs of vertices meet (Art. 1 7) in a point 0, the pole of

the straight line DEF.

337. By combining this theorem with that of Art. 155 the

following property may be enunciated :

If tioo triangles are reciprocals with respect to a given conic K,

the six points in which the sides of the one intersect the non-

corresponding'^ sides of the other lie on a conic C, and the six straight

lines which connect the vertices of the one toith the non-corresponding

vertices of the other touch another conic Q' , the polar recijyrocal of

C with respect to IS. (Art. 322); these straight lines are in fact

the polars with regard to K of the six points just mentioned.

If one of the triangles A!B'C' is inscribed in the other

ABC, the three conies C, C', and K coincide in one which is

circumscribed about the former triangle and inscribed in the

latter (Arts. 174, 176).

338. Problem. GIvqu two triangles ABC, A'B'C which are in

homology ; to construct {when it exists) the conic with regard to which

they are reciprocal.

Take one of the sides, BC for example ; the points in wliich it is

cut by C^A' ^ndiA^B' are conjugate to the points -B and (7 respectively,

and these two pairs of conjugate j)oints determine an involution

(Art. 263), the double points of wliich (if they exist) are the points

where BC is cut by the conic in question. In order then to find the

points in which this conic cuts BC, it is only necessary to construct

these double points. In this way the points in which the sides of

the triangles meet the conic can be found, and the latter is determined.

Since A^ and B are the poles of BC and C'A', these points and that

in which C'A' meets BC will be the vertices of a self-conjugate

triangle (Art. 258). If then, in finding the points of intersection of

the conic and the straight lines BC and C'A' in the manner just

explained, it should happen that the two involutions found have

neither of them double points, the conclusion is that no conic exists

such as is required ; for if it did exist, it must be cut by two of the

sides of the self-conjugate triangle (Art. 262).

339. The centre of homology of the given triangles (Fig. 210) is

the pole of the axis of homology DEF; and the projective corre-

spondence (Art. 291) between the points (poles) lying on the axis

and the straight lines (polars) radiating from the centre of homology

is determined by the three jDairs of corresponding elements D and

* Two sides BC and B'C of the triangles may be termed corresponding, when

each lies opposite to the pole of the other. And two vertices A and A' maj' be

termed corresponding, when each lies opposite to the polar of the other.
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AA', E and BB', i^ and CC\ Consequently it is possible to construct

with the ruler only (Art. 84) the polar of any other point on the

axis, and the pole of any other ray passing through the centre 0.

What has just been said with regard to the point and the axis

of homology may also be said with regard to any vertex of one of

the triangles and its polar (the corresponding side of the other

triangle). For if e. g. the vertex A' and the side BC be considered,

the projective correspondence between the straight lines radiating

fi'om A' and the points lying on BC is determined by the three pairs

of corresponding elements A'B' and C, A'C^ and B, A'O and D.

This being premised, it will be seen that the polar of any point P
and the pole of any straight line j) can be constructed with the help

of the ruler only. For suppose P to be given ; it has been shown
that the poles of the straight lines FO, PA, PB, PC, PA', ... can

be constructed, and these all lie on a straight line X which is the

required polar of P. So again if the straight line p is given, the

polars of the points in which it meets -BC, CA, ... can be constructed,

and will meet in a point which is the pole of j).

It will be noticed that all these determinations of jDoles and polars

are linear (i.e. of the first degree) and independent of the construction

(Art. 338) of the auxiliary conic, which is of the second degree,

since it depends on finding the double elements of an involution.

The construction of the poles and polars is therefore always possible,

even when the auxiliary conic does not exist. In other words : the

two given triangles in homology determine between the points and

the straight lines of the plane a reciprocal correspondence such that

to every point corresponds a straight line and to every sti'aight line

a point, to the rays of a pencil the jaoints of a range projective with

the pencil, and vice versa. Any point and the straight line corre-

sponding to it may be called pole and polar, and this assemblage of

poles and polars, which possesses all the properties of that determined

by an auxiliary conic (Art. 254), may be called a^wfer si/stem.

Two triangles in homology accordingly determine a polar system.

If an auxiliary conic exists, it is the locus of the points which lie

on the polars respectively corresponding to them, and it is at the

same time the envelojie of the straight lines which pass through the

poles respectively corresponding to them. If no auxiliary conic

exists, there is no point wliich lies on its own polar *,

* Staudt, loc. cit., Art. 241.



CHAPTER XXIII.

FOCI *.

340. It has been seen (Art. 263) that the pairs of straight

lines passing through a given point S and conjugate to one

another with respect to a given conic form an involution. Let

a plane figure be given, containing a conic C ; and let the figure

homological with it be constructed, taking S as centre of homo-

logy ; let C ' be the conic corresponding to C in the new figure.

Since in two homological figures a harmonic pencil corre-

sponds to a harmonic pencil, any pair of straight lines through

S which are conjugate with respect to C will be conjugate

also with respect to C'. The polars of S with respect to the

two conies will be corresponding straight lines ; if then the

polar of S with respect to C be taken as the vanishing line

in the first figure, the polar of S with respect to C' will

lie at infinity; i. e. the point S will be the centre of the

conic C'.

In this case therefore any two straight lines through S

which are conjugate with respect to C will be a pair of conju-

gate diameters of C'. If xS is external to C, the double rays of

the involution formed by the conjugate lines through S are the

tangents from S to C, and therefore the asymptotes of C',

which is in this case a hyperbola. If S is internal to C,

the involution has no double rays, and therefore C' is an

ellipse.

We conclude then that to every point S in the plane of a given

conic C corresponds a conic C' homological with C and having its

centre atS; which conic C' is a hyperbola or an ellipse according as

S is external or internal to the given conic C.

* Steinee, Vorlesungenuber synthetische Geometrie (ed. Schroter), II'*"^ Abschnitt,

§ 35 ; Zech, Hohere Geometrie (Stuttgart, 1857), § 7 ; Eete, Geometrie der Lage

(2nd ed., Hannover, 1877), Yortrag 13.
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341, For certain positions of the point S the conic C' will

be a circle. When S has one of these positions it is called a

focus* of the conic C. Since all pairs of conjugate diameters

of a circle cut one another orthogonally the involution at S of

conjugate lines with respect to C Avill in this case consist

entirely of orthogonal pairs.

If C is a circle, its centre is a foc2is ; for every pair of

conjugate lines which meet in 0, i. e.

every pair of conjugate diameters of C,

cut orthogonally. And a circle C Jias no

otherfocus but its centre 0. For let any

point iS be taken (Fig. 211) distinct from

and a straight line SQ be drawn not

passing through 0; and let P be the

pole of SQ. Then since PO must be

perpendicular to SQ, the conjugate lines

SP , SQ cannot be orthogonal, and there-

fore S cannot be a focus of C.

The foci of a conic C which is not a

circle are of necessity internal points

;

this follows from what has been said above (Art. 340).

Further, they lie on the axes. For if i^ is a focus and

the centre of the conic, the pole of the diameter FO will lie

on the perpendicular drawn through F to PO ; therefore

PO is perpendicular to its conjugate diameter, i. e. PO is an

axis of the conic.

Again, the straight line connecting two foci P and P^ is an

axis. For if straight lines perpendicular to PP-^ be di-awn

through P and P^ these will both be conjugate to PPi, and

their point of intersection will therefore be the pole of PP-^
;

but this point lies at infinity; therefore PP^ is an axis.

342. Let a point P be taken arbitrarily^ on an axis a of a

conic ; through P di*aw a straight line r, and from P, the pole

of r, draw the straight line / perpendicular to r ; let P' be the

point where / meets the axis. The straight lines passing

through P and those passing through P' and conjugate to

them respectively form two projective pencils ; for the second

pencil is composed of rays which project from P" the range

* De la Hire, Sectiones conicae (Parisiis, 16S5), lib. viii. prop. 23 ; Poncelet,

Propriitis projectiles, Art. 457 et seqq.
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formed by the poles of the rays of the first pencil, which range

is (Art. 291) projective with the first pencil itself. The two

pencils in question have three pairs of corresponding rays

which are mutually perpendicular ; for if A be the point at

infinity which is the pole of the axis a, the rays PA , PP\ r of

the fii'st pencil correspond to the rays P'P ,P'A, / of the

second, and the three former rays are severally perpendicular

to the three latter. The two pencils therefore by the inter-

section of corresponding rays generate a circle of which

PP' is a diameter ; and therefore every pair of coiTesponding

rays of the two pencils P and P' intersect at right angles.

Thus

:

To every ])oint P lying on an axis of the conic corresponds a point

P' on tlie same a.ri^ such that any two conjugate straight lines tvhich

jpass one through P and the other through P' are i^rpendicular to

one another.

The pairs of points analogous to P ,P' form an involution.

For let the ray r move parallel to itself ; the corresponding

rays r' (which are all perpendicular to r) will all be parallel to

each other. The pencil of parallels r is projective (Art. 291)

with the range which the poles P of the rays r determine upon

the diameter conjugate to that drawn parallel to r\ and the

pencil of parallels r' is in perspective with this same range.

Therefore the pencils r, r' are projective, and consequently the

points P, P' \n which a pair of corresponding rays r , r' of the

pencils cut the axis a trace out two projective ranges. To the

straight line at infinity regarded as a ray r corresponds

in the second pencil the diameter parallel to the rays r' \ and

similarly, to the line at infinity regarded as a ray r' corre-

sponds in the first pencil the diameter parallel to the rays r.

Therefore the point at infinity on the axis has the same corre-

spondent whether it be regarded as a point P or as a point P':

viz. the centre of the conic. We conclude that the pairs of

points P ,P' constitute an involution of ichich the centre is the centre

of the conic.

343. If the involution formed by the points P, P' on the

axis a has double points, each of them will be a focus of the

conic, since every straight line through such a double point

will be conjugate to the perpendicular drawn to it through

the point itself.
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If the involution has no double points, each of the two

points (Art. 128) at which the pairs PP' subtend a right angle

will be a focus of the conic. For every pair of mutually

perpendicular straight lines which meet in such a point will

pass through two points P, P', and will therefore be conju-

gate lines with respect to the conic.

From this it follows that one at least of the two axes of a

conic contains two foci. Further, a conic has only two

foci ; for every straight line which joins two foci is an

axis (Art. 341), and no- conic (except it be a circle) has more

than two axes.

Consequently a central conic {ellipse or hyperlola) has two foci,

tvhich are the double points of the involution PP' on an axis and are

also the poinds at which the pairs ofpoints PP' of the involution on

the other axis snbtend a right angle.

The axis which contains the foci may on this account be

called the focal axis. Since the foci are internal points, it is

seen that in the hyperbola the focal axis is that one which

cuts the curve (the transverse axis).

Since the centre of the conic is the centre of the

involution PP\ it bisects the distance between the two

foci.

From what has been said it follows that two perpendicular

straight lines which are conjugate tvith respect to a conic meet thefocal

axis in tico points 7ohich are harmonically conjugate toith respect to

the foci ; and they determine upon the other axis a segment ichich

subtends a right angle at eitherfocus.

344. The normal at any point on a curve is the perpen-

dicular at this point to the tangent. Since the tangent and

normal at any point on a conic are conjugate lines at right

angles, they meet the focal axis in a pair of points harmoni-

cally conjugate with respect to the foci ; and they determine

on the other axis a segment which subtends a right angle at

either focus (Art. 343). Accordingly:

If a circle tjc draion to pass through the tico foci and through any

point on the conic, it will have the tico points in tvhich the non-focal

axis is cut by the tangent and normal at that point as extremities of

a diameter.

And again (Art. 60):

The tangent and normal at any point on a conic are the bisectors
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of the angle made tvith one another hy the rays which join that j^oint

to the foci*.

These rays are called the focal radii of the given point.

345. A pair of conjugate lines which intersect at right

angles in a point S external to the conic are harmonically

conjugate with respect to the tangents from S to the conic

(Art. 264) as well as with respect to the rays joining S to the

foci (Art. 343); therefore:

The angle between two tangents and that included by the straight

lines tvhich johi the point of intersection of the tangents to the foci

have the same bisectors\.

346. In the parabola, the point at infinity on the axis, re-

garded as a point P, coincides with its correspondent P'; for

the straight line at infinity, being a tangent to the conic at

the said point P, passes through its own pole.

Accordingly one of the double points of the involution

determined on the axis by the pairs of conjugate orthogonal

rays, i.e. one of the foci, is at infinity. The other double point

lies at a finite distance, and is generally spoken of as the focus

of the parabola.

Since in the case of the parabola one focus is at infinity,

the theorems proved above (Arts. 343-345) become the follow-

ing:

Two conjugate orthogonal rays, and in imrticidar the tangent and

nonnal at any point on the parabola, meet the axis in tioo points

lohich are equidistantfrom the focus.

The tangent and normal at a point on a paralola are the bisectors

of the a^igle which the focal radius of the point inahes tvith the

diameter passing through the point %.

The straight line tohich connects the focus with the jmint of inter-

section of two tangents to a parabola makes ^oith either of the

tangents the same angle that the axis makes tvith the other tangent.

347. From the last of these may be immediately deduced

the following theorem

:

The circle circumscribing a triangle formed by three tangents to a

parabola passes through the focus.

Let PQP (Fig. 2 T 2) be a triangle formed by three tangents

* Apollonius, loc. cit., iii. 48.

+ Ibid., iii. 46.

X De la Hire, loc. cif., lib. viii. prop. 2.
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Ig. 212.

to a parabola, and let F be the focus. Considering the

tangents which meet in P, the angle FPQ is equal to that

made by PR with the axis ; and

considering the tangents which

meet in B, the angle FRQ is

equal to that made by PiP with

the axis. Hence the angles

FPQ, FPQ are equal, and there-

fore P, Q,P ,F lie on the same

circle.

CoEOLLAEY. T/ie hctts of the

foci of all parabolas which totich the

three sides of a given triangle is the

circnmscrilting circle of the triangle.

This corollary gives the construction for the focus of a

parabola which touches four given straight lines. And since

only one such parabola can be drawn (Art. 157), we conclude

that

:

Given four straight lines, the circles circiimscrihing the four

triangles which can he formed hy taking the lines three and three

together all pass through the same point.

348. The polar of a focus is called a directrix.

The two directrices are straight lines pei-pendicular to the

transverse axis and external to the conic, since the foci lie

on the transverse axis and are internal to the conic (Art. 343).

In the case of the parabola, the straight line at infinity

is one directrix ; the other

lies at a finite distance,

and is generally spoken

of as the directrix of the

parabola.

If i^ be a focus, and if

the tangent at any point

X on a conic cut the

corresponding du-ectrix in

Y, this point Y will be the

pole of the focal radius

FX. Therefore FX,FY are conjugate lines with respect to

the conic, and since they meet in a focus, they will be at

right angles : consequently

:

mx

Q

Q"

\p'
p IJ" \

Q'

Fig. 213.
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The part of a tangent to a conic intercepted between its point of

contact and a directrix subtends a right angle at the corresponding

focus.

349. Let the tangent and normal at any point M on a

conic meet the focal axis in P , P' respectively, and let them

meet the other axis in Q ,Q' respectively (Fig- 213). FromM
let perpendiculars MP'\ MQ^" be drawn to the axes.

From the similar triangles OPQ^
,
Q''3IQ

0P:0q = q'^3i.q"q,

and from the right-angled triangle q'Mq
q"M:q"q = q'q":q"M;

.-. op.oq = q'q'':q"M
= q'q":OP\

or op.op"=oq.q'q"
= oq{q'o+oq'%

so that op.oP"-oq.oq"=oq.q'o (i)

But P and P" are a pair of conjugate points, since MP" is

the polar of P; similarly q and q" are conjugate points.

Therefore (Art. 294)

OP . OP" = OA- and Oq . Oq" = + 0P\
where OA , OP are the lengths of the semiaxes, and the double

sign refers to the two cases of the ellipse and the hyperbola.

Again, the points Q ,
Q' subtend a right angle at either of the

two foci F,F' (Art. 343) so that

oq . q'o = 0F'\

Substituting, (l) becomes

OF^ = OA'- + OP''.

This shows that in the ellipse OA > OP ; so that the focal

axis is the axis major.

Referring now to Figs. 214 and 315,

FA=:FO+OA,
FA'=z FO + OA' =FO~OA;

.-. FA.FA'=FO'--OA^
= + 0B'\

If P) be the point in which a directrix cuts the focal axis,

the vertices A and A' of the conic will be harmonically conju-

gate with respect to F and the point P where the polar of F
cuts AA' (Art. 264); therefore, since bisects AA',

OA^ = OF.OP.
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The parabola has one vertex at infinity; consequently

the other lies midway between the focus and the directrix

(Fig. 218).

350. If a focus i^ of a conic C be taken as centre of homo-

logy, and a conic C' be constructed homological with C and

B

Fig. 214. Fig. 215.

having its centre at F, it has been seen (Arts. 340, 341) that

C' is a circle. But by what has been proved in Art. 77, if

J/ and M' are a pair of corresponding points of C and C",

FM
Fir

MP = constant,

FM
or MP = FM' X constant,

where MP (Figs. 214, 215) is the distance of M from the

vanishing line, that is from the polar of F, i. e. the correspond-

ing directrix. Now i^il/' is constant, because C' is a circle;

therefore

The distance of any point on a conicfrom a focus bears a constant

ratio to its distancefrom the corresponding directrix.

Moreover, this ratio is the same for the two foci. For let

(Figs. 214, 215) be the centre of the conic, -F, F' the foci, A , A'

the vertices lying on the focal axis, i>,i>' the points in Avhich

this axis is cut by the directrices ; then (Art. 294)

0^2 ^ oj'2 = OF. OB = OF'. OD'.

But OF' = - OF, so that A'B' = -AD and F'A'= - FA,

and therefore FA:AD= F'A' : A'J)',

which shows that the ratio is the same for F and for F'.

In the case of the parabola the ratio in question is unity,
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because (Art. 349) the vertex of a parabola is equally distant

from the focus and the directrix. Therefore

The distance of any point on a jMraboIa from thefocus is equal to

its distancefrom the directrix,

351. Conversely, the locus of a point M which is such that its

distancefrom a fixed point F hears a constant ratio e to its distance

from a fixed straight line d is a conic of which F is afocus and d the

corresponding directrix *.

For let MP (Figs. 214^ 215) be drawn perpendicular to d;

then by hypothesis

FM _
MP ~ ^'

Let now the figure be constructed which is homological

with the locus of J/ ; F being taken as centre of homology,

and d as vanishing line. If M' be the point corresponding to

M, then (Art. 77)

FM ^„
-jT^r^. : IMP = constant.
F3F

These two equations show that FM' is constant ; thus the

locus of 31' is a circle, centre F. The locus of 31 is there-

fore a conic (Art. 23) having one focus at F (Art. 341). And
since the straight line at infinity is the polar of F with

respect to the circle, the straight line d is the polar of F with

respect to the conic ; i.e. it is the directrix corresponding to F.

352. The length of a chord of a conic drawn through a focus

perpendicular to the focal axis is called the latns rectum or

the parameter of the conic.

Let 31F3P (Fig. 216) be a chord of a conic drawn through a
focus F, and let N be the point where it cuts the corresponding

directrix. Let LFL' be the latus rectum drawn through F.

Then since the directrix is the polar of the focus, N and P
are harmonic conjugates with regard to 31 and 31'. There-

fore

2 _ I I

'NF ~ WM "•" NM' '

and if perpendiculars 3IK,FP,M'K' be let fall on the

directrix, 211
+FD 3PK' ^ 3IK

* Pappus, Math. Collect., lib. vii. prop. 238.

S
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But by Art. 350

31'
K'

: FD : MK = M'F : FL : FM;

• • FL" 3rF ^ FM'
that is to say

:

In any conic, half the latus rectum is a harmonic mean betioeen

the segments of anyfocal chord.

Fig. 2 1 6.

CoROLLAEY. If M , M' be taken at A' , A respectively,

FL~ ^^AF^ FA'^

_ ^ AA'
~^ AF.FA'

OA ,, , ,=
-:^roB^

(by Art. 349),

0^2
so that FZ= -\-

-Ql'

which gives the length of the semi-latus rectum in terms of

the semi-axes.

In the parabola -^7^7 = o , so that FL = 2 FA.

353. Theorem. In the ellipse the sum, ami in the hyperbola the

difference, of thefocal radii of any point on the curve is constant '^.

Let 31 be any point on a central conic (Figs. 214, 215) whose

Apollonius, he. cit., iii. 51, 52.
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foci are F, F' and directrices d , cV ; and let [M, d) &c. denote

as usual the distance ofM from d, &c. By Art. 351

FM _ F'M _
{M7dj~ {3I,d')~''

FM±F'M _
•'• {M,d)±{M,d')~^-

But (Fig. 214) in the ellipse (if, d) + {M, d'), and (Fig. 215)

in the hyperbola {M, d) — {31, d') is equal to the distance I)TJ'

between the two directrices ; therefore

FM±F'3I=t.I)D\

which proves the proposition.

Conversely : The locus of a ];joint the sum {difference') of whose

distancesfrom tivo fixed points is constant is an ellipse {a hyperhola)

of %ohich the given points are the foci.

354. If in the proposition of the last Article the pointM be

taken at a vertex A,

e.I)I)'=FA±rA
= zOA
= AA\

so that the length of the focal axis is the constant value of the sum

or difference of the focal radii. It is seen also that the constant

e is equal to the ratio of the length of the focal axis to the

distance between the directrices.

355. Since by Art. 294

OA^^OF.OB,
or AA'^=FF'.I)I)\

_AA^_ FT,
•*• ^~my~AA'''

so that the constant e is equal to the ratio of the distance

between the foci to the length of the focal axis. Now in the

ellipse FF'<AA\ in the hyperbola FF' > AA\ in the parabola

FF^= AA^= oc, in the circle FF'= o. Therefore the conic is

an ellipse, a hyperbola, a parabola, or a circle, according as

e<i, €>i, e=i, or e= o. This constant e is called the eccen-

tricity of the conic.

356. Theokem. The locus of the feet ofperpendiculars letfall

from a focus upon the tangents to an ellijise or hyperhola is the

circle described on thefocal axis as diameter *.

* Apollonius, loc. cit., iii. 49, 50.

S 2
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Take the case of the ellipse (Fig. 217). If F, F' are the foci,

andM is any point on the curve, join F'31 and produce it to G
making MG equal to 3IF. Then FG will (Art. 354) be equal

to AA' whatever be the posi-

tion of M; thus the locus of G
is a circle, centre F' and radius

equal to AA\
If FG be joined, it will cut

the tangent at M perpendicu-

larly, since this tangent (Art.

344) bisects the angle FMG\
and the point U where the two

lines intersect will be the mid-

dle point of FG because FMG
is an isosceles triangle. There-

fore OU is parallel to F'G and equal to hF'G, that is, to OA
;

i. e. the locus of U is the circle on AA ' as diameter.

A similar jiroof holds good for the hyperbola, except that from the

greater of the twoMF, MF' must be cut off& part MG equal to the less.

357. If FU, FU^ (Fig. 217) are the perpendiculars let fall

from a focus i^ on a pair of parallel tangents, U, F, V will

evidently be collinear. And since V and V both lie on the

circle described on AA' as diameter,

FU.FV'=FA.FA'
= + OB^ (Art. 349),

according as the conic is an ellipse or a hyperbola.

Thus t/ie j)ro(/Hct of the distances of a pair of parallel tangents

from a focus is constant.

Since the perpendicular let fall from the other focus F' on

the tangent at 31 is equal to FU', it follows that

T/ie product of the distances of any tangent to an ellipse [hyper-

hola) from the tv;o foci is constant, and equal to the square of half

the minor [conjugate) axis.

Conversely : The envelope of a straight line tchich moves in such a

way that the product of its distances from twofixed j^oints is constant

is a conic ; an ellipse if the value of the constant is positive, a hyperbola

if it is negative.

358. Let F (Fig. 218) be the focus of a parabola, A the

vertex, M any point on the curve, N the point of intersection

of the tangents at 31 and A. If JS^F' be drawn to the infinitely
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distant focus F' (i. e. if NF' he drawn parallel to the axis), the

angles ANF', FN3I will be equal (Art. 346). But ANF' is a
right angle ; therefore i^iVJ/

is a right angle also. Thus

T/ie foot of the perpen-

dicular letfallfrom thefocus

of a parahola on any tangent

lies on the tangent at the

vertex.

Corollary. Since any

point on the circumscribing

circle of a triangle may be

regarded (Art. 347) as the focus of a parabola inscribed in the

triangle, it follows at once from the theorem just proved that iffrom
any jmtit on the circumscribing circle of a triangle 2)er2)endiculars be

let fall on the three sides, their feet will be collinear *,

359. The theorem of Art. 356 may be put into the following form:

If a right angle move in its 2^^tcne in such a way that its vertex

describes a fixed circle, while one of its arms passes always through a

fixed 'point, the envelope of its other arm will be a conic concentric with

the given circle, and having one focus at thefixed point. The conic is

an ellipse or a hyperbola according as the given ptoint lies ivithin or

without the given circle t.

So too the corresponding theorem (Art. 358) for the parabola may
be expressed in a similar form as follows :

If a right angle 7nove in its plane in such a way that its vertex

describes a fixed straight line, while

one of its arms passes always through

a fixed point, the other arm luill en-

velope a parabola having the fixed

2)oint for focus and the fixed straight

line for tangent at its vertex.

360. I. Let the tangents at

the vertices of a central conic

be cut in P, P' by the tangent

at any point if (Fig. 2
1 9). The

three tangents form a triangle

circumscribed about the conic,

two of the vertices of which

are P and P', the third (at infinity) being the pole of the

* For other proofs of this see Art. 416.

t Macladrin, Geometria Onjanica, pars 11". prop. xi.
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axis AA\ Therefore (Art. 274) the straight lines drawn from

P and P' to any point on the axis will be conjugate to one

another with respect to the conic. Thus, in particular, the

straight lines joining P and P' to a focus will be conjugate

to one another; but conjugate lines which meet in a focus

are mutually perpendicular (Art. 343) ; consequently the circle

on PP' as diameter will cut the axis AA^ at the foci^.

II. Let the tangent PMP' cut the axis AA' at N ; then i\''is

the harmonic conjugate of If with respect to P,P' (Art. 194).

Consider now the complete quadrilateral formed by the

hnes FP,rP,FP\rP'. Two of its diagonals are PP' and

PP' ; the third diagonal must then cut IF' and PP' in points

which are harmonically conjugate to N with regard to P, F'

and P , P' respectively. It must therefore be the normal at

M to the conic f-

361. Let T3I, TN (Fig. 220) be a pair of tangents to a conic,

M and i\^ their points of contact,

P a focus, d the corresponding

directrix. If the chord MN cut d
in P, this point is the pole of TF;
therefore TFP is a right angle (Art.

343)t.

But MN is divided harmonically

by FT and its pole P; thus

F{MNTP) is a harmonic pencil,

and consequently FT,FP are the
bisectors of the angle MFN. Accordingly :

One of the bisectors of the angle tvhich a chord of a conic siiUends
at a focus passes throvgh the pole of the chord. The other bisector

meets the chord at its 2^oint of intersection with the directrix corre-

sponding to thefocus.

Or the same thing may be stated in a different manner, thus

:

The straight line which joins a focus to the jwint of intersection of
a pair of tangents to a conic makes equal {or supplementanj) angles
with thefocal radii of their points of contact^.

* Apollonios, loc. cit., iii. 45. Dksargues, (Euvrcs, i. pp. 209, 210.
t Apollonius, loc. cit., iii. 47.

t If the points 31 and N are taken indefinitely near to one another, this reduces
to the theorem already proved in Art. 348.

§ De la Hike, loc. cit., lib. viii. prop. 24.

Fi<r. 220.
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362. Let the tangents T31 , TN be cut by any third tangent

in ir , N' respectively (Figs. 221, 222); let L be the point of

contact of this third tangent. The following relations will

hold among the angles of the figures :

N'FL = NFN' = 1 NFL,
LFUr = M'FM= h LFM,

whence by addition

N'FL + LFir = i [NFL+ LF31),

or N'FM' = I NF31 = NFT = TF^I."^

Let now the tangents TM , TN be fixed, while the tangent

3rN' is supposed to vary. By what has just been proved,

the angle subtended at the focus by the part M'N' of the

Fig. 221.

variable tangent intercepted between the two fixed ones is

constant. As the variable tangent moves, the points M' , N'

describe two projective ranges (Art. 149), and the arms

Fir, FN' of the constant angle M'FN' trace out two con-

centric^and directly equal pencils (Art. 108). Accordingly:

* In this reasoning it is supposed that FM', FN', FT are all internal bisectors

;

i. e. that either the conic is an ellipse or a parabola, or that if it is a hyperbola,

the three tangents all touch the same branch (Fig. 221). If on the contrary two

of the tangents, for example 2'M and TN, touch one branch and the third M'N'
the other branch (Fig. 222), then FM' and FN' will be external bisectors. In

that case,

N'FL = I NFL - -
^

2

LFM' = i LFM + -
" 2

(the angles being measured all in the same direction)

;

.•. N'FM' =
I NFM, just as in the case above.
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The ranges which a variable tangent to a conic determines on two

fixed tangents are projected from either focus hy means of two

directly equal pencils.

This theorem clearly holds good for the cases of the parabola and

its infinitely distant focus, and the circle and its centre. For the

parabola it becomes the following :

Twofixed tangents to a 2>arabola intercept on any variable tangent

to the same a segment whose j^rojection on a line peiyendicidar to the

axis is of constant length.

The general theorem may also be put into the following form

:

One vertex F of a variable triangle M'FN' is fixed, and the angle

M'FN' is constant, while the other vertices M', N' move respectively on

fixed straight lines TM , TN. The envelojye of the side M'N' is a

conic of which F is a focus, and which touches the given lines TM, TN.
363. The problem, Given the tivo foci F , F' of a conic and a

tangent t, to construct the conic, is

determinate, and admits of a single

solution, as follows.

Join FF' (Figs. 223, 224) and let

it cut t in P ; take P' the harmonic

conjugate of P with respect to F and

F'. If a straight line P'M be drawn

perpendicular to t, it \Aill be the

normal corresponding to the tangent

t (Art. 344), i.e. J/ will be the point

of contact of t. Draw MP^' perpendicular to FF' ; it will be the

polar of P, and P , P" will be conjugate points with respect to the

Fig. 223.

Fig. 224.

conic. If then FF' be bisected at 0, and on FF' there be taken

two points A, A' such that OA^ = OA"" = OP . OP", A and A' will
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be the vertices of the coiiic. The conic is therefore completely deter-

mined
; for three points on it are known (if, A , A') and the tangents

at these three points {t and the straight lines AC, A'C drawn
through A , A' at right angles to AA^).

An easy method of constructing the conic by tangents is to describe

any circle through 7^and F', cutting AC, A'C'mH and K, li' and K'
respectively (Fig. 224). Then if the chords HK' , H'K be drawn
which intersect crosswise in the centi-e of the circle (which lies on
the non-focal axis), these will be tangents to the conic (Art. 360).
Every circle through F and F' which cuts AC and A'C thus deter-

mines two tangents to the conic.

The conic is an ellipse or a hyperbola according as t cuts the

segment FF' externally or internally.

The conic is a parabola when F' is at infinity (Fig. 225). In this

case produce the axis PF to P' making FP' equal to PF, and draw
P'M perpendicular to t ; then M will be the point of contact of the

given tangent t. Draw MP'' perpendicular to the axis ; then P and
P" will be conjugate points with

respect to the parabola. And since

the involution of conjugate points

on the axis has one double point

at infinity, the middle point A
of PP" will be the other double

point, i.e. the vertex of the parabola.

The parabola is therefore com-

pletely determined, since two points

on it are known {M and A), and
the tangents at these points (t and
the straight line drawn through A
at right angles to the axis).

364. On the other hand, the problem, To construct the conic which
has its foci at two given j^oints F, F' and which passes through a
given 2)oint M, which is also a determinate one, admits of two solutions.

For if the locus of a point be sought the sum of whose distances from
F and F' is equal to the constant value F2I+ F'M, an elli'gse is

arrived at ; but if the locus of a point be sought the difference of whose
distances from i^andi^'is equal to FM-^FM', a hyperbola is found.

This may also be seen from the theorem of Art. 344, which shows

that if the straight lines t, «' be drawn bisecting the angle FMF'
(Fig. 223) each of these lines will be a tangent at M to a conic which
satisfies the problem, the other line being the corresponding normal
to this conic. The finite segment FF' is cut or not by the tangents

according as the conic is a hyperbola or an ellipse. There will

consequently be two conies which have F, F' for foci and which pass

Fig. 225.
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through 2[ ; a hyperbola having for tangent at M that bisector t'

which cuts the segment FF\ and for normal the other bisector t

;

and an ellipse having t for tangent at M and t^ for normal.

These two conies, having the same foci, are concentric and have

their axes parallel. They will cut one another in three other points

besides M ; and their four points of intersection will form a rectangle

inscribed in the circle of centre and radius OM ; in other words,

the three other points will be symmetrical to M with respect to the

two axes and the centre. This is evident from the fact that a conic

is symmetrical with respect to each of its axes.

365. Through every point M in the plane then pass two conies,

an ellij)se and a hyperbola, having their foci at F and F'. In other

words, the system of confocal conies having their foci at F and F' is

comj)osed of an infinity of ellipses and an infinity of hyperbolas ; and

through every point in the plane pass one ellipse and one hyperbola,

which cut one another there orthogonally and intersect in three other

points.

Two conies of the system which are of the same kind (both

ellipses or both hyperbolas) clearly do not intersect at all.

Two conies of the system however which are of opposite kinds

(one an ellipse, the other a hj-perbola) always intersect in four points,

and cut one another orthogonally at each of them. This may be

seen by observing that the vertices of the hyperbola are points lying

within the segment FF', and therefore within the ellipse. On the

other hand, there must be points on the hyperbola which lie outside

the ellipse ; for the latter is a closed curve which has all its points

at a finite distance, while the former extends in two directions to

infinity. The hyperbola therefore, in passing from the inside to the

outside of the ellipse, must necessarily cut it.

No two conies of the system can have a common tangent ; because

(Art. 363) only one conic can be drawn to have its foci at given

points and to touch a given straight line.

Any straight line in the plane will touch a determinate conic of

the system, and will be normal, at the same j)oint, to another

conic of the system, belonging to the opposite kind. The first of

these conies is a hyperbola or an ellipse according as the given

straight line does or does not cut the finite segment FF\
366. If first point F' lies at infinity, the problem of Art. 364

becomes the following : Given the axis of a parabola, the focus F, and

a 2^oint M on the curve, to construct the parabola.

Just as in Art. 364, there are two solutions (Fig. 226). The

tangents at M to the two parabolas which satisfy the problem are

the bisectors of the angle made by MF with the diameter passing

through M ; therefore the parabolas cut orthogonally at M and
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Fm. 226.

consequently intersect at another point, symmetrical to 3f with

respect to the axis. The parabolas cannot intersect in any other

finite point, since they touch one another at infinity *.

The tangents to the two parabolas at M cut the axis in two points

P, P' which lie at equal distances

on ojjposite sides of F\ and if P" is

the foot of the perpendicular let fall

rom M on the axis, the vertices A, A'
of the parabolas are the middle points

of the segments PP", P'P" respec-

tively.

Sujjpose A and P " to fall on the same

side of F. Then since P'P"<P'P,
and P'A' is the half of P'P'\ and

P'F the half of P'P, therefore

P'A'kP'F; i.e. A and A' fall on

opposite sides of F. It follows that in

the system composed of the infinity of

parabolas which have a common axis

and focus, two parabolas intersect (orthogonally and in two points)

or do not intersect, according as their vertices lie on opposite sides

or on the same side of the common focus.

Since F, A, A' are the middle points of PP', PP'\ P'P" respec-

tively, we have the relations

FP + FP'=o,
2FA = FP + FP",
2FA'=FP'+ FP'',

whence the following are easily deduced

:

FP"=FA ^FA\\
FP =FA -FA'=A'A,
FP' = FA'-FA = AA'.

These last relations enable us at once to find the points P, P', P"
when A and A' are known. The point M (and the symmetrical point

in wliich the parabolas intersect again) can then be constructed by
observing that FM is equal to FP or FP'.

367. It has been seen that a conic is determined when the two
foci and a tangent are given. It can also be shown that a conic

is determined wlien one focus and three tangents are ffiven; this follows

* That is to say, if the figure be constructed which is homological with that

formed by the two parabolas, it will consist of two conies touching one another

at a point situated on the vanishing line of the new figui-e, and intersecting in

two other points.

t Hence the middle point oi AA' is also the middle point of FP".
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Fig. 227,

at once from the jH-oposition at the end of Art. 362. For let LMN
(Fig. 227) be the triangle formed by the three given tangents, and F
the given focus. Then the conic is seen to be the envelojie of the

base M'N' of a variable triangle

M'FN', which is such that the

vertex F is fixed, the angle

M'FN' is always equal to the

constant angle MFN , and the

vertices M\ N' move on the fixed

straight lines LM, LN respec-

tively.

In order to determine the

other focus F\ we make use of

the theorem of Art. 345. At
the point M make the angle

LMF' equal to FMN ; and at

the point N make the angle

LNF' equal to FNM (all these

angles being measured in the same direction) ; then the point of

intersection of MF\ NF' will be the second focus F\
The investigation of the circumstances under which the conic is an

ellipse, a hyperbola, or a parabola, is left as an exercise to the student.

The following are the results :

(1) The conic is an ellipse if F lies within the triangle LMN; or

if F lies without the circle circumscribing LMN and within one of

the (infinite) spaces bounded by one of the sides of the triangle and

the other two produced :

(2) a hyperbola if F lies inside the circle but outside the triangle
;

or if it lies within one of the (infinite) F-shaped spaces which have

one of the angular points of the triangle LMN for vertex and are

bounded by the sides meeting in that angular point, both produced

backwards :

(3) a parabola if F lies on the circle circumscribing the triangle

LMN, as we have seen already (Art. 347) *.

368. Let TM , TN (Fig. 228) be a pair of tangents to an

ellipse or hyperbola which intersect at right angles. If per-

pendiculars FU,F'U' and FV.F'V be let fall upon them

respectively from the foci F and F\ then evidently TJJ:= VF
and TU'= r'F\ But by Art. 357 we have IF. V'F'=. ± OJS';

therefore TU . TU'= ± 0B\ But since U and U' both lie on

* Stetner, Developpement d'une serie de theoremes relatifs aux seciions coniques

(Annales de Gergonne, t. xix. 1828, p. 47) j Collected Works, vol. i. p. 198.
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the circle described upon the focal axis AA' as diameter (Art.

356), the rectangle TU . TV is the poiver of the point ^ with

respect to this circle, and is equal to OT"-— OA^. Thus

or- = OA"^ ± OB^ = constant,

so that we have the following theorem ^

:

The locns of the point of intersection of two tangents to an eUi][)se

or a hyperbola which cut at right angles is a concentric circle.

This circle is called the director circle of the conic f.

lu the ellipse 0T'^-= OA'^ + OB'^, so that the director circle circum-

scribes the rectangle formed by the tangents at the extremities of

the major and minor axes. In the hyperbola OT^ = OA'^— OB^, so

that pairs of mutually perpendicular tangents exist only if OA > OB.

If OA = OB, i.e. if the hyperbola is equilateral (Art. 395), the di-

rector circle reduces simply to the centre ; that is, the asymptotes

are the only pair of tangents which cut at right angles. If OA < OB,

the director circle has no real existence ; the hyperbola has no pair

of mutually perpendicular tangents.

Fig. 2 28

369. Consider now the case of the parabola (Fig. 239). Let

F be the focus, A the vertex, TH and TK a pair of mutually

perpendicular tangents. If these meet the tangent at the

vertex in // and K respectively, the angles FHT , FKT will be

right angles (Art. 358), so that the figure THFK is a rectangle.

Therefore TH=KF; and since the triangles TEH , FAK are

evidently similar, TF=AF. The locus of the point T is

* De la Hire, loc. cit., lib. viii. props. 27, 28.

f Gaskin, The geometrical construction of a conic section,

1852), chap. iii. prop. 10 et seqq.

(Cambridge,
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therefore a straight line parallel to HK, and lying at the same

distance from UK (on the opposite side) that F does. That is

to say

:

TJte locus of the point of intersection of two tangents to a para-

bola which cut at right angles is the directrix*.

Since the director circle of a conic is concentric with the latter, it

must in the case of the parabola have an infinitely great radius. In

other words, it must break up into the line at infinity and a finite

straight hne. And we have just seen that this finite straight line is

the directrix.

370. The director circle possesses a property in relation to

the self-conjugate triangles of the

conic which we will now proceed

to investigate. Let XYZ (Fig. 230)

be a triangle which is self-conjugate

with respect to a conic whose centre

is 0. Join OX and let it cut YZ

in X' and the conic in A'. Draw

OB' parallel to YZ; let it cut XY
in L and the conic in ^'; and draw

ZL' parallel to OX to meet 05 'in L'

.

Then OA' and OB' are evidently

conjugate semi-diameters ; also Zand

X\ L and L' are pairs of conjugate

points with respect to the conic. Therefore

OX . OX' = ± OA'^ , and OL,OL'=± 0B'\

where the positive or the negative signs are to be taken

according as the semidiameters OA' , OB' are real or ideal

(Art. 294).

Thus for the ellipse

OX . OX' +Ol.OL'= OA'^ + OB'^

= OA^ -h OB'',

and for the hyperbola

OX.OX'^ OL . 0L'= ±{OA''-OB'^)
= ±\0A''-0B%

so that in both cases (Art. 368)

OX.OX'+OL.OL'=OT\ (1)

where OT is the radius of the director circle.

* De la Hiee, loc. cit., lib. viii. prop. 26.

Fig. 230.
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Now let a circle be described round the triangle XYZ, and

let U he the point where it cuts OX again ; then

rY.x'z=rx.x'U;

-ox^^'
(from the similar triangles OLX^X'YX)

-^^ OT'
~0X'^^'

Therefore equation (1) gives

OT'' = OX.OX'^OX.X'V
= OX.OU,

that is to say : The centre of a conic has with respect to the circttm-

scribing circle of any triangle self-cotijtigate to the conic a constant

potver, tohich is equal to the square of the radius of the director

circle.

Or in otlier words

:

The circle circumscribing any triangle ivhich is self-conjugate with

regard to a conic is cut orthogonally by the director circle ^.

The following particular cases of this theorem are of interest

:

I. The centre of the circle circumscribing any triangle ivhich is seJf-

conjugate loith respect to a j^ctrahoJa lies on the directrix.

II. The circle circumscribing any triangle which is self-conjugate

with respect to an equilateral hyperbola passes through the centre of

the conic.

371. Consider a quadi'ilateral circumscribed about a conic. Since

each of its diagonals is cut harmonically by the other two, the circle

described on any one of the diagonals as diameter is cut orthogonally

by the circle which circumsciibes the diagonal triangle (Art. 69).

But the diagonal triangle is self-conjugate with respect to the conic

(Aii. 260), and therefore its circumscribing circle cuts orthogonally

the director circle (Art. 370). Consequently the director circle and

the three circles described on the diagonals as diameters all cut

orthogonally the circle circumscribing the diagonal triangle. Now
by Newton's theorem (Art. 318) the centres of the four fii'st-named

circles are collinear ; and circles whose centres are collinear and

which all cut the same circle orthogonally have a common radical

axis. Therefore

:

The director circle of cc conic, and the three circles described on

* Gaskin, loc. cif., p. 33.
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the diagcynals of any circumscribed qiiadrilateral as diameters, are

coaxial.

In the i^arabola the director circle reduces to the directrix and

the straight line at infinity ; in this case then the above theorem

becomes the following :

If a qiiadrilateral is circumscribed about a 2)Cirabola, the three

circles described 07i the diagonals of the quadrilateral as diameters have

the directrix for their cominon radical axis.

372. If in the theorem of Art. 371 the quadrilateral be supposed

to be given, and the conic to vary, we arrive at the following

theorem :

The director circles of all the conies inscribed in a given quadri-

lateral form a coaxial system, to ivhicli belong the three circles having

as diameters the diagonals of the quadrilateral.

There is one circle of such a system which breaks up into two

straight lines : that namely which degenerates into the radical axis

and the straight line at infinity. Now the director circle breaks up

into two straight lines—viz. the directrix and the line at infinity

—

in the case of a parabola (Art. 369). Therefore the common radical

axis of the system of coaxial director circles is the directrix of the

parabola which can be inscribed in the quadrilateral.

If the circles of the system do not intersect, there are two of them

which degenerate into point-circles (the limiting points). Now the

director circle degenerates into a point in the case of the equilateral

hyperbola (Art. 368). Therefore when the circles do not cut one

another, the two limiting points of the system are the centres of

the two equilateral hyperbolas which can in this case be inscribed

in the quadi'ilateral. If the circles do intersect, the system has no

real limiting points ; and in this case no equilateral hyperbola can be

inscribed in the quadrilateral.

The circles which cut orthogonally the circles of a coaxial system

form another coaxial system ; if the first system has real limit-

ing points, the second system has not, and vice versa. In order

then to inscribe an equilateral hyperbola in a given quadrilateral,

it is only necessary to describe circles on two of the diagonals of the

quadrilateral as diameters, and then to draw two circles cutting the

former two orthogonally. When the problem is possible, these two

orthogonal circles will intersect ; and their two points of intersection

are the centres of the two equilateral hy2:)erbolas which satisfy the

conditions of the problem.

373. If five points are taken on a conic, five quadrangles may be

formed by taking these points four and four together ; and the

diagonal triangles of these five quadrangles are each of them self-

conjugate with respect to the conic. If the circumscribing circles of
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these five diagonal triangles be draAvn, they will give, when taken

together in pairs, ten radical axes. These ten radical axes will all

meet in the same point, viz. the centre of the conic.

374. Consider again a quadrilateral circumscribing a conic ; let

P and P', Q and Q\ R and i?'' be its three pairs of opposite vertices.

If these be joined to any arbitrary point S, and if moreover from this

point S the tangents t , t' are drawn to the conic, it is known by the

theorem correlative to that of Desargues (Art. 183, right) that t and t\

SP and SP', SQ and SQ', SB and SP' are in involution. Now let

one of the sides of the quadrilateral (say P^Q'R^ be taken to

be the straight line at infinity, so that the inscribed conic is a

parabola ; and let S be taken at the orthocentre (centre of perpen-

diculars) of the triangle PQR formed by the other three sides of

the quadrilateral. Then each of the three pairs of rays SP and SP',

SQ and SQ', SR and SR' cut orthogonally; therefore the same will

be the case with the fourth pair t and t\ But tangents to a

parabola which cut orthogonally intersect on the directrix (Art. 369)

;

therefore

:

The orthocentre of any triangle circumscribing a parabola lies on

the directrix.

375. If in the theorem of the last Article the triangle be supposed

to be fixed, and the parabola to vary, we obtain the theorem :

The directrices of all parabolas inscribed in a given triangle meet in

the same jioint, viz. the orthocentre of the triangle.

Given a quadrilateral, one parabola (and only one) can always be

inscribed in it. By taking the sides of the quadrilateral three and

three together, four triangles are obtained ; and the four ortho-

centres of these triangles must all lie on the directrix of the parabola.

It follows that '

Given four straight lines, the orfhocentres of the four triangles

formed by taking them three and three together are collinear.

376. Let C be any given conic, and let C' be its polar

reciprocal with respect to an auxiliary conic K. The particular

case in which K is a circle whose centre coincides with a focus

F of the conic C is of great interest ; we shall now proceed to

consider it.

If r, / be any two straight lines which are conjugate with

respect to C, and if ^ ,
72" be their poles with respect to K, it

is known (Art. 323) that R , R' will be conjugate points with

respect to C'. Consider now two such lines r , / which pass

through F; they will be at right angles since every pair of

conjugate lines through a focus cut one another orthogonally.

T
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They will therefore be perpendicular diameters of the circle K,

and their poles B , R' with respect to K will be the points at

infinity on /, r respectively. These points are conjugate

with respect to C', and the straight lines joining them to the

centre of this conic are therefore a pair of conjugate diameters

of C'; consequently two conjugate diameters of C' are always

mutually perpendicular. This proves that C' is a circle; i.e.

the j)olar reciprocal of a conic, with respect to a circle which has

its centre at one of the foci, is a circle.

By taking the steps of the above reasoning in the opposite

order, the converse proposition may be proved, viz.

The polar reciprocal of a circle with respiect to an auxiliary

circle is a co?iic having/ one focus at the ce7itre of the auxiliary/

circle.

As in Art. 323, it is seen that the conic is an ellipse, a

hyperbola, or a parabola, according as the centre of the

auxiliary circle lies within, without, or upon the other

circle.

377. If d be the directrix of the conic C corresponding to

the focus F, and if its pole be taken with respect to the circle

K, this point wiU evidently be the centre of the circle C'

(Art. 323).

The radius of the circle C' may also easily be found. For

in Fig. 2i6 let two points X, X' be taken in the latus rectum

LFL' such that

FX.FL = Fr.FL'=k\

where k denotes the radius of the circle K ; and let straight

lines be drawn through X and X' perpendicular to XFX\ These

straight lines are evidently parallel tangents of the circle C',

and the distance XX' between them is therefore equal in length

to the diameter of C'. But

SO that the radius of the circle C' is equal to -^t^ •^ FL

The eccentricity e of the conic C may be expressed in a

simple manner in terms of quantities depending upon the

two circles K and C'. For if 0' be the centre and p the
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radius of the latter circle, it has been seen that the directrix

is the polar of 0' with respect to K ; therefore (Fig. 216)

But it has just been proved that

FL.p = Jc^',

FL FO'
therefore (Art. 351), € = ™r- = •

378. The proposition of Art. 376 may be proved in a

different manner, so as to lead at once to the position and size

of the circle C'.

Take any point J/ on the (central) conic C (Fig. 217); from

the focus F draw FV perpendicular to the tangent at il/, and on
FJJ take a point Z such that FZ . FU= P, k being as before

the radius of the cii'cle K. Then the locus of Z is the polar

reciprocal of C with respect to K.

Now it is known (Arts. 356, 357) that ?71ies on the circle

on AA ' as diameter, and that if VF cut this circle again at V
FU.FU'=T OB^.

Therefore FZ : FU' = /^^ • + OB^
;

which proves (Art. 23 [6]) that the locus of -^ is a circle whose
centre 0' lies on i^O and divides it so that FO' : FO = k^-. OB^-,

OA
and whose radius p is equal to k'^ . jy^, that is, (Art. 352 Cor.)

7.2

to -TTF • And again, since OF.OI)=OA^- and FI) = FO+ OD,

(Figs. 214, 215),

.-. FB.FO=OF^-OA^ = T OB^ = k^^,

by what has just been proved.

.-. FO'. FD = /J;2

;

i.e. 0' is the pole of the directrix d with respect to K.

In the jDarticular case where k = OB, p = OA ; that is to say :

The polar reciprocal of an ellipse (liyperhola) with respect to a circle

having its centre at a focus and its radius equcd to half the minor

(conjugate) aocis is the circle described on the major {transverse) axis as

diameter.

379. In the case where C is a parabola, let M be any point

on the curve (Fig. 218); let fall FN perpendicular to the tangent

at 31, and take on FN a point Z such that FZ. FN= k 2. Then,

T 2
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as before, the locus of Z will be the polar reciprocal of C with

respect to K. Draw Z(^ perpendicular to ZF to cut the axis

of the parabola in Q.

Then a cii"clo will evidently go round QANZ, so that

FA.FQ^FN.FZ^F-,
therefore Q is a fixed point, and the locus of Z is the circle on

QF as diameter. If 0' be the centre, p the radius of this

circle, „

In the particular case where k is equal to half the latus rectum,

that is, to 2FA, we have p = h; that is to say

:

The jioJar recijjrocal of a j^ctrabola loith respect to a circle having its

centre at the focus and its radius equal to half the latus rectum is a

circle of the same radius, having its centre at the point of intersection of

the axis with the directrix.



CHAPTEH XXIV.

COROLLARIES AND CONSTRUCTIONS.

380. In the theorem of Art. 275 suppose the vertices B and C of

the inscribed triangle ABC (Fig. i88) to be the points at infinity on

a hyperbola ; then S will be the centre of the curve, and the theorem
will become the following :

If from any point A on a hyperbola parallels be drawn to the

asymptotes, they will meet any given diameter in two points i^and G
which are conjugate to one another with regard to the curve. Or

:

If through two points lying on a diameter of a hyperbola, which
are conjugate to one another with regard to the curve, p)arallels he drawn
to the asymptotes, they tvill intersect on the curve.

From this follows a method for the construction of a hyperbola by
2)oints, having given the asymptotes and a point M on the curve.

On the straight line SM, which joins M to the point of inter-

section S of the asymptotes, take two conjugate points of the in-

volution determined by having S for centre and M for a double
point. These points will be conjugate to one another with respect

to the conic (Art. 263); if then parallels to the asymjDtotes be
drawn through them, the two vertices of the parallelogram so formed
will be points on the hyperbola which is to be constructed.

381. Let similarly the theorem of Art. 274 be applied to the

hyperbola, taking the sides b and c of the circumscribed triangle aba

to be the asymptotes ; it will then become the following :

If through the points where the asymptotes are cut by any tangent
to a hyperbola any two parallel straight lines be drawn, these will

be conjugate to one another with respect to the conic. Or

:

Two paralhl straight lines ivhich are conjugate to one another with

respect to a hyperbola cut the asymj^otes in 2)oints, the straight lines

joining which are tangents to the curve.

From this we deduce a method for the construction, by means of its

tangents, of a hyperbola, having given the asymptotes b and c and one

tangent m.

Draw parallel to m two conjugate rays of the involution (Art. 129)
determined by having m for a double ray and the parallel diameter
for central ray. The two straight lines so drawn will be conjugate

to one another with respect to the conic ; if then the points where
they cut the asjTuptotes be joined to one another, we shall have two
tangents to the curve.
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382. Let B and C be any two points on a parabola, and A the

point where the curve is cut by the diameter which bisects the chord

BC. Let F and G be two points lying on this diameter which are

conjugate with respect to the parabola, i.e. two points equidistant

from A (Art. 142); by the theorem of Art. 275, BF and CG, and

likewise BG and OF, will meet on the curve.

This enables us to construct by j)oints a parabola vjhich circicm-

scribes a given triangle ABC and has the straight line joining A to

the middle point of BC as a diameter.

Or we may proceed according to the following method :

On BC take two points H and H' which shall be conjugate to one

another with regard to the parabola, i.e. any two points dividing BC
harmonically. Since H and H' are collinear with the pole of the

diameter passing through A, therefore by the theorem of Art. 275, a

point on the parabola will be found by constructing the point of

intersection of AH with the diameter passing through H', and another

will be found as the point where AH^ meets the diameter passing

through H.

383. In the theorem of Art. 274 suppose the tangent c to lie at

infinity ; then we see that

If a and 6 are two tangents to a parabola, and if from any point

on the diameter passing through the point of contact of a there be

drawn two straight lines, one j)assing through the point ab and the other

parallel to b, these will be conjugate to one another with regard to the

parabola.

This enables us to construct by tangents a parabola, having given

two tangents a and t, the iwint of contact A of one of them a. and tlie

direction of the diameters.

Draw the diameter through A and let it meet t in 0; the second

tangent if from will be the straight line which is harmonically

conjugate to t with respect to the diameter OA (the polar of the point

at infinity on a) and the parallel through to a. If now two straight

lines h and h' be drawn through which shall be conjugate to one

another with regard to the parabola, i.e. two straight lines which are

harmonic conjugates with regard to t and t', the parallel to // drawn

from the point ha and the parallel to h drawn from the point h'a

will both be tangents to the required parabola.

384. If in the theorem of Art. 274 the straight line a be supposed

to lie at infinity, and 6 and c to be two tangents to a parabola, we

obtain the following

:

The parallels drawn to two tangents to a parabola, from any point

on tJieir chord of contact, are conjugate lines rvith regard to the conic.

By another application of the same theorem we deduce a result

already proved in Art. 178, viz. that
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Multiplying together (2), (3), and (4), we obtain the relatio:

stated in the enunciation"^.

386. Conversely, if on the sides BC,CA,AB respectively t

a triangle ABC there he taken three pairs of points D and D
E and E', F and F' such that the segments determined hy them an

the vertices of the triangle satisfy the relation (l) of Art. 38;

these six points lie on a conic.

For let the conic be drawn which passes through the fiv

points B, B', E, E', F, and let F" be the point where it cul

AB again. By Carnot's theorem a relation holds which difFei

only from (l) in that it has F^' in the place of F'. Th:

relation, combined with (l), gives

AY : BE' = AF" '. BF'\

whence {ABFF") = i
;

and therefore (Ai-t. 72, VII) F'' coincides with F\

* Carnot's theorem, being evidently true for the circle (since in this ca

BD . BD' = CD . CD', &c.), may be proved without making use of involutic

properties as follows

:

Let I, J , K he the points at infinity on BC , CA , AB respectively, and su

pose Fig. 231 to have been derived by projecting from any vertex on any plane

triangle J, B^ Ci whose sides are cut by a circle in D, and D,', ^, and E{, F^ and 1

respectively. Let 7,, /j, K^ be the points on the sides B^d, C-^A-^, AjB^ whi(

project into I , J ,
£^ respectively ; they will of course be coUinear. Then

BT)^ = (BCDI) (Art. 64)

= (B,G,DJ,) (Art. 63)

^B,D, BJ,
C,D, -car

BD' B,D,' BJ,
So

CD' C,D/'CJt'
BD . BD' _ B,D,.B,D,' BJ^
CD . CD' ~ C,D^ . C, B{ CJ?

_ CJl
- B,ir

CE.CE' A,J,^

AE.AE' ~aj}'
AF.AF' B,K,^

(Euc. iii. 35, 36.)

Similarly,

^""^ BF.BF'~ A,K,'-

Multiplying these three equations together, and remembering that by tl

theorem of Menelaus the product on the right-hand side is equal to unity, \

have the result required.

Carnot's theorem is true not only for a triangle but for a polygon of any nui

ber of sides ; the proof just given can clearly be extended so as to show this, tl

theorem of Menelaus being capable of extension to the case of a polygon.

Menelaus' theorem is included in that of Carnot. It is what the latter redue

to when the conic degenerates into two straight lines of M'hich one lies at infinit
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If, from a point on tlie chord of contact of a pair of tangents h and c

to a parabola, two straight lines h and 7/ he drawn jyarallel to h and c

res2'>ectively, the straight line joining the points he and h'b will be a

tangent to the curve *.

From this may be deduced a construction for the tangents to a

parabola determined by two tangents and their 2>oints of contact.

385. Theoeem. If a conic cut the sides BC , CA , AB of a

triangle ABC in the jioints B and B\ E and E\ F and F' re-

spectively, then will

BB . BB' CF.CE' AF . AF' _
CB.CB'' ae.ae'"bfTbF~~^ ^'

This celebrated theorem is due to Carnot f.

Consider the sides of the triangle ABC (Fig. 231) as

Fig. 231.

cut by the transversals BE and B'E' vol the points B and B\
^and E\ G and G'; hj the theorem of Menelaus (Art. 139)

BBCE^AG_ ,

CB' AE'BG~^' ^
^

BB' CE' AG' ,^.
^°^

ciy'-lW'BG'=^ ^^^

Again, BEE'B' is a quadrangle inscribed in the conic, and by

Desargues' theorem (Art. 183) the transversal ^.5 meets the

opposite sides and the conic in three pairs of points in involu-

tion; therefore (Art. 130) the anharmonic ratios {ABFG) and

(BArC) are equal; thus (Art. 45) {ABFG)= {ABG'r), or

{ABFG) : (ABG'F')= 1, which gives

AF. AF'
,
AG. AG' _ . .

BF. BE' • BG . BG' ~ ^ ^'

* De la Hire, loc. cit., lib. iii. prop. 21. + Giometrie deposition, p. 437.
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387. If the point A pass off to infinity (Fig. 232) the ratios

AF : AE and AF' : AE' become in the limit each equal to unity,

and the equation (l) of Art, 385 accordingly reduces to

BB . BB' CF.CE' _
CB.CB'' BF.BF'~ ^ ^^'

Draw parallel to BC a straight line to cut CEE' in Q and
the conic in P and B' \ the preceding equation, applied to the

triangle whose vertices are C, Q, and the point at infinity

where BB' and BC meet, gives

QE.QE' CB . CB' _
CE.CE' ' QB.QB'~ ^'

Fig. 232.

Multiplying together these last two equations, we obtain

BB . BB' QB . QB'
^

?' >BF,BF' ~ QE.QE'
that is to say

:

If through any point Q there be drawn in given directions two

transversals to cut a conic in B,B' and E,E' respectively, then the

rectangles QB . QB' and QE . QE' are to one another in a constant

ratio^f.

* Apollonius, loc. cit., lib. iii. 16-23. Desargues, loc. cit., p. 202. De la
Hire, loc. cit., bk. v. props. 10, 12.

+ From this follows at once the result already proved in a different manner in

Art. 316, viz. that if a coiiic is cut by a circle, the chords of intersection make
equal angles icith the axes.

For let P , P' , E, E' be the points of intersection of a circle with, the conic

;

then (Euc. iii. 35) QP . QP' = QE . QE'. But if MCM', NCN' be the diameters

of the conic parallel respectively to QPP' and QEE', we have, by the theorem

in the text,

QP.QP':QE.QE'=CM. CM' : CN . CN'
= CM'' : CN\

Therefore CM = CN, and consequently CM and CN (and therefore also QPP'
and QEE') make equal angles with the axes.
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388. Suppose in equation (5) of Art. 387 that the conic is a

hyperbola and that in place of BC is taken an asymptote HK
of the curve; then the ratio RB .HB' : KB .KB' becomes

equal to unity, and therefore

EF.Hr=KE.KE\
that is to say :

If through any point H [or H') lying on an asymptote there he

drawn, parallel to a given straight line, a transversal to ctit a hyper-

bola in two points F and F' {B and B'), then the rectangle

IIF.HF'[H'B.H'B') contained by the intercepts will be constant.

If the diameter parallel to the given direction IL'B meets

the curve, then if S and S' are the points where it meets it,

and if is the centre,

K'B . E'B' =OS.OS' = - OS^

If the diameter OT parallel to the given direction ffF does

not meet the curve, a tangent can be drawn which shall be

parallel to it. The square on the portion of this tangent

intercepted between its point of contact and the asymptote

will be equal to the rectangle IIF. IIF' by the theorem now
under consideration; but this portion is (Art. 303) equal to

the parallel semidiameter OT ; therefore HF. HF'=OT'^, or:

If a transversal cut a hyperbola in F and F' (in B and B')

and an asymptote in H (in H'), the rectangle HF.IIF\II'B .H'B'^

is equal to±the square on, the parallel semidiameter OT (OS); the

positive or negative sign being taken according as the curve has or

has not tangents parallel to the transversal.

389. If the transversal cuts the other asymptote in L
(ini'), then by Art. 193

HF' = FL or H'B' = BL',

and consequently

FH.FL = - or- or BH' . BL' = OS^
;

therefore

:

If a transversal drawn from any pioint F (B) on a hyperbola

cut the asymptotes in H and L (in H' and L'), the rectangle

FH . FL (BE'. BL') is equal to + the square on the parallel

semidiameter ; the negative or positive sign being taken according as

the curve has or has not tangents parallel to the transversal.
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390. From the proposition of the last Article may be deduced a

construction for the axes of a hyperbola, having given a 2>air of conjiigate

semidiameters OF and OT in magnitude and direction (Fig. 233).

We first construct the asymptotes. Of the two given semidiameters,

let OF be the one which cuts the curve.

Draw through i^ a parallel to OT; this

will be the tangent at F. Take on this

parallel FP and FQ each equal to OT;
then OP and OQ will be the asymptotes

(Art. 304). In order now to obtain the

directions of the axes, we have only to

find the bisectors of the angle included

by the asymptotes, or, in other words, the

two perpendicular rays OX, F which p.

are conjugate to one another in the in-

volution of which OP and OQ are the double rays (Arts. 296, 297).

To determine the lengths of the axes, draw through F a parallel

to OX, and let it cut the asymptotes in B and B' ; and on OX take

OS the mean proportional between FB and FB'. Then will OS be

the length of the semiaxis in the direction OX; and OX will or will

not cut the curve according as the segments FB , FB' have or have

not the same direction. Again, construct the paralleLgram of which

OS is one side, which has an adjacent side along OY, and one

diagonal along an asymptote ; its side OR will be the length of the

semiaxis in the direction OY (Art. 304).

391. In the plane of a triangle ABC take any two points and

0'; if 04 , OB , OC meet the respectively opposite sides BC, CA, AB
of the triangle in D, E, F, Ceva's theorem (Art. 137) gives

BD CE AF__
cd"ae'bf~

*

Similarly, if O'A , O'B , O'C meet the respectively opposite sides in

Z>',^',i^', then

BD' CE' AF' _
'cWaW BF' ~ '"

If these equations be multiplied together, equation (1) of Art. 385

is obtained ; therefore

:

If from any two points the vertices of a triangle are projected tqjon

the res2)ectively opposite sides, tJie six points so obtained lie on a conic.

For example, the middle points of the sides of a triangle and the

feet of the perpendiculars from the vertices on the opposite sides

are six points on a conic *.

* This conic is a circle (the nine-point circle). See Steineb, Annales de MatM-

matiques (Montpellier, 1828), vol. xix. p. 42 ; or his Collected Works, vol. i. p. 195.
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392. Peoblesi. To construct a conic which shall pass through three

given 2>oints A , B , C, and loith regard to wJiich the 2}cti)'s of corre-

sponding points of an involution lying on a given straight litie u shall

he conjugate points.

Let AB and AC (Fig, 234) be joined, and let them meet u in D
and U. Let the points corresponding in the involution to D and £
respectively be D^ and E^; let D'^ be the harmonic conjugate of D

Fig. 234,

with respect to A and B, and let jE"'' be the harmonic conjugate of

£J with respect to A and C. Thus B will be conjugate (with respect

to the required conic) both to B^ and to B^\ and therefore B'B"
will be the polar of B. So too E'E" will be the polar of E.

Join BE , CB, and let them cut E'E'' and B'B'' in E^ and B^

respectively ; then E^ will be conjugate to E and B^ to B. If then

two points B', C' be found such that the ranges BB'EE^ and

CC'BB^ are harmonic, they will both belong to the required conic.

In the figure, F and F', G and G' are the pairs of points which

determine on u the involution of conjugate points.

393. Problem. To construct a

conic which shall pass through four

given j^oints Q , E , S , T and shall

divide harmonically a given seg-

ment i)/iV(Fig. 235).

Let the pairs of opposite sides

of the quadrangle QRST meet the

straight line MN in A and A',

B and B'. If the required conic

cuts MN, the two points of inter-

section will be a pair of the invo-

lution determined by A and A',

B and B' (Art. 183). If then the

involution of which M and N are

the double points and the involution

determined by the pairs of points A and A', B and B' have a pair

P and P' in common, the required conic will pass through each of

the points P and P' (Arts. 125, 208).
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In order to construct tliese points, describe anj' circle (Art. 208)

and from any point on it project the points A ,A', B ,B', M , N
upon the circumference, and let A^ , A{, B^ , B\ , il/j , N^ be their

respective pi'ojections. If the chords A^A^' and B^B^' meet in V, and

the tangents at M^ and iVj meet in U, all straight lines passing

through U detei'mine on the circumference, and consequently (by

projection from 0) on the straight line J/iV, pairs of conjugate points

of the first involution, and the same is true, with regard to the

second involution, of straight lines passing through V. If the straight

line UV meets the circle in two points P^ and P/, let these be joined

to 0; the joining lines will cut MN in the required points P and P'.

Let W be the pole oi UV with respect to the circle. Every
straight line passing through W and cutting the circle determines

on it two points which are harmonically conjugate with regard to

Pj and P/ ; and these points, when projected from on MN, will

give two points which are harmonically conjugate with regard to

P and P', and which are therefore conjugate to one another with

respect to the required conic. If then UV does not cut the circle, so

that the points P and P' cannot be constructed, draw through W
two straight lines cutting the circle, and project the points of inter-

section from the centre upon the straight line MN
', this will give

two pairs of points which will determine the involution on MN of

conjugate points with respect to the conic. The problem therefore

reduces to that treated of in the preceding Article.

394. Problem. To construct a conic which shall pass throtigJi

four given points Q , R , S , T, and through two conjugate points

{which are not given) of a known involution lying on a straight line u.

This problem is similar to the preceding one ; since it amounts

to constructing the pair of conjugate points common to the given

involution and to that determined on u by the pairs of opposite

sides of the quadrangle QRST (Art. 183).

Such a common pair will always exist when the given involution

has no double points ; and the two points composing it will both lie

on the required conic. If the given involution has two double points

M and N, the present problem becomes identical with that of

Art. 393.

The problem clearly admits of only one solution, and the same is

the case with regard to those of the two preceding Articles.

395. Consider a hyperbola whose asymptotes are perpen-

dicular to one another, and to which, on this account, is given

the name of rectangular hyperbola (Fig. '2.;^6). Since the

asymptotes are harmonically conjugate with regard to

any pair of conjugate diameters (Art. 296), they will in
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this case be the bisectors of the angle included between

any such pair (Art. 60). But the parallelogram described

on two conjugate semidiameters as adjacent sides has its

diagonals parallel to the asymptotes (Art. 304); in this case

therefore every such parallelogram is a rhombus ; that is, every

diameter is equal in length to its

conjugate. On account of this

property the rectangular hyper-

bola is also called equilateral^.

I. Since the chordsjoining the

extremities F and P' of any

diameter to any point M on the

curve ai"e parallel to a pair of

conjugate diameters (Art. 287),

the angles made by FM and

Fig, 236. P'J/with either asymptote are

equal in magnitude and of

opposite sign. If the points P and P' remain fixed, while M
moves along the curve, the rays PM and P'M trace out two

pencils which are oppositely equal to one another (Art. 106).

II. Conversely, the locus of the j^oints of intersection of pairs

ofcorresjionding rays of two ojppositely equal ;pencils is an equilateral

hyperbola.

For, in the first place, the locus is a conic, since the two

pencils are projective (Art. 150). Further, the two pencils have

each a pair of rays which include a right angle, and which

are parallel respectively to the corresponding rays of the other

pencil (Art. 106); the conic has thus two points at infinity

lying in directions at right angles to one another, and is there-

fore an equilateral hyperbola. It will be seen moreover that the

centres P and P' of the two pencils are the extremities of a

diameter. For the tangent p at P is the ray corresponding to

P'P regarded as a ray ^'' of the second pencil, and the tangent

g' at P' is the ray corresponding to PP' regarded as a ray q

of the first pencil (Art. 150); but the angles 7;^ andp'q' must

be equal and opposite; therefore, since p' and q coincide,

J) and q' must be parallel to one another.

III. The angular points of a triangle ABC and its ortho-

centre (centre of perpendiculars) D are the vertices of a

* Apollonius, loc. cit., vii. 21. De la Hike, Ioc. cit., book v. prop. 13.
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complete quadrangle in which each side is perpendicular to

the one opposite to it, and whose six sides determine on the

straight line at infinity three pairs of points subtending each

a right angle at any arbitrary point S. The three pairs of rays

formed by joining these points to S belong therefore to an in-

volution in which every ray is perpendicular to its conjugate

(Arts. 131 left, 124, 207).

But this involution of rays projects from S the involution

of points which, in accordance with Desargues' theorem, is

determined on the straight line at infinity by the pairs of

opposite sides of the quadrangle and by the conies (hyper-

bolas*) circumscribed about it. The pairs of conjugate rays

therefore of the first involution give the directions of the

asymptotes of these conies ; thus

:

If a conic pass throiigli the angular points of a triangle and

through the orthocentre) it must he ati eq^(ilateral hyperlola-\

.

IV. Conversely, if an equilateral hyperbola be drawn to

pass through the vertices A,£ ,C of & triangle, it will pass

also through the orthocentre D. For imagine another hyper-

bola which is determined (Art. 162, I) by the four points

A, £ , C , D and by one of the points at infinity on the given

hyperbola. This new hyperbola will be an equilateral one by

the foregoing theorem, and will consequently pass through the

second point at infinity on the given curve ; and since the

two hyperbolas thus have five points in common {A,B,C , and

two at infinity) they must be identical; which proves the

proposition. Therefore

:

If a triangle he inscrihed in an equilateral hyperhola, its ortho-

centre is a point on the curve.

V. If the point B approach indefinitely near to A^ i. e. if BAC
becomes a right angle, we have the following proposition

:

If EFG (Fig. 336) is a triangle, right-angled at E, which is

* No ellipse or parabola can be circumscribed about the quadrangle liere con-

sidered (Art. 219).

"t"
This may be deduced directly from Pascal's theorem. For let a conic be

drawn through A, B,C , D, and let I^ and Jg ^^ ^^^ points where it meets the

line at infinity. Since ABCDIiI^is a hexagon inscribed in a conic, the inter-

sections of AB and DI^, of BC and IiL, and of CD and I^A, are three collinear

points. Therefore the straight line joining the point in which D/j meets AB
to that in which AI^ meets CD must be parallel to BC. Thus AI^ must be at

right angles to DIi , and as these lines are parallel to the asymptotes of the conic

the latter is a rectangular hyperbola.
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inscribed in an equilateral Tiyperhola^ the tangent at 11 isperpendicular

to the hypotenuse FG.

VI. Through four given points Q,R,S,T ca,n be drawn only

one equilateral hyperbola (Art. 394). The orthoeentre of each

of the triangles QIIS,RST, STQ
,
QRT lies on the curve ^.

VII. Give7i four tangents to an ecpdlateral hyperbola^ to construct

the curve.

Since the diagonal triangle of the quadrilateral formed by the

four tangents is self-conjugate with respect to the hyperbola,

the centre of the latter will lie on the circle circumscribing

this triangle (Art. 370, II). But the centre of the hyperbola

lies also on the straight line which joins the middle points of

the diagonals of the quadrilateral (Art. 318, II). Either of the

points of intersection of this straight line with the circle will

therefore give the centre of an equilateral hyperbola satisfying

the problem ; there are therefore two solutions. For another

method of solution see Art. 372.

VIII. The polar reciprocal of any conic loith respect to a circle K
having its centre on the director circle is an equilateral hyiierhola.

For since the tangents to the conic from the centre of the

circle K are mutually perpendicular, the conic which is the

polar reciprocal of the given one must cut the straight line at

infinity in two points subtending a right angle at 0. That is

to say, it must be an equilateral hyperbola.

396. Suppose given a conic, a point S, and its polar s\ and let a

straight line passing through S cut the conic in A and A\ Let the

figure be constructed which is homological with the given conic,

S heing taken as centre of homology, s as axis of homology, and A , A'

as a pair of corresponding points. Then every other point B' which

corresponds to a point B on the conic will lie on the conic itself.

For if AB meets the axis s in P, then B', the point of intersection of

SB and A'P^ is likewise a point on the conic (Art. 250). The curve

homological with the given conic will therefore be the conic itself.

Any two corresponding points (or straight lines) are separated har-

monically by S and s ; this is, in fact, the case of harmonic homology

(Arts. 76, 298).

To the straight line at infinity will therefore correspond the

* These theorems are due to Beianchon and Poncelet ; they were enunciated

in a memoir published in vol. xi. of the Annales de Mathimatlqiies (Montpellier,

1 821), and were given again in vol. ii. (p. 504) of Poncelet's Applications

(TAnalyse et de Giomitrie (Paris, 1864).
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straight line j which is parallel to s and which lies midway between

aS" and s ; and the points in which j meets the conic will correspond

to the points at infinity on the same conic.

From this may be derived a veiy simple method of determining

whether a given arc of a conic, however small, belongs to an ellipse, a

parabola, or a hyperbola.

Draw a chord s joining any two points in the arc ; construct its

pole S, and draw a straight line

2 parallel to s and equidistant

from S and s. If j does not cut

the arc, the latter is part of an

ellipse (Fig. 237 a). If J touches

the arc at a point J, the arc belongs

to a parabola of which SJ is a

diameter (Fig. 2376). If, finally,

j cuts the arc in two points J^^ , J^

(Fig. 237 c), the arc will be part

of a hyperbola whose asymptotes

are parallel to SJ-^ and SJ^ *.

397. Peoblem. Given a tangent

to a conic, its 2>oint of contact, and
the 2)Osiiion (but not tlie magnitude) of a pair of conjugate diameters;

to construct the conic (Fig. 238).

Suppose the point of intersection of the given diameters, and
P and Q the points in which they are cut by the given tangent.

Through the point of contact M of this tangent draw parallels to

OQ , OP to meet OP, OQ in P' and Q' respectively. Since the

polar of M (the tangent) passes through P, the polar of P will pass

Fig. 238.

through M; and since the polar of P is parallel to OQ, it must be
MP^; therefore P and /"' are conjugate points.

If now points A and A^ be taken on OP such that OA and OA' may
each be equal to the mean proportional between OP and 0P\ then
AA^ will be equal in length to the diameter in the direction OP
(Art. 290). In the same way the length of the other diameter BB^
will be found by making OB and OB^ each equal to the mean pro-

portional between OQ and 0Q\
* PONCELET, loc. cU., Arts. 225, 226.

u
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If the points P and P' fall on the same side of 0, the involution

of conjugate points has a j)air of double points A and A' (Art. 128);

that is to say, the diameter OP meets the curve. If, on the other

hand, P and P' lie on opposite sides of 0, the involution has no

double jDoints, and the diameter OP does not meet the curve. In

this case ^1 and A' are two conjugate points lying at equal distances

from 0. The figure shows two cases : that of the ellipse (a) and that

of the hyperbola (6).

398. Pkoblem. Given a 2)0int M on a conic and the 2)Ositions of

tiuo 2)cii>'s of conjugate diameters a and a', b and h\ to construct the

conic.

I. First solution (Fig. 239). Through M draw chords parallel to

each diameter, and such that their middle points lie on the respec-

tively conjugate diameters. The other extremities A , A\B ,3' of

the four chords so drawn will be four points all of which lie on the

required conic.

II. Second solution (Fig. 240). Denoting the diameter 310M' by
c, if the ray c' be constructed which is conjugate to c in the in-

volution determined by the pairs of rays a and a\ h and h', then c'

will be the diameter conjugate to c (Art. 296). Through M draw
MP parallel to a, and through M' draw M'P' parallel to a'; these

parallels will intersect on the conic (Art. 288) ; let them cut c' in P
and P' respectively. These last two points are conjugate with re-

spect to the conic (Ai-t. 299); thus if on c' two other points be found

which correspond to one another in the involution determined by the

pair P , P' and the central point 0, then MQ and M'Q' will intersect

on the conic. If then on c' two points N and N' be taken such that

the distance of either of them from is a mean proportional be-

tween OP and OP', they will be the extremities of the diameter c'

(Art. 290).

III, Third solution. Through the extremities 31 and 3P of the

diameter which passes through the given point draw parallels to a

and a'; they will meet in a point A lying on the conic. Through
the same points draw parallels to b and b' ; these will meet in another

point B also lying on the conic (Art. 288). Produce AO to A',
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Fig. 241.

making OA' equal to A0\ and similarly BO to B\ making OB' equal

to BO ; then will A' and 5' be points also lying on the required

conic (Ai-t. 281).

399. Problem. Giv^n in 2>osition tivo pairs of conjugate diameters

a and a', h and h' of a conic, and a tangent t, to construct the conic.

I. First solution (Fig. 241). Let

be the point of intersection of the

given diameters, that is, the centre

of the conic. Draw parallel to t and

at a distance from equal to that

at which t lies, a straight line t'; this

will be the tangent parallel to t. Let

the points of intersection of t and f
with a and a' be joined ; this will give two other parallel tangents

u and u' (Art. 288). Another pair of parallel tangents v and v' will

be obtained by joining the points where t and f meet b and b\

II. Second solution. The conjugate diameters a and a\ b and b',

will meet t in two pairs of points A and A', B and B' which deter-

mine an involution whose centre is the point of contact oi t (Art. 302).

The problem therefore reduces to one already solved (Art 397). If

the involution has double points, the straight lines joining these points

to will be the asymptotes.

400. Problem. Given two points M and N on a conic and the

2)osition of a fair of conjugate diameters a and a\ to construct the

conic (Fig. 242).

Let M' and N' be the other extremities of the diameters passing

through M and N. Through M and M' draw MH , M'R parallel to

a and a' respectively ; similarly, through N and N' draw l^K , N'K
parallel to a and a' respectively. The points H and K will lie on

the required conic.

Fig. 242. Fig. 243.

401. Problem. Given two tangents m and n to a conic, and the

position of a pair of conjugate diameters a and a', to construct the

conic (Fig. 243).

Draw the straight lines m' and n' parallel respectively to m and n,

and at distances from the centre equal respectively to those at

which m and n lie ; then m' will be the tangent parallel to m, and w'

U 2
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the tangent parallel to n. Join the jooints where m and m' meet a and

a' by the straight lines t and t\ and the points where n and n' meet

a and a' by the straight lines u and «'. The four straight lines

t ,t',u , u' will all be tangents to the required conic (Art. 288).

402. Problem. Given fire points on a conic, to construct a pair of

conjugate diameters xvMch shall make with one another a given angle *.

Construct first a diameter AA' of the conic (Art. 285); and on it

describe a segment of a circle containing an angle equal to the given

one. Find the points in which the circle of which this segment is a

part cuts the conic again (Art. 227) ; ifM is one of these points, AM
and A'M will be parallel to a pair of conjugate diameters. Since

then AMA' is equal to the given angle, the jjroblem will be solved by

drawing the diameters parallel to AM and A'M.

If the segment described is a semicircle, this construction gives

the axes.

403. Pkoblem. To construct a conic with resjiect to which a given

triangle EFG shall he self-conjugate, and a given point P shall he the

pole of a given straight line pf.

Let 2> meet FG in A. The polar of A will pass through E the

pole of FG, and through P the pole of 2>i and will therefore be

FP. Similarly FP, GP will be the polars of the points B ,C in

which p is cut by GF , EF respectively. Let A' be the point in

which FG intersects EP; then F and G, A and A\ are two pairs

of conjugate points with respect to the conic, and if the involution

which they determine has a pair of double points L and L', these points

will lie on the required conic (Art. 264). The same construction may
be repeated in the case of the other two sides of the triangle EFG.

If the point P lies within the triangle EFG, the points A', B' C
lie upon the sides FG , GE , EF respectively (not produced t). The

straight line ^; may cut two of the sides of the triangle, or it may lie

entirely outside the triangle. In the first case the involutions lying

on the two sides of the triangle which are cut by p are both of the

nou-overlapping (hyperbolic) kind, and therefore each possesses double

points (Art. 128); these give four points of the required curve, and

the problem reduces to that of describing a conic passing through four

given points and with respect to which two other given points are

conjugates (Art. 393). In the second case, on the other hand, the

pairs of conjugate points on each of the sides of the triangle EFG
overlap, and the involutions have no double points (Art. 128); in

* Dr la Hire, loc. cit., book ii. prop. 38.

•)* SiAUDT, Geometrie der Lage, Art. 237,

X We shall say tliat a point A' lies on the side FG of the triangle, when it lies

between F and G ; and that a straight line cuts the side FG, when its point of

intersection with FG lies between F and G.
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this case the conic does not cut any of the sides of the self-

conjngate triangle ; therefore (Art. 262) it does not exist.

If the point P lies outside the triangle, one only of the three

points A\ B', C lies on the corresponding side; the two others lie

on the respective sides produced. If these two other sides are cut by

p , none of the involutions possesses double points, and the conic does

not exist. If on the other hand /; cuts the first side, or if p lies

entirely outside the triangle, the conic exists, and may be constructed

as above.

In all cases, whether the conic has a real existence or not, the polar

system (Art. 339) exists. It is determined by the self-conjugate

triangle EFG, the point P, and the straight line p. To construct

this system is a problem of the first degree, while the construction of

the conic is a problem of the second degree.

404. Peoblem. Given a pentagon ABODE, to describe a conic with

regard to which each vertex shall be the j^ole of tlie opposite side *.

Let F be the point of intersection of AB and CD . If the conic

K be constructed (Art. 403) with regard to which ADF is a self-

conjugate triangle and F the pole of BC, then the points B and C in

which BC is cut hj AF and DF respectively will be the poles of FD
and FA, the straight lines which join F to the points D and A
respectively. Every vertex of the pentagon will therefore be the

pole of the opposite side ; that is, K will be the conic required.

If the conic C be constructed which passes through the five vertices

of the pentagon, and also the conic C ' which touches the five sides

of the pentagon (Art. 152), these two conies will be polar reciprocals

one of the other with respect to K (Art. 322).

405. Problem. Given Jive points A , B , C , D , F [no three of

which are collinear), to determine

a point M such that the pe7icil

M(ABCDF) shall be 2)rojective ivith

a given pencil abcde (Fig. 244).

Through D draw two straight

lines DD\ DF^ such, that the pencil

D {ABCD'F') is projective with

abcde (Art. 84, right). Construct

the point F' in which DF' meets

the conic which passes through the

four points ABCD and touches DD' a,t D (Art. 165) ; then constnict

the point If in which the same conic meets FF'. M will be the-

point required. For since M , A , B , C , D , F' Me on the same conic,

the pencil M{ABCDF') is projective with the pencil D{ABCD'F'),

Fig. 244.

* Staudt, loc. cif., Arts. 238, 258.
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which by construction is projective with the given pencil abode.

Since then ME' and ME are the same ray, the problem is solved.

As an exercise may be solved the correlative problem, viz.

Given Jive straight lines a , b , c , d , e, no three of v^hich are con-

current, to draiv a straight line m to meet tJiem in Jive points forming

a range 2>rojective tvith a given range ABODE *.

406. Problem. To trisect a given arc AB of a circled.

On the given arc take (Fig. 245) a point j.V, and from B measure

in the opposite direction to AN an arc BN' equal to twice the arc

AN. If BT be the tangent at B, and if be the centre of the circle

M

Fig. 245.

of which the arc AB is a part, the angles AON and TBN' are equal

and opposite. If N and N' vary their positions simultaneously, the

rays ON and BN' will describe two oppositely equal pencils, and the

locus of their point of intersection M will therefore (Art. 395, II) be

an equilateral hyperbola passing through and B. The asymptotes

of this hyjierbola are parallel to the bisectors of the angle made by

AO and ^:Z^with one another ; for these straight lines are correspond-

ing rays (being the positions of the variable rays ON and BN' for

which the arcs AN and BN' are each zero). The centre of the

hyperbola is the middle point of the straight line OB which joins the

centres of the two pencils.

The hyperbola having been constructed by help of Pascal's theorem,

the point P will have been found in which it cuts the arc AB. Two
corresponding points N and N' coalesce in this point ; therefore

the arc AP is half of the arc PB, and P is that point of trisection

of the arc AB which is the nearer to A.

The hj^erbola meets the circle in two other points R and Q. The

point R is one of the points of trisection of the arc which together

* Staudt, loc. cif., Art. 263.

t Staudt, Beitrdge, Art. 432. Chasles, Sections coniqnes, Art. 37.
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with AB makes up a semicircle ; and tlie point Q is one of the points

of trisection of the arc which together with AB makes up the cir-

cumference of the circle.

407. It has been seen (Art. 191) that if P', P'\ Q\ Q" (Fig. 246)

are four given colKnear points, and if any conic be described to pass

through P' and P^', and then a tangent be drawn to this conic from

Q' and another from Q^\ the chord joining the points of contact

of these tangents passes through one of the double points M', N' of

the involution which is determined by the two pairs of points

P' and P^\ Q' and Q" . The two tangents which can be drawn from

Q\ combined with the two from Q"
,
give four such chords of contact,

of which two pass through M' and two through N'. From this may

\t

Fig. 246.

be deduced a construction for the double points of the involution

P'P", Q'Q'\ or, what is the same thing (Art. 125), for the two

points M', N' ivhich divide each of the two given segments P'P"
and Q'Q^' harmonically.

Describe any circle to pass through P' and P", and draw to it from

Q' the tangents t' and u\ and from Q" the tangents t'^ and u". The

chord of contact of the tangents t' and t" and that of the tangents v!

and u" will cut the straight line P'P'' in the two required points

W and N'.

408. This construction has been applied by Brianchon * to the

solution of the two problems considered in Art. 221, viz.

I. To construct a conic, of ivhich iivo points P', P" and three

tangents q , q\ q^' are given.

Join P'P'\ and let it cut the three given tangents in Q , Q\ Q"
respectively (Fig. 246). Describe any circle through P' , P'^ and

draw to it tangents from (>, Q'
,
Q". The chords which join the

points of contact of the tangents from Q^' to the points of contact of

the tangents from Q meet P'P" in two points M and N; and simi-

larly the tangents from Q'^ combined with those from Q' determine

two points M' and N'.

The chord of contact of the tangents q', q" to the required conic

will therefore pass through one of the points M , N, and that of the

* Brianchon, loc. cif., pp. 47, 51.
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tangents q'
,
q" will pass through one of the points M\ N'. The

four combinations MM\ MN', NM', NN' give the four solutions of

the problem.

The problem therefore reduces to the following : To describe a conic

which shall touch three given straight lines q , q\ q" in such a ivay that

tJie chords of contact of the tivo pairs of tangents q ,
?'' and q\ q" shall

jmss respectively through two given points M and M\ Let QQ'Q" (Fig.

247) denote the triangle formed by the

three given tangents, and let -4 , ^ , J.

be the points of contact to be deter-

mined. By a corollary to Desargues'

theorem (Art. 194), the side q = Q' Q"

is divided harmonically at the point of

contact A and at the point where it is

cut by the chord A'A'\ If these four

harmonic points be projected on MQ''

from A" as centre, it follows that the segment RQ" intercepted on

MQ" between q" and q' is divided harmonically by M and the

chord A'A".

Let then MQ" be joined ; it will cut q" in some point R ; and

let the point V be determined which is harmonically conjugate to

M with regard to R and Q" . In order to do this, draw through M
any straight line to cut ((' and (f in 8 and T respectively

;
join

SQ" and TR, meeting in TJ \ and join QTJ , meeting RQ" in F.

Join VM'\, it will meet q' and ({' in A' and A" ; and finally if

MA" be joined, it will cut Q'Q" \nA.

II. To construct a conic of which three points P , P\ P" and tico

tangents q ,
q^ are given.

Join PP\ and let it meet q and / in Q and Q' respectively; join

FF", and let it meet q and q' in R and R^ respectively. Describe

a circle round FF^F", and to it draw tangents from Q and Q^; the

chords of contact will meet FF' in two points 31 and JV. Similarly

draw the tangents from R and R' ; the chords of contact will meet

FF" in two other points M' and N'. Then each of the straight lines

MN\ NN', M'N , MM' will meet the tangents q and q' in two of

the points of contact of these two tangents with a conic circumscribing

the triangle FP'F".
This construction differs from that given in Art. 221 (left) only in

the method of finding the double points M and N, M' and N'.

409. Theorem. If tivo angles AOS and AO'S of given magnitude

turn about their respective vertices and 0' in such a loay that the

point of intersection 8 of01Wpair of arms lies always on afixed straight

line u, the 2)oint of intersection of the other pair of arms vnll describe

a conic (Fig. 248).
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The proof follows at once from the property that the pencils

traced out by the variable rays OA and

OS, OS and O'S, O'S and O'A are

projective two and two (Arts. 42,

108), and that consequently the

pencils traced out by OA and O'A

are projective. This theorem is due

to Newton, and was given by him

under the title of TJie Organic De-

scription of a conic *.

410. The following, which depend

on the foregoing theorem, may serve

as exercises to the student :

—

1. Deduce a construction for a

conic passing through five given points , 0\ A , B , C

.

2. Given these five points, determine the magnitude of the angles

AOS , AO'S and the position of the straight line u in order that the

conic generated may pass through the five given points.

3. On the straight line 00' which joins the vertices of the two

given angles a segment of a circle is described containing an angle

equal to the difference between four right angles and the sum of the

given angles. Show that according as the circle of which this seg-

ment is a part cuts, does not cut, or touches the straight line u, so

the conic generated will be a hyperbola, an ellipse, or a parabola.

4. Determine the asymptotes of the conic, supposing it to be a

hyperbola ; or its axis, in the case where it is a parabola.

5. When is the conic («) a circle, (6) an equilateral hyperbola,

(c) a pair of straight lines ?

6. Examine the cases in which the two given angles are directly

equal, or oppositely equal, or supple-

mentary +.

411. Theorem. If a variable triangle

AMA' move in such a way that its sides turn

severally round three given points ,
0' , S

(Fig. 249) tvhile tvjo of its vertices A , A' slide

along two fixed straight lines u , u' respec-

tively, the locus of the third vertex M is a

conic passing through tlie following five j^oints,

viz. 0,0', uu', and tJie intersections B and C of u and u' with O'S

and OS respectively J.

* Principia, lib. i. lemma xxi ; Enumeratio linearum tertii onlinis {Opticks,

1704), p. 158, § xxxi.

t Maclaubin, Geometria Organica (London, 1720), sect. i. prop. 2.

J See Art. 156.
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412. Theorem. (The theorem of Art. 411 is a particular case of

this). If a variable iwhjgon move in such a way that its n sides turn

severally round nfixed points 0^,0^, ...0,^

(Fig. 250) ^vhile n — 1 of its vertices slide

res2)ectively along n —i fixed straight lines

u^jU.^, ... w„_j , then the last vertex vyill

describe a conic ; and tlie locus oftlve jyoint

of intersection ofany pair of non-adjacent

sides will also be a conic *.

The proof of this theorem and its cor-

relative is left to the student f.

From two given 2)oints A and A' tangents AB , AC
and A'B',A'C' are drawn to a conic ; then will the four points of
contact B , C , B\ C\ and the two given points A , A' all lie on a conid

(Fig. 251 I).

Let A^C\ A'B' meet BC in D and E respectively; these points

will e\adently be the poles oi AC\ AB'
respectively. The pencil A{BCB'C')
is projective with the range of poles

BCED (Art. 291), and therefore with

the pencil A\BCED) or A\BCB'C');
which proves the theorem.

414. Theorem (correlative to that

of Ai't. 413). From two given 2)oints

A and A' tangents AB, AC and A'B\
A'C are drawn to a conic; then will

the four tangents and the two chords

of contact all touch a conic +.

For (Fig, 251) the range of points BC
{AB, AC, A'B\ A'C) or BCED is

projective with the pencil A{BG B'C) formed by their polars; but

this pencil is projective with the range B^C{AB , AC , A'B\ A'C)
;

therefore the six lines AB, AC, A'B', A'C\ BC, B'C all touch a

conic.

415. Theorem. On each diagonal of a complete quadrilateral is

taken a 2)ciir of 2)oints dividing it harmonically ; if of these six 2)oints

three {one from each diagonal) lie in a straight line, the other three unll

also lie in a straight line.

Corollary. The middle points of the three diagonals of a comi)lete

quadrilateral are collinear.

* This theorem is due to Maclaurin and Bbaikenridge {Pldl. Trans.,

London, 1735).

t PoNCELET, loc. cif., Art. 502.

X Chasles, Sections coniqiies, Arts. 213, 214.

Fio-. 2:
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416. Theokem. If from any 'point on the circle circumscribing

a triangle ABC straight lines OA' , OB', 00' he inflected to meet the

sides BC, CA, AB in A', B', C respectively, and to make with them

equal angles {both as regards sign q c'

and magnitude) ; then the three yy!^^^^^\
2)oints A', B', C will be collinear /// Y\\^^\^ «"

(Fig. 252). // \\\ \r^^"
Through draw OA", OB", OC" e tj(>L \ ''\ /\.

parallel to BC, CA, AB respec-
\(^^^^^=^^^^h:y^- ^\.

lively; then it is easily seen that bv,^ „--^^
^'

the angles AOA", BOB", COC" y.^^ 252.

have the same bisectors. The same

will therefore be true with regard to the angles AOA', BOB', COC;
consequently (Art. 142) the arms of these last three angles will

form an involution, and therefore (Art. 135) the points A', B', C will

be collinear * t.

417. Theorem. If from the vertices of a triangle circumscribed

about a circle straight lines be inflected to meet any tangent to the

circle, so that the angles they subtend at the centre may be equal

(in sign and magnitude), then the three straight lines will meet in a

point X.

The proof is similar to that of the theorem in the preceding

Article.

418. Peoblems. (1). Given three collinear segments AA', BB', CC'\

to find a point at which they all subtend equal angles (Art. 109).

In what case can these angles be right angles 1 (See Art.

128).

(2). Given two projective ranges lying on the same straight line
;

to find a point which is harmonically conjugate to a given point on

the line, with respect to the two self-corresponding points of the two

ranges (which last two points are not given) §.

(3). Given two pairs of points lying on a straight line ; to deter-

mine on the line a fifth point such that the rectangle contained by its

distances from the points of the first pair shall be to that contained

* Chasles, loc. cit., Art. 386.

t Otherwise : Since the triangles BOC , COB' are similar,

BC : CB' = OB : OC.

So also CA' : AC =^ OC : OA,

and AB'-.BA' = OA:OB;
whence by multiplication, paying attention to the signs of the segments,

BC .CA'.AB' = -CA . B'C . A'B,

which shows (Art. 139) that A' , B' , C are collinear.

% Chasles, loc. cit., Art. 387.

§ Chasles, Geom. sup., Art. 269.
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by its distances from the points of the second pair in a given

ratio *.

(4). Through a given point to draw a transversal which shall cut

off from two given straight lines two segments (measured from a

fixed point on each line) which shall have a given ratio to one

another ; or, the rectangle contained by which shall be equal to a

given one t.

419. It will be a useful exercise for the student to apply the

theory of pole and polar to the solution of problems of the first

and second degree, supposing given a ruler, and a fixed circle and

its centre. We give some examples of problems treated in this

manner :

I. To draw through a given 2)oint P a straight line parallel to a

given straight line q.

The pole Q oi q and the polar ;> of F (with respect to the given

circle) must be found ; if ^ be the point where p is cut by the

straight line OQ joining Q to the centre of the circle, then the polar

a oi A will be the straight line required.

II. To draw from a given point P a perpendicular to a given straight

line q.

Draw through P a straight line parallel to OQ ;
it will be the

perpendicular required.

III. To bisect a given segment AB.

Let a and h be the polars of ^ and B respectively, and c that

diameter of the given circle which passes through ah ;
if d be the

harmonic conjugate of c with respect to a and 6, the pole of d will be

the middle point of AB.

IV. To bisect a given arc MN of a circle.

Construct the pole S of the chord MN ; the diameter passing

through S will cut MN in the middle point of the latter.

V. To bisect a given angle.

If from a point on the circle parallels be drawn to the arms of the

given angle, the problem reduces to the preceding one.

VI. Given a segment AC ; to produce it to B so that AB may he

double of AC.

Let a and c be the polars of A and C respectively, d the diameter

of the given circle which passes through ac, and h the ray which

makes the pencil abed harmonic ; the pole of b will be the required

point B.

* This is the problem ' de sectione determinata ' of Apollonius. See Chasles,

Geom. sup.. Art. 281.

f These are the problems ' de sectione rationis ' and ' de sectione spatii '
of

Apollonius. See Chasles, Geom. sup., Arts. 296, 298.
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VII. To construct the circle lohose centre is at a given jyoint U and

whose radius is equal to a given straight line UA.

Produce AU io B, making UB equal to A U (by VI), and draw

perpendiculars at A and B to AB (by II). Bisect the right angles at

A and B (by V) ; and let the bisecting lines meet in C and D. We
have then only to construct the conic of which AB and CD are a pair

of conjugate diameters (Art. 301).

420. The following problems * depend for their solution on the

theorem of Art. 376.

I. Given three j>oints A , B , C on a conic and one focus F, to

construct the conic.

With centre F and any radius describe a circle K, and let the

polai's o{ A, B, C with i-esjiect to this circle he a, b, c respectively.

Describe a circle touching a, b, c and take its polar reciprocal with

respect to K; this will be the conic required.

Since there can be drawn four circles touching a, b, c (the inscribed

circle of the triangle abc and the three escribed ciixles), there are

four conies which satisfy the problem.

II. Given two points A, B on a conic, one tangent t, and a focus F,

to construct the conic.

Describe a circle K as in the last problem, and let a, b be the

polars of ^ , ^ , and T the pole of t, with respect to K. Draw a circle

to pass through T and to touch a and b ; the polar reciprocal of this

circle with respect to K will be the conic required.

Since four circles can be drawn to pass through a given point and

touch two given straight lines, this problem also admits of four

solutions.

III. Given one 2>oint A on a conic, two tangents b, c, and a focus F,

io construct the conic.

Describe a circle K as in the last two problems ; let a be the polar

of A, and let ^, C be the poles of 6, c respectively with regard to this

circle. Draw a circle to pass through B and C and to touch a ; its

polar reciprocal with I'esiDect to K will be the conic required.

Since two circles can be described through two given points to

touch a given straight line, this problem admits of two solutions.

IV. Given three tangents a, b, c to a conic and one focus F, to

construct the conic.

Describe a circle K as in the last three problems, and let ^ , -6, C
he the poles of a , b, c respectively with regard to this circle. Draw
the circle through A, B, C and take its polar reciprocal with respect

to K ; this will be the conic required.

This problem clearly admits of only one solution.

* SoUitions of these pi-oblems were given by De la Hire (see Chasles, Aperfu

hisiorique, p. 125), and by Newton {Principia, lib. i. props. 19, 20, 21).
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421. Pkoblem. Given the axes of a conic in position {not in

magnitude) and a 2}air of conjugate straight lines which cut one another

orthogonally, to construct the foci.

If be the centre of the conic, and F, P' and Q, Q' the points in

which the two conjugate lines respectively cut the axes, then of the

two products OP . OP' and OQ . OQ', one will be positive and the

other negative. This determines which of the two given axes is the

one containing the foci. If now a circle be circumscril>ed about

the triangle formed by the two given conjugate lines and the non-

focal axis, it will cut the focal axis at the foci (Art. 343).

422. The following are left as exercises to the student.

1. Given the axes of a conic in position, and also a tangent and

its point of contact, construct the foci, and determine the lengths of

the axes (Art. 344).

2. Given the focal axis of a conic, the vertices, and one tangent,

construct the foci (Art. 360).

3. Given the tangent at the vertex of a parabola, and two other

tangents, find the focus (Art- 358).

4. Given the axis of a parabola, and a tangent and its point of

contact, find the focus (Art. 346).

5. Given the axis and the focus of a parabola, and one tangent,

construct the parabola by tangents (Arts. 346, 349, 358).

6. The locus of the pole of a given straight line r with respect to

any conic having its foci at two given points is a straight line /
perpendicular to r. The two lines r, / are harmonically separated

by the two foci.

7. The locus of the centre of a circle touching two given circles

consists of two conies having the centres of the given circles for foci.

8. The locus of a point whose distance from a given straight line is

equal to its tangential distance from a given circle consists of two

parabolas.

9. In a central conic any focal chord is proportional to the square

of the parallel diameter.

10. In a parabola, twice the distance of any focal chord from its

pole is a mean proportional between the chord and the parameter.
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Affinity, pp. i8, 19.

Angle of constant magnitude turning
round its vertex traces out two
directly equal pencils, 91.

bisection of an, 300.
trisection of an, 294.

Angles, two, of given magnitude
;
gene-

ration of a conic by means of, 297.
Anharmonic ratio defined, 54, 57.

unaltered by projection, 54.
of a harmonic form is — i, 57.
cannot have the values + 1,0, or a>,

62.

of four points or tangents of a conic,

122.

Anharmonic ratios, the six, 60, 61.

ApoUonius, x, xi, xii.

on the parabola, 127, 218.

on the hyperbola, 130, 142, 156,

158, 286.

on the diameters of a conic, 217, 223,
230- 232, 234, 235.

on focal properties of a conic, 253,
258, 259, 262.

section-problems, 300.
Arc of a conic, determination of kind

of conic to which it belongs, 289.
of a circle, trisection of, 294.
of a circle, bisection of, 300.

Asymptotes, tangents at infinity, 1 6, 1 29.
meet in the centre of the conic, 219.
determination of the, given five

points on the conic, 178, 179.
Auxiliary conic, 203, 239, 240.

circle of a conic, 260.

Axes of a conic defined, 227, 228.

case of the parabola, 228.

focal and non-focal, 252.

bisectors of the angle between its

chords of intersection with any
circle, 236, 281.

Axes of a conic, construction of the,

given a pair of conjugate diameters,
232, 283.

given five points, 236, 292.
Axis of perspective or homology, 10.

of affinity, 18.

of symmetry, 64.

Bellavitis, xi, 64, 161.

Bisection of a given segment or angle
by means of the ruler only, 300.

Brianchon, x, xi, xii, 12.^, 125.
Brianchon's theorem, xi, 124.

points, the sixty, 125.

Carnot's theorem, xi, 279, 280.

Centre of projection, i, 3.

of perspective or homology, 10, 12,

98. _
of similitude, i8.

of symmetry, 64.

of an involution, 102.

Centre of a conic, the pole of the line at
infinity, 218.

bisects all chords, 219.
the point of intersection of the

asymptotes, 219.

when external and when internal to

the conic, 219.

locus of, given four tangents, 237.
construction of the, given five points,

220.

construction of the, given five tan-
gents, 238.

Ceva, theorem of six segments, iii.

Chasles, xi, xii.

on homography, 34.
method of generating conies, 127.
correlative to the theorem ' ad qua-

tuor lineas,' 159.
on the geometric method of false

position, 194.
solutions of problems of the second

degree, 200.

Circle, curve homological with a, 14, 15.
generated by the intersection of two

directly equal pencils, 114.
harmonic points and tangents of a,

115, 116.

fundamental projective properties of

points and tangents of a, 115.

of curvature at a point on a conic,

190.

cutting a conic ; the chords of inter-

section make equal angles with
the axes, 236, 281.

circumscribing triangle formed by
three tangents to a parabola, 253.

auxiliary, of a conic, 260.

Class of a curve, 4.

ia equal to the degree of its polar
reciprocal with regard to a conic,

240.
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Coefficient of homology, 63.

Collinear projective ranges, 68.

their self- corresponding points, 'jS,

9h 92, 93-
construction for these, 1 70.

Complementary operations, 33.

Concentric pencils, 69.

construction for their self-correspond-

ing rays, 169.

Cone, sections of the, 14, 18.

Confocal conies, 266.

Congruent figures, 64.

Conic, homological with a circle, 15, 16.

generated by two projective pencils,

119.

generated as an envelope from two
projective ranges, 1 20.

determined by five points or five

tangents, 123.

fundamental projective property of

points and tangents, 118.

projective ranges of points and series

of tangents of a, 161.

homological with itself^ 228, 288.

polar reciprocal of a, 240.

homological with a given conic, and
having its centre at a given point,

249.
confocal with a given conic, and

passing through a given point, 266.

Conic, construction of a, having given

five points or tangents, 131, 149, 176,

179, 180, 297.

four points and the tangent at one
of them, 137, 177.

three points and the tangents at two
of them, 139, 177.

three tangents and the points of con-

tact of two of them, 143, 177.
four tangents and the point of con-

tact of one of them, 146, 177.
four points and a tangent, 180.

four tangents and a point, 1 80.

three points and two tangents, 182,

296.

three tangents and two points, 182,

295-
the asymptotes and one point or

tangent, 277.
the two foci and one tangent, 264.

the two foci and one point, 265.

one focus and three tangents, 268,

301.

one focus and three points, 301.

one focus, two points and a tangent,

301.

one focus, two tangents and a point,

301.

a pair of conjugate diameters, 229,
231.

a pair of conjugate diameters in posi-

tion, and two points or tangents,

291.

a pair of conjugate diameters in posi-

tion, and a tangent and its point

of contact, 289.

two pairs of conjugate diameters in

position, and one point or tan-

gent, 290, 291.

two reciprocal triangles, 247.

a self-conjugate triangle, and a point

and its polar, 292.

a self-conjugate pentagon, 293.
three points and the osculating circle

at one of them, 190.

Conic, construction of a, homological

with itself, 228, 28S.

passing through three points and
determining a known involution

on a given line, 284.

passing through four points and di-

viding a given segment harmoni-
cally, 284.

passing through four points and
through a pair of conjugate points

of a given involution, 2S5.

Conies, osculating, 189.

having a common self-conjugate

triangle, 213, 214.

circumscribing the same quadrangle,

150. 214, 237.
inscribed in the same quadrilateral,

15Q, 213, 214, 237.
Conjugate axis of a hyperbola, 228.

Conjugate diameters, defined, 219.

of a circle cut orthogonally, 222.

form an involution, 227.

parallelogram described on a pair as

adjacent sides is of constant area,

234-
sum or difference of squares is con-

stant, 235.
construction of, given two pairs, 232.

construction of, given five points on
the conic, 236.

including a given angle, construction

of, 292.

Conjugate lines meeting in a point, one
orthogonal pair can be drawn,
227.

orthogonal, the involution determined
by them on an axis of the conic,

251.

orthogonal, with respect to a para-

bola, 253.

Conjugate points and lines with regard
to a conic, 204.

involution-properties of, 209.

Conjugates, hai^iionic, 46.

in an involution, loi.

Construction of a figure homological
with a given one, 13.

for the fourth element of a harmonic
form, 47.

for the fourth point of a range whose
anharmonic ratio is given, 55,
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of pairs of corresponding elements of

two projective forms, when three
are given, 70.

for the self-corresponding elements
of two superposed projective forms,

169.

for the sixth element of an involu-
tion, 109.

of pairs of elements of an involution,

given two, 104.

for the centre of an involution, 109.
for the double elements of an in-

volution, 169, 175, 295.
for the common pair of two super-

posed involutions, 1 73.
for the pole of a line or polar of a

point, 205, 206.

of a triangle self-conjugate to a conic,

207.
of the centre and axes of a conic,

220, 236, 238, 283, 292.
of conjugate diameters, 232, 236, 292.
for diameters of a parabola, having

given four tangents, 238.
for the focus of a parabola, given

four tangents, 254.
for the foci of a conic, given the axes
and a pair of orthogonal conjugate
lines, 302.

Copolar and coaxial triangles, 7, 8.

Correlative figures, 26, 85, 241.
Curvature, circle of, 190.

Degree of a curve, 4.

is equal to the class of its polar reci-

procal with respect to a conic, 240.
De la Hire, x, xii.

Desargues, ix, x, xii, 101, 102, 107, 148.
Desargues' theorem, 148.
Descriptive, the term, as distinguished

from metrical, 50.

Diagonal triangle, of a quadrangle or
quadrilateral, 30.

common to the complete quadri-
lateral formed by four tangents to
a conic, and the complete quad-
rangle formed by their points of
contact, 140.

Diagonals of a complete quadrilateral,
each is cut harmonically by the
other two, 46.

their middle points are coUinear,
109, 299.

form a triangle self-conjugate to any
conic inscribed in the quadri-
lateral, 208.

if the extremities of two are conju-
gate points with regard to a conic,
those of the third are so too, 245.

Diameters of a conic defined, 217.
of a parabola, 218.

conjugate, 219.
ideal, 223.

of a parabola, construction for, given
four tangents, 238.

Dimension of a geometric form, 25.

Directly equal ranges, defined, 88.

generated by the motion of a seg-

ment of constant length, 89.

Directly equal pencils, defined, 90.
two, the projection of two concentric

projective pencils, 89.

two, generate a circle by their inter-

section, 114.
subtended at a focus of a conic by

the points in which a variable

tangent cuts two fixed ones, 264.

Director circle, defined, 269.

the locus of the intersection of or-

thogonal tangents, 269.
cuts orthogonally the circumscribing

circle of any self-conjugate tri-

angle, 270.

Directrix, defined, 254.
property of focus and, 256.

Directrix of a parabola, the locus of

the intersection of orthogonal tan-

gents, 270.
the locus of the centre of the cir-

cumscribing circle of a self-con-

jugate triangle, 271.

the locus of the orthocentre of a
circumscribing triangle, 273.

Division of a given bisected segment
into n equal parts, by means of

the ruler only, 97.
Double elements of an involution, 102.

they separate harmonically any pair

of conjugates, 103.

construction for the, 169, 295.
Duality, the principle of, 26-32.

Eccentricity, 259.
of the polar reciprocal of a circle

with respect to another circle, 274.
Ellipse, 16.

its centre an internal point, 219.
is cut by all its diameters, 220.

is symmetrical in figure, 228.

Envelope of connectors of correspond-
ing points of two projective ranges
is a conic, 120.

if the ranges are similar, it is a para-
bola, 128.

of a straight line the product of

whose distances from two given
points is constant, 260.

Equal ranges and pencils, 86-90.
Equianharmonic forms and figures are

projective, and vice versa, 54, 56,

62,66.
Equilateral hyperbola, why so called

2fc6.

triangles self-conjugate with regard

to a, 271.

inscribed in a quadrilateral, 272,
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circumscribing a triangle passes

througli the orthocentre, 287.

is the polar reciprocal of a conic with

regard to a point on the director

circle, 288.

construction of, given four tangents,

272, 288.

Euclid, porisms of, x, 96.

External and internal points with re-

gard to a conic, 203.

False position, geometrical method of,

194.
Focal axis of a conic, 252.

radii of a point on a conic, 253.

radii, their sum or difference is con-

stant, 258.

Foci, defined, 250.

are points such that conjugate lines

meeting in them cut orthogonally,

250.

are internal points lying on an axis,

250.

are the double points of the involu-

tion determined on an axis by pairs

of orthogonal conjugate lines, 251

.

of a parabola, one at infinity, 253.

of parabolas inscribed in a given

triangle, locus of, 254.
properties of, with regard to tangent

and normal, 259-264.
reciprocation with respect to the,

274, 275-
construction of, under various con-

ditions, 302.

Focus of a parabola, 253.

inscribed in a given triangle, locus

of, 254.
reciprocal of the curve with regard

to, 275.
Forms, geometric, defined, 22, 164.

elements of, 23, 164.

prime, of one, two, three dimensions,

24.

dual generation of, 23, 24, 26.

projective, 34-38.
harmonic, 39-49.
projective, when in perspective, 67.

projective, superposed, 6S, 69.

Gaskin, 189, 269, 271.

Gergonne, x.

Harmonic forms defined, 39, 40.

forms are projective, 41, 43.
pairs ofpoints necessarilyalternate, 45

.

conjugates, 46.

point or ray, construction for the

fourth, 47.
forms, metrical relations, 57, 58.

homology, 64, 228, 288.

points and tangents of a circle, 115,

1 16, 169.

and of a conic, 122, 157, 168.

Hesse, theorem relating to the ex-

tremities of the diagonals of a

complete quadrilateral, 245.

Hexagon, inscribed in a line-pair, 76.

circumscribed to a point-pair, 76.

inscribed in a conic, 124.

circumscribed to a conic, 124.

complete, contains sixty simple hexa-

gons, 125.

nomographic, the term, 34.

figures, construction of, 81.

figures may be placed in homology,

Homological figures, construction of,

13-20.

metrical relations between, 63-65.

Homology, defined, 9, 10.

in space, 20.

plane of, 20.

coefficient or parameter of, 63.

harmonic, 64, 228, 288.

nomothetic figures, 18.

Hyperbola, tangent - properties of a,

129, 130.

and asymptotes cut by a transversal,

156, 282.

tangent cut off by the asymptotes

is bisected at the point of contact,

158.

centre is an external point, 219.

is cut by one only of every pair of

conjugate diameters, 220.

is synmietrical in figure, 228.

properties of the asymptotes and
conjugate points and lines, 277.

equilateral, 285.

Ideal diameters and chords, 223, 226.

Infinity, points and line at, 5.

line at, a tangent to the jjarabola, 16.

plane at, 21.

Internal and external points with re-

gard to a conic, 203.

Intersection of a conic with a straight

line; constructions, 176, 177, 180,

226.

of two conies; constructions, 189.

Involution, defined, 101.

the two kinds, elliptic and hyper-

bolic, 105, 168.

construction for the sixth element of

an, 109.

determined by two pairs of conju-

gates, 104, 165.

of points or tangents of a conic, 165.

construction for the double elements

of an, 169, 205.

formed by cutting a conic by a pencil,

166.

of conjugate points or lines with

regard to a conic, 209.

of conjugate diameters of a conic,

227.
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Involution-properties of the complete
quadrangle and quadrilateral, 107.

of a conic and an inscribed or circum-
scribed quadrangle, 148, 225.

of a conic and an inscribed or cir-

cumscribed triangle, 152, 157.
of a conic, two tangents, and their

chord of contact, 154.
of conjugate points and lines with

regard to a conic, 209.

Lambert, ix, xi, 96-9S.

Latus rectum, 257, 258.

Locus of the centre of perspective of

two figures when one is turned
roundthe axis ofperspective, 12,98.

of the intersection of corresponding
rays of two projective pencils is a
conic, 119.

ad quatuor lineas, 158.

of middle points of parallel chords
of a conic, 217.

of poles of a straight line with regard
to conies inscribed in a quadri-
lateral, 237.

of the centre of a conic, given four

tangents, 237.
of foot of perpendicular from the

focus of a conic on a tangent, 260.

of the intersection of orthogonal
tangents to a conic, 269.

Maclaurin, xi, 127, 141, 185, 297, 298.
Major and minor axes of an ellipse, 228.

Menelaus, theorem on triangle cut by
a transversal, 112, 2S0.

Metrical, the term, distinguished from
descriptive, 50.

Mobius, theorem on figures in per-

spective, 12.

on anharmonic ratio, x, 56, 61.

Monge, xii.

Newton, locus of centre of a conic in-

scribed in a quadrilateral, 238.
organic description of a conic, xi,

297.

Nine-point circle, 283.
Normal, 252.

Oppositely equal pencils, 90.

they generate an equilateral hyper-
bola by their intersection, 286.

Oppositely equal ranges, 88.

Organic description of a conic, 297.
Orthocentre of a triangle circumscribing

a parabola lies on the directrix, 273.
of a triangle inscribed in an equi-

lateral hyperbola lies on the curve,
287.

Orthogonal projection, 19,

pair of rays in a pencil in involution,

pair of conjugate diameters of a
conic, 227.

conjugate lines with respect to a
conic, 251, 252.

Osculating conies, 1S9.

circle of a conic, 190.

Pappus, X, xii.

on a hexagon inscribed in a line-

pair, 76.

porisms of, 95, 96.

fundamental property of the an-
harmonic ratios, 54.

problem 'ad quatuor lineas,' 158.

on the focus and directrix property
of a conic, 257.

Parabola, touches the line at infinity,

16.

is determined by four points or tan-

gents, 127.

two fixed tangents are cut propor-

tionally by the other tangents,

127.

generated as an envelope from two
similar ranges, 128.

diameters of a, 218.

construction of the diameters, having
given four tangents, 238.

focal properties of the, 253, 254.
focus and directrix property, 257.
self-conjugate triangle, property of,

271.

inscribed in a triangle, its directrix

passes through the orthocentre,

273.
Parabola, construction of a, given four

points, 181.

given four tangents, 135.
given three tangents and a point,

182.

under various conditions, 13S, 139,

.
143, 146.

given the axis^_the_iiociis,_arLd_oiie.

point, 266.

given two tangents, the point of con-

tact of one of them, and the
direction of the axis, 278.

given two tangents and their points

of contact, 279.
Parallel lines meet at infinity, 5.

projection, 19.

lines, construction of, with the ruler

only, 96, 300.

Parallelogram, inscribed in or circum-

scribed about a conic, 219, 221.

described on a pair of conjugate semi-

diameters of a conic is of constant

area, 234.

Parameter of homology, 63.

Pascal's theorem, xi, 124.

lines, the sixty, 125.

Pencil, flat, defined, 22.

axial, 22.

X 2
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harmonic, 40, 42.

in involution, loi.

in involution, orthogonal pair of

rays of a, 172.

cut by a conic in pairs of points

forming an involution, 166.

Pentagon, inscribed in a conic, 136.

circumscribed to a conic, 145.

self-conjugate with regard to a conic,

293-
Perpendiculars, centre of, see Ortho-

centre.

from a focus on tangents to a conic,

the locus of their feet a circle, 259.

from the foci of a conic on a tangent,

their product constant, 260.

from any point of the circumscribing

circle of a triangle to the sides,

their feet collinear, 261, 299.

construction of, with the ruler only,

97, 300.

Perspective, figures in, 3.

triangles in, 7, 8, 246.

forms in, 35.

plane, 10.

relief, 20.

Plane of points or lines, 22.

Planes, harmonic, 42.

involution of, loi.

Points, harmonic, on a straight line, 40.

harmonic, on a circle, 116.

harmonic, on a conic, 122, 157-

projective ranges of, on a conic, 161.

Polar reciprocal curves and figures,

240, 241.

of a conic with respect to a conic

is a conic, 240.

of a circle with respect to a circle,

274.
of a conic with respect to a focus,

274. 275.

of a conic with respect to a point on

the director circle, 288.

Polar system, defined, 248.

determined by two triangles in per-

spective, 248.

determined by a self-conjugate tri-

angle and a point and its polar, 293.

Pole and polar, defined, 201, 202.

reciprocal property of, 204.

theory of, applied to the solution

of problems, 300.

construction of, 205, 206, 248.

Poles, range of, projective with the
pencil formed by their polars, 209,

224.

of a straight line with regard to all

conies inscribed in the same quad-
lateral lie on a fixed straight line,

2.^7-
.

Polygon, inscribed in a conic, whose
sides pass through fixed points,

151, 185, 187.

circumscribed to a conic, whose ver-

tices slide on fixed lines, 152, 186.

whose sides pass through fixed points

and whose vertices lie on fixed

lines, 184.

Poncelet, ix, x, xii.

on variable polygons inscribed in or

circumscribed to a conic, 151, 184-

187.

on ideal chords, 226.

on polar reciprocal figures, 240.

on triangles inscribed in one conic

and circumscribed about another,

244.
Porisms, of Euclid and Pappus, 95, 96.

of in- and circumscribed triangle, 94,

244.
of the inscribed and self-conjugate

triangle, 243.

of the circumscribed and self-con-

jugate triangle, 243.

Power of a point with respect to a

circle, 58.

Prime-forms, the six, 24.

Problems, solved with ruler only, 96-98.

of the second degree, 176-200.

solved by means of the ruler and a

fixed circle, 194, 300.

solved by polar reciprocation, 301.

Projection, operation of, 2, 22, 164.

central, 3.

orthogonal, 19.

parallel, 19.

of a triad of elements into any other

given triad, 36.

of a quadrangle into any given quad-
rangle, 80.

of a plane figure into another plane

figure, 81.

Projective forms and figures, 34.

forms, when in perspective, 67.

forms, when harmonic, 69.

ranges, metrical relations of, 62.

forms, construction of, 70-74.

figures, construction of, 81-S4.

plane figures can be put into homo-
logy, 84-

properties of points and tangents of

a circle, 114-117.

properties of points and tangents of

a conic, 11 8-1 30.

Projectivity of any two forms ABC
a,nd A'B'C, 36.

of two forms ABCD and BADC, 38.

of harmonic forms, 41, 43.

of the anharmonic ratio, 54.

of any two plane quadrangles, 80.

of a range of poles and the pencil

formed by their polars, 209, 224.

Quadrangle, complete, defined, 29.

two plane quadrangles always pro-

jective, 80.
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harmonic properties, 39, 47.
involution properties, 107, 225.

inscribed in a conic, 138, 140, 208,

225.

if two pairs of opposite sides are con-

jugate lines with regard to a conic,

the third pair is so too, 246.
Quadrangles having the same diagonal

points ; their eight vertices lie on
a conic or a line-pair, 210.

Quadrilateral, complete, defined, 29.

harmonic properties, 39, 46.

involution properties, 107, 225.

middle points of diagonals are col-

linear, 109, 299.
circumscribed to a conic, 142, 20S,

225, 272.

locus of centres of inscribed conies,

237-
theorem of Hesse relating to the ex-

tremities of the three diagonals,

245-
Quadrilaterals having the same di-

agonals ; their eight sides touch a
conic or a point-pair, 212.

Range, defined, 22.

harmonic, 40.

Ranges, projective, on a conic, i6i.

Ratio, of similitude, iS.

harmonic, 57.

anharmonic, 54-62.
Reciprocal figures, 85.

points and lines with regard to a
conic, 204,

triangles, two, are in perspective, 246.

Reciprocation, polar, 241.

with respect to a circle, 274, 275.
applied to solution of problems, 301.

Rectangular hyperbola, see Equilateral.

Ruler only, problems solved with, 96-
98.

Ruler and fixed circle, problems solved

by help of the, 194, 300.

Section, operation of, 2, 22, 164.

of a cone, 14, iS.

of a cylinder, 19.

Segment, dividing two given ones har-

monically, 58, 103, 295.
of constant magnitude sliding along

a line generates two directly equal
ranges, 89.

bisected, its division into n equal
parts by aid of the ruler only, 97.

Segments of a straight line, metrical
relations between, 51, 52.

Self-conjugate pentagon with regard to

a conic, 293.
Self-conjugate triangle, 207-209.

circumscribing circle of a, its pro-
perties, 271.

Self-conjugate triangles with regard to

a conic, two; properties of, 242.
Self-corresponding elements, defined, 67.

of two superposed projective forms,

68, 69, 78, 91-93.
general construction for these, 169.
oftwo coplanar projective figures, 79.
of two projective ranges on or series

of tangents to a conic, 162, 163.
Sheaf, defined, 22.

Signs, rule of, 51.

Similar ranges and pencils, 86, 87,
128.

and similarly placed figures, 18.

Staudt, vi, vii.

on the geometric prime-forms, 24.

on the principle of duality, 26.

on harmonic forms, 39.
on the construction of two projective

figures, 81.

on the polar system, 248.

on an involution of points on a conic,

,165. _

Steiner, vii, x, xii.

on the sixty Pascal lines and Brian-
chon points, 125.

on the solution of problems of the
second degree by means of a ruler

and a fixed circle, 194.
Superposed geometric forms, 68, 69.

construction of their self-correspond-

ing elements, 169.

plane figures, if projective, cannot
have more than three self-corre-

sponding elements, 79.
Supplemental chords, 221.

Symmetry, a special case of homology,

64.

Tangents, harmonic, of a circle, 116,

117.
_

harmonic, of a conic, 168.

to a conic, series of projective, 163,
164.

orthogonal, to a conic, 269.

to a conic from a given point ; con-

structions, 176, 177, 179, 226.

common, to two conies ; construc-
tions, 190.

Tetragram and Tetrastigm, 29.

Townsend, 200.

Transversal, cut by the sides of a tri-

angle, 112.

cutting a quadrangle or a quadri-

lateral, 107, loS.

cutting a conic and an inscribed

quadrangle, 150.

drawn through a point to cut a
conic

;
property of the product of

the segments, 281,

cutting a hyperbola and its asymp-
totes, 156, 282.

Transverse axis of a hyperbola, 228.
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Triangle, inscribed in one triangle and
circumscribed about another, 94.

inscribed in a conic, 1 43, 216.

circumscribed to a conic, 144, 216.

inscribed or circumscribed, involu-

tion-properties, 152, 157.

self-conjugate with regard to a conic,

207, 270.

circumscribed to a parabola, 253,

273-
self-conjugate with regard to a para-

bola, 271.

self-conjugate with regard to an
equilateral hj^erbola, 271.

cut by a conic, Carnot's theorem,

279.
inscribed in an equilateral hyper-

bola, 287.

Triangles, two, self-conjugate with re-

gard to a conic
;
properties of, 242.

inscribed in one conic and self-con-

jugate to another, 243.
circumscribed to one conic and self-

conjugate to another, 243.
inscribed in one conic and circum-

scribed to another, 244,
reciprocal, are in perspective, 246.

formed by two pairs of tangents to a
conic and their chords of contact,

298.

Trisection of an arc of a circle, 294.

Vanishing points and lines, 5.

plane, 21.

Vertex of a conic, 228, 256.

circle of curvature at a, 190.

THE END.
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and Appendices by John \Vord.-,worth, M.A. Small 4to., stiff covers, 6s.

Old-French.—Libri Psalmonnn Versio antiqua Gallica e

Cod. MS. in Bibl. Bodleiana adser^'ato, una cum Versione Metrica aliisque

Monumentis pervetustis. Nunc primum descripsit et edidit Franciscus Michel,

Phil. Doc. i860. Svo. IOJ-. (>d.
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FATHERS OP THE CHURCH, &c.

St. Athanashts: Historical Writings, according to the Bene-
dictine Text. With an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. 1881. Crown
8vo. 10s. 6d.

Orations against the Arians. With an Account of his

Life by William Bright, D.D. 1873. Crown Svo. gs.

St.Aifgnstine: Select Anti-Pelagian Treatises, and the Acts
of the Second Council of Orange. With an Introduction by William Bright,

D.D. Crown Svo. 9^.

Canons of the First Four General Councils of Nicaea, Coii-
stantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon. 1877. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

Notes on the Canons of the First Fonr General Councils.
By William Bright, D.D. 18S2. Crown Svo. 5^. dd.

Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Alexandrini in XII Prophetas. Edidit
P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi II. 1868. Svo. cloth, 2/. is.

in D. Joannis Evangelium. Accedunt Fragmenta varia
necnon Tractatus ad Tiberium Diaconum duo. Edidit post Aubertum
P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi III. 1S72. Svo. 2/. 5J.

Commentarii in Lucae Evangelium quae supersunt
Syriace. E MSS. apud Mus. Britan. edidit R. Payne Smith, A.M. 1858.

4to. i/. 2 J.

Translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A. 2 vols. 1H59.
Svo. 14^'.

Ephraemi Syri, Rabulae Episcopi Edesseni, Balaei, aliorum-
que Opera Selecta. E Codd. Syriacis MSS. in Museo Britannico et Bibliotheca
Bodleiana asservatis primus edidit J. J. Overbeck. 1865. Svo. i/. is.

Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History, according to the text of
Burton, with an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. 18S1. Crown Svo.

%s. 6d.

Irenaens : The Third Book of St. Irenaeiis, Bishop of Lyons,
against Heresies. With short Notes and a Glossary by H. Deane, B.D.
i«74. Crown Svo. 5^^. 6^.

Patruvt Apostolicornm, S. Clementis Romani, S. Ignatii,
S. Polycarpi, quae supersunt. Edidit Guil. Jacobson, S.T.P.R. Tomi II.

Fourth Edition, 1863. Svo. 1/. i.f.

Socrates'' Ecclesiastical History, according to the Text of
Hussey, with an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. 187S. Crown Svo.
7J-. (\d.
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ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, &c.

Ancient LiUirgy of tJie CJmrch of England^ according to the
uses of Saram, York, Hereford, and Bangor, and the Roman Liturgy arranged

in parallel columns, with preface and notes. By William Maskell, M.A.
Third Edition. 1S82. 8vo. 15^.

Bacdae Histot'ia Ecdesiastica. Edited, with English Notes,
by G. H. Moberly, M.A. 1881, Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Bright ( W^. Chapter's of Early English Church History.
1878. 8vo. \2S.

Burnefs History of the Reformatio7t of the Church ofEngland.
A new Edition. Carefully revised, and the Records collated with the originals,

by N. Pocock, M.A. 7 vols. 1865. 8vo. Price reduced to \l. \os.

Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Gj^eat Britain
and Ireland. Edited, after Spelman and Wilkins, by A. W. Haddan, B.D.,

and W. Stubbs, M.A. Vols. I. and III. 1869-71. Medium 8vo. each il. is.

Vol. II. Part I. 1873. Medium 8vo. loj. 6d.

Vol.11. Part II. 1878. Church of Ireland; Memorials of St. Patrick.

Stiff covers, y. 6d.

Hamilton {jfohn, Archbishop of St. Andrezvs), The Catechism
of. Edited, with Introduction and Glossary, by Thomas Graves Law. With
a Preface by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone. 8vo. 1 2s. 6d.

Hammojid [C. E.). Litu?gies, Eastern and Western. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, and Liturgical Glossary. 1878. Crown Svo. loj-. 6^.

An Appendix to the above. 1879. Crown 8vo. paper covers, is. 6d,

John, Bishop of Ephesus. The Third Part of his Eccle-
siastical History. [In Syriac] Now first edited by William Cureton, M.A.
1853. 4tO. l/. I2J.

Translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A. i860. Svo. loj.

Leofric Missal, The, as used in the Cathedral of Exeter
during the Episcopate of its first Bishop, A.D. 1050-1072 ; together with some
Account of the Red Book of Derby, the Missal of Robert of Jumieges, and a
few other early MS. Service Books of the English Church. Edited, with In-

troduction and Notes, by F. E. Warren, B.D. 4to. half morocco, 35^.
«

. - . .

Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesiae Anglicanae. The occasional
Offices of the Church of England according to the old use of Salisbury, the-

Prymer in English, and other prayers and forms, with dissertations and notes.

By William Maskell, M.A. Second Edition. 1882. 3 vols. 8vo. 2/. loj.

Records of the Reformation. The Divorce, 1527-1533. Mostly
now for the first time printed from MSS. in the British Museum and other libra-

ries. Collected and arranged by N. Pocock, M.A. 1870. 2 vols. Svo. J/. i6.f.
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Shi)'ley ( W. W.). Some Account of the Church in the Apostolic
Age. Second Edition, 1S74. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6rf.

Stubbs { W.). Registmm Sacrum Anglicanttm. An attempt
to exhibit the course of Episcopal Succession in England. 1858. Small 4to.

8j. f,d.

Warren {F. E.). Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church.
1881. Svo. \^s.

ENGLISH THEOLOGY.
Butler's Works, with an Index to the Analogy. 2 vols. 1874.

Also separately,

Sermons, ^s. 6d. Analogy of Religion, ^s. 6d.

Greswells Harmo7iia Evangelica. Fifth Edition. Svo. 1855.
9^. dd.

Heurtleys Harmonia Symbolica: Creeds of the Western
Church. 1858. Svo. 6s. 6d.

Homilies appointed to be read in ChurcJies. Edited by
J. Griffiths, M.A. 1859. Svo. ^s.6d. ,

Hooker s Works, with his life by Walton, arranged by John
Keble, M.A. Sixth Edition, 1874. 3 vols. Svo. \l. \\s. 6d.

the text as arranged by John Keble, M.A. 2 vols.

1875. Svo. IIS.

JeiveVs Works. Edited by R. W. Jelf, D.D. 8 vols. 1848.
Svo. i/. \os.

Pearsoti's Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition, 1877. Svo. loj. dd.

Waterland's Review of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, with
a Preface by the late Bishop of London. Crown Svo. ds. 6d.

Works, with Life, by Bp. Van Mildert. A new Edition,
virith copious Indexes. 6 vols. 1856. Svo. 2I. lis.

Wheatly's Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer. A new
Edition, 1846. Svo. is. ^

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works of John Wyclif,
by W. W. Shirley, D.D. 1S65. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Select English Works. By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols.
1869-1871. Svo. Price reduced to il. IS.

— Trialogus. With the Supplement now first edited.
By Gotthard Lechler. 1869. Svo. Price rediiced to "js.
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HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY WORKS.

British Barrows, a Record of the Examination of Sepulchral
Monnds in various parts of England. By William Greenwell, M.A., F.S.A.

Together with Description of Figures of Skulls, General Remarks on Pre-

historic Crania, and an Appendix by George RoUeston, M.D., F.R.S. 1877.
Medium Svo. 25J. •

Brittoji. A Treatise upon the Common Laiv of England,
composed by order of King Edward I. The French Text carefully revised,

with an English Translation, Introduction, and Notes, by F. M. Nichols, M.A.
2 vols. 1S65. Royal Svo. i/. i6j-.

Clarejidon''s History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. 7 vols. 1839. iSmo. i/. is.

Clarendons History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in

England. Also his Life, written by himself, in which is included a Con-
tinuation of his History of the Grand Rebellion. With copious Indexes.

In one volume, royal Svo. 1S42. i/. 75.

Clinton s Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 1^5'. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 1 854. Svo. ']s.

Corpvs Poeticvm Boreale. The Poetry of the Old Northern
Tongue, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth Century. . Edited, clas-

sified, and translated, with Introduction, Excursus, and Notes, by Gudbrand
Vigfusson, M.A., and F. YorTi Powell, M.A. 2 vols. 1SS3. Svo. \2s.

Freeman [E. A.). History of the Norman Conqnest of Eng-
land; its Causes and Results. In Six Volumes. Svo. 5/. 9^^. 61/.

Freeman {E. A.). The Reign of William Rtifns and the

Accession of Henry the First. 2 vols. Svo. i/. i6j-.

Gascoigne's Theological Dictionary ("Liber Veritatum"):
Selected Passages, illustrating the condition of Church and State, 1403-1458.
With an Introduction by James E. Thorold Rogers, M.P. Small 4to. los. 6d.

Magna Carta, a careful Reprint. Edited by W. Stubbs, M.A.
1879. 4to- stitched, is.

Passio et Miracida Beati Olaui. Edited from a Twelfth-
Century MS. in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, with an In-

troduction and Notes, by Frederick Metcalfe, M.A. Small 4to. stiff covers, ds.

Protests of the Lords, including those which have been ex-
punged, from 1624 to 1874; with Historical Introductions. Edited by James
E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. 1875. 3 vols. Svo. 2/. 2J-.

Rogers {J. E. T.). History of Agricidtnre and Prices in
England, A.D. 1 259-1 793.

Vols. I and II (1259-14C0). 1S66. Svo. 2/. zs.

Vols. Ill and IV (1401-1582). 1S82. Svo. 2/. \os.
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Saxon Chronicles {Two of the) parallel, with Supplementary
Extracts from the Others. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a Glos-

sarial Index, by J. Earle, M.A. 1865. 8vo. i6.f.

Sturlunga Saga, including the Islendinga Saga of Lawman
Sturla Thordsson and other works. Edited by Dr. Gudbrand Vigfusson.

In 2 vols. i8;8. 8vo. 2/. 2J.

York Plays. The Plays performed by the Crafts or Mysteries

of York on the day of Corpus Christi in the 14th, 15th, and i6th centuries.

Now first printed from the unique manuscript in the Library of I>ord Ashbum-
ham. J^dited with Introduction and Glossary by LucyToulmin Smith. 8vo.

21^. Just Published.

StatnUs made for the University of Oxford, andfor the Colleges

and Halls therein, by the University of Oxford Commissioners. 1882. 8vo.

1 2 J. 6d.

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis. 1884, 8vo. ^s.

The Examination Statutes for the Degrees of B.A., B. Mus.,
B.C.L., and B.M. Revised to Hilary Term, 1885. 8vo. sev/ed, \s.

The Student's Handbook to the University and Colleges of
Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S. dd.

The Oxford University Calendar for the year 1885. Crown
8vo. 4J-. 6d.

The present Edition includes all Class Lists and other University distinctions for

the five years ending with 1884.

Also, supplementary to the above, price 5s. (pp. 606),

The Honours Register of the University of Oxford. A complete
Record of university Honours, Officers, Distinctions, and Class Lists ; of the

Heads of Colleges, &c., &c., from the Thirteenth Century to 1883.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

Aeland(H. W., M.D., F.R.S.). Synopsis of the Pathological
Series in the Oxford Aluseum. 1867. 8vo. 2^-. 6c/.

Astronomical Observations made at the University Observ-
atory, Oxford, under the direction of C. Pritchard, M.A. No. i. 1878.

Royal 8vo. paper covers, 3^. (3d.

De Bary [Dr. A.) Comparative Anatomy of the Vegetative
Organs of the Phanerogams and Ferns. Translated and Annotated by F. O.
Bower, M.A., F.L.S., and D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S. With two
hundred and forty-one woodcuts and an Index. Royal 8vo., half morocco,
1 1. 2s. 6d.
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Miiller {y.)- On certain Variations in the Vocal Organs of
the Passeres that have hitherto escaped notice. Translated by F. J. Bell, B.A.,

and edited, with an Appendix, by A. H. Ganod. M.A., F.R.S. With Plates.

1878. 4to. paper covers, "^s. 6d.

Phillips {John, M.A., F.RS.). Geology of Oxford and the
Valley of the Thames. 1871. 8vo. 2\s.

Vesuvius. 1869. Crown 8vo. lOi-. dd.

Price [Bartholomew, M.A., F R.S.). Treatise on Infinitesimal
Calculus.

Vol. I. Differential Calculus. Second Edition. 8vo. 14J. (>d.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, and Differential Equations.

Second Edition, 1865. 8vo. i8j.

Vol. III. Statics, including Attractions; Dynamics of a Material Particle.

Second Edition, 1868. 8vo. \(>s.

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Material Systems ; together with a chapter on Theo-
retical Dynamics, by W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S. 1862. 8vo. i6j.

Rigaud's Correspondence of Scientific Men of the I'jth Century,
with Table of Contents by A. de Morgan, and Index by the Rev. J. Rigaud,
M.A. 2 vols. 1841-1862. 8vo. i8j-. ()d.

Rolleston [George, M.D., F.R.S.). Scientific Papers and Ad-
dresses. Arranged and Edited by William Turner, M.B., F.R.S. With a

Biographical Sketch by Edward Tylor, F.R.S. With Portrait, Plates, and
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. \l. 4^-.

Sachs' Text-Book of Botany, Morphological and Physiological.
A New Edition. Translated by S. H. Vines, M.A. 1882. Royal 8vo., half

morocco, 1/. \\s. 6d.

Westwood [J. O., M.A., F.R.S.). Thesaurus Entomologicus
Hopeianus, or a Description of the rarest Insects in the Collection given to

the University by the Rev. William Hope. With 40 Plates. 1874. Small
folio, half morocco, 'jl.ios.

^!)c ^mtti 23oo]^s of tfie ^ast.

Translated by various Oriental Scholars, and edited by

F. AlAX MiJLLER.

[Demy 8vo. cloth.]

Vol. I. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Miiller.
Part I. The A7/andogya-upanishad, The Talavakara-upanishad, The Aitareya-

arawyaka. The Kaushitaki-brahmawa-upanishad, and The Va^asaneyi-sawhita-
upanishad. loj. 6d.

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools ofApastamba, Gautama, VasishMa, and Baudhayana. Translated by

Prof. Georg Biihler. Part I. Apastamba and Gautama. 10s. 6d.
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Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part I. The Shii King, The Reli-

gious portions of the Shih King, and The Hsiao King, i 2j. (;d.

Vol. IV. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Darme-
steter. Parti. The Vendidad. ics.6d.

Vol. V. The Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part I. The Bundahij, Bahman Yajt, and Shayast la-shayast. 12s. 6J.

Vols. VI and IX. The Qur'an. Parts I and II. Translated
by E. H. Palmer. 21s.

Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vish/m. Translated by Julius

Jolly, los. 6d.

Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadgita, with The Sanatsu^atiya, and
The Anugita. Translated by Kashinath Trimbak Telang. \os. 6d.

Vol. X. The Dhammapada, translated from Pali by F. Max
Miiller ; and The Sutta-Nipata, translated from Pali by V. Fausboll ; being

Canonical Books of the Buddhists, los. bd.

Vol. XI. Buddhist Suttas. Translated from Pali by T. W.
Rhys Davids, i. The Mahaparinibbana Suttanta ; 2. The Dhamma-,^akka-
ppavattana Sutta ; 3. The Tevi^o-^a Suttanta ; 4. The Akankheyya Sutta

;

5. TheAetokhila Sutta; 6. The Maha-sudassana Suttanta ; 7. The Sabbasava

Sutta. lOJ. 6d.

Vol. XII. The 6"atapatha-Brahma;/a, according to the Text
of the Madhyandina School. Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part I.

Books I and II. 12^-. 6d.

Vol. XIII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part I. The Patimokkha.
The Mahavagga, I-IV. ics. dd.

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasish/z^a and Baudhayana. Translated

by Georg Biihler. Part II. Vasish/Z^a and Baudhayana. 10s. 6d.

Vol. XV. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Miiller.

Part II. The Ka/Z/a-upanishad, The Mu^t/aka-upanishad, The Taittiriyaka-

upanishad, The Brzliadarawyaka-upanishad, The 6'vetaJ'vatara-upanishad, The
Prajwa-upanishad, and The Maitrayawa-BrahmaHa-upanishad. 10s. 6d.

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part II. The Yi King. \os. 6d.

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part II. The Mahavagga,
V-X. The Aullavagga, I-III. 10s. 6d.
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Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part II. The Da</istan-i Dinik and The Epistles of Mamu/Jihar. 12^-. (jd.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king. A Life of Buddha
by Ajvaghosha Bodhisattva, translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by Dhar-
maraksha, a.d. 420, and from Chinese into English by Samuel Beal. los. 6d.

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by T. Vv".

Rhys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part III. The Aullavagga, IV-XII.
loj-. 6d.

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pu;?</arika ; or, the Lotus of the
True Law. Translated by H. Kern. 12s. 6d.

Vol. XXII. 6^aina-Sutras. Translated from Prakrit by Her-
mann Jacobi. Part I. The AMrafiga-Siltra. The Kalpa-Sdtra. los. 6d.

Vol. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Dar-
mesteter. Part II. The Sirozahs, Ya^ts, and Nyayij'. los. 6d.

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part III. Dina-i Mainog-i Khirad, .5'ikand-gumanik, and Sad-Dar. los. 6d.

Second Series.

The following Volumes are in the Press:

—

Vol. XXV. Manu. Translated by Georg Buhler.

Vol. XXVI. The ^atapatha-Brahmawa. Translated by
Julius Eggeling. Part II.

Vols. XXVII and XXVIII. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Parts III and IV.
The Li Ki, or Collection of Treatises on the Rules of Propriety, or Ceremonial
Usages.

Vols. XXIX and XXX. The Grzhya-sutras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies. Translated by Hermann Oldenberg. Parts I and 11.

Vol. XXXI. The Zend-Avesta. Part III. The Yazna,
Visparad, Afrigan, and Gahs. Translated by the Rev. L. H. Mills.

Vol. XXXII. Vedic Hymns. Translated by F. Max MuUer.
Part I.

*^* The Second Series will consist of Tzuenty-Four Volumes in all.
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Clar^ntrnn IHitss Scries

I. ENGLISH.

A First Reading Book. By Marie Eichens of Berlin ; and
edited by Anne J. Clough. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, 4</.

Oxford Reading Book, Part I. For Little Children. Extra
fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, 6^.

Oxford Reading Book, Part II. For Junior Classes. Extra
fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, 6c?.

An Elementary English Grammar and Exercise Book. By
O. W. Tancock, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower Forms
in Classical Schools. By O. W. Tancock, M.A. Fourth Edition. Extra
fcap. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Typical Selections from the best English Writers, with Intro-
ductory Notices. Second Edition. In Two Volumes. Extra fcap. Svo.

3^. ^d. each.

Vol. I. Latimer to Berkeley. Vol. II. Pope to Macaulay.

Shairp {J. C, LL.D.). Aspects of Poetry ; being Lectures
delivered at Oxford. Crown Svo. los. dd.

A Book for the Beginner in Anglo-Saxon. By John Earle,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

An Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse. With Gram-
matical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Fourth
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Extra fcap. Svo. %s. 6d.

An Anglo-Saxon Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and Glossary.
By the same Author. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

First Middle English Primer, with Grammar and Glossary.
By the same Author. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

The Philology of the English Tongue. By J. Earle, M.A.
Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 1$. 6d.

A Handbook of Phonetics, including a Popular Exposition of
the Principles of Spelling Reform. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo.

4J. dd.

The Ormulum ; with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R. M.
White. Edited by R. Holt, M.A. 187S. 2 vols. Extra fcap. Svo. 21 j.
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English Plant Nantes from the Tenth to the Fifteenth
Century. By J. Earle, M.A. Small fcap. 8vo. 5s.

Specimens of Early English. A New and Revised Edition.
With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By R. Morris, LL.D., and
W. W. Skeat. M.A.

Part I. From Old English Homilies to King Horn (a.d. i 150 to a.d. 1300).
Extra fcap. Svo. 9J.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Gower (a.d. 1298 to A.D. 1393).
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 7^. dd.

Specimens of English Literature, from the ' Ploughmans
Crede' to the ' Shepheardes Calender' (a.d. 1394 to a.d. 1579). With Intro-

duction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W, W. Skeat, M.A. Extra fcap.

Svo. 7J. 6d.

The Vision of William cojicerning Piers the Plowman, by
William Langland. Edited, with Notes, by W. W. Skeat, M.A. Third
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^^. (yd.

Chancer. I. Tlie Prologue to the Canterhiry Tales; the
Knightes Tale ; The Nonne Prestes Tale. Edited by R. Morris, Editor of

Specimens of Early English, &c., &c. Fifty-first Thousand. Extra fcap. Svo.

2j. dd.

II. The Prioresses Tale ; Sir Thopas ; The Monkes
Tale ; The Clerkes Tale ; The Squieres Tale, &c. Edited by W. W. Skeat,

M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. 6^/.

III. The Tale of the Man of Lawe ; The Pardoneres
Tale ; The Second Nonnes Tale ; The Chanouns Yemannes Tale. By the

same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. 6c/.

Gamelyn, The Tale of. Edited with Notes, Glossary, &c., by
W. W. Skeat, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. Stiff covers, is. 6d.

Spenser s Faery Qneetie. Books I and II. Designed chiefly
for the use of Schools. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By G. W.
Kitchm, D.D.

Book I. Tenth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Book II. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book L. Edited by R. W.
Church, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Marlozve and Greene. Marloive's Tragical History of Dr.
Fausttis, and Greene's Honourable History of Friar Bacon aftd Friar Bungay.
Edited by A. W. Ward, M.A. 1S78. Extra fcap. Svo. 5.r. 6d.

Marlozve. Edward IT. With Introduction, Notes^ &c. By
O. W. Tancock, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. is.
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Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. G. Clark, M.A.,
and W. Aldis Wright, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers.

The Merchant of Venice, is. Macbeth. is.6d.

Richard the Second, is. (>d. Hamlet. 2s.

Edited by W. Aldis Wright, M.A.

The Tempest, is. 6d. A Midsummer Night's Dream
As You Like It. is. 6d. is. 6d.

Julius Caesar. 2s. Coriolanus. 2s. 6d.

Richard the Third. 2s. 6d. Henry the Fifth. 2s.

King Lear. is. dd. Twelfth Night. \s. 6d. Just Pub-
lished.

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist ; a popular Illustration of
the Principles of Scientific Criticism. By Richard G. Moulton, M.A. Crown
8vo. ^s. Just Published.

Bacon. I. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis
Wright, M.A. Second Edition. E.xtra fcap. 8vo. 45-. dd.

II. TJie Essays. With Introduction and Notes. /;/

Preparatioji.

Milton. I. Areopagitica. With Introduction and Notes. By
. John W. Hales, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

11. Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne, M.A. 2 vols.
Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6^. dd. Sold separately, Vol. I. ^s. ; Vol. 11. 3J-.

In paper covers :

—

Lycidas, id. L'AUegro, id. II Penseroso, i,d. Comus, dd.

Samson Agonistes, dd.

III. Samson Agonistes. Edited with Introduction and
- Notes by John Churton Collins. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, is.

Btinyan. I. The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace Abounding, Rela-
tion of the Imprisonment of Mr.John Bunymi. Edited, with Biographical
Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables, M.A. 1879. Extra fcap. 8vo. 55.

II. Holy War, &-c. Edited by E. Venables, M.A.
In the Press.

Dryden. Select Poems. Stanzas on the Death of Oliver
Cromwell ; Astraea Redux ; Annus Mirabilis ; Absalom and Achitophel

;

Religio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther. Edited by W\ D. Christie, M.A*.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. y. dd.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Intro-
duction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M.A, Second Edition, Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.
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Addison. Selections front Papers in the Spectator. With
Notes. By T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4J. 6c?.

Steele. Selections. By Austin Dobson. Nearly ready.

Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By Mark Pattison, B.D.

I. Essay on Man. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo.
is. ()d.

II. Satires and Epistles. Second Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo. 2S.

Parnell. The Hermit. Paper covers, id.

Johnson. I. Rasselas ; Lives of Dryden and Pope. Edited
by Alfred Milnes, M.A. (London). Extra fcap. 8vo. 4J. (id.

Lives of Pope and Dryden. Stiff covers, 2^. 6d. yust
Published.

II. Vanity of Hiwtan Wishes. With Notes, by E. J.
Payne, M.A. Paper covers, 4^.

Gray. Selected Poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse, Clark
Lecturer in English Literature at the University of Cambridge. Extra fcap.

8vo. Stiff covers, is. 6d. In M'hite Parchment, 3^-.

Elegy and Ode on Etojt College. Paper covers, id.

Goldsmith. The Deserted Village. Paper covers, <id.

Cowper. Edited, with Life, Introductions, and Notes, by
H. T. Griffith, B.A.

I. The Didactic Poems of 1782, with Selections from the
Minor Pieces, A.D. 1779-1783. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3^.

II. The Task, ivith Tirocinium, and Selections from the
Minor Poems, A.D. 1784-1799. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^-.

Btirke. Select Works. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by E. J. Payne, M.A.

I. Thoteghts on the Present Discontents ; the two Speeches
on America. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. dd.

II. Reflections on the French Revolution. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. ^s.

III. Fotir Letters oji the Proposals for Peace with the
Regicide Directory of France. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5^-.

Keats. Hyperion, Book I. With Notes by W. T. Arnold, B.A.
Paper covers, 4^.

Scott. Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canco I,

with Preface and Notes by W. Minto, M.A. Paper covers, 6rf.

[9]
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II. LATIN.

Riidimenta Latina. Comprising Accidence, and Exercises of
a very Elementary Character, for the use of Beginners. By John Barrow
Allen, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By the same Author.
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S. 6d.

A First Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Fourth
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 3J. dd.

Reddenda Minora, or Easy Passages, Latin and Greek, for
Unseen Translation. For the use of Lower Forms. Composed and selected

by C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. \s. 6d.

Anglice Reddenda. or Easy Extracts, Latin and Greek, for
Unseen Translation. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Third Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Passages for Translation into Latin. For the use of Passmen
and others. Selected by J. Y. Sargent, M.A. Fifth Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. 2s. 6d.

Exercises in Latin Prose Composition; with Introduction,
Notes, and Passages of Graduated Difficulty for Translation into Latin. By
G. G. Ramsay, M.A., LL.D. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. 6d.

First Latin Reader. By T. J. Nunns, M.A. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Caesar. The Commentaries (for Schools). With Notes and
Maps. By Charles E. Moberly, M.A.

Part I. The Gallic War. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4J. dd.

Part II. The Civil War. Extra fcap. Svo. 3s. 6rf.

The Civil War. Book I. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Cicero. Selection of interesting and descriptive passages. With
Notes. By Henry Walford, M.A. In three Parts. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. dd.

Each Part separately, limp, \s. 6d.

Part I. Anecdotes from Grecian and Roman History. Third Edition.

Part II. Omens and Dreams: Beauties of Nature. Third Edition.

Part III. Rome's Rule of her Provinces. Third Edition.

Cicero. Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edition.

Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.
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Cicero. Select Orations (for Schools). In Verrem I. De
Imperio Gn. Pompeii. Pro Archia. Philippica IX. With Introduction and
Notes by J. R. King, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Cornelius Nepos. With Notes. By Oscar Browning, M.A,
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2^^ (td.

Livy. Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
H. Lee-Warner, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. In Parts limp, each \s. 6d.

Part I. The Caudine Disaster.

Part II. Hannibal's Campaign in Italy.

Part III. The Macedonian War.

Livy. Books V—VII. With Introduction and Notes. By
A. R. Cluer, B.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With Introductions
and Notes, and an Appendix on the Roman Calendar. By W. Ramsay, M.A.
Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d

Pliny. Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. B}' the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edition. Extra

fcap. Svo. 3^.

•Tacitus. The Actuals. Books I-IV. Edited, with Introduc-
tion and Notes for the use of Schools and Junior Students, by H. Furneaux,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. i,s.

Catnlli Veronensis Liher. Iterum recognovit, apparatum cri-

ticum prolegomena appendices addidit, Robinson Ellis. A.M. 1878. Demy
8vo. i6s.

A Commentary on Catidhis. By Robinson Ellis, M.A.
1876. Demy 8vo. \^s.

Verojiejisis Carmina Selecta, secundum recognitionem
Robinson Ellis, A.M. Extra fcap. Svo. 3J 6d.

Cicero de Oratore. With Introduction and Notes. By A. S.
Wilkins, M.A.

Book I. 1879. Svo. 6j. Book II. 18S1. Svo. 5J.

Philippic Orations. With Notes By J. R. King, M.A-
Second Edition. 1S79. Svo. \os, 6d.

Select Letters. With English Introductions, Notes, and
Appendices. By Albert Watson, M.A. Third Edition. 1881. Demy Svo. iSs.

Select Letters. Text. By the same Editor. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 45.
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Cicero pro Clnentio. With Introduction and Notes. By W.
Ramsay, MA. Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. 3J. 6(/,

Horace. With a Commentary. Volume I. The Odes, Carmen
Seculare, and Epodes. By Edward C. Wickham, M.A. Second Edition.

1877. Demy Svo. xis.

A reprint of the above, in a size suitable for the use
of Schools. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d.

Livy, Book I. With Introduction, Historical Examination,
and Notes. By J. R. Seeley, M.A. Second Edition. 1881. Svo. 6j'.

Ovid. p. Ovidii Nasonis Ibis. Ex Novis Codicibus edidit,

Scholia Vetera Commentarium cum Prolegomenis Appendice Indice addidit,

R. Ellis, A.M. Svo. \os. bd.

Persiiis. The Satires. With a Translation and Commentary.
By John Conington, M.A. Edited by Henry Nettleship, M.A. Second

Edition. 1874. Svo. 7^. dd.

Plautus. The Trimimnms. With Notes and Introductions.
Intended for the Higher Forms of Public Schools. By C. E. Freeman, M.A.,

and A. Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 3J-.

Sallust. With Introduction and Notes. By W. W. Capes,.
M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. bd.

Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-VI. Edited, with Intro-
ducti^on and Notes, by H. Furneaux, M.A. Svo. iSj.

Virgil. With Introduction and Notes. By T. L. Papillon,
M.A. Two vols. Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Nettleship (//., M.A.). Lectures and Essays on Subjects con-
nected with Latin Scholarship and Literature. Cro^vn Svo. 7J'. dd.

The Roman Satura : its original form in connection with
its literary development. Svo. sewed, is.

Ancient Lives of Vergil. With an Essay on the Poems
of Vergil, in connection with his Life and Times. Svo. sewed, 2s.

Papillon {T. L., M.A.). A Manual of Comparative Philology.
Third Edition, Revised and Corrected. 1S82. Crown Svo. 6s.

Pinder {North, M.A.). Selections from the less knozvn Lati?i

Poets. 1869. Svo. ic^s.

Sellar
(
W. V., M.A.). Roman Poets of the Augustan Age.

Virgil. New Edition. 1SS3. Crown Svo. 9^.
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Sellar (W.V.,3f.A.). Roman Poets of the Republic. New
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 1881. 8vo. 14J.

Wordsworth {J., M.A.). Fragments and Specimens of Early
Latin. With Introductions and Notes. 1874. 8vo. iZs.

III. GREEK.

A Greek Primer, for the use of beginners in that Language.
By the Right Rev. Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo. IS. 6d.

Graecae Grammaticae Rndiine7ita in usum Scholarum. Auc-
tore Carolo Wordsworth, D.C.L. Nineteenth Edition, 1882. i2mo. 4^.

A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and Scott's
4to. edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Twenty-first Edition. 1884.

Square i2mo. ']s. 6d.

Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective; their forms, meaning,
and quantity; embracing all the Tenses used by Greek writers, with references

to the passages in which they are found. By W. Veitch. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. \os. 6d.

The Elemejits of Greek Accentuation (for Schools) : abridged
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Series of Graduated Greek Readers:—
First Greek Reader. By W. G. Rushbrooke, M.L. Second

Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Second Greek Reader. By A. M. Bell, M.A, Extra fcap.
8vo. 3.f. 6d.

Fourth Greek Reader ; being Specimens of Greek Dialects.
With Introductions and Notes. By W. W. Merry, M,A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

4J. 6^.

Fifth Greek Reader. Selections from Greek Epic and
Dramatic Poetry, with Introductions and Notes. By Evelyn Abbott, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^^. dd.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry: being a Col-
lection of the finest passages in the Greek Classic Puets, with Introductory

Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright M.A. Extra fcap.. 8vo. 8j. (td.

A Golden Treasury of Greek Prose, being a Collection of the
finest passages in the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Introductory Notices
and Notes. By R. S. Wright, M.A., and J. E. L. Shadwell, M.A. Extra fcap.

8vo. 4^. dd.
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Aeschylus. Proinethe7is Bound (for Schools). With Introduc-
tion and Notes, by A. O. Prickard, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Agamemnon. With Introduction and Notes, by Arthur
Sidgwick, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. y.

Choephoroi. With Introduction and Notes by the same
Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3J-.

Aristophanes. In Single Plays. Edited, with English Notes,
Introductions, &c., by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. Pvo.

I. The Clouds, Second Edition, 2j.

II. The Acharnians, 2s. III. The Frogs, 2s.

Cebes. Tabula. With Introduction and Notes. By C S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Euripides. Alccstis (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram, M.A.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2S. dd.

Helena. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Critical
Appendix, for Upper and Middle Forms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra
fcap. Svo. 3J.

Iphigenia in Tanris. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and Critical Appendix, for Upper and Middle P'orms. By C. S. Jerram, M.A.
Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 3^'. Just Ptiblished.

Herodotus, Selections from. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and a Map, by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII (for Schools). By W. W.
Merry, M.A. Twenty-seventh Thousand. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d.

Book II, separately, \s. 6d.

Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV (for Schools). By the
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 5J.

Iliad, Book I (for Schools). By D. B. Monro, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2j.

Iliad, Books I-XII (for Schools). With an Introduction,
a brief Homeric Grammar, and Notes. By D. B. Monro, M.A. Extra fcap.

Svo. 6^-.

Iliad, Books VI and XXI. With Introduction and
Notes. By Herbert Hailstone, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d. each.

Lucian. Vera Historia (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. \s. 6d.

Plato. Selections from the Dialogues [including the whole of
the Apology and Crito']. With Introduction and Notes by John Purves, M.A.,
and a Preface by the Rev. B. Jowett, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 6s. 6d.
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Sophocles. In Single Plays, with English Notes, &c. By
Lewis Campbell. M.A., and Eveljm Abbott, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp.

Oedipus Tyrannus, Philoctetes. New and Revised Edition, 2j. each.

Oedipus Coloneus, Antigone, is. gd. each.

Ajax, Electra, Trachiniae, 2s. each.

Oedipus Rex: Dindorfs Text, with Notes by the
present Bishop of St. David's. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp, \s. 6d.

Theocritus (for Schools). With Notes. By H. Kynaston,
D.D. (late Snow). Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4?. 6d.

Xenophon. Easy Selections, (for Junior Classes). With a
Vocabulary. Notes, and Map. By J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L., and C. S. Jerram,
M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^. 6t/.

Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
J. S. Phillpotts. B.C.L. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Anabasis, Book II. With Notes and Map. By C. S.
Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s.

Cyropaedia, Books IV and V. With Introduction and
Notes by C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. dd.

Aristotle s Politics. By W. L. Newman, M.A. \^In preparation.']

Aristotelian Studies. I. On the Structure of the Seventh
Book of the Nicomachean Ethics. By J. C. Wilson, M.A. 1879. Medium Svo.

stiff, fyS.

Demosthenes and AeschtJies. The Orations of Demosthenes
and yEschines on the Crown. With Introductory Essays and Notes. By
G. A. Simcox, M.A., and W. H. Simcox, M.A. 1872. Svo. 12s.

Geldart [E. M., B.A.). The Modern Greek Language in its

relation to Ancient Greek. Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. ^d.

Hicks {E. L.,M.A.). A Manual of Greek Historical Inscrip-
tions. Demy Svo. \os. 6d.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII. Edited with English Notes,
Appendices, etc. By W. W. Merry, M.A., and the late James Riddell, M.A.
1876. Demy Svo. \6s.

A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect. By D. B. Monro,
M.A. Demy Svo. io.f. dd.
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Sophocles. The Plays and Fragments. With EngHsh Notes
and Introductions, by Lewis Campbell, M.A. 2 vols.

Vol. I. Oedipus Tyrannus. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone. Second
Edition. 1879. 8vo. i6j-.

Vol. II. Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae. Philoctetes. Fragments. 1881.

Svo. 16s.

Sophocles. The Text of the Seven Plays. By the same
Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. 4J. 6cl.

TV. FRENCH AND ITALIAN.

Brachefs Etymological Dictionary of the French Language.
with a Preface on the Principles of French Etymology. Translated into

English by G. W. Kitchin, D D. Third Edition. Crown Svo. 7^. U.

• Historical Grammar of the French Language. Trans-
lated into English by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap.

Svo. y. dd.

Works by GEOBGE SAINTSBURY, M.A.

Primer of French Literature. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Short History of French Literature. Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Specimens of French Literature, from Villon to Hugo. Crown
Svo. 9J.

CorneilWs Horace. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Molihe's L.es Pricieuses Ridicules. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Andrew Lang, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

Voltaire^s Merope. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2s. Just Published-

Beaumarchais' Le Barbier de Seville. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Mussefs On ne badine pas avec VAmour, and Fantasio. Edited,
with Prolegomena, Notes, etc., by Walter Herries Pollock. Extra fcap.

Svo. 2S.

Quinefs Lettres a sa Mkre. Selected and edited by George
Saintsbury. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 2s. Just Published.

Sainte-Beuve. Selectionsfrom the Caitseries du Lundi. Edited
by George Saintsbury. In the Press.
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L'Eloquence de la Chaire et de la Tribune Franqaises. Edited
by Paul Bloiiet, B.A. (Univ. Gallic). Vol. I. French Sacred Oratory.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 2S. (>d.

Edited by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A.

Corneille's Cinna, and Molih-e's Les Femmes Savantes. With
Introduction and Notes. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Louis XIV and his Contemporaries ; as described in Extracts
from the best Memoirs of the Seventeenth Century. With English Notes,

Genealogical Tables, &c. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Maistre, Xavier de. Voyage autour de ma Chavihre. Ourika,
by Afadame de Durds; La Dot de Suzette, by Fieveej Les Jumeaux de
I'Hotel ComtiWe-hy Edmond About ; Mesaventures d'un Ecolier, by Rodolphe

Tdpffer. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Molihrs Les Fourberies de Scapin. With Voltaire's Life of
Moliere. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, \s. dd.

Molih'e's Les Fourberies de Scapin, and Racine s Athalie.
With Voltaire's Life of Moliere. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2.;. 6^.

Racine's Androniaque, and Corneilles Le Menteur, With
Louis Racine's Life of his Father. Extra fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

RegnarcTs Le Joueur, and Brueys and Palaprafs Le Gro7ideur.
Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Sevigne, Madame de, and her chief Contemporai^ies, Selectiojis

from the Correspondence of. Intended more especially for Girls' Schools.

Extra fcap. Svo. y.

Dante. Selections from the Infefno. With Introduction and
Notes. By H. B. Cotterill, B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^-. M.

Tasso. La Gerusalemme Liberata. Cantos i, ii. With In-
troduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

V, G-ERMAN.

GERMAN COURSE. By HERMANN LANGE.

The Germans at Llome ; a Practical Introduction to German
Conversation, with an Appendix containing the Essentials of Germai^Grammar.
Second Edition. Svo. 2s. 6d.

The German Manual ; a German Grammar, Reading Book,
and a Handbook of German Conversation. Svo. 7^. bd.
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Grammar of the German Lajtguage. 8vo. 35. 6d.

This ' Grammar ' is a reprint of the Grammar contained in ' The German Manual,'

and, in this separate form, is intended for the use of Students who wish to make
themselves acquainted with German Grammar chiefly for the purpose of being

able to read German books.

German Composition ; A Theoretical and Practical Guide to
the Art of Translating English Prose into German. 8vo. 4J. 6^.

Lessing^s Laokoon. With Introduction, English Notes, etc.

By A Hamann. Phil. Doc, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4J. dd.

Schiller s Wilhelm Tell. Translated into English Verse by
E. Massie, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5^.

Also, Edited by C. A. BITCHHEIM, Phil. Doc.

Goethe's Egmont. With a Life of Goethe, &c. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.

Iphigenie auf Tauris. A Drama. With a Critical In-
troduction and Notes. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3^.

Heine's Prosa, being Selections from his Prose Works. With
English Notes, etc. Extra fcap. Svo. 4J. 6d.

Lessing's Mijina von BarnJielm. A Comedy. With a Life
of Lessing, Critical Analysis, Complete Commentary, &c. Fourth Edition.

Extra fcap. Svo. 3J. 6c/.

Nathan der Weise. With Introduction, Notes, etc.
Extra fcap. Svo. 4^. dd.

Schiller's Historische Skizzen ; Egmonfs Leben tmd Tod, and
Belagerung von Antwerpen. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Wilhelm Tell. With a Life of Schiller ; an his-
torical and critical Introduction, Arguments, and a complete Commentary,
and Map. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 3J-. 6d.

Wilhelm Tell. School Edition. With Map. Extra fcap.
Svo. 2S.

Halnis Griseldis. In Preparation.

Modern German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Prose
Extracts from Modern German writers :

—

Part I. With English Notes, a Grammatical Appendix, and a complete
Vocabulary. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Parts II and III in Preparation.
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VI. MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

By LEWIS HENSLEY, M.A.

Figures made Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. (Introductory
to ' The Scholar's Arithmetic.') Crown 8vo. dd.

Answers to the Examples in Figures made Easy, together
with two thousand additional Examples formed from the Tables in the same,
with Answers. Crown 8vo. \s.

The Scholar's Arithmetic : with Answers to the Examples.
Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

The Scholars Algebra. An Introductory work on Algebra.
Cro'vvn 8vo. 45. 6d.

Baynes {R. E., M.A.). Lessons on Thermodynamics. 1878.
Crown 8vo. jj. (id.

Chambers [G. F., F.R.A.S.). A Handbook of Descriptive
Astronomy, Third Edition. 1877. Demy 8vo. 28j.

Clarke {Col. A. R.,C.B.,R.E.). Geodesy. 1880. 8vo. i2j-. 6^.
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